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Providing patients with information, such that they are able to understand the 
consequences of treatment decisions, is an ethical and legal requirement in New 
Zealand and many other jurisdictions. While research from the disciplines of bioethics, 
law, and medicine has shown that patients’ recall and understanding of what they have 
been told is often limited, such research has focused on the “what” rather than the 
“how” of informing. While some health communication and health literacy research has 
addressed the how of informing, such research has relied on observation and coding 
strategies. By contrast, this thesis project addresses the how of informing via situated 
interactional analysis.  
Information provision creates many challenges for both patients and surgeons. One of 
the greatest challenges is epistemic asymmetry, which is exacerbated by low health 
literacy and numeracy. To provide context for my findings in the analytic chapters, I 
describe the conflicting institutional, social, and psychological demands that surgeons 
face when providing information to patients. In addition to epistemic asymmetry, these 
include adherence to legal precepts, upholding bioethical principles, establishing and 
maintaining social relations, dealing with uncertainty, countering the “curse of 
expertise”, and forming a mutually acceptable plan for next steps within the 
circumscribed time frame of a surgical consultation.  
In this thesis, I use multimodal conversation analysis to investigate participants’ 
management of intersubjectivity during surgeons’ extended tellings. Drawing on prior 
conversation analytic research on intersubjectivity and repair, the structure of 
storytellings, epistemics, and turn taking, I show that surgeons’ information provision 
takes the form of extended tellings during which patients say little. Although the 
content of these tellings varies widely, the content categories, namely Problem, Process, 
Alternatives, and Risks, which are familiar to me as a former clinician, are similar 
across most of these tellings. Furthermore, the ordering of these content categories 
appears designed to scaffold patient understanding.  
On the one hand, while structural aspects of extended tellings generally inhibit floor-
taking turns by patients, my research reveals that some surgeons use recycling of 
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previous talk to create “unit ends”. Some patients orient to these unit ends by providing 
full turns-at-talk that initiate repair or display their stance. Furthermore, their full turns 
(can) provide demonstrations of their understanding. In the event that they reveal 
misunderstandings, such demonstrations allow surgeons to tailor their repairs.  
Notwithstanding the sequential implicativeness of repeats as unit ends, patients’ floor-
taking turns are rare in the mid-telling environment. However, patients can claim they 
are following surgeons’ talk via head nods and minimal vocal responses in the vicinity 
of TCU completions. In keeping with prior research, my findings show that, providing 
there is mutual gaze, surgeons in my data usually treat the absence of such on-time 
acknowledgements as interactional trouble. This orientation is evidenced by 
progressivity disruptions in the form of post-positioned expansions, reformulations, 
understanding checks, increments, response pursuits, or reassurances. 
While demonstrations of understanding are rare during these extended tellings, patients 
can upgrade their claims of epistemic access via complex multimodal gestalts, either to 
claim new understanding or to claim epistemic antecedence. In this regard, analysis 
shows that the timing of patients’ modal moves (such as nods), in relation both to other 
modal moves (such as gaze continuation or withdrawal) and to surgeons’ TCU 
completions, is key to the epistemic affordances created. 
Prior research has shown that gaze is central to intersubjectivity management because 
of its roles in mutual monitoring and in interactional engagement/disengagement. In 
keeping with this research, my findings emphasise the role of gaze in creating the 
accountability of patients’ acknowledgements at surgeons’ TCU completions. 
Furthermore, in keeping with prior research, surgeons in my data use gaze both for 
response pursuit and recipient selection. Finally, my analysis shows that the epistemic 
affordances of patients’ complex multimodal gestalts depend on gaze withdrawal or 
continuation. 
In addition to the above theoretical contributions, my multimodal transcription method 
makes a methodological contribution by facilitating reader access to the simultaneous 
unfolding of modal moves and gaze direction. Moreover, this thesis has the potential to 
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contribute to training of surgeons and other experts involved in information provision 
to laypersons.  
The essence of my thesis argument, which is based on a combination of empirical 
multimodal conversation analytic research and the ethnographic insights of a former 
clinician, is that the central issue with informing for informed decision making is the 
ever-present tension between interactional intersubjectivity and progressivity. However, 
despite surgeons doing nearly all the talking during extended tellings for information 
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1 Information provision: A practical clinical problem  
“Contemporary thinking about information hides and downplays many 
important aspects of communication and information, including the 
fact that communicating and informing are types of action and 
interaction so depend on a normative framework against which such 
action succeeds or fails.” (Manson & O'Neil, 2007, p. 27) (authors’ 
emphasis). 
1.1 Introduction 
This thesis is a situated interactional study of information provision by experts 
(surgeons) to laypersons (patients). The information provision in question relates to 
“informed decision-making” (Braddock et al., 1999) (about surgical treatment and its 
alternatives). In this introductory chapter I establish why the study of “understanding” 
during surgeons’ information provision is a worthwhile project, from a personal 
perspective, from a bioethical and medicolegal perspective, and from the perspective of 
contributing to ethnomethodological1 conversation analysis (EMCA) theory.  
This project was inspired by the difficulties I encountered during my clinical career as 
an anaesthetist, when trying to inform patients about decision-relevant matters 
according to the principles I had encountered in the bioethics literature (for example, 
Beauchamp & Childress, 2013). In theory, I was supposed to tell the patient about the 
options for anaesthesia (for a proposed surgical intervention), and explain the processes 
involved in these options, along with their respective benefits and risks. As a result of 
this information provision, the patient would, in theory, be able to make an informed 
decision, even if that decision were to ask me to do “whatever you think’s best, doctor”. 
However, I was frequently unsure if my patients had really understood what I was 
telling them, and consequently, whether they were able to make an informed decision. 
While I intuited that the difference between practice and theory lay in human 
interaction, I was initially unsure how best to study this. Early in the project, I explored 
video recordings of surgeon-patient interactions from the Applied Research on 
 
1 Ethnomethodology is the study of how members (of a social group) use common sense methods and 
practices to create meaning and social order during everyday activities. 
2 
 
Communication in Health (ARCH) corpus 
(www.otago.ac.nz/wellington/research/arch/corpus/), looking both for instances of 
decision-relevant information provision by surgeons and for evidence of “shared 
understanding” between patients and surgeons. Together, the data and the project goal 
of “understanding understanding” (Macbeth, 2011) led me towards 
ethnomethodological conversation analysis.  
1.2 Personal ethnography 
I came to this project as a member of the medical discourse community, having spent 
nearly 30 years in clinical practice as an anaesthetist. A significant part of my clinical 
duties involved anaesthesia consultation clinics and pre-operative bedside interviews 
with patients. These consultations involved assessing and optimising patients’ health 
and fitness prior to surgery. They also involved discussing peri-operative issues with 
patients such as options for anaesthesia and analgesia. They almost always involved a 
discussion of peri-operative processes and risk. Unsurprisingly, the likelihood of 
undesirable outcomes increased in conjunction with the magnitude of the proposed 
surgery and with the scope and severity of the patient’s co-morbidities. 
Thus, my clinical career provided a wealth of opportunities for providing patients with 
decision-relevant information, much of which was “bad news”, and for grappling with 
the socio-relational and institutional issues that are the subject of Chapter 2. Because of 
differences in factual knowledge (epistemic asymmetry) and inferential frameworks2, I 
found it difficult to convey complex information in a way that was comprehensible to 
patients. This was especially true when trying to communicate uncertainty. Thus, 
fulfilling the medicolegal requirement for disclosure of information that a person in the 
patient’s position would want to know (see Section 2.2), often seemed like an 
impossible task. 
 
2 An inferential framework concerns knowledge that is a) accumulated over time, b) shared by members 
of a discourse community, and c) used to interpret implicit meaning (Drew & Heritage, 1992, pp. 3-65).  
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1.2.1 Member credentials  
Familiarity with the language and culture of participants is a prerequisite of good 
analysis (Hoey & Kendrick, 2017). Although not a surgeon myself, much of my 
working life has been spent in the company of surgeons. Anaesthetists, like surgeons, 
are required to obtain informed consent from patients (see Section 2.2.2) because, like 
surgeons, they must harm3 patients in order to carry out procedures that are aimed at 
benefiting them. Furthermore, anaesthetists administer large doses of potent 
medications that, if given in a different environment, would almost certainly result in 
the death of the patient. Finally, patients under general anaesthesia cannot be consulted 
about unexpected developments during the surgical procedure. For all the above 
reasons, anaesthetists, like surgeons, have a duty to help patients understand, as far as 
possible, what the consequences of their decisions might be might be (or of the 
decisions that clinicians make on their behalf).  
1.2.2 Relevant training in bioethics and teaching adult literacy and numeracy 
A further ethnographically relevant aspect of my background is my training4 in 
bioethics and, in particular, my experience of trying (but sometimes failing) to uphold 
the principle of Respect for Autonomy (Section 2.2.1) in my everyday practice when 
dealing with patients. Finally, my knowledge of pedagogical “best practices”, acquired 
as a trainee teacher of adult literacy and numeracy, has informed my thinking in this 
thesis5. Such practices include assessing and building on a learner’s prior knowledge, 
“scaffolding” new learning (Wood et al., 1976) within the learner’s “Zone of Proximal 
Development” (Vygotsky, 1978, as cited in Kinginger, 2002), and undertaking 
formative assessment of new learning (Ruiz-Primo & Furtak, 2007).  
 
3 Usually these harms are small in relation to the benefit but on occasion they can be significant. An 
example of a “trivial” harm is the pain from a needlestick during placement of an epidural catheter. 
However, this is usually more than compensated by the excellent post-operative pain relief that the 
epidural can provide. An example of a significant harm is that on rare occasions, the epidural can cause 
serious injury such as nerve damage, or even paralysis. 
4 In 1996, I completed a Master of Medical Science in Bioethics. 
5 Like my knowledge of the bioethical principles of informed consent, my pedagogical knowledge was, 
for the most part, theoretically based. When I did attempt “real life” teaching and tutoring, I found that, 
as with informed consent, operationalising pedagogical theory was difficult. My lesson plans often came 
adrift, and my lesson objectives often remained unrealised. 
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1.3 Focus, objectives, aims and scope 
The broad focus of my research is the investigation of how surgeons and patients 
manage shared understanding during decision-related information provision. Because 
this project is motivated by personal experiential difficulties, my approach to the data 
has been one of “open-mindedness” rather than “unmotivated looking” (see Section 
3.2.2). Early in the project, I developed an overarching research question, namely, 
“How do participants in surgical consultations manage intersubjectivity during 
surgeons' decision-related “extended tellings”?6 However, during the recursive process 
of viewing and transcribing the data, reading about relevant EMCA research, and 
reflective writing, several analytic themes emerged. These themes, which are listed in 
Section 1.6 below, are explored in the analytic chapters (5-8).  
My overarching research goal, which is to explore how participants manage 
intersubjectivity during surgeons’ (decision-relevant) extended informings (or tellings), 
has resulted in three key analytic objects. These are a) patients’ interactional moves 
(vocal and/or embodied) that claim or demonstrate understanding during surgeons' 
informings, b) surgeons’ moves that either promote or inhibit such displays, and c) the 
interactional consequences of patients’ understanding displays or lack thereof.  
I will show that, despite rarely taking the floor for full turns-at-talk, patients co-
construct these tellings with surgeons. They do so via brief vocal responses and 
embodied responses such as head nods, which are crucial to the progressivity of these 
tellings. Furthermore, my research will reveal how patient recipients integrate 
embodied and vocal displays of understanding to differentiate “I’ve got it, thanks. I 
don’t need to hear any more” from, “I’m following along, please continue”. In 
particular, I show how patients’ “complex multimodal gestalts” (Mondada, 2014, 
2016a) can act as strong claims of understanding. Finally, I will argue that multimodal 
 
6 “Extended telling” is a term coined (but not defined) in a footnote by Schegloff (2007, p. 204). In this 
thesis, I use it to connote a long series of turns by a primary speaker, during the course of which  
recipients refrain from taking full turns-at-talk. Instead, recipients provide acknowledgements in the form 
of minimal vocal turns (such as “yeah” or “mm”) or head nods or brief assessments. The paradigm 
example of an extended telling is a storytelling (see Section 3.5). 
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analysis permits a differentiation between “informing” and “disclosing” during 
surgeons’ extended tellings (see Section 1.5). 
This thesis is not about surgical decision-making as such. That is, it does not look for or 
describe decision points. Nor does it examine the role of the patient in decision-making. 
It is not a bioethical or a medicolegal critique of the content of surgeons’ tellings. It 
does not set out to critique surgeons’ communication skills nor attempt to gauge patient 
satisfaction. It does not test patient knowledge. Rather it is an interactional study of 
participants’ management of shared understanding during surgeons’ extended tellings, 
informed by my member knowledge of the institutional context in which these tellings 
take place. 
1.4 The warrant for this project 
The warrant for this project lies in the paucity of interactional research, especially 
sequential interactional research on expert-lay informing in relation to decision-making. 
By contrast, there is a wealth of non-interactional scholarship on such information 
provision in both the bioethics and health literacy literatures.  
1.4.1 The bioethics and health literacy views of informing 
Information provision, as part of informed decision-making, is based on the Principle of 
Respect for Autonomy (for example, Beauchamp & Childress, 2013; Faden & 
Beauchamp, 1986). However, much of the bioethics literature in this area deals with 
philosophical argument rather than empirically based theory. Consequently, the 
philosophers Neil Manson and Onora O’Neil (2007) have highlighted the disjunction 
between the theoretical model of informed decision-making (for example Braddock et 
al., 1999)) and its practical application in the clinic. Manson and O’Neil emphasise that 
information provision entails both action and interaction7 (authors’ emphasis), which 
together constitute the “how” of information provision (p. 27). Nevertheless, unlike the 
content or “what” of information provision, the “how” receives scant  
 
7 As such, their stance resonates with the EMCA approach to action and interaction. 
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attention (Manson & O'Neil, 2007). This thesis aims to address this gap in knowledge. 
Despite my initial lack of familiarity with EMCA, I realised that it would be the most 
appropriate methodology for studying the “how” of informing.  
Health literacy theory8, unlike bioethical theory, is informed by copious empirical 
research. However, while some health literacy research is based on observation of 
interaction (for example Badaczewski et al., 2017; Roter, 2011; Roter et al., 2007), the 
literature is devoid of research based on sequential interactional methods, such as 
EMCA. While this thesis does not address the issue of health literacy directly, its 
findings may contribute to the health literacy debate (see Section 2.4). 
1.4.2 EMCA and “informing”  
EMCA research on informing is sparse; even when informing is mentioned in articles, 
it is rarely the primary research focus (Gardner & Mushin, 2013). Consequently, 
informing is undertheorised in the EMCA literature. I address the conceptualisation of 
“informing” in greater depth in Section 1.5 but will henceforth use quotation marks to 
alert the reader to its challengeable nature. 
EMCA studies of information transfer between experts and non-experts are even rarer 
(Koole & Elbers, 2014). Exceptions include studies of classroom interaction (for 
example, (Gardner & Mushin, 2013; Koole, 2010; Koole & Elbers, 2014). Based on 
their research in primary school classrooms, Gardner and Mushin (2013) conclude that 
teachers usually avoid “informings” in favour of questions, because, unlike 
“informings”, questions mobilise responses (Stivers & Rossano, 2010a). Responses to 
questions reveal how responders understand propositional content. By comparison, 
Gardner and Mushin argue, responses to “informings” are optional, and most often take 
the form of claims that something is understood rather than demonstrations of how it is 
understood (Koole, 2010).  
 
8 The issue of patient health literacy is covered in more depth in Section 2.4. 
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1.4.3 The educative role of surgeons 
Like teachers, surgeons have a role in educating patients. However, the epistemic roles, 
rights, and responsibilities of surgeons and patients differ from those of teachers and 
students. This is evidenced by a complete absence, during the surgical consultations I 
have examined, of the “known answer” Initiation-Response-Evaluation sequence that is 
common in classroom interactions (Gardner & Mushin, 2013; Mehan, 1979). For what 
are likely to be socio-relational reasons (see Samuels-Kalow et al., 2016), surgeons in 
my data set do not employ questions to elicit demonstrations of understanding from 
patients. Consequently, when gauging understanding, surgeons must make do with 
patients’ responses to “informings”9. This thesis contributes to EMCA theory on the 
nature of expert-lay “informing” in a non-classroom context. 
1.4.4 EMCA research in surgery versus EMCA research in primary care 
From a medical interaction perspective, research on surgical interactions has been less 
common than research on primary care interactions (Levinson et al., 2013). Examples 
of surgical interactional research include White’s analysis of the structure of surgical 
consultations (White, 2011), which has provided some of the empirical foundations of 
this thesis (see also White et al., 2013). White found both similarities to and differences 
from the structure of primary care consultations (Robinson, 2003). Both Robinson 
(2003) and White (2011) have highlighted the role of the consultation structure in 
determining opportunities (or lack of opportunities) for patient talk.  
An important body of work by Pamela Hudak and her colleagues uses EMCA to 
investigate Canadian orthopaedic surgeons’ interactions with patients (for example, 
Clark & Hudak, 2011; Hudak et al., 2011, 2013; Hudak & Maynard, 2011). Of 
relevance to this thesis, Clark and Hudak (2011) show that surgeons have at their 
disposal a variety of interactional resources to preempt patient concerns, and thereby 
limit patient opportunities for engagement. 
 
9 At the time the surgeon data used was recorded, health literacy research on “teach back” (as discussed 
in Section 2.4.2) was in its infancy and so these surgeons’ lack of use of this tool is not at all surprising.  
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Examining communication between clinicians and patients in several health contexts 
(including surgery), Collins and colleagues use EMCA to show that those clinicians 
display either a “unilateral” or a “bilateral” interactional style (Collins et al., 2007; 
Collins et al., 2005). Collins et al., (2005) claim that, unlike clinicians who display a 
unilateral style, clinicians displaying a bilateral style seek interactional opportunities to 
engage patients, thus permitting an exploration of their understanding. Another EMCA 
study shows how clinicians’ and patients’ epistemic and deontic rights play out in 
secondary care, including surgery (Landmark et al., 2014). However, this study does 
not specifically address issues of understanding in relation to decision-relevant 
information.  
1.4.5 A focus on talk  
Importantly, all the above studies focus primarily on participants’ talk, while paying 
little attention to patients’ embodiments. Likewise, my initial explorations of surgeon 
“informings” in the surgeon data centered on talk alone. Consequently, because these 
patients say little during surgeons’ extended tellings, my early impression of these 
“informings” was one of minimal or even absent intersubjectivity. However, it became 
apparent that, because these tellings involve face-to-face interaction, I would have to 
study patients’ embodiments as well as their vocal responses. My rationale for 
multimodal analysis is explored further in Chapter 4. 
In summary, this thesis project is warranted on several counts. Firstly, there is an 
absence of sequential interactional research of decision-related information provision in 
the bioethics and health literacy literatures. Secondly, there is limited EMCA research 
on the management of information transfer, especially between experts and laypersons. 
Thirdly, there is much less EMCA research in surgery than in primary care. Finally, 
there is a warrant for multimodal analysis of surgeons’ extended tellings because 
patients’ vocal responses alone do not permit a useful analysis of intersubjectivity. 
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1.5 “Informing” as a challengeable concept 
Because of the lack of interactional research where the primary focus is knowledge 
transfer, “informing” as an interactional concept remains undertheorised. I have chosen 
two of the numerous definitions from the Oxford English Dictionary (OED) to illustrate 
important conceptual differences in how “inform” is used. The first is, “To shape the 
mind, character, etc.; to instruct, teach, train; to provide with knowledge” (Oxford 
University Press, 2020) and the second is, “To give information; to report, relate” 
(Oxford University Press, 2020) 
However, the meanings of “inform” and “informing” are often not specified in the 
EMCA and other interactional literatures. An exception is the work of Thompson, Fox 
and Couper-Kuhlen (2015). These authors treat “informing” as an initiating action, the 
“first pair part”10 (FPP) of an “informing sequence” (p. 51). Furthermore, they 
characterise an informing sequence in epistemic terms. It is “the action done when a 
speaker’s turn is constructed to provide information to a non-knowing recipient such 
that they become (more) knowing.” (p. 51). This conception of “inform(ing)” correlates 
most closely to the first OED definition. Of importance to this thesis is the idea 
(embedded in Thompson et al.’s definition) that an “informing sequence” requires 
interactional evidence that the recipient has become “more knowing”. Based on the 
empirical interactional evidence in Chapters 6-8, I will argue that these surgeons’ 
extended tellings are made up of multiple informing sequences that are analogous to 
adjacency pair sequences. The major difference is that patients’ “second pair parts” 
(SPPs) usually comprise minimal response tokens (Gardner, 2001) and/or head nods 
rather than full turns-at-talk.  
Henceforth, I will use less epistemically loaded terms, such as “tell” or “provide 
information”, to connote an initiating action that may or may not result in an informing 
sequence. Furthermore, I will use the term “disclose” to connote an initiating action, 
 
10 An “adjacency pair” is the basic unit of conversational sequence organisation (Schegloff, 2007). It 
comprises  a “first pair part” (FPP), or initiating action, and a “second pair part” (SPP), or responsive 
action of the same interactional type (Schegloff, 2007). For instance, if speaker A says “Hi” and speaker 
B responds, “Hi”, a conversational sequence has occurred. 
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following which there is no interactional evidence that the (patient) recipient has 
become more knowing and where the (surgeon) speaker makes no attempt to pursue 
such evidence (see the second OED definition above). Interactional evidence, for the 
purposes of this thesis, can range from a sequentially appropriate head nod at one end 
of the epistemic display spectrum, to a demonstration of understanding, such as a 
formulation (Deppermann, 2011; Heritage & Watson, 1979), or a candidate 
understanding (Heritage, 1984a). 
Recipients’ claims of understanding do not equate to understanding in the cognitive 
sense. However, Schegloff (1982) shows that, at least in everyday interaction, speakers 
treat recipient claims such as head nods and vocal continuers as evidence of sufficient 
understanding “for all practical purposes” (Garfinkel, 1967, as cited in Sidnell, 2014, p. 
382). Important conceptual differences between claims and demonstrations of 
understanding are discussed in Section 3.3.1. 
1.6 Navigating the thesis  
The remainder of this thesis is divided into eight chapters. The scene-setting chapter 
that follows this one explores some of the institutional, interactional, epistemic, socio-
relational, and psychological factors that influence surgeon behaviour in relation to 
decision-related information provision. I provide a possible explanation for why, 
despite its potential shortcomings from the patient’s perspective, an extended telling is 
often a surgeon’s chosen vehicle for “informing”. 
The third chapter highlights aspects of EMCA theory of special relevance to this thesis. 
I describe the EMCA “mentality” and the EMCA approach to intersubjectivity. 
Because of their importance to my thesis argument, I spend some time describing key 
aspects of repair organisation and epistemic organisation. The chapter concludes with 
an overview of the EMCA literature on storytellings. 
The fourth chapter is divided into two parts. In the first part, I describe the origins of 
multimodality in EMCA, draw on the contributions of key researchers in the field, and 
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highlight its challenges. In the second part, I describe my analytic approach to the data, 
explaining the rationale for my transcription method, and introduce the surgeon data.  
While the four analytic chapters are all concerned with displays of intersubjectivity, 
each has a different focus. Chapter 5 explores the structural organisation of surgeons' 
extended tellings. My initial data examples illustrate the topical content of these tellings 
and show how these topics are sequentially ordered to scaffold patient understanding. 
Further data examples show how, on the one hand certain structural aspects of 
surgeons’ tellings inhibit patients’ floor taking opportunities, while on the other hand, 
surgeons’ recycling of their own prior talk can provide patients with opportunities for 
full turns-at-talk.  
In Chapter 6, I use multimodal analysis to explore whether Zama and Robinson’s 
(2016) “relevance rule” applies to surgeons’ extended tellings. (Their relevance rule 
deals with the accountable relevance of (counselor) recipients’ acknowledgements 
during (student) speakers’ extended tellings at university counselling sessions.) 
Chapters 7 and 8 are both concerned with patients’ use of multimodal resources to 
upgrade their claims of knowledge or understanding (which I henceforth gloss as 
“claims of epistemic access”). Chapter 7 is a case study of an extended telling, during 
the first part of which patient displays of intersubjectivity are minimal or relevantly 
absent, but during the second part of which she combines multimodal resources to 
display a “dawning of new understanding”. Chapter 8 provides further examples where 
patients upgrade (or downgrade) their claims of understanding by combining 
multimodal resources.  
Chapter 9 assembles the analytic findings of the previous chapters and discusses their 
implications and emergent themes. These themes are a) the interactional structure of 
surgeons’ extended tellings and its effect on intersubjectivity; b) surgeons’ linguistic 
devices for chunking information; c) how surgeons’ recycling of their own talk 
increases the likelihood of response upgrades by patients; d) the idea that patients’ 
(multimodal) displays of understanding are both systematically produced and treated by 
surgeons as necessary to progress the telling; e) the crucial importance of gaze for the 
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management of intersubjectivity; and f) that, by combining multimodal resources, 
patients differentially enact strong claims of understanding (that they “really get it”) 
and weak claims (that they are just “following along”). 
1.7 Chapter summary  
In the introduction to this chapter, I explained my reasons for undertaking this thesis 
project, which is an investigation of intersubjectivity between patients and surgeons 
during surgeons' extended tellings. My reasons relate to the difficulties I experienced as 
a clinician, when “informing” patients in relation to decision-making.  
Despite my initial lack of familiarity with EMCA, I realised that it would be the most 
suitable methodology for my project, based on the nature of my data and project goals. 
I provided ethnographic information, not only about my clinical background as a 
member of the medical discourse community, but also about my interest in bioethics 
and adult literacy and numeracy. The focus, aims and objectives for the project were 
explained. Next, I identified multidisciplinary knowledge gaps in relation to the “how” 
of decision-related information provision and delimited the scope of the thesis. I 
concluded with an explanation of my use of “inform”, a term which, I suggest, has been 




2 The institutional context 
2.1 Introduction 
Those who seek to influence clinicians’ behaviour must understand the organisational 
and institutional exigencies that influence that behaviour (Heath, 1992a). Accordingly, 
my aim in this chapter is to provide an overview of the multiple demands on surgeons 
when they attempt to inform patients about decision-related issues. These (frequently 
competing) demands include acting in accordance with bioethical principles and 
medicolegal imperatives, observing socio-relational norms, meeting institutional 
requirements (such as finding a mutually agreeable plan for “next steps”), managing 
knowledge asymmetries, “keeping to time” during consultations, and managing 
psychological issues such as “the curse of expertise”. My purpose in this overview is to 
contextualise surgeons’ extended tellings, and to provide some possible explanations 
for their content and interactional features. My hope is that the reader, who may already 
be familiar with the “patient’s perspective”, will gain insight into “the surgeon’s 
perspective”.  
This chapter is divided as follows. Section 2.2 provides a brief overview of the 
bioethical and legal frameworks that support informed consent and shared decision-
making. Section 2.3 examines the interactional requirements of surgical consultations. 
These include managing social relations, managing uncertainty, and achieving a 
mutually agreeable plan for “next steps” (White, 2011) within a circumscribed time 
frame. Section 2.4 introduces the subject of health literacy and explores the cognitive 
burdens that surgeons’ extended tellings place on patients. Section 2.5 considers the 
cognitive demands faced by surgeons, and the difficulties that epistemic asymmetries 




2.2 Informed decision-making: Bioethical and medicolegal aspects 
2.2.1 Respect for autonomy is the theoretical basis for clinicians’ information 
provision to patients 
According to bioethical and medicolegal theory, health professionals have obligations 
to provide patients with decision-relevant information (Faden & Beauchamp, 1986). 
These obligations reference the “respect” aspect of the Principle of Respect for 
Autonomy (Beauchamp & Childress, 2013), the foundational principle of informed 
consent. Of note, being an autonomous actor and being respected as an autonomous 
actor are not the same thing. Respect for Autonomy requires that others, such as health 
professionals, act to promote the autonomous actions of an individual patient. Thus, 
surgeons should provide patients with information that apprises them of likely benefits 
and warns them about potential complications of treatments.  
The alternative to decision-making based on patient autonomy is a paternalistic model 
(Beauchamp & Childress, 2013) where the clinician makes health care decisions on the 
patient's behalf, based on (the clinician’s perception of) the patient's “best interests”. 
The paternalistic model accords information provision less importance than does the 
autonomy-based model. However, bioethicists argue that even if patients do not wish to 
or are unable to fully participate in decision-making, they should receive information to 
the level they desire and have the capacity to assimilate (Beauchamp & Childress, 
2013). 
Informed consent (Faden & Beauchamp, 1986), shared decision-making (Charles et al., 
1997), and informed decision-making (Braddock et al., 1999) are all terms used in 
relation to the authorisation of treatment decisions in health care. Each of these 
concepts relies, to a greater or lesser extent, on the notion of individual autonomy, 
which is captured in Judge Cardozo’s frequently quoted dictum, “Every human being of 
adult years and sound mind has a right to determine what shall be done with his [sic.] 
own body” (Cardozzo, J. as cited in Leclercq et al., 2010, p. 1408) (my interpolation). 
In this thesis, I use the term, “informed decision-making” for two reasons. Firstly, it 
captures important elements of both informed consent and shared decision-making. 
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Secondly, it depicts the idea of patients becoming informed in relation to a healthcare 
decision without specifying who makes that decision.11 
An important aspect of autonomy, of relevance to this thesis, is that patients, as 
decision-makers, should understand the potential consequences of their decisions. In 
theory, possible decisions include authorising treatment, consenting to treatment, 
declining treatment, or authorising a trusted other to decide. As I explained in Chapter 
1, however, the analytic focus of this thesis is not the act of consent or authorisation, or 
even the decision point, but rather the other arm of the decision-making process, which 
is information provision.  
I now turn to a problem that is at the very core of decision-related information 
provision and which has relevance not only to health literacy, but also to the tension 
between autonomy and paternalism. Surgeons must tread a delicate path, when 
providing information to patients. Because there is no such thing as a value-free 
account of the “facts”, surgeons must decide which treatment choices are offered, 
which benefits and risks (of each choice) are mentioned, and how these benefits and 
risks are framed. Furthermore, surgeons must consider other bioethical principles in 
addition to autonomy. Although respect for autonomy is the driving force behind 
informed decision-making, the Principles of Beneficence and Non-maleficence 
(Beauchamp & Childress, 2013) also play a significant part. These two principles, 
which underpin the concept of a risk-benefit ratio for any proposed treatment, require 
clinicians to act in a way that contributes to patients’ welfare and avoids 
(unnecessary12) harm. However, the calculation of a risk-benefit ratio depends on the 
weighting that individuals give to possible harms against the weighting that they give to 
possible benefits. Under an autonomy-based model of decision-making, it is the 
patient’s weighting of harms and benefits13 that guides treatment choices; under a 
 
11 Inherent in the notion of informed consent (or authorisation) is that the patient makes the decision 
about accepting or refusing a suggested treatment plan. By contrast, shared decision-making suggests that 
clinician and patient collaborate to arrive at a decision. 
12 Some harms of surgery, such as physical trauma (e.g., from a surgical incision) and the risk of 
complications in relation to that trauma, are unavoidable. 
13 As I show in sections 2.4.1 and 2.5.2, health literacy (especially statistical numeracy) influences 
patients’ ability to understand risk and uncertainty. Furthermore, because tolerance for uncertainty has a 
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paternalistic model (based on Beneficence and Non-maleficence), it is the clinician’s 
weighting that guides this.  
The pervasiveness of low health literacy (see Section 2.4) may lead clinicians, 
including surgeons, to believe (with some justification) that their understanding of “the 
big picture” in respect of likely biomedical outcomes is better than that of patients. This 
being the case, some surgeons may rely on their own weighting of the risk-benefit 
model and act to persuade patients to accept their treatment plan. (This is sometimes 
referred to as “justifiable paternalism” (Kopelman, 2004)). Ways of “doing 
persuasion”14 include framing of risks (Schwarze et al., 2013), and mitigating or 
emphasising risks, depending on which decision the surgeon advocates. Although 
bioethicists may deem such actions manipulative (Blumenthal-Barby, 2012), I return to 
the point that information is never neutral. Indeed, as discussed in the next section, the 
“facts” themselves may be open to debate. Furthermore, surgeons perform many 
actions during their volunteered extended tellings, which are never just neutral factual 
accounts. As will be apparent, these actions include offering (treatment), warning 
(about complications), reassuring, persuading, explaining, and repairing 
(intersubjectivity breaches). 
2.2.2 A medicolegal imperative to disclose decision-relevant information 
In New Zealand, The Code of Health and Disability Services Consumers’ Rights 1996 
(Health & Disability Commissioner, 2009) (hereafter, HDC Code 1996) is the legal 
framework that informs clinicians’ dealings with consumers (patients) and against 
which clinicians’ conduct is judged. Rights 5, 6 and 7 of the HDC Code 1996 are 
especially relevant to informed decision-making. Right 5 is the right “to effective 
communication”; Right 6 is the right “to be fully informed” and Right 7 is the right “to 
make an informed choice and give informed consent”.  
 
strong affective component, risk information provision can cause patient harm by creating anxiety that is 
disproportionate to the actual degree of risk involved. 
14Actions that contribute to persuasion are not necessarily under conscious control.  
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Right 5 (1) states that, “Every consumer has the right to effective communication in a 
form, language, and manner that enables the consumer to understand the information 
provided.” (my emphasis). However, apart from specifying requirements for privacy 
(for communication) and for making interpreters available if required, the HDC Code 
1996 has no specific guidance on how to achieve “effective communication” that 
“enables” understanding. 
Right 6 (1) relates to the “what” of information provision and stipulates that a consumer 
has the right to, 
“(a) an explanation of his or her condition; and (b) an explanation of 
the options available, including an assessment of the expected risks, 
side effects, benefits ...” (my emphasis). 
However, clinicians, especially proceduralists (such as surgeons and anaesthetists) 
express concern about knowing which risks to disclose to patients (Chan et al., 2017). 
On the one hand, clinicians reportedly fear either overwhelming patients with too much 
information or scaring them to the point that they refuse beneficial procedures (Bester 
et al., 2016; Chan et al., 2017). On the other hand, they express concerns about the 
potential legal ramifications from failure to disclose the risk of a rare but devastating 
complication, if a patient subsequently suffers that complication.15 (My evidence comes 
from informal chats with colleagues and from participation in discussion forums at 
medical conferences). A source of clinician disquiet is that, while a priori judgements 
about what to disclose to patients are left to individual clinicians, legal judgements 
about what should have been disclosed16 are made after the fact, once a harmful 
outcome has eventuated.  
 
15 In this regard, Rogers versus Whittaker (1992), as discussed by Leclercq et al. (2010), generated much 
discussion (and anxiety) amongst Australasian proceduralists. An Australian ophthalmic surgeon was 
censured for not disclosing the risk of “sympathetic ophthalmia” to a patient. While this complication, 
which did eventuate, reportedly occurs in less than one in fourteen thousand eye operations, it results in 
blindness in the non-operated eye. Anecdotally, many clinicians reacted to this case by disclosing 
complications of increasing rarity to patients. 
16 However, an Australian study of malpractice claims relating to informed consent found that far more 
disputes related to what was said rather than to what should have been said (Bismark et al, 2012). That is, 
complainant and defendant disagreed about whether complication x actually had been mentioned, not 
about whether a specific complication ought to have been mentioned. Thus, cases of factual disagreement 
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The legal requirement in New Zealand is for disclosure at the “reasonable consumer”17 
standard (as required by HDC Code 1996). Right 6 (2) of HDC Code 1996 states that, 
“… every consumer has the right to the information that a reasonable consumer, in that 
consumer's circumstances, needs to make an informed choice or give informed 
consent.” (Health & Disability Commissioner, 2009). While this standard is in keeping 
with a patient-centred approach (Street, 2017) to information-giving, it is problematic 
in as much as “patients don’t know what they don’t know”. Consequently, until they 
have a broad understanding of treatment options, processes, benefits, and risks, patients 
are unlikely to be able to conceptualise “what they do want to know”. The upshot is that 
clinicians must provide patients with core information (what clinicians think patients 
need to know) to enable patients to ask for the information they would want to know. A 
further problem is that what constitutes “reasonable” is perspectival and values driven. 
Thus, even before we think about how information is provided, it is important to 
understand that the “reasonable consumer” standard of information content is far from 
clear-cut.  
I have emphasised the issue of disclosure standards because of their likely influence on 
surgeons’ extended tellings, which are the analytic objects of chapters 5-8. As far as I 
am aware, in New Zealand (and indeed internationally) there are no predetermined, 
procedure-specific lists of core information that surgeons (or other clinicians) must 
divulge. Rather, as noted above, it is up to the individual surgeon to decide what 
information to provide. Consequently, there is a wide variation18 as to the type and 
quality of that information (Leclercq et al., 2010). While too little information can 
mean that patients do not understand the potential consequences of decisions, too much 
 
between patients and proceduralists are far more common than the highly publicised “landmark” cases 
where it is the legal standard of disclosure that is at stake (Bismark et al, 2012).  
17 Prior to the promulgation of the HDC Code 1996, the “professional” or “reasonable doctor” standard 
of information provision was legally sufficient. Doctors were obliged to provide patients with the 
information that a substantive number of their peers working in the same clinical area would find 
acceptable. 
18 A further difficulty for clinicians is deciding at what level of likelihood of occurrence to disclose 
serious complications. According to a Dutch doctor interview study, the “grey area” for disclosing 
serious complications is when the likelihood is between 0.5% and 0.01%, with many doctors adjusting 
their information in accordance with their patients’ preferences and cognitive abilities (Palmboom, 
Willems, Janssen, & de Haes, 2007). 
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information can overwhelm patients’ understanding and may create unwarranted 
anxiety (Bester et al., 2016; Leclercq et al., 2010; Schenker & Meisel, 2011), especially 
in cases of impaired cognition or low health literacy. 
In contrast to the requirement for disclosure in New Zealand, when it comes to the issue 
of “understanding”, the legal requirement is for clinicians to “enable” rather than to 
“ensure” understanding (Paterson, 2003). In contrast to this legal view, a not 
uncommon view from bioethics (in the US) is that clinicians should “ensure” 
understanding, a much more rigorous standard (for example, Jordens et al., 2013). A 
highly influential text on bioethics puts it thus, “Patients [and subjects] should 
understand, at a minimum, what an attentive health care professional [or researcher] 
believes a reasonable patient [or subject] needs to understand to authorize an 
intervention.” (Beauchamp & Childress, 2013, p. 132) (my emphasis and parentheses). 
Indeed, US-based bioethicists have been critical of legal decisions in informed 
decision-making cases, on the grounds that the courts have not required clinicians to 
check for understanding19 (Mazur, 2013). However, bioethicists' suggestions for 
gauging patient understanding are limited (Jordens et al., 2013). 
Manson and O’Neil gloss the “standard view” of informed decision-making as 
“disclosure of adequate, relevant information” to permit “agent choice” (2007, p. 27). 
However, they find this “conduit to container” model of information provision 
problematic and reject the idea that information can be transmitted via a one-way 
process (p. 27). Instead, they consider informed decision-making to be transaction 
based (p. 69). This view accords with that of conversation analysts, who reject “the 
bucket theory” of communication in favour of an interactional one (Heritage & 
Clayman, 2011). On this interactional (or transactional) view, patients are likely to play 
a significant role during risk communication. Just what that role might be is explored in 
Chapters 5-8. 
 
19 It is sometimes suggested that surgeons (and other proceduralists) provide information to protect 




2.3 The interactional requirements of information provision in clinical practice  
2.3.1 Patients’ desire for information 
Much of the literature on informed decision-making indicates that patients want more 
information than they are given (Braddock et al., 1999; Jenkins et al., 2001; Joseph et 
al., 2017; Keulers et al., 2008). In particular, patients with low health literacy complain 
that they receive less information than they desire (Roter, 2011). However, there is an 
equally extensive literature describing poor recall of information by patients following 
information provision (Leclercq et al., 2010; McCarthy et al., 2012; Mulsow et al., 
2012). Limited recall is independent of health literacy level (McCarthy et al., 2012), but 
does correlate with both a high number of information items and a high number of 
speaking turns by the health provider (Laws et al., 2018). Furthermore, recall and 
understanding may be poor, despite the patient appearing to understand the information 
provided at the time of telling (Schwarze et al., 2013). Not only do patients' 
understanding and recall decay rapidly following information delivery (Mulsow et al., 
2012), but recall is often poor even immediately after the consultation (Fink et al., 
2010). Notwithstanding evidence of poor recall, Brezis and colleagues (2008) found 
that, in a study of informed consent for invasive procedures, most patients were happy 
with the information process. Indeed, it appears that, for all its limitations, patients still 
prefer oral interaction with clinicians as a medium for receiving decision-related 
information (Nouri & Rudd, 2015). 
2.3.2 Risk communication  
Although risk communication and informing are “core competencies” for informed 
decision-making (Légaré et al., 2013), surgeons’ training in this area has, in the past, 
been poor (Braddock et al., 1999). Requirements for good risk communication include 
the ability a) to synthesise and simplify (Schenker & Meisel, 2011), b) to use strategies 
that explore patients’ current understanding (Braddock et al., 1999), and c) to build and 
maintain relationships (Légaré et al., 2013). (See also Section 2.3.3 on socio-relational 
work). In addition, Braddock et al. (1999) suggest that, rather than aiming for full 
disclosure, surgeons should focus on promoting understanding. However, studies have 
shown that surgeons rarely make explicit checks for understanding (Braddock et al., 
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2008; Brezis et al., 2008). Indeed, Brezis (2008) found that, in spite of their research 
team suggesting to clinicians that they ask their patients to re-state their understanding 
of the information provided, less than ten percent of the clinicians in their study did so. 
I explore possible reasons why clinicians do not routinely check for patient 
understanding in Section 2.4.2. 
The gap between what clinicians tell patients and what patients understand (Jordens et 
al., 2013; Koh et al., 2012) means there is a disjunction between the biomedical (and 
legal) theory of informed decision-making and its application in clinical practice (Lee, 
2017; Manson & O'Neil, 2007). 
2.3.3 Socio-relational issues 
The complexities of medical interactions, of which decision-related information 
provision is an integral part, are far greater than “routine” history taking and treatment 
recommendations (Dowell et al., 2007). In addition to such institutional tasks, surgeons 
must attend to socio-relational issues (Dowell et al., 2007). As is the case for all 
interactions, both mundane and institutional, “there is no time out” from relationship 
building and maintenance (Enfield, 2008, pp. 245-246). Relational work is arguably 
even more important during risk communication, which is essentially a form of “bad 
news” delivery (Dahm & Berger, 2016; Maynard, 1997). 
Like other clinicians, surgeons are enjoined to build rapport with patients (Roter et al., 
2007) and to “diminish social distance” (Hudak & Maynard, 2011) (authors’ quotation 
marks). Researchers have further relationship-building advice for clinicians. For 
instance, clinicians should respond empathically to patients’ social and emotional cues 
(Mauksch et al., 2008; Street & Epstein, 2008). They should constantly monitor the 
interaction from the perspective of a dispassionate observer to ensure the consultation 
remains on track (Mauksch et al., 2008). They should elicit and consider the patient’s 
perspective (Légaré et al., 2013; Mauksch et al., 2008), including their values and 
preferences (Politi & Street, 2011).  
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2.3.4 A mutually acceptable plan for “next steps” 
In addition to the information and socio-relational requirements of surgical 
consultations, there is an institutional imperative for surgeons and patients to come to a 
mutually acceptable plan for further management (Stubbe et al., 2016; White, 2011). 
Furthermore, they must do so within a circumscribed time frame. It is common for 
clinicians to report time pressures as the single biggest obstacle to providing more 
“patient-centred care” (Laws et al., 2018; Leclercq et al., 2010; Légaré et al., 2008). An 
alternative view is that effective relationship building need not take extra time 
(Mauksch et al., 2008)). Indeed, it is suggested that attention to patient emotional cues 
may shorten rather than prolong consultations (Levinson et al., 2013). Nonetheless, 
surgeons do have to be aware of “the clock” and the need to progress the consultation, 
including risk information provision, to a satisfactory outcome. Possible outcome plans 
include a) proceed with surgery, b) undertake further investigations, c) “watch and 
wait” (no surgery at this time but planned review with the possibility of future surgery), 
and d) no surgery (with or without follow-up) (Stubbe et al., 2016). How easily or 
otherwise a mutually acceptable plan is achieved will depend on many factors, one of 
which is “health literacy”, the subject of the next section.  
2.4 Health literacy demands 
2.4.1 What is health literacy? 
Health literacy is a significant issue for health systems in general and, in the context of 
this thesis, for the task of providing information for informed decision-making. While it 
is far from an uncontested term, its most widely used definition is “the degree to which 
individuals have the capacity to obtain, process and understand basic health information 
and services needed to make appropriate health decisions” (Neilsen-Bohlman et al., 
2001, p. 34). According to a recent report based on New Zealand’s participation in a 
2014 survey by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development (OECD), 
43 percent of adult New Zealanders have low (text) literacy and 51 percent have low 
number literacy20 (Ministry of Education, 2018). While applied health literacy research 
 
20 For an explanation of how adult literacy and numeracy are assessed in New Zealand , see Ministry of 
Education (2018).  
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has proliferated in the last two decades, especially in the US, there has been much less 
basic research on the underlying mechanisms and causes of health literacy difficulties 
(Johnson et al., 2011). More specifically, there is a need for research that addresses the 
“wide chasm [that] often separates what providers intend to convey in written and oral 
communication and what patients understand” (Koh et al., 2012, p. 435). 
The so-called “medical” model of health literacy, which differs from the public health 
model (see below), emphasises patient cognitive capacities and skills in regard to 
document literacy (Baker, 2006), numeracy and statistical literacy (Hamm et al., 2007; 
Reyna et al., 2009), oral literacy (listening and question asking) (Mazor et al., 2016; 
Roter, 2011; Rubin, 2012), health knowledge (Davis et al., 1998; Neilsen-Bohlman et 
al., 2001), critical literacy (Chinn, 2011)), science literacy (Neilsen-Bohlman et al., 
2001; Zarcadoolas, 2011), and eHealth literacy (Neter & Brainin, 2012). In general, 
patients with poor health literacy ask fewer questions (Katz et al., 2007; Mazor et al., 
2016) but request more repetitions of information (Katz et al., 2007). Furthermore, they 
ask more personalised questions while patients with high health literacy ask more 
generalised, abstract questions (Mazor et al., 2016). Lower health literacy is associated 
with a perception of receiving insufficient or inadequate information from doctors 
(Verkissen et al., 2014), and is inversely related to the degree of paternalism shown by 
doctors with respect to decision-making (McCaffery et al., 2010).  
Numeracy is a critical but often neglected component of health literacy (Hamm et al., 
2007) and low functional numeracy is even more prevalent than low (text) literacy 
(Fagerlin et al., 2007). Unlike low literacy, however, it appears to be independent of 
education level (Nelson et al., 2008). Furthermore, patients with low numeracy are 
particularly vulnerable to “framing” effects (Peters et al., 2011). Peters et al. (2011) 
suggest that doctors should provide risk information as percentages because less 
numerate patients perceive a risk to be higher when it is expressed as a frequency (for 
example, one in a hundred rather than one percent).21 
 
21 This is the phenomenon of “denominator neglect”, which can lead people with low numeracy to 
interpret a frequency of “126 in 1000” as a greater amount than “13 in 100”. 
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Health literacy may be worse than overall literacy (and numeracy) because functional 
literacy is context specific (Davis et al., 2002). That is, literacy and numeracy are 
situated phenomena, relating to an individual’s abilities in conjunction with the 
cognitive demands of the task at hand (Koch-Weser et al., 2010). For instance, an 
individual with otherwise high literacy and numeracy may have difficulty 
understanding cancer management guidelines (Davis et al., 2002). Furthermore, 
research shows that most people fail to recall some significant piece of information 
from an informed decision-making discussion, irrespective of whether they have high 
or low health literacy (Cordasco, 2013). In addition, emotional stress or illness can 
impede comprehension in patients with otherwise high health literacy (DeWalt et al., 
2010). Notwithstanding its situated nature, health literacy is likely to play a significant 
part in patients’ ability to understand decision-related information. However, a 
systematic review of English-language articles dealing with interventions to improve 
patients’ comprehension showed that most failed to address or even assess health 
literacy (Schenker et al., 2010). 
In contrast to the medical model that frames health literacy as a patient deficit problem, 
the public health model frames it not only as a systems problem (Koh et al., 2012; 
Neilsen-Bohlman et al., 2001; Paasche-Orlow & Wolf, 2010), but also as a positive 
attribute that can provide the steppingstone to patient empowerment and better health 
outcomes (Nutbeam, 2008; Zarcadoolas et al., 2005). The public health model 
emphasises factors that are external to the patient, such as clinicians’ communication 
skills (Brach et al., 2014; Davis et al., 1998; Paasche-Orlow & Wolf, 2010; Paasche‐
Orlow et al., 2006; Roter, 2011; Rubin, 2012), intercultural effects on health encounters 
(Lie et al., 2012; Shim, 2010), and health systems that are difficult to navigate (Koh et 
al., 2012; Paasche‐Orlow et al., 2006).  
2.4.2 Clinicians’ communication skills and Universal Precautions 
Suggestions for improvements in clinicians’ communication skills include slowing 
down the speed of information provision and encouraging dialogue during face-to-face 
interaction (Roter, 2011; Rubin, 2012; Schillinger et al., 2004), employing technical 
terms (with explanation) judiciously (Roter, 2011), “chunking” information  to 
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encourage patients both to participate and to ask questions as they arise (Roter, 2011), 
(Baker et al., 2011; Roter, 2011), and using “plain language” (Nouri & Rudd, 2015). 
Rubin (2012) recommends improving “listenability” by reducing the use of abstract 
nouns, increasing the use of personal pronouns, using questions to make the interaction 
dialogue-like, using story as a narrative device, and providing frequent internal 
summaries.  
Research has shown that doctors frequently overestimate their patients’ health literacy 
status (Kelly & Hiadet, 2007). While there is an argument for testing all patients’ health 
literacy to guide communication (Cawthon et al., 2014), the counterargument is that 
testing will create stigma and feelings of shame among patients (Paasche-Orlow & 
Wolf, 2008). As an alternative to testing, therefore, the use of “Universal Precautions” 
(DeWalt et al., 2011; DeWalt et al., 2010) has been advocated. As the name suggests, 
this “toolkit” is designed for use in all healthcare encounters, regardless of the patient’s 
pre-existing level of health literacy. In contrast to Universal Precautions, “a tailored 
approach” (Institute of Medicine, 2015), where communication is guided by and 
dependent upon the exigencies of the emergent health care interaction, would be more 
compatible with an EMCA approach.  
The Universal Precautions toolkit, as described by DeWalt et al. (2010) includes most 
of the communication strategies described at the beginning of this section. Additionally, 
and perhaps even more controversially, it advocates the use of “teach back”. Teach 
back requires the clinician to ask the patient to paraphrase the information they have 
just been told, in order to demonstrate the patient’s understanding of that information. 
Several studies of teach-back in health care settings (mainly primary care) have 
reported improved patient comprehension (Badaczewski et al., 2017; Ballard & Hill, 
2016; Kelly et al., 2020; Nouri & Rudd, 2015; Yen & Leasure, 2019). However, some 
researchers have reported clinicians’ concerns in relation to creating patient discomfort 
(Badaczewski et al., 2017; Kelly et al., 2020) on the one hand, and patients’ feelings of 
“being judged” (Samuels-Kalow et al., 2016) on the other. The toolkit creators have 
noted difficulties with implementation of the Universal Precautions toolkit, which they 
ascribe to the long and complex instructions for using the tools (DeWalt et al., 2011). 
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However, they fail to discuss the potential of teach-back for creating socio-relational 
difficulties such as those mentioned. (Of note, there are no examples of teach-back 
prompts in the surgeon data.) To date, I have found no sequential interactional research 
on the teach-back method. Nevertheless, as an interactional study by Dew, Stubbe, 
Macdonald, Dowell, and Plumridge (2010) has demonstrated, when an intervention or 
protocol is externally imposed into clinical interactions, what happens during those 
interactions may not marry with what the creators of the intervention intended.  
This overview has revealed some of the challenges that low health literacy creates for 
patients (and for surgeons) in relation to decision-related “informing”. Such difficulties 
are likely to be a feature of all expert-lay interactions where there is a significant 
epistemic asymmetry between participants (Heritage, 2004). 
2.5 Epistemic egocentrism, medical uncertainty, and epistemic asymmetry create 
challenges for surgeons 
2.5.1 Cognitive demands on surgeons 
While epistemic asymmetries create cognitive difficulties for patients (as alluded to 
above), they also create cognitive difficulties for surgeons. These difficulties have (at 
least) two sources. The first is the so-called “curse of expertise” (Hinds, 1999), which 
relates to the psychological phenomenon of “epistemic egocentrism”. This is the 
psychological tendency not to discount privileged knowledge when attributing mental 
states to others (Royzman et al., 2003). People who know a lot, or who are very skilled 
in a field, find it particularly difficult to put themselves in the shoes of novices. Just as 
patients “don’t know what they don’t know” (Section 2.2.2), surgeons cannot “unknow 
what they do know”. Novices and those with intermediate levels of expertise are much 
better at predicting the difficulties that other novices will face when trying to learn 
something new (Hinds, 1999). Indeed, the larger the epistemic or expertise gap, the 
greater the expert’s “cognitive handicap” (Hinds, 1999, p. 220). Furthermore, Hinds 
(1999) suggests that it may be counterproductive to exhort experts to put themselves in 
novices’ shoes because the psychological difficulties in doing so are so great. 
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The second source of difficulty for surgeons in relation to information provision is the 
high cognitive load22 proceduralists face when trying to “cover everything”, or at least 
everything that the fabled “reasonable consumer, in that consumer's circumstances” 
(see Section 2.2.2) would want to know. From the patient’s perspective, this may create 
“information overwhelm” (Bester et al., 2016). From the surgeon’s perspective, it 
creates a significant, even if self-imposed, memory task. Furthermore, Roxβnagel 
(2000) suggests that high cognitive load (further) degrades speakers’ ability to adjust 
their talk to the needs and competencies of recipients. 
In summary, “the curse of expertise” means surgeons may have little ability to put 
themselves in their patients’ cognitive shoes and surgeons' self-imposed memory tasks 
accentuate this problem. These psychological hurdles have received scant attention in 
either the health literacy or the informed decision-making literatures. The upshot is that 
both patients and surgeons are likely to be operating under conditions of high cognitive 
load during information provision for informed decision-making. 
2.5.2 The challenges of uncertainty  
Uncertainty is a pervasive and inescapable aspect of medical decision-making. 
Conveying that uncertainty to patients, who, for the most part, still rely on clinicians to 
research, interpret, and synthesise information and then explain it in an accessible form 
(Sinding et al., 2010), is one of the greatest challenges of medical communication. On 
the one hand, because tolerance for uncertainty is strongly influenced by affect, 
uncertainty can create psychological stress for both patients and clinicians23. On the 
other hand, because the management of uncertainty is influenced by statistical literacy, 
 
22 “Cognitive load” relates to the finite amount of information that the “working memory” can process at 
one time (Baker et al., 2011; Wilson & Wolf, 2009). The greater the cognitive load, the greater the 
amount of working memory used. At high levels of cognitive load, the capacity of the working memory 
may be exceeded, and new information is not processed.  
23 Doctors have to manage three types of uncertainty in their clinical practice. These are: uncertainty as to 
their personal knowledge of medicine and medical science; uncertainty as to the limitations of medical 




patients with poor statistical literacy are particularly susceptible to framing effects24 
(Zikmund-Fisher et al., 2010). Difficulties in communicating uncertainty to patients are 
compounded by the fact that clinicians themselves may have insufficient understanding 
of statistics (Gigerenzer et al., 2007). 
Politi and colleagues specify five sources of uncertainty for patients and clinicians 
(Politi et al., 2007, p. 682). The first of these is uncertainty relating to future outcomes. 
Risk estimates are based on previous experiences of populations, not the future 
experience of individuals. Thus, they are “post-dictive” rather than “predictive” (Politi 
et al., 2007, p. 682). However, from the perspective of the individual, the important 
question about an unwanted outcome is a binary one, “Will this (complication) happen 
to me or not?” The second source is scientific uncertainty and ambiguity. There may be 
a dearth of adequate studies of the problem and expert opinion may be divided. 
Furthermore, the results of a single study are unlikely to be generalisable, making 
extrapolation of results from one population to another invalid.  
The third source relates to what risks mean in concrete terms for patients. The scope, 
severity, and timing of an unwanted outcome for the individual may be unclear and 
unpredictable (Politi et al., 2007), especially if they have no frame of reference for that 
outcome, having neither experienced nor witnessed it before. Inferential frameworks 
are important in this regard (See Section 2.5.3). The fourth type of uncertainty arises 
from complexity and dynamism. Often, a multiplicity of risks (of bad outcomes) must 
be factored into decision-making (Politi et al., 2007). Furthermore, one complication 
can increase the chances of another; hence, the medical adage, “complications beget 
complications”. It is impossible for a clinician to foresee all such eventualities, far less 
to explain them to a patient. Politi’s final source of uncertainty is ignorance. For 
instance, if there is uncertainty concerning diagnosis, this will compound uncertainty 
about treatment risk versus benefit (Politi et al., 2007). To Politi’s (2007) list, I add 
uncertainty relating to “imponderables” such as, the technical competence of specific 
 
24 An example of a framing effect is describing a mortality rate as, “80 percent of patients survive” rather 
than, “20 percent of patients die”. Risks are more readily accepted when a positive frame is presented 
than when a negative frame is presented. 
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operators (for example, the surgeon and anaesthetist), the ability of operators to work as 
a team, the possibility of medical error (which, in my experience, is almost never aired 
in informed decision-making discussions), and, finally, the adequacy of infrastructure25 
in relation to a surgical intervention.  
The “omni-relevance” of uncertainty in medicine challenges both patients, who wish 
for certitude, and surgeons, who have to navigate a course between respecting 
autonomy (which requires an explanation of uncertainty and the related myriad of 
outcome possibilities) and beneficence/non-maleficence. The latter principles require 
that health professionals avoid both confusing patients and scaring them (to the extent 
that they refuse beneficial treatment). On the one hand, surgeons in my dataset rarely 
address uncertainty explicitly (as advocated by Politi, Clark, Ombao, Dizon, and Elwyn 
(2011). However, as will become apparent in the analytic chapters, they do address it 
indirectly through their pervasive use of linguistic hedges during information provision.  
2.5.3 The challenges of epistemic asymmetry 
In addition to the problem of uncertainty, surgeons (and patients) face the challenge of 
differing inferential frameworks (Drew & Heritage, 1992). For instance, if patients are 
told that “bleeding” is a potential risk in relation to, say, cardiac surgery, their 
conception of the potential amount of bleeding may be different from the surgeon’s (a 
cupful versus a bucketful). Without specific explanation, patients are unlikely to 
understand the potential consequences of such bleeding. The “bucketful” scenario can 
result in a blood transfusion so large that it amounts to an organ transplant; it can create 
a vicious cycle where continuing blood loss and re-transfusion reduces the blood’s 
ability to clot. The potential outcome is bleeding to death. (By contrast, bleeding during 
eye surgery has quite different inferential underpinnings. Less than a thimbleful of 
blood in the eye can not only jeopardise the success of an eye operation but may result 
in blindness). 
 
25 For instance, there are temporal and geographical variations in hospital resources. These resources 
include staffing in operating theatres, post-operative recovery units and surgical wards, expertise in pain 
management, and the availability of intensive care beds. 
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As Manson and O’Neil (2007) point out, consent26 is a “propositional attitude” (p. 12), 
where the patient’s “attitude” involves a cognitive state (for instance, knowing or 
believing), which cannot be “known” by an interlocutor (the surgeon). These authors 
argue that consent is “opaque” (p. 13) because it relies on inferencing by patients. “The 
aspects of [consenting] that are made explicit always presuppose and rely on 
understandings that are not made explicit” (p. 12). Manson and O’Neil argue that 
information provision can never be fully specific nor fully explicit because all 
propositions entail inferencing, and any proposition can always be described in an even 
greater level of detail. Indeed, Manson and O’Neil argue that, because consent relies on 
inferencing and understandings that are not made explicit, it is unavoidably 
indeterminate. Despite the indeterminate nature of consent (in terms of what exactly 
one is consenting to or deciding upon), they point out that this has not stopped some 
commentators calling for fully explicit and fully specific consent. Such a model 
presupposes that patient and surgeon can achieve “shared mind” (Politi & Street, 2011).  
By contrast, conversation analysts have a less ambitious view of understanding that 
relies on interactional displays. Because it is an interactional achievement rather than a 
cognitive one, “shared understanding” is that which is sufficient for all practical 
purposes. I describe the EMCA view of shared understanding in more detail in Chapter 
3 and explore patients’ displays of understanding in Chapters 5-8. 
2.6 Chapter summary 
In this chapter I have outlined some of the challenges and competing demands that face 
surgeons when they provide information to patients as part of informed decision-
making. My hope is that my member insights will enhance the reader’s understanding 
of the surgeons’ extended tellings that I analyse in chapters 5-8. I have deliberately 
focused on the challenges faced by surgeons because, unlike patients’ challenges, these 
are not commonly addressed by scholars of either informed decision-making or health 
 
26 These authors use “consent” where this thesis would use the term “informed decision-making”. 
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literacy. However, I have addressed patients' challenges in the section on health 
literacy. 
There is both an ethical and a legal requirement, predicated on the Principle of Respect 
for Autonomy, for surgeons to provide decision-related information that a reasonable 
patient in the patient’s circumstances would want to know. However, there are several 
reasons why the so-called “reasonable patient” (“reasonable consumer” in New 
Zealand) is a will o’ the wisp. Firstly, “reasonableness” is values driven, and, as 
members of a pluralistic society, we do not all share the same values. The second and 
third reasons are epistemic. On the one hand, patients do not know what they do not 
know, and, in the absence of core information from surgeons (or other sources), may be 
unable to conceive of what they want to or need to know. On the other hand, epistemic 
egocentrism means that surgeons cannot “unknow” what they do know. Consequently, 
“the curse of expertise” makes it difficult, if not impossible, to imagine the health 
knowledge, the desired health knowledge, or the health literacy limitations of even the 
reasonable patient. An additional challenge is the three-way tug-of-war between 
patients’ desire for more information, patients’ inability to recall much of what they are 
told, and the legal requirement to enable understanding.  
The issue of health literacy creates challenges for surgeons, especially in terms of 
communicating risk and uncertainty. Managing uncertainty requires a higher degree of 
statistical and numerical literacy than many patients, and some doctors, possess. Health 
literacy advocates have called for clinicians to use Universal Precautions, including 
“teach-back”. However, attempts to implement such measures outside of a classroom 
context are likely to be interactionally challenging because of the socio-relational 
difficulties (such as patient embarrassment) they might create.  
Finally, surgeons must observe the institutional requirement to achieve a mutually 
agreed plan for “next steps” within the circumscribed time frame of an outpatient 
consultation. Thus, surgeons who deliver decision-related information to patients face a 






3 Methodology I: Ethnomethodological conversation 
analysis  
3.1 Introduction  
My aim in the previous chapter was to reveal the interpretive frameworks that colour 
my analysis of surgeon patient interactions. To this end, I discussed some of the 
numerous and sometimes conflicting demands that surgeons face when they undertake 
to inform patients about decision-relevant matters. These demands include a) upholding 
bioethical principles (which are sometimes in conflict with each other) while complying 
with legal requirements, b) enabling (or perhaps even “ensuring”) understanding 
despite wide variations in patients’ health literacy, c) initiating and maintaining social 
relationships with patients, and establishing trust, d) managing uncertainty, e) managing 
the “curse of expertise”, f) ensuring that a mutually acceptable plan for next steps is 
achieved prior to the conclusion of the consultation, and g) achieving all this within the 
circumscribed timeframe of an outpatient consultation. I highlighted these conflicting 
institutional and interactional exigencies to afford the reader some insight why 
surgeons’ extended tellings (as they are portrayed in chapters 5-8) might take the form 
that they do.  
In this chapter, I aim to describe theoretical aspects of EMCA that are of importance to 
this thesis. In Section 3.2, I review the EMCA approach to theory building and explain 
my usage of key terms. In Section 3.3, I discuss the EMCA approach to 
intersubjectivity and the relationship between intersubjectivity and progressivity. 
Section 3.4 examines aspects of repair organisation, and Section 3.5 outlines prior 
EMCA research on extended tellings, especially storytellings. Section 3.6 deals with 
epistemic organisation, particularly participants’ orientation to and management of the 





3.2 EMCA origins, principles, and constructs 
3.2.1 Conceptual origins, ontology, and epistemology of EMCA 
While conversation is one of many speech exchange systems, it is both the most 
pervasive and the basis for all others (such as ceremonies, lectures, or performances) 
(Sacks et al., 1974). In their ground-breaking 1974 paper, "A simplest systematics for 
the organization of turn-taking for conversation”, and through their prior and 
subsequent research efforts (both collective and individual) sociologists Harvey 
Sacks27, Emmanuel Schegloff, and Gail Jefferson laid the theoretical foundations for 
ethnomethodological conversation analysis. Their approach to interaction was  
particularly influenced by the work of two other sociologists. The first of these, Erving 
Goffman, conceived of an overarching "interaction order" (Goffman, 1983), that 
subsumes multiple lower levels of organisation, such as sequence organisation 
(Schegloff, 2007) and turn-taking organisation (Sacks et al., 1974). The second was 
Harold Garfinkel, who developed ethnomethodology, the study of members' common 
sense understanding of the norms of social interaction (Heritage, 1984b: Maynard, 
2013). Of relevance to this thesis (see Chapter 6), Garfinkel demonstrated that these 
norms only become evident when they are breached (Heritage, 1984b). In this regard, 
the issue of “relevantly absent responses” is a key concept for this thesis and is 
discussed further in Section 3.2.4 “Enchrony” (this chapter) and in Chapters 6 and 9. 
Ontologically, EMCA is underpinned by an interactional constructionist world view 
(Levinson, 2005), that holds that the social world is both created and re-created through 
talk-in-interaction (Heritage, 2004). Creating social actions is an omni-relevant feature 
of interaction (Schegloff, 1995). Each action by a participant is based on and 
constrained by what has gone before; the current action, in turn, projects and constrains 
the action that comes next (Heritage, 1984b). Thus, actions depend on the local, 
 
27 Harvey Sacks is arguably the father of conversation analysis. Following his untimely death in 1975, his 
collaborators, Emmanuel Schegloff and Gail Jefferson continued to pursue and expand upon the 
conversation analytic research that is the basis of Sacks’ “Lectures on conversation” Sacks, H. (1995c).  
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sequential context in which they occur (Heritage, 1984b), and this context is constantly 
being updated.  
Epistemologically, EMCA is an inductive methodology (Hoey & Kendrick, 2017) that 
relies on detailed and repeated observation and analysis of participants' vocal and 
embodied moves in naturally occurring settings. Such observation enables the 
discovery of recurrent practices that members of a discourse community use to produce  
(and recognise) social actions. Because it relies on participants' demonstrable 
orientations rather than analysts' pre-analytic theories (Schegloff, 1997b), EMCA is a 
“bottom up” way of accumulating knowledge about interaction orders.  
3.2.2 EMCA principles  
In this section, I review some key principles that undergird the conversation analytic 
approach, namely: a) conversational action and conversational organisation; b) the 
context-free and context-sensitive nature of conversational interaction; c) the 
importance of naturally occurring data; d) “unmotivated looking”; e) the “deviant 
case”; and f) differences between mundane and institutional interactions. 
a) Conversational action and conversational organisation 
The key focus of EMCA is on the human actions (Mondada, 2019; Schegloff, 1995) 
that participants create through turn design and sequential position. Crucially, these 
actions are recognised by other participants who, in turn, provide appropriate next 
actions (see also Section 3.2.4). Furthermore, in contrast with a lay view of 
conversation as disorderly and unstructured, the EMCA view is one of “order at all 
points” (Sacks, 1995b, p. 484). Indeed, research over the last fifty years has revealed 
multiple levels of organisation, or “interaction orders” in conversation. Interaction 
orders of special relevance to this thesis include turn-taking (Sacks et al., 1974) (see 
Chapter 6), sequence organisation (Schegloff, 1968, 2007) (see Section 3.5), overall 
structural organisation (Robinson, 2013) (see Section 5.2), turn design (Drew, 2013), 
repair organisation (Kitzinger, 2013) (see Section 3.4), epistemic organisation 
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(Heritage, 2013c) (see Section 3.5), and preference organisation28 (Pomerantz & 
Heritage, 2013). 
b) The context-free and context-sensitive nature of interaction  
Conversation is both context free and context sensitive (Sacks et al., 1974). It is 
“context free” in that, no matter what type of interaction is involved, whether mundane 
or institutional, participants orient to the same basic interactional “rules”; it is “context 
sensitive” in that participants constantly orient to the current state of the talk, in other 
words what is happening locally, at the level of the conversational turn (Heritage, 
1984b). The importance of sequential context, for participants and for analysts, cannot 
be overstated. For instance, in relation to a Turn Construction Unit (TCU) (see Sections 
3.2.5 and 4.3.2), speaker transfer becomes sequentially relevant in the vicinity of its 
(possible) completion. Consequently, speaker transfer too far in advance of TCU 
completion may be construed as a sanctionable interruption (Schegloff, 2000a).  
The EMCA approach to the larger conversational context (for example, an everyday 
chat between friends or a consultation between a doctor and a patient) is that the 
context is "endogenously generated within the talk of the participants" (Heritage, 
1984b, p. 283) (emphasis in the original). Even without knowledge of participant roles 
and identities, this (larger) context is analytically inferable from the moves of the 
participants. For instance, in the absence of background information, it is not difficult 
to guess that in the following example, A is a surgeon, B is a patient, and the context is 
a surgical consultation.  
 
28 While preference organisation is not a specific focus of this thesis, it does inform my analyses. 
Preference organisation refers, not to individual participants’ psychological desires, but to a system of 
interactional principles (preferences) that systematically enhance (or diminish) social solidarity. In 
general, preference organisation is aimed at maximising solidarity and minimising divisiveness (Heritage 




Figure 1 Endogenously generated context 
To put it another way, the above sequence would be most unusual if A were a patient 
and B a surgeon. 
c) The importance of naturally occurring data 
The raw data of EMCA comprises audio-visual or audio recordings of naturally 
occurring interactions. That is, interactions are not “set-up” by an experimenter and 
would have occurred in the absence of recording. The data are (partially) captured on a 
fine-grained transcript (see Appendix A) to provide an analytic record of phenomena as 
they occur in situ. While the transcript is a crucial analytic tool, it is the recording that 
constitutes the original (and more complete) data.  
Silverman lists three advantages of recordings (2006, p. 209). Firstly, they create a 
public record. Secondly, they can be played repeatedly, enabling improvements in 
transcription and analysis. Thirdly, they conserve conversational “sequences”. 
Furthermore, recordings permit the observation and documentation of the minutiae of 
talk-in-interaction, such as micro-silences and overlaps29.  
 
29 EMCA treats both silences and overlapping talk as analytically significant. The former are transcribed 
by showing the duration of the silence in seconds (as a decimal) within brackets. In the example below, 
(0.5) in lines 2 and 3 signifies 0.5 seconds of silence. The overlapping square brackets at lines 4 and 5 
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However, Silverman cautions against placing too much emphasis on the 
epistemological purity of naturally occurring data, because "no data are ever untouched 
by human hands" (2006, p. 206). In the case of EMCA-based research, the researcher 
decides what to record, where to place recording devices, what the analytic key and 
object are, and what to include in and exclude from the transcript. These decisions are 
all contingent on the analyst’s research intentions, which are in turn contingent on their 
preconceptions and world view. These decisions and perspectives affect what analysts 
“see” in the data and what they either do not see or choose to leave out. While no detail 
of talk-in-interaction should be dismissed out of hand as inconsequential30 (Heritage, 
1984b), the greater the analytic detail in the transcript, the more difficult the task of 
making it comprehensible to readers. 
d) “Unmotivated looking” 
“Unmotivated looking” (Sacks 1984, as cited in Robinson & Heritage, 2014, p. 202) is 
the idea of coming to data without a preconceived agenda or hypothesis. After five 
decades of research, however, EMCA is theory rich. Rather than reinvent the wheel for 
every new instance of analysis, the contemporary EMCA researcher, while maintaining 
an open mind, accepts and builds on robust theories that are founded on large numbers 
of empirical cases. For example, the “simplest systematics” of turn-taking, based as it is 
on abundant situated examples, is an empirically based theory that has stood the test of 
 
signify overlapping talk. 
 
30 Deciding which transcript features to retain and which to remove is an iterative process, informed by 
repeated observation and reflection, and by the observations of other analysts in data sessions.  
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time. However, it has been further elucidated, specified, and refined by subsequent 
research. Reliance on the findings of prior EMCA research means that, nowadays, 
unmotivated looking may be more of an aspirational ideal rather than a practically 
achievable goal. That said, EMCA always relies on “bottom-up” observation. 
Because EMCA is always based on the demonstrable orientations of participants, as 
these are displayed (visibly or audibly) in the data, the analyst should avoid extra-
situational assumptions (for example, about power imbalances in medical 
consultations). EMCA does not deny that such things are part of the social world, but 
rather says they are not, by default, relevant to analysis. Only if the participants can be 
seen to orient to these factors in the data should they be treated as valid objects of 
analysis. However, for a member analyst such as myself, there will always be a tension 
between bracketing off extra-situational assumptions and relying on deep ethnographic 
knowledge of the institutional context. 
e) The “deviant case” 
“Deviant” and “boundary” cases of an interactional practice permit researchers to 
further strengthen, tighten, and specify theories by demarcating the boundaries of what 
is “in” and what is “out” (Schegloff, 1997a). A case that resembles the index 
phenomenon but turns out, on closer analysis, not to be an example of it, allows the 
analyst to further specify the index phenomenon. The obverse also applies, and a 
phenomenon that, on first inspection, appears different from the index phenomenon, 
may turn out, on closer inspection, to be an instance of the same thing. 
f) Differences between mundane and institutional interactions  
While institutional interactions are based on everyday conversational norms and use the 
same basic technology as ordinary conversation (Heritage, 2004), there are significant 
differences, of which the following are important to this thesis. Firstly, institutional 
interactions are goal-directed. The participants have individual purposes which they 
bring to the interaction and which relate to their institutional identity (for example, as a 
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patient, or a surgeon) (Heritage, 2004). An important goal of a medical consultation is 
to reach a mutually agreed management plan (Robinson, 2003; White, 2011). 
Secondly, unlike mundane interactions, medical interactions are composed of pre-
ordained activities (Robinson, 2003). These activities canonically (or as relevant) 
progress through problem presentation, history taking, physical examination, delivery 
of diagnosis, and treatment proposal, to achieve the above goal. Thirdly, institutional 
norms dictate who is permitted to make interactional contributions of specific types 
(Heritage, 2004). For example, the doctor, rather than the patient, delivers a diagnosis. 
Fourthly, there are inferential frameworks and procedures that are specific to particular 
types of institutional talk (Heritage, 2004). For instance, in a medical consultation, a 
patient will infer that when a doctor asks them to undress, it is so the doctor can do a 
physical examination to make a diagnosis. Fifthly, asymmetries of turn-taking and 
knowledge are more prevalent in medical interactions (Heritage, 2004). 
3.2.3 The EMCA approach to theory building  
Conversation analysis has two main approaches to theory building, case-based and 
collection-based. The case-based approach is ethnomethodological, analysing an 
episode of conversation via unmotivated looking (to the extent that such a thing is 
possible). The objective is to demonstrate members' practices for creating meaning and 
making sense together during an unfolding interaction, focusing on the practice-action 
relationship (Schegloff, 1996a). Actions are composed of practices (Clift & Raymond, 
2018), and practices depend on both the position and composition of turn elements to 
create pragmatic meaning (Clift & Raymond, 2018; Heritage, 2011). 
In contrast to single case analysis, a collection-based approach begins with noticing an 
interactional phenomenon and simultaneously recognising it as something you have 
come across before (Schegloff, 1997a). The dataset is subsequently explored in search 
of instances that resemble the index phenomenon. All instances are analysed, not only 
for the particularities that unite them as cases of the same practice, but also for 
particularities that differentiate them from similar cases that may turn out not to be 
instances of the same practice. A provisional rule is formulated, but boundary cases 
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may necessitate either widening or further specification of that rule (Schegloff, 1997a). 
A collection of instances is built up over time from both the original and from other 
datasets. While the number of cases required to constitute a collection is open to 
discussion, Schegloff (1996a) has suggested 60 as an adequate number.  
Rather than focusing on a single practice-action relationship, as would occur with a 
collection-based approach, my aim is to describe the dynamic unfolding of 
intersubjectivity displays in relation to what has gone before, and to what comes next. 
This “enchronic” approach (Section 3.2.4) allows me to ask (and sometimes answer) 
the question “Why that now?” (Schegloff & Sacks, 1973) for all participants’ 
interactional moves, embodied as well as vocal. In addition, the multivariate nature of 
multimodal data, and the time-consuming nature of multimodal analysis, which forms a 
large part of this thesis project, make collection building difficult (Deppermann, 2013).  
3.2.4 Enchrony 
EMCA takes an “enchronic” view of interaction, where “enchronic” relates to 
conversational time or “the trajectories of corelevant actions” (Enfield, 2014, p. 31). 
According to this view, the basic unit of communication is neither an initiating move, 
nor a responsive one, but rather the combination of these two mutually dependent 
moves.31 As Enfield puts it, "An enchronic perspective on human communication 
focuses on sequences of interlocking or interdependent communicative moves that are 
taken to be co-relevant, and causally-conditionally related." (2011, p. 287). Goodwin 
takes a similar position when describing the cooperative (vocal and embodied) moves 
of a speaker and a silent recipient, who, together, "construct a turn-at-talk and the 
utterance emerging within it" (2013, p. 8).  
 
31 To put it another way, in the absence of a responsive move, the idea of an initiating move becomes 
problematic. For instance, I ask, “Do you want a coffee?” and you neither reply vocally nor nod your 
head. The enchronic perspective treats “ignoring me” as a responsive action (if that is indeed what you 
have done). Perhaps I repeat my question, on the basis that it is more likely that you have not heard me. 
If you still fail to respond, I now have stronger grounds for inferring that you are ignoring me and that 




The interdependent and pervasive notions of relevance and accountability are threshold 
concepts for the enchronic perspective (Enfield, 2011). Regarding “relevance”, Enfield 
describes two aspects of special importance to conversation analysts, “effectiveness” 
and “appropriateness”. These aspects are depicted in the schematic diagram below 
(Figure 2), where “A” is an initiating move, and “B” is a responsive move. 
 
Figure 2 Relevance and the enchronic approach  
Adapted from Enfield (2014, p.8.). 
Effectiveness relates to how well an initiating move projects a next move32 and is 
forward-looking. Appropriateness relates to how fitted a responsive action is to its 
initiating action and is backward-looking. For example, all of the following would be 
appropriate responses to a request for information about a bus timetable: a) the 
provision of the requested information; b) a demand for further clarification or 
specification of the information that is being requested; or c) an epistemic denial, such 
as "I don't know" (Keevallik, 2011). By contrast, “the sky is blue today” would not be 
an appropriate response. 
A different, but no less important aspect of relevance, concerns the activation of “rules” 
or “practices” (Schegloff, 2007, p. 19). A “relevance-rule” is the idea that certain 
initiating moves set up positions for certain responsive moves. For instance, if “A” 
 
32 This idea of effectiveness in relation to an initiating move resonates with Stivers and Rossano’s 
(2010b) scalar view of response mobilisation. 
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addresses a question to “B”, and “B” fails to produce a response, this creates a “relevant 
absence” (Schegloff, 2007, p. 20). As Schegloff puts it, "Negative observations imply 
relevant absences, and relevant absences imply relevance rules." (2007, p. 20). This is 
an important issue for this thesis because I rely on both negative observation and 
relevant absence in my multimodal analysis of displays of intersubjectivity (in all the 
analytic chapters, but especially in Chapter 6). 
“Accountability”, from an EMCA perspective, is the idea that interactional participants, 
as competent members, should provide appropriate next actions (Enfield, 2011, 2014; 
Heritage, 1984b). Failure to do so leads to sanctions from co-participants (Enfield, 
2011). Furthermore, competent members have obligations to make themselves 
understood and to endeavour to understand the actions of others (Sacks et al., 1974). 
When a recipient fails to respond to a speaker’s initiating action, the accountable nature 
of fitting responses (Enfield, 2011) means that the speaker can infer that their initiating 
action has created a “trouble source” (Schegloff et al., 1977) of some sort. Furthermore, 
response absence requires the initiator to make a further move to address the trouble. 
Thus, accountability is at the heart of conversational repair (see Section 3.4) and is a 
defining concept for Chapter 6. 
Other features of the enchronic perspective include “sequence, adjacency, nextness, 
contiguity and progressivity” (Enfield, 2011, p. 291). Together these terms highlight the 
importance of the relative positioning of interactional elements to each other, at both 
granular and less granular levels. “Sequence”, the first of this list, is “a course of action 
implemented through talk” (Schegloff, 2007, p. 9). Adjacency, nextness, and contiguity 
relate to the idea that a responsive interactional move should begin as close as possible 
to its initiating move. (“Close” is used here in a turn-taking, rather than a temporal 
sense (Schegloff, 2000b, 2007).  
“Progressivity”, the final element in the list, is a crucial concept for this thesis. It is the 
idea that one thing should follow another without interruption or interpolation by 
something that does not maintain forward momentum towards an interactional goal and 
is relevant at all levels of granularity (Schegloff, 2007). Thus, a speaker cut-off that 
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halts progress from one syllable to the next is a disruption to progressivity at the micro 
level of interaction. An other-initiated repair sequence (see Section 3.4), is a disruption 
at a “meso”-structural level, and a chat about the weather during a medical consultation 
is a disruption at a macro-structural level.  
Of importance to this thesis, my conception of the enchronic perspective incorporates 
the idea that relevantly absent responses perform communicative work in that they 
allow the initiator to infer trouble. For instance, in classroom interactions, teachers’ 
orientation to students’ embodied behaviour means that absent or delayed responses 
initiate expansions (see Section 6.3.2), delaying turn completion (Mondada, 2011). 
Thus, the absence of a responsive move, where one is due, is just as analytically 
relevant as the presence of a responsive move. Furthermore, my conception of 
enchrony precludes an exclusive focus on talk. That is, in addition to full turns-at-talk, 
participants can use a) minimal response tokens (Gardner, 2001), b) embodied 
signals33, such as head nods, or c) combinations of modal signals. In Chapters 6-8, I 
provide analytic evidence to support this theoretical position. 
3.2.5 Terms and constructs 
TCU, TRP, and projection 
Sacks et al. (1974) (use three inter-related concepts, the “turn construction unit” (TCU), 
the “transition relevance place” (TRP), and “projection”, to explain the turn-taking 
system of talk-in-interaction. A TCU is primarily a grammatical unit34 and each speaker 
is entitled to one TCU at a time. Single words, phrases, clauses, and sentences can all 
be TCUs, providing they perform an action (Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 1995). Sacks 
et al.’s (1974) conception of projection is that a recipient of a TCU can use grammatical 
knowledge (and other linguistic and paralinguistic cues) to predict when TCU 
completion is likely to occur. A TRP is the position at which turn transfer becomes 
relevant. These three concepts (TCU, TRP, and projection) are predicated on the 
 
33 Following Holler & Levinson (2019), I use the term “signals” in a pre-theoretical way (see Section 
4.2.2). 
34 Grammar is used here in its communicative rather that its abstract theoretical sense (Auer, 1996). 
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requirement for minimisation of gap (between turns) and minimisation of turn overlap. 
Minimisation of gap promotes interactional progressivity, while minimisation of 
overlap is essential for intersubjectivity.  
Of conceptual importance to this thesis is the idea that TCU completion is an 
“understanding position” (Sacks, 1995a, p. 426), and, consequently, a place for a 
recipient to display understanding, or, alternatively, to initiate repair (Schegloff, 
2000b). In Section 4.3.1, I discuss what is known about how interlocutors recognise 
TCU (possible) completion and how they use this recognition to project TRPs, or in the 
case of extended tellings, “acknowledgement relevance places” (Tanaka, 2000) (ARPs).  
Actions and moves 
The EMCA concept of “action” is based on the design and sequential position35  of a 
conversational turn and can be glossed as “doing or achieving things through talk” (see 
Clift & Raymond, 2018). On this view, turns appear to be thought of in terms of talk 
alone. Like a talk-based conversational turn, an interactional “move” (Sidnell, 2014) 
achieves things, but can comprise talk or embodiments (or a combination of the two). 
For instance, when asked which way the exit is, I can point with my index finger, rather 
than using words (see Mondada, 2007). Henceforth, I will use “move” when referring 
to actions that are composed of embodiments alone or of embodiments in combination 
with talk. In Section 4.2.2, I explain my use of terminology relating to non-talk modes. 
3.3 Understanding and intersubjectivity: The EMCA approach 
3.3.1 Understanding as a practical problem 
EMCA treats understanding as a practical problem rather than a cognitive one 
(Etelämäki, 2016; Koole, 2010; Mondada, 2011). While conversation analysts accept 
the existence of understanding as a cognitive phenomenon, they treat such 
understanding (or misunderstanding) as relevant only when participants orient to it 
 
35 For instance, at the beginning of a phone conversation, “hello” acts as a greeting, but in the middle of a 




during interaction. Thus, while cognitivist approaches treat understanding as the 
representation of propositional content within the mind of an individual, interactional 
approaches treat it as the product of participants’ actions (or moves) (Mondada, 2011; 
Schegloff, 1991). As Mondada puts it, “Their online analysis is embedded and 
embodied in their responsive actions." (2006, p. 126). 
As a product of interaction, shared understanding is amenable to observation, 
description, and analysis. EMCA uses the term “intersubjectivity” to capture the idea of 
“doing understanding” (Koole, 2010; Koole & Elbers, 2014) during social interaction 
through joint attention and enchronic vocal and embodied displays. However, rather 
than manifestations of cognitive states, displays of understanding are interactional 
“objects” only. That is, I can understand something “in my head” (cognitive) without 
displaying my understanding, and I can claim understanding of some matter (for 
example by nodding my head) without having (cognitive) understanding (Koole, 2010).  
Unfortunately for this thesis project, it is not possible to determine actual cognitive 
states through interactional analysis. The best an analyst or a participant can do is to 
assume that a co-participant’s next move is appropriate in terms of their accountability 
for making themselves understood (see Section 3.2.4). In this regard, Robinson (2014) 
describes an array of recipient displays in terms of their increasing power to claim 
understanding. These range from foregoing an opportunity to initiate repair, through the 
production of embodied and vocal “continuers” (Schegloff, 1982) to collaborative or 
choral completions of the primary speaker's talk (Lerner, 1996, 2002), and other 
evidential demonstrations. 
While displays of understanding can be either demonstrations or claims, demonstrations 
differ from claims in two epistemically important ways (Koole 2010). Firstly, a 
demonstration of understanding provides evidence that the speaker has done some sort 
of analysis of the preceding turn, and secondly, it reveals how this analysis has 
informed their own turn-at-talk (Sacks, 1995c, Vol. II , p. 253). This is the basis of the 
“next turn proof procedure”36 (Hutchby & Wooffitt, 2008; Sacks et al., 1974; 
 
36 This is the idea that an interlocutor’s turn-at-talk usually displays an understanding of the action of the 
immediately prior talk and is an appropriate next action (Schegloff, 1996a). 
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Schegloff, 1996a). Thus, a demonstration shows how a person understands or 
misunderstands something. (Such demonstrations may be implicit or explicit). By 
contrast, a claim of understanding does not provide evidence of how a person 
understands something; it only claims that they understand it (Koole, 2010). This 
distinction between claims and demonstrations is an important one for my thesis 
argument. 
Even during everyday turn-by-turn conversation, participants rely on implicit, en 
passant understanding displays that occur in the course of other conversational actions 
(Heritage, 2007) rather than on explicit demonstrations of understanding that would 
disrupt progressivity. Furthermore, Enfield (2008) speculates that demonstrating 
understanding could be perceived as disaffiliative37.  
A general interactional dispreference for explicit demonstrations of understanding is 
borne out by my observations of surgeons’ extended tellings to patients. As I will show, 
patients usually confine themselves to claims of understanding via minimal response 
tokens (Gardner, 2001) or head nods. This is not unexpected given the interactional 
constraints of extended tellings (see Section 3.5). When patient demonstrations of 
understanding do occur in my data, they appear to do so in specific sequential contexts 
(see Section 5.5).  
3.3.2  The tension between intersubjectivity and progressivity 
EMCA research has shown that, in mundane interaction, participants treat failure to 
initiate repair (see Section 3.4) as evidence of sufficient understanding of the previous 
turn (Heritage, 2007; Mondada, 2011; Robinson, 2014; Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 
1982). Thus, the default position in everyday interaction is, that if a recipient makes no 
attempt to query an utterance or request clarification, a speaker can infer “good 
enough” understanding. Indeed, according to Robinson (2014), it is the ever-present 
opportunities for conversational repair that make intersubjectivity possible. However, 
repair leads to “time out” from the current interactional sequence, impeding forward 
 
37 A demonstration might imply that I think the speaker thinks I do not know this thing. 
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momentum, and disrupting interactional progressivity (Heritage, 2007). Consequently, 
rather than impede progressivity, interlocutors frequently make do with understandings 
that are imperfect but adequate for practical purposes. Thus, a preference for 
progressivity in interaction (Stivers & Robinson, 2006) means that interlocutors only 
resort to repair initiation when intersubjectivity is seriously threatened (Linell & 
Lindström, 2016). 
In contrast to everyday conversations, surgeon-patient interactions are characterised by 
significant epistemic asymmetry (Heritage, 2004). Furthermore, because the 
consequences of misunderstanding may be serious, reliance on a patient’s failure to 
initiate repair may be inadequate for the practical purposes in question. Nevertheless, 
how much evidence of patient understanding is required for decision-making purposes 
is an issue for bioethicists, lawyers, clinicians, and patients rather than for conversation 
analysts. Instead, this thesis project responds to a call by Koole and Elbers (2014) for 
more research into how much evidence of understanding is sufficient in a 
professional/lay interaction to allow the interaction to progress.  
The interactional preference for agreement is another potential source of disruption to 
progressivity38. EMCA research has shown overwhelmingly that disaffiliative39 
responses are delayed compared with affiliative responses (Pomerantz, 1984; 
Pomerantz & Heritage, 2013). Indeed, such delays afford a speaker an opportunity to 
re-design their initiating turn to make it more acceptable to the recipient. Thus, both the 
delay, and the speaker’s subsequent re-designed move conspire to hinder progressivity. 
Although this thesis is mainly concerned with the tension between progressivity and 
intersubjectivity during surgeons’ extended tellings, it is important to try to distinguish 
progressivity disruptions that relate to a problem with intersubjectivity from those that 
 
38 As I show in Chapters 6-8, patient practices for displaying agreement can be difficult to differentiate 
from their practices that display understanding. 
39 Disaffiliative responses are preceded by (micro) pauses, hesitation markers such as “um” and “well”, 
markers of disfluency such as cut-offs, and by accounts. All these interactional objects serve to distance 
the Second Pair Part of an adjacency pair from its First Pair Part, thereby hindering progressivity. The 
significance of such markers is that they anticipate disaffiliation and thus provide the first speaker with 
an opportunity to modify their original utterance to make it more acceptable and so, more likely to get an 
affiliative response. Thus, preference for agreement is one factor that can hinder progressivity. 
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relate to disaffiliation. The ambiguous nature of progressivity disruptions makes this 
difficult in practice (Etehadieh & Rendle-Short, 2016) but multimodal analysis can 
yield some insights (see Section 8.6). In summary, disruptions to progressivity, 
whatever their provenance, are of crucial importance to my analysis in Chapters 5 to 8.  
In the next section, I highlight aspects of conversational repair that are important to this 
thesis. 
3.4 Conversational repair 
3.4.1 The bulwark of intersubjectivity 
Conversational repair is the bulwark of intersubjectivity in interaction (Albert & de 
Ruiter, 2018; Robinson, 2014; Schegloff, 1992). In our day-to-day conversations, the 
complex machinery of intersubjectivity remains invisible until interactional trouble 
occurs. At this point, progressivity is halted and the re-establishment of 
intersubjectivity becomes the priority. Thus, intersubjectivity is usually invisible until it 
is breached, and conversational repair is used to restore it. 
Repair is a highly structured, preference-based interaction order predicated on 
accountability for making oneself understood (Schegloff et al., 1977). During talk-in-
interaction, we assume we are being understood well enough in the absence of evidence 
to the contrary. Paradoxically, it is during conversational trouble and its subsequent 
repair that the “architecture of intersubjectivity” (Heritage, 1984b) is viewed to best 
advantage (Albert & de Ruiter, 2018; Robinson, 2006). Furthermore, participants can 
supersede the normal turn-taking rules to repair matters of understanding (Kendrick, 
2015a). However, they wait until the possible completion of the trouble source turn to 
do so (Schegloff et al., 1977).  
3.4.2 The structure of repair 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a full description of the technology of 
repair (for a review, see Kitzinger, 2013), but what follows is an overview of the main 
structural elements. Five aspects of repair are significant for this thesis. Firstly, other-
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initiated repairs are organised as sequences. Secondly, there are important structural 
differences between self-initiated and other-initiated repairs. Thirdly, not all structural 
elements (see below) have to be present in any given instance40 of repair (Schegloff, 
1992). Fourthly, other repair, where patients correct surgeons, is non-existent in the 
surgeon data and will not be considered further. However, other-initiated (by patients) 
repair41 does occur and is described below. Finally, an important aspect of my thesis 
argument is that surgeon self-initiated repairs are frequently associated with the 
“relevant absence” of patient acknowledgments (see Zama & Robinson, 2016 and 
Chapter 6, this thesis). Thus, some instances of surgeon self-initiated self-repair appear 
to be interactionally mediated. I now consider the structural elements of repair. 
a) The trouble source 
The trouble source is something that is deemed worthy of repair by at least one 
participant. Of note, there does not have to be an ostensible trouble source 
(Mandelbaum, 2016). Importantly, for my argument in Chapter 6, I adopt Schegloff’s 
(2013) view that this does not have to be an error or fault but just something that can be 
improved upon42.  
b) Repair initiation 
Repair initiation draws attention to interactional trouble. Unlike other-initiated repairs 
(see below), self-initiated repairs do not always contain recognisable repair initiators. 
Rather, certain linguistic elements are markers of intra-turn self-initiated repairs, 
drawing attention to both the trouble source and the repair operation (Kitzinger, 2013). 
 
40 Indeed, as Schegloff (1992) points out, even the repair operation may be absent. 
41 Speaker self-repair is divided into two categories, namely speaker-initiated self-repair, and other-
initiated self-repair. In both cases, it is the speaker (of the trouble source) who carries out the repair 
operation. By contrast, in cases of “other-initiated other repair” a co-participant performs the repair 
operation on the speaker’s talk (trouble source). 
42 Schegloff (2013) uses the analogy of a tailor to explain that repair does not always have to be a 
correction (which implies error) but can sometimes just be an alteration. If a tailor mends a tear in the 
underarm of a jacket, that is a repair in every sense of the word. On another occasion, however, the tailor 
may suggest an alteration to a jacket lapel that would be more flattering to the customer. In this instance, 
nothing is currently broken or in need of fixing. However, an improvement can be made to avert the 
potential future problem of customer dissatisfaction. 
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These markers include cut-offs, sound-stretches, and progressivity-disruptors such as 
“uh” or “um” (Schegloff et al., 1977). In addition, Kitzinger (2013) lists pauses 
(silences), “framing” the repair solution through word repetition, apology words such as 
“sorry”, multiple tries to produce the “correct” word, and “self-talk”. Importantly, 
however, not all repairs are marked by such a device (Kitzinger, 2013) and some 
repairs are only recognisable after the fact, that is, after a (self-initiated) repair 
operation has been executed. Consequently, disruption of progressivity is the hallmark 
of repair (Schegloff, 2000b). This concept is key to my analysis of intersubjectivity and 
to my thesis argument.  
There are three possible positions for self-initiation of repair, (Schegloff et al., 1977). 
The first is within the same TCU as the trouble source (for example, a word 
replacement), the second is in the transition space following the TCU that contains the 
trouble source, and the third is in the turn following the trouble source. In accordance 
with the principle that repair should begin as close as possible to the trouble source 
(Schegloff et al., 1977), Schegloff (2013) indicates that the overwhelming majority (of 
repairs) are within-TCU repairs. However, in the surgeon data, post-positioned self-
initiated repairs are frequent during surgeons’ extended tellings (where “post-
positioned” refers to the TCU and its completion). Such repairs begin after TCU 
completion (in the acknowledgement relevance place). Thus, they are equivalent to 
transition-space repairs in (full) turn-by-turn talk. These self-initiated post-positioned 
repairs, along with gaze-mediated response pursuits by surgeons, are the focus of my 
analysis in Chapters 6 and 7, occasioned, as they often appear to be, by “delayed”43 or 
absent patient acknowledgements at ARPs. 
In the case of other-initiation of self-repair, initiators include not only “open-class” 
repair initiators44 (Drew, 1997) such as “what?” or “huh?”, but also more specific repair 
initiators. Specific repair initiators include questions prefaced by a “Wh-” word, partial 
repeats with or without accompanying question words (Kendrick, 2015a), candidate 
understandings (Heritage, 1984a) such as “formulations” (Heritage & Watson, 1979), 
 
43 “Delayed” refers to the “unmarked next position” (Jefferson (1986) as described in Section 6.2.2). 
44 I have not found any examples of patients using open-class repair initiators in the surgeon data. 
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and “you mean x?”-type questions (Benjamin, 2012; Schegloff, 1992). The greater the 
specificity, the more powerful the repair initiator (Schegloff, 2007). Offering a 
candidate understanding is the most powerful form of repair initiator because it 
demonstrates how the recipient understands something (Albert & de Ruiter, 2018). As 
such, it enables the (original) speaker not only to accept or reject the displayed 
understanding, but also (if repair is required) to home-in on the specific nature of the 
trouble source. My analyses will provide evidence of a possible practice (by surgeons) 
for eliciting patient candidate understandings (Section 5.5). 
Schegloff et al. (1977) argue that self-initiated repair is interactionally preferred, based 
on their finding that other-initiations are delayed compared with self-initiations. 
Kendrick (2015a) has challenged this preference argument by showing that specific 
other-initiations are not usually delayed. Furthermore, he suggests that the delay in 
onset of non-specific other-initiations may be because the recipient is trying to work out 
an explanation for the trouble source. On the other hand, Kendrick agrees that the 
relatively low frequency of other-initiated repair compared with self-initiated repair is 
evidence for an interactional preference for the latter.  
c) The repair operation  
A repair operation is an attempt by the speaker of the trouble source to restore or 
improve intersubjective alignment. Schegloff (2013) describes ten such operations for 
same-turn, self-initiated self-repair but acknowledges there may be many more. Some 
of these will be discussed in Chapter 6.  
d) The repair outcome 
The final element of repair technology is the repair outcome, the nature of which 
depends on who initiates the repair. In the case of self-initiated repair, the outcome is 
the resumption of the speaker’s prior trajectory. In the case of other-initiated repair, the 
outcome may be a) recipient ratification of the repair and resumption of the prior 
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interactional trajectory, b) a further repair attempt by the speaker, or c) abandonment of 
the repair (commonly after two to three attempts (Schegloff, 1979)). 
3.4.3 Progressivity disruption by repair is scalar 
As noted in Section 3.3.2, repair promotes intersubjectivity at the expense of 
progressivity (Schegloff, 2000b). Indeed, disruptions that deal with or pre-empt 
problems of "speaking, hearing, and understanding" (Schegloff et al., 1977, p. 361) are 
diagnostic of repair (Schegloff, 2000b). Not all progressivity disruptions are equal, 
however (Raymond, 2016). For instance, other-initiated repair disrupts progressivity to 
a greater extent than does self-initiated repair (Kitzinger, 2013; Schegloff, 2000b). 
While self-initiated repair is usually managed within the same speaker turn, other-
initiated repair always involves a sequence and may take multiple turns to accomplish 
(Kitzinger, 2013; Schegloff, 2000b). 
One speaker resource for pre-empting problems of understanding (or agreement) is the 
parenthetical remark (Schegloff, 2007, p. 241). It does not respond to overt trouble. 
Rather, it is designed to forestall trouble and, in so doing, minimise progressivity 
disruption. Clark and Hudak (2011) show how some orthopaedic surgeons use this type 
of pre-emptive practice when advising patients against surgery. These authors argue 
that such pre-emption reduces patients’ floor-taking opportunities.  
In the next section, I draw on EMCA literature on extended tellings, especially 
storytellings, of relevance to this thesis. 
3.5 Prior EMCA research on extended tellings 
3.5.1 The long stretch of talk 
Several interactional researchers have analysed the phenomenon of the long stretch of 
talk by a (primary) speaker. It is used as a vehicle for, among other things, telling a 
story or joke (Jefferson, 1978; Sacks, 1974), “troubles telling” (Jefferson, 1988), 
explaining something (Quasthoff et al., 2017), or arguing the speaker’s case in contexts 
of conflict (Quasthoff et al., 2017). Such a stretch of talk is referred to by various terms, 
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including “discourse” (Schegloff, 1982, 1988, 1995), “discourse unit” (Houtkoop & 
Mazeland, 1985), “big package” (Sacks, 1995c, p. 354 Vol. II ; Selting, 2000), 
“extended turn” (Selting, 2000), “multi-unit-turn” (Barth-Weingarten, 2009; Schegloff, 
2011), “extended telling” (Schegloff, 2007), “extended telling sequence” (Rossano, 
2012) and “explicative telling” (Herijgers & van Chaldorp, 2021) . For the purposes of 
this thesis, I will refer to extended tellings (or “PAR tellings” (see Chapter 5)). While 
extended tellings and multi-unit turns are the most common vehicles for surgeons’ 
provision of decision-relevant information to patients in my dataset, their length varies 
from a few TCUs to many minutes’ duration. I treat extended tellings and multi-unit 
turns as being on a spectrum (see Barth-Weingarten, 2009a).  
In the first of three papers that discuss “Discourse as an interactional achievement”, 
Schegloff demonstrates that, in spite of one speaker doing most of the talking, an 
extended telling45 or discourse is, nonetheless, a “speech exchange system” (1982, p. 
72). The following paraphrases Schegloff’s framework for examining extended tellings 
(1982, p. 73): 
a) An extended telling is achieved incrementally, not as the result of some preliminary 
“pact” between the participants.  
b) An extended telling is a cooperative interactional achievement involving two or 
more participants. 
c) Because turn-taking organisation is oriented towards minimising the turn size of an 
individual participant, a speaker must employ specific interactional resources to achieve 
an extended turn. 
 
45 Although the term “extended telling” did not enter the EMCA lexicon until 2007, Schegloff (1982, 
1988, 1995) had previously described the attributes of what he then referred to as “discourse”. 
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d) The achievement of an extended telling depends on participants’ actions (or in some 
cases, the absence of certain actions). Such actions are demonstrable in the interaction 
and therefore analysable. 
3.5.2 Structural features of extended tellings I: Beginnings  
Extended tellings can be elicited or volunteered (Jefferson, 1978; Mandelbaum, 2013). 
An example of an elicited telling is that which occurs in response to a specific type of 
Y/N question that is based on a knowledge discrepancy between the questioner and the 
responder. The question not only asks for confirmation or disconfirmation via a Y/N 
response, but also requests an expansion46 (Steensig & Heinemann, 2013). That is, the 
questioner expects, and is ready to cooperate with, a multi-unit turn or extended telling 
in response. However, the situation is different with a volunteered extended telling. In 
order to cooperate in the production of an extended telling, recipients must first be able 
to recognise that one is planned. Accordingly, a speaker who plans to hold the floor 
must employ special interactional resources to enlist the cooperation of their 
interlocutors (Mandelbaum, 2013). Resources available to tellers include prefaces 
(Herijgers & van Charldorp, 2021; Jefferson, 1978; Mandelbaum, 2013; Sacks, 1974), 
disjunct markers (Jefferson, 1978) and embedded repetition (Jefferson, 1978). The 
preface is of most interest to this thesis. 
A story preface is a form of pre-announcement (Herijgers & van Charldorp, 2021; 
Schegloff, 2007; Terasaki, 2004). As such, it embeds several actions, of which the 
following are relevant to surgeons’ tellings. 
a) A preface provides a warrant for the telling (Herijgers & van Charldorp, 2021; 
Jefferson, 1978). 
b) By projecting upcoming talk as news (Schegloff, 2007), a preface or a pre-
announcement allows a recipient either to give a go-ahead to the telling or to block it as 
“known already”. Thus, a preface or pre-announcement sets up a pre-telling sequence 
 
46 For an example of an elicited telling, see Section 8.6. 
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that allows a storyteller to avoid the epistemic transgression of telling somebody 
something they already know. Examples of prefacing sequences are provided in Section 
5.4.1. 
c) A preface projects the speaker's stance towards the upcoming talk (Schegloff, 2007). 
For instance, it can project news as “good” or “bad” (Maynard, 1997). As I show in 
Section 5.4.4, surgeons' prefaces frequently display an obligation-oriented stance to the 
activity of information provision. Arguably, a display of obligation- oriented stance 
projects bad news. Utterances formulated as “We need to talk about x” are rarely 
harbingers of good news (see Dahm & Berger, 2016). 
d) A preface provides resources for what Jefferson (1978) terms “the return home” (see 
also Herijgers & van Charldorp, 2021 and Thompson et al., 2015). That is, the speaker 
can make recipients aware that a telling is complete by reprising linguistic elements 
from the story preface. The return home not only projects the resumption of turn-by-
turn conversation, but is “sequentially implicative” of a recipient display of stance 
(towards what they have just heard) (Jefferson, 1978). Jefferson’s example of a return 
home, “n we’re back t’the pizza joint we started from” (1978, p. 231) projects both a 
semantic and a pragmatic (and a probable lexical) connection to the story beginning 
(which is not actually shown in her paper). Thus, a story prefacing or pre-telling move 
“provide[s] the recipient with resources for understanding when the telling will be 
complete and what sort of telling it is” (Stivers, 2013, p. 194). 
e) Because a prefacing sequence alerts a recipient to an upcoming extended telling, it 
allows a recipient to cooperate by withholding full turns-at-talk for the duration of the 
telling (Schegloff, 1982). Instead, a recipient should provide displays of attention, 
understanding, and alignment with the continuation of the telling (Goodwin, 1979;  
Goodwin, 1980; Goodwin, 1981; Herijgers & van Charldorp, 2021; Jefferson, 1978; 
Mandelbaum, 2013; Schegloff, 1982; Stivers, 2008). Such displays involve gaze, 
sequentially appropriate vocal continuers or brief assessments, and/or head nods 
(Rossano, 2012; Schegloff, 1982). Because patients say little during surgeons’ extended 
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tellings, their displays of attention, understanding and alignment require multimodal 
analysis, as provided in Chapters 6-8.  
3.5.3 Structural features of extended tellings II: Endings  
As noted in d), recipients should provide displays of stance at the end of a storytelling. 
A return home, as described above, is designed to help them recognise story completion 
in order to do just that. In Section 5.5.2, I show how a surgeon delimits47 the activity of 
risk-telling (in the course of a longer volunteered telling) by employing a preface 
immediately prior to risk-telling, and a subsequent return home that references the 
preface. Significantly, the patient orients to the return home by asking a question. 
However, as I also demonstrate in Chapter 5, these surgeons and patients orient to 
topical and information units that are larger than TCUs, but smaller than the overall 
telling or activity in which they appear. Participants' talk-based methods for managing 
the transition from one topic to another or from one information unit to another include 
“repeats as unit ends” (Schegloff, 2011) and “formulations” (Heritage & Watson, 
1979).  
Schegloff (2011) has demonstrated that the end of a multi-unit turn can be projected by 
the reuse or repetition of a word or words from the beginning of the multi-unit turn (or 
from the utterance that prompted the turn). That is, participants orient to talk that has a 
semantic, pragmatic, or lexical connection to earlier talk as signalling a “unit end”. 
Importantly, Schegloff notes that there are many types of interactional units’, namely, 
“turns, actions and courses of action (like answering or telling), sequences, and who 
knows what else as well.” (p. 378). In addition, he argues that the recognisable 
completion of an activity (such as complaining or accounting or providing an answer to 
a question) indicates that a multi-unit turn is complete. Story telling is a prime example 
of such an activity because stories usually have a structure that is recognisable to 
recipients. Thus, Jefferson’s return home is a member of Schegloff’s category, “repeats 
as unit ends”. While recipients are likely to recognise end-of-activity fairly easily when 
 
47 Another way that surgeons in my data display orientation to closing a telling is with an “any 
questions”-type interrogative (see Excerpt 6.7.1.1 A misunderstanding).  
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the activity is a storytelling, patients may find it more difficult to recognise unit ends in 
surgeons’ tellings, where structure, activities, and content are less familiar (White, 
2011).  
Formulations, as characterised by Heritage and Watson (1979), are summarising moves 
that express either the gist or the upshot of either speaker’s prior talk. For instance, one 
person’s formulation of another’s talk is an unequivocal demonstration of that person’s 
understanding of that talk (Heritage & Watson, 1979). However, while formulations of 
others’ talk have been the subject of most research to date (Deppermann, 2011), it is 
surgeons’ gist formulations of their own talk that are of interest to this thesis. 
Characteristically, formulations are prefaced by “so” and contain indexical terms (for 
instance “these” or “that”) that link to objects from earlier in the topical talk (Barnes, 
2007; Heritage & Watson, 1979). Furthermore, formulations bring “a need for common 
agreement [...] to the interactional surface” (Barnes, 2007, pp. 274-275). While one of 
the key functions of a formulation is to display readiness to close the current topic or 
the conversation (Barnes, 2007; Heritage & Watson, 1979; Herijgers & van Charldorp, 
2021), in some sequential contexts, a formulation can invite further topical talk 
(Heritage & Watson, 1979; Tiitinen & Ruusuvuori, 2014). In everyday turn-by-turn 
talk, a formulation makes either a confirmation or a disconfirmation conditionally 
relevant (Heritage & Watson, 1979). However, in the context of formal meetings, 
chairpersons can use candidate pre-closing formulations to close one topic and move on 
to the next topic (Barnes, 2007). While “no response” from other meeting participants 
converts the “pre-closing” into a closing, Barnes (2007) describes a case where a 
chairperson’s gist formulation affords other participants an opportunity to offer more 
suggestions before the topic is closed. In the early stages of my data analysis, I noted 
some examples of patients orienting to surgeons’ gist formulations in a similar way. 
That is, they treat formulations as pre-closing moves that provide opportunities for 
them to display their stance or to initiate repair (see Chapter 5).  
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There are different views about if and how repair organisation is affected by the altered 
participation framework48 of extended tellings. On the one hand, Robinson (2014) 
argues that repair is omni-relevant in interaction and therefore exempt from suspension 
during multi-unit turns. On this view, extended tellings, which are, arguably, long 
multi-unit turns (Barth-Weingarten, 2009), should also be exempt from the suspension 
of (other)-initiation of repair.  
Taking a different view, based on the lack of examples of other-initiated repair in their 
extended telling data from mundane interactions, Thompson et al. (2015) suggest that 
participants prioritise interactional and socio-relational norms over intersubjectivity in 
this context. This view is echoed, in a more general sense, by Linell and Lindström 
(2016) and by Kendrick (2015a). The latter’s research on mundane interactions shows 
that recipients forego many opportunities to initiate repair. To date, there appears to 
have been little research on when and by whom repair is initiated during decision-
relevant extended tellings (One exception is the paper by Clark and Hudak (2011) 
mentioned above). This thesis begins to address this knowledge gap.  
3.6 Epistemics in EMCA: The interactional management of knowledge 
From an EMCA perspective, epistemics is the study of how participants manage 
knowledge and information during interaction. For instance, conversation analysts have 
long recognised that a speaker should avoid telling someone something they already 
know (Sacks, 1995c Vol II, p. 438). Based on a significant body of his own work and 
that of other EMCA researchers, Heritage argues that providing and acknowledging 
(new) information is an omni-relevant feature of social interaction (Heritage, 2012b). 
He has formulated a set of interconnected and interdependent constructs that, together, 
 
48 The term “participation framework” has two meanings. The first indexes the interactional status of a 
participant (for example primary speaker, recipient, or bystander) (Goffman, 1981, as cited in Bolden, 
2003, p. 209). The second indexes the way in which interactional participants orient to each other (for 
instance, how they engage and disengage from sequences or orient to the suspension of the turn-taking 





provide an explanatory framework for how participants manage displays of knowledge 
during everyday interactions. 
3.6.1 Key epistemic constructs: Epistemic engine, epistemic gradient, and epistemic 
status  
Heritage’s thesis, based on the empirical analysis of interaction over several decades, is 
that, at the beginning of a conversational sequence, an “epistemic gradient” exists 
between two speakers (Heritage, 2013a, 2013c). The more knowledgeable speaker has 
a [K+] epistemic status about a particular piece of information or knowledge domain 
than their less knowledgeable interlocutor, who has a [K-] status (Heritage, 2012b, 
2012c). Thus [K+] and [K-] are markers of the relative epistemic status of one 
interlocutor to another (Heritage, 2012c). The ensuing epistemic gradient creates an 
epistemic engine that drives the sequence forward until some sort of equilibrium is 
reached (Heritage, 2012a, 2012b). Epistemic equilibrium is achieved when there is 
interactional evidence that the originally [K-] participant now possesses the knowledge 
that the originally [K+] possessed alone at the beginning of the conversational sequence 
(Heritage, 2012a, 2012b). Heritage argues that the epistemic engine is as important as 
adjacency pairs as a driver of conversational sequences (Heritage, 2012a, 2012b). 
Rather than relying on the psychological notion of “motivation” (for a speaker to 
provide information), analysts can use the EMCA principle of public accountability 
(see Section 3.2.4) to demonstrate that this explanatory model operates during 
conversation (Heritage, 2012a).  
Heritage’s original description of the epistemic engine, concerns interactions where 
“[epistemic] equilibrium-for-all practical-purposes” is achievable (2012b, p. 48). 
However, in the case of surgeons’ decision-related extended tellings, this conception of 
epistemic equilibrium may be less useful because of the much greater degree of a priori 
epistemic asymmetry involved. For the purposes of this thesis, I find Reuber et al.’s 






Figure 3 “Reducing the epistemic gradient through information provision”. 
Reproduced with permission from Reuber et al. (2015, p. 119). 
In this schema, the focus is on the patient’s post-information epistemic status relative to 
their pre-information epistemic status rather than on their epistemic status relative to 
that of the (expert) neurologist. 
3.6.2 The relationship between epistemic status and epistemic rights  
Epistemic “status” has two dimensions. The first of these concerns what a person 
knows or has epistemic “access” to (Heritage, 2012b). Heritage (2012c) argues that, to 
avoid telling co-participants something they already know, interlocutors must monitor 
each other’s access continuously49. The second aspect of epistemic status relates to 
participants’ “rights” to display knowledge (Heritage, 2012c) and is concerned with the 
management of social identity (Heritage, 2012c; Raymond & Heritage, 2006). Rights to 
display knowledge can be based on: a) expertise (for example, surgeons have more 
rights to display knowledge about surgery than do patients); b) relationships (for 
instance, grandparents have more rights to talk about their grandchildren’s behaviour or 
characteristics than do unrelated persons (Raymond & Heritage, 2006)); and c) personal 
 
49 Heritage talks about an epistemic “ticker” (2012c), which may simply be a facet of the “epistemic 
vigilance” that Sperber et al. (2010) canvass as a basic element of communication. 
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experience (an eye witness has more rights to display knowledge about an event than 
does someone who has received an account from a third party) (Heritage, 2012b, 
2012c, 2013a). Thus, a participant can have knowledge without the rights to display it; 
alternatively, a participant can have rights to display knowledge but lack actual 
epistemic access. The argument for tying epistemic status to issues of personhood and 
social identity is persuasive (Heritage, 2012c; Raymond & Heritage, 2006). Thus, 
individuals need to manage their epistemic status during interaction and do so through 
displays of “epistemic stance” (Heritage, 2012c) (see below). 
In addition to the categorical rights conferred by expertise, relationships, and personal 
experience, there are sequential epistemic rights relating to who speaks first within a 
conversational sequence (Heritage & Raymond, 2005; Raymond & Heritage, 2006). A 
participant who is first to speak has epistemic “primacy” over an interlocutor purely by 
dint of being first to speak. Consequently, a second speaker, who has equal or greater 
epistemic rights and/or access to information must upgrade their epistemic stance to 
avoid the appearance of just going along with the first speaker.  
Managing and protecting one’s epistemic status, for instance by claiming epistemic 
independence (Stivers, 2011), is an important part of social identity work. For instance, 
in the example below, a surgeon has been telling the partner of a patient (who has 
cognitive impairment) about a potential surgical treatment for the latter’s abdominal 
aortic aneurysm.  
 
Figure 4 Asserting epistemic rights from second position 
The partner’s declarative assessment, “big decision”, is followed by a tag question that 
downgrades her epistemic stance (see below) from first position. The surgeon upgrades 
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his responsive assessment via a repeat of “big decision” and stress on the expanded 
copula “is”. This is a linguistic device for asserting (equal or greater) epistemic rights 
from second position (Stivers, 2005). By asserting his epistemic rights to assess 
surgical decision-making, the surgeon is, arguably, managing his social identity as a 
surgeon. In the context of surgeons’ extended tellings, patients will always be in 
“second position”. Therefore, as I show in Chapter 8, they must do interactional work 
to display epistemic independence (or antecedence)50. In so doing, they both manage 
their social identity and contribute to intersubjectivity management. 
3.6.3 Epistemic stance 
Epistemic stance is the linguistic and embodied portrayal of a participant’s (claimed) 
epistemic access and is strongly influenced by participants’ rights to display 
knowledge. Thus, epistemic stance does not always correspond to current epistemic 
access and participants may disguise their epistemic status by claiming greater or lesser 
access than they have (Heritage, 2013c). This non-correlative relationship between 
epistemic stance and access is an important aspect of Heritage’s epistemic theory 
(Heritage, 2012c). He argues that, when deciding whether an utterance is requesting or 
providing information, recipients place more weight on (their knowledge of) a 
speaker’s epistemic status than on that speaker’s grammatical and prosodic displays of 
stance. Consequently, the dominance of epistemic status frees up linguistic elements 
either to mobilise recipient responses (see Stivers & Rossano, 2010a) or to “fine-tune” 
displays of epistemic stance (Heritage, 2012c). My focus in this thesis is on patients’ 
epistemic stance displays and their enchronic relationship to both prior and next moves 
by surgeons during surgeons’ extended tellings (Chapters 7 and 8). In particular, I 
provide analytic evidence of a) an association between “relevantly absent” patient 
acknowledgments and (further) response-mobilising moves by surgeons (Chapter 6), 
 
50 While epistemic independence is the idea of having already known or experienced something before 
being told it in the here-and-now (Heritage, (2002), I use “epistemic antecedence” as a broader term that 
also encompasses recognition of something that a) has just been said or has been said earlier in the 
(current) interaction, and b) has now been recycled in some way.  
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and b) an association between patients’ upgraded stance displays and surgeons’ 
subsequent topic closure initiations (Chapters 7 and 8).  
3.6.4 Critique of Epistemics  
In recent years, some scholars have challenged the validity of epistemic theory as 
expounded by Heritage and others. For instance, Macbeth and Wong (2016) have 
claimed that it relies on extra-conversational constructs, rather than on rigorous 
sequential analysis. This has led to a vigorous and protracted debate in Discourse 
Studies that is beyond the scope of this thesis to review in detail. However, my position, 
based, not only on the arguments outlined above, but also on many hours of observing 
and analysing surgeons’ information provision to patients, is congruent with Heritage’s 
conceptual epistemic framework. Thus, I treat issues such as who is permitted to 
articulate knowledge, the dispreference for “telling someone something they already 
know”, and the requirement for sufficient understanding for “practical purposes” as 
omni-relevant during interaction. In addition, epistemic theory about the importance of 
monitoring others’ epistemic stance is crucial to my analysis of patients’ relevantly 
absent displays of understanding during surgeons’ extended tellings (Chapter 6). 
3.6.5 Epistemics and surgeons’ information provision  
As alluded to in Section 2.5.1, when surgeons provide decision-related information to 
patients, they face the interactional dilemma of “oversupposing and undertelling” or 
“undersupposing and overtelling” (Heritage, 2013b). The former strategy risks 
communication that is inadequate to allow patients to understand the potential 
consequences of their decisions. However, the latter strategy risks “telling someone 
something they already know” (Heritage, 2013b). (I have suggested that the use of 
Universal Precautions (Section 2.4.2), as advocated by some health literacy experts, is 
likely to infringe interactional norms in precisely this manner.)  
In theory, both problems could be avoided by incorporating a core pedagogical 
principle, that of testing prior knowledge (Wilson & Peterson, 2006). However, 
examples of prior knowledge elicitation and assessment in the surgeon data are few and 
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far between51. Furthermore, in the surgeon data, I have not found a single example of a 
“known answer” question (of the kind teachers use to assess students’ prior 
knowledge). 
In addition to the everyday moral accountability for making oneself understood, there 
are important ethical reasons for monitoring patients’ epistemic status in relation to the 
provision of decision-related information, as discussed in Section 2.2.2. However, the 
participation framework of extended tellings means that patients’ resources for 
displaying their epistemic stance are reduced. That is, the next turn proof procedure is 
unavailable, at least in terms of patients’ demonstrations of understanding through full 
turns-at-talk. Consequently, surgeons’ resources for ascribing epistemic status to 
patients are also reduced. Koole (2010) has noted that, in a classroom context, students 
claim rather than demonstrate understanding during teachers’ discourse units 
(analogous to surgeons’ extended tellings). Thus, students (and patients) must “do 
understanding” using the resources available to them. These resources include minimal 
verbal responses, gaze, head nods, and other modal elements, but (for the most part) not 
full turns-at-talk (see Section 3.5). Correlatively, as I will show, surgeons ascribe 
understanding to patients by interpreting such multimodal displays within their 
sequential context. 
Of fundamental importance to this thesis is the (previously mentioned) idea that TCU 
completion is an understanding position. That is, it is a position where it is structurally 
relevant for a recipient of an extended telling or multi-unit turn either to indicate that 
their epistemic status has changed or, alternatively, to initiate repair. However, 
Schegloff (1982) points out that a vocal continuer (or head nod) at TCU (possible) 
completion claims understanding only inasmuch as it indicates that the recipient is 
foregoing their omni-relevant right to initiate repair. Thus, continuers (vocal and 
embodied) are weak rather than strong claims of understanding. Bearing this in mind, I 
 
51 On of my aims, at the beginning of this PhD project, was to analyse surgeons’ practices for eliciting 
patients’ prior knowledge. However, the rarity of such instances meant that I did not fulfil this objective. 
Some of the few examples I did find were so indirect that I could not be sure that they actually were 
examples of prior knowledge elicitation.  
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now review the minimal vocal responses that recipients can use at understanding 
positions. (I review recipients’ other multimodal resources in Chapter 4). 
3.6.6 Vocal elements for doing understanding  
Recipients of information can display their receipt of talk via “minimal response 
tokens” (Gardner, 2001). While all minimal response tokens are polysemic, with 
meaning often being conveyed by prosodic contouring, each has a characteristic usage 
(Gardner, 2001). For instance, “mm hm” (in Australian English), and “uh huh” (in 
American English) are continuers that display alignment with speaker continuation 
(Gardner, 2001); “yeah” (and its variants) and “mm” are “acknowledgement tokens” 
(Gardner, 2001; Jefferson, 1984a); “oh” and “right” are “news markers” (Gardner, 
2001, 2007; Heritage, 1984a); and “okay” and “alright” are “change of activity” tokens 
(Gardner, 2001). Recipients can also express their evaluative stance using brief 
assessments such as “good”, “wow”, or “that’s a shame”, which do not interrupt but 
rather enhance the activity being done (Goodwin, 1986). Such assessments are 
important not only for negotiating alignment during tellings, but also for initiating topic 
closure (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987).  
 “Yeah” and its variants are the most frequently used response tokens in English 
(Gardner, 2001). They claim adequate receipt of the prior utterance and suggest 
affirmation (Gardner, 2001), thereby claiming understanding. “Yeah” arguably displays 
greater engagement than “mm” or “mm hm” (Gardner, 2001), and greater speakership 
incipiency (Gardner, 1997; Jefferson, 1984a). In addition, “yeah” is widely used as 
(part of) an affirmative response to polar questions and to requests for confirmation.  
The “semantic emptiness” of “mm” (Gardner, 1997, p. 132) means it can act as an 
acknowledgement, a continuer, or an assessment52, depending on its prosodic contour. 
This makes “mm” useful for a recipient, who can align with the continuation of a 
telling, while revealing little about their stance (Gardner, 1997). Correlatively, “mm” 
can create problems for primary speakers (and analysts) who are trying to gauge 
 
52 Gardner (2001) describes several other actions of “mm” (for example the degustatory “mm”) but these 
are not relevant to my data. 
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recipients’ stance. The primary action of a falling-contour “mm” (most common) is 
weak acknowledgement of the prior TCU (Gardner, 2001). Inasmuch as it forgoes an 
opportunity for repair initiation, it denies a problem of hearing or understanding. 
Interpretation of “mm”'s actions relies, not only on its prosodic attributes, but also on 
its sequential position. For instance, a speaker who has harnessed multiple response 
mobilising elements (Stivers & Rossano, 2010a), will treat an “mm” response as 
insufficient and, therefore, disaligning. 
“Mm hm” is the archetypal continuer in British and Australian English (Gardner, 2001) 
and orients to more talk from the current speaker. However, in the surgeon tellings I 
have analysed53, patients use it less commonly than either “yeah” or “mm”. 
The news marker response tokens “oh” and “right” are uncommon patient responses in 
the data I have examined. “Oh” orients to a change of cognitive state (Heritage, 1984a). 
It is commonly employed in question/answer sequences as a “sequence-closing third” 
(Schegloff, 2007) by the (initially [K-]) questioner to indicate that common ground has 
been successfully updated (Heritage, 2012b). While “right” mainly serves as a pre-
closing token, in British and Australian English “right” can claim that its producer has 
connected ideas from within the primary speaker’s discourse (Gardner, 2007). I have 
noted that, in my data, patients’ use of news marker tokens is both rare and “for cause” 
(see Excerpt 7.4.3.1 Long-term outcomes). This is interesting because most of the 
content of a surgeon’s extended telling (see Chapter 5) is likely to be new information 
from a patient’s perspective. Finally, while surgeons frequently use change-of-activity 
tokens such as “okay” and “alright” during their extended tellings, patients rarely do so. 
For the purposes of this thesis, it is important to be able to distinguish the actions of 
response tokens. Research has shown that semantic import is intricately connected to 
prosodic contour (Gardner, 2001). In very general terms, terminal rising contour 
suggests incompletion, and terminal fall suggests completion (Gardner, 2001). The 
archetypal continuer is “mm hm” with rising intonation, while the archetypal 
 
53 I have not quantified patients’ response token usage. 
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acknowledgement token is “yeah” with falling intonation, with “mm” lying somewhere 
in between (Gardner, 2001). However, usage is far from fixed and, for example, a rising 
terminal contour “yeah” can display a desire to hear more (or to pursue a response) 
(Gardner, 2001). In contrast to an unmarked54 falling contour “mm” (see above), which  
indicates that the talk can move on to next matters, a terminally rising “mm” requests 
that the speaker continue (Gardner, 2001). Gardner (2001) notes that “mm” orients 
primarily to grammatical as opposed to intonational completion of the speaker’s TCU. 
However, the TCU in question can be part of a complex turn construction unit, 
composed of several TCUs (see Section 4.3 2). 
3.7 Chapter summary 
Section 3.2 of this chapter provided a brief account of the origins of EMCA, its 
empirical focus on participants’ displayed orientations, its perspective of “order at all 
points”, and its view of the context-free, yet context-sensitive nature of interaction. In 
addition, I discussed EMCA’s epistemological requirement for open-minded looking at 
recordings of naturally occurring interaction. There followed a description of the 
crucial characteristics of the enchronic approach to interaction, namely, relevance, 
accountability, sequentiality (and nextness), and progressivity. I justified my (mainly) 
case-based approach to analysis and theory building, and introduced and described 
important analytic constructs and terms, as I use them in this thesis.  
In Section 3.3, I reviewed the EMCA approach to intersubjectivity, with its focus on 
interactional objects such as actions and practices that display understanding, and their 
effect on co-participants who reflexively produce their own displays. Displays of 
understanding range from weak to strong and there is a qualitative difference between 
claims and demonstrations (of understanding), the latter requiring full turns at talk. 
Furthermore, implicit demonstrations are preferred to explicit demonstrations, the latter 
being rare in everyday conversation. This preference is explained, at least in part, by a 
preference for progressivity in interaction (Stivers & Robinson, 2006). The tension 
 
54 Heritage (2015) explains the distinction between unmarked and marked next turns. The former are 
type-conforming and are “congruent with the understandings, expectations and projections that were 
established in the previous turn.” (p. 89). 
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between progressivity and intersubjectivity means that recipients only undertake repair 
when intersubjectivity is seriously threatened. While there may be an ethical argument 
for greater evidence of intersubjectivity during surgeons’ information provision than 
during mundane conversation, the conversation analyst’s role is to analyse what does 
happen rather than to prescribe what should happen. 
Section 3.4 provided a synopsis of the interactional organisation and technology of 
repair, as it pertains to this thesis. I noted that repair does not always involve correction 
of an error, but can, instead, just improve something. Self-repair is massively more 
common than other-repair, with a preference for self-initiated self-repair over other-
initiated self-repair. Furthermore, most self-initiated self-repair occurs within the same 
TCU as the trouble source. Finally, I noted a dearth of research on repair during 
extended tellings. 
In Section 3.5, I reviewed key findings from interactional research on storytellings. 
Story tellings are co-produced and require the temporary suspension of the normal turn-
taking system. The story preface is a resource for setting up this altered participation 
framework. Furthermore, the teller can show story completion via a “return home” to 
such a preface. My review provided a theoretical framework against which to analyse 
interactional aspects of surgeons’ extended tellings. 
Section 3.6 examined key constructs of interactional epistemics, including epistemic 
gradient, epistemic engine, epistemic equilibrium, (relative) epistemic status, epistemic 
stance, epistemic rights, and epistemic independence. In addition, I noted that the 
significant epistemic asymmetry inherent in (the vast majority of) surgeon patient 
interactions is likely to be a source of interactional difficulties.   
Monitoring each other’s epistemic status is important for all participants of interaction, 
not only for managing intersubjectivity, but also for managing social identity. It is more 
challenging for patients to display their epistemic status and for surgeons to monitor it 
during surgeons’ extended tellings (than during turn-by-turn conversation) because of 
the unavailability of the next turn proof procedure. Minimal (vocal) response tokens are 
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an important resource in this regard but are polysemic. However, sequential and 
prosodic analysis can often disambiguate their actions. 
In the following chapter, I expand the focus from talk alone to include other multimodal 








4 Multimodal methodology and project data 
4.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter I reviewed EMCA theory as it pertains to talk. In addition, I 
described the EMCA approach to intersubjectivity, to repair, to extended tellings, and 
to epistemics, all of which are important referential domains for my analysis in 
Chapters 5-8.  
In Section 4.1 of this chapter, I provide a warrant for a multimodal approach. Section 
4.2 describes the EMCA approach to multimodality and explains my usage of 
terminology. In Section 4.3, I draw on multimodal research that pertains to this project 
and revisit the key EMCA concepts of “TCU” and “TRP”/(“ARP”). Section 4.4 
discusses some of the challenges of multimodal interactional research. In Section 4.5, I 
introduce the surgeon data and outline both my analytic methods and the evolution of 
my multimodal transcription system. Section 4.6 provides a chapter summary. 
4.1.1 A warrant for multimodal analysis  
Multimodal analysis is warranted in this investigation for two reasons. The first is 
epistemological and relates to the situated environment of surgical consultations, which 
are face-to-face interactions (rather than, for example, telephone conversations). As 
Mondada (2011) puts it, “it is difficult to investigate situated understandings without 
taking into account the detail of the embodied conducts of the participants and their 
mutual monitoring” (p. 546). This is because all interactional participants employ many 
modalities to create “public intelligibility and accountability” (Mondada, 2018, p. 86). 
These modalities include syntax, words, prosody, gesture, gaze, body movement and 
disposition, and orientation to and manipulation of objects (Mondada, 2018). 
Consequently, there have been calls to replace the current paradigm, which treats 
speech and other modalities as separate entities (and speech as primary) with an 
integrated paradigm of “multimodal language” where no single mode is prioritised 
(Holler & Wilkin, 2011; Perniss, 2018). Thus, “understanding understanding” 
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(Macbeth, 2011) demands an enchronic analysis of participants’ multimodal practices 
(Mondada, 2011). 
My second reason is purely practical. Patients say little during surgeons’ extended 
tellings, as illustrated in Figure 5. This is a graphic representation of the ratio of 
surgeon talk to patient vocal contributions (bolded and flagged by arrows) during an 
extended telling about lung cancer surgery. (The “transcript” is for illustrative purposes 
only and is not designed to be read or analysed.) A cursory inspection reveals that the 
patient says little indeed. 
 
Figure 5 Part of an extended telling 
From Consultation SS-SP09-03, ARCH lines 46-49. 
At the beginning of this project, the paucity of patients’ vocal contributions, in 
combination with my own logocentric focus, led me to suppose that, during these 
extended tellings, surgeons were concerned primarily with disclosure and progressivity, 
at the expense of intersubjectivity. However, sequential multimodal analysis has altered 
my opinion. 
4.2 The EMCA approach to multimodality 
Beginning in the 1960s, EMCA researchers, through their analysis of talk, began to 
build a systematics of practice-action relationships relating to the organisation of 
interaction. Indeed, many of EMCA’s established findings have come from the analysis 
of telephone conversations or from audio recordings of face-to-face interactions. 
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Furthermore, most early EMCA researchers prioritised syntactic, sequential, and 
pragmatic analysis, and generally paid less attention to the prosodic properties of talk 
(for example, loudness, rate, and intonation). The field of interactional linguistics 
(Selting & Couper-Kuhlen, 2001), while based on EMCA principles, gives greater 
prominence to such phonological and prosodic aspects. As noted in Section 3.6.6, 
Gardner's body of work on minimal response tokens shows that intonation is as 
important as sequential position for ascribing a particular action to a minimal response 
token such as “mm” or “yeah”. 
While the “embodied turn” (Nevile, 2015) in EMCA research has become increasingly 
prominent over the last two decades, participants’ “body visual practices” (Ford et al., 
2012), if mentioned at all, were rarely primary objects of analysis for early researchers. 
An important exception is the work of Charles and Marjorie Goodwin, whose early use 
of video data allowed them to incorporate gaze and gesture into their analysis of 
interaction (C. Goodwin, 1979, 1980, 1981, 1984, 1996, 2000; M. H. Goodwin, 1980; 
Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986). Indeed, Charles Goodwin’s seminal paper on 
participants’ co-production of a single sentence during naturally occurring conversation 
(1979) has been a major influence on this research project.  
4.2.1 Sequentiality, simultaneity, and temporality: Key concepts for multimodality  
Unlike talk, which must occur sequentially (in the interests of intersubjectivity), 
embodied “signals” (see Section 4.2.2) can occur both sequentially and simultaneously 
without any loss of intersubjectivity (Deppermann, 2013; Mondada, 2016a, 2018). On 
the one hand, embodiments can operate independently of talk and create meaning 
independent of words. While most obvious in Sign Languages (for example, Manrique 
& Enfield, 2015; Sandler, 2018), this phenomenon also occurs during mundane 
interaction (Mondada, 2016a). For instance, a head nod can act as a sequence closing 
third, and gaze and gesture can act as both first and second pair parts of adjacency pair 
sequences (Jewit et al., 2016; Keevallik, 2018). However, the absence of specific form-
action relationships means that interpreting the work of modal signals, such as gaze and 
gesture, is contingent on their situated context (perhaps even more so than for talk). 
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Embodiments can occur simultaneously with talk. For instance, I can nod during your 
TCU. That is, I do not have to wait until projected TCU possible completion as I would 
do if responding to you with a turn-at-talk (even a minimal response token). They can 
also occur simultaneously with other embodied signals to create meaning. For instance, 
in the context of sequence closure, withdrawing gaze while nodding has different 
semantic affordances from withdrawing gaze without nodding (Goodwin, 1981; 
Thompson et al., 2015). Furthermore, Deppermann (2013) notes that simultaneity and 
sequentiality are often asynchronous, in that one modality can be engaged in one action 
while another modality (for that participant) has moved on to the next thing. The upshot 
of the above is that multimodality challenges the logocentric view of sequentiality 
(Mondada, 2016a).  
In addition to sequentiality and simultaneity, temporality is a crucial aspect of 
multimodality (Mondada, 2018). Temporality incorporates the moment-by-moment 
unfolding of modal signals, their timing relative to each other, and the emergent context 
of the interaction. For instance, recipients do not sprinkle nods randomly during a 
primary speaker’s talk. Rather, there is evidence that nods, like vocal 
acknowledgements, are produced in relation to projectable TCU completions (see 
Whitehead, 2011; Zama & Robinson, 2016). Indeed, in Chapters 6-8, I will argue that, 
in my data, the timing of recipient nods in relation to TCU (possible) completion is a 
crucial resource for managing intersubjectivity during surgeons’ volunteered tellings. 
4.2.2 My use of multimodal terminology 
Unlike talk-based EMCA, where terminology has been standardised to a large extent, 
terminology to describe multimodal elements is, as yet, far from consistent (Nevile, 
2015). My usage in this thesis mostly follows that of Holler and Levinson (2019).  
The term “signal” indicates “a behavior that, pretheoretically, makes a meaning 
difference without itself necessarily having a full intended meaning” (Holler & 
Levinson, 2019, p. 3). To put it another way, in a given sequential context, a signal sets 
up certain semantic affordances, none of which are a priori definitive.  
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The term “articulator” relates to the part of the body involved in creating a signal. 
“Modality” refers either to the perceptual sense55 involved in interpreting an 
interlocutor’s move (Holler & Levinson, 2019) or to the particular resource category a 
participant uses to create meaning (Mondada, 2016a). Resource categories comprise 
gaze, gesture (including facial, hand and arm, and body inclination), and vocal 
utterances. Thus, in the case of an extended index finger, the perceptual modality is 
visual, the resource category modality is gestural, the articulators are the finger, hand, 
arm and shoulder, and the signal is the extended index finger. As mentioned above, the 
extended index finger does not have a definitive meaning outside of its situated 
interactional context.  
According to Holler and Levinson, a “gestalt” refers to “signals grouped together at the 
perceptual level when associated with meaning at higher levels” (2019, p. 2). A 
“complex multimodal gestalt” comprises several multimodal signals packaged together 
to form an emergent action that is appropriate to and contingent on the sequential 
context, and that is recognisable to an interlocutor (see Mondada, 2014, p. 140). Holler 
and Levinson (2019) differentiate complex multimodal gestalts from “multiplex 
signals”. The latter comprise groupings of signals that occur together, but which do not 
(appear to) have pragmatic significance as a grouping. By contrast, complex 
multimodal gestalts are groupings of signals that occur together, recur in similar 
sequential contexts, and are treated as having pragmatic significance as a grouping. 
They involve resources that “mutually elaborate each other to create a whole that is 
both greater than, and different, from any of its constituent parts” (Streeck et al., 2011, 
p. 20). 
4.3 Prior multimodal EMCA research 
It is beyond the scope of this thesis to provide a full review of EMCA-based 
multimodal research. (For reviews see Deppermann, 2013; Keevallik, 2018; Nevile, 
 
55 In this thesis only the auditory and visual modalities are analytically relevant. 
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2015.) This selective overview draws on aspects of research on vocal resources, gaze, 
recipients’ nods, and other (recipient) gestures of relevance to this thesis. 
4.3.1 Vocal resources 
As the word “conversation” in “ethnomethodological conversation analysis” suggests, 
speech is the key domain of  the EMCA methodology. However, speech is not one 
modality but several. My analyses in Chapters 5-8 pay close attention to how 
participants’ choices of grammar, lexis, and intonation and prosody influence the 
subsequent course of interactions.  
The positionally sensitive nature of grammar (Schegloff, 1996b) is an important 
resource for doing interactional work. An example of this is Thompson et al.’s (2015) 
research on information-seeking questions and responses. These authors show that in 
response to follow-up questions (questions that request further specification), phrasal 
responses are preferred, while clausal responses are dispreferred (and suggest 
interactional trouble of some sort). By contrast, in response to “telling” questions (topic 
proffers), expanded (multiclausal) responses are preferred and phrasal responses are 
treated as insufficient. An example of this preference is the vascular surgeon’s extended 
telling in response to the patient’s polar question in Excerpt 8.6.2.1 The eliciting 
question and the surgeon’s initial response. 
The importance of word choice is highlighted in a study of patients’ within-consultation 
reporting of unmet concerns in primary care encounters (Heritage et al., 2007). In this 
experiment, physicians were asked to formulate a solicitation of further concerns from 
patients during acute primary- care visits either as, "Is there anything else you want to 
address in the visit today?" or as, "Is there something else you want to address in the 
visit today?" (my emphasis). The use of the positively valenced56 “something” 
corresponded to a significant reduction in patients’ unmet concerns relative to 
encounters where the negatively valenced “anything” was used.  
 
56 A preference for agreement (Pomerantz, 1984) means that positively valenced utterances are more 
likely to receive a positive response. 
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Intonation, especially at TCU completion, does several types of interactional work. 
This work includes conveying epistemic stance (Hepburn & Bolden, 2017; Heritage, 
2013a, 2013c) (see Section 3.6.1) and mobilising response (Stivers & Rossano, 2010a). 
However, there is no definitive form-function relationship. For example, high-rising, 
“question-mark” intonation is not necessarily interrogative; nor is falling “final” 
intonation necessarily assertive (Heritage, 2013a, 2013c).  
4.3.2 TCUs, TRPs, and ARPs revisited 
The analytic constructs of “turn construction unit” (TCU) and “transition relevance 
place” (TRP) were touched upon in Section 3.2.5. Because they are fundamental, not 
only to EMCA as a methodology, but also to the turn-taking argument of this thesis, 
they require further examination and specification (Barnwell, 2013). 
Schegloff describes a TCU as the unit of talk at the end of which turn transition 
becomes relevant, and a TRP as the point of possible completion that occurs at the end 
of a TCU (Schegloff, 1996b). The circularity of Schegloff’s definitions is likely to be 
deliberate given that he also remarks that, “Calls for formal definitions of a TCU - 
beyond their status as units which can constitute possibly complete turns [as above] - 
are [therefore] bound to be disappointed.” (1996b, p. 115) (my parentheses). This is 
because TCUs and TRPs are participant rather than analyst categories (Schegloff, 
1996b). While most analysts would agree that response relevance depends on 
projectability, the fact that there is not yet consensus as to how participants achieve 
projection (Ford et al., 2013; Levinson, 2013) is consistent with this idea of participant 
categories. However, While a comprehensive review of TCUs and TRPs is beyond the 
scope of this thesis, the following is a precis of some of the complex and sometimes 
conflicting literature that has informed my thinking about these concepts. 
On the one hand, Selting’s definition of TCUs as “the smallest complete linguistic units 
that are interactively relevant” (Selting, 2000, p. 114) echoes Schegloff’s idea of 
participant categories. On the other hand, interactional linguists have expanded the 
original conception of a TCU as a grammatically complete unit (as originally described 
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by Sacks et al. (1974)) to include pragmatic and intonational completion57 (Ford & 
Thompson, 1996; Selting, 2000). Thus, while syntax signals (possible) completion of a 
TCU, prosodic factors (including turn-final intonation) delimit the completion of, what 
Selting (2000) calls, an “internal unit”.  
A TCU performs an action (Clayman, 2013), and an important issue for this thesis is 
the distinction between local and global pragmatic completion of units (Barth-
Weingarten, 2009; Clayman, 2013; Ford & Thompson, 1996). This distinction is 
illustrated by the following surgeon utterance that precedes and introduces his 
explanation of one of the risks of thyroid surgery (see Excerpt 6.5.1.1). “Um (1.2) .t .hh 
there are (0.2) two important nerves (.) in the neck, which are very close to the thyroid 
gland, one on each side, (0.5) which supply th- (0.6) thee (.) um (0.2) the muscles of 
your larynx.” While this utterance explains the anatomy of “two important nerves” and 
achieves local pragmatic completion, the recipients can surmise that there is more talk 
to come on the subject of these nerves. Thus, the utterance does not achieve global 
pragmatic completion and is characterised by Goodwin (1996) as a “prospective 
indexical”. 
In respect of linguistic characterisations of projectable unit completions, the role of 
turn-final intonation in creating response relevance is not settled. For instance, 
Levinson (2013) argues that turn-taking cannot be dependent on turn-final intonation by 
the primary speaker. This is because it takes 600 ms to plan a single word58 (Levinson, 
2013). Consequently, planning must begin during the current speaker’s utterance, rather 
than at its possible conclusion. Furthermore, from a phonological perspective, Walker 
(2017) warns analysts not to overestimate the importance of turn-final intonation in 
relation to turn-taking. (Of note, unlike Ford and Thompson (1996), Walker does not 
consider vocal continuers and acknowledgments to be turns.) Walker stresses that other 
phonetic or prosodic features may be equally, or even more important for projecting 
speaker turn continuation. These features include abrupt joins (Local & Walker, 2004) 
 
57 Ford & Thompson (1996) characterise intonational completion in terms of an “intonation unit”, which 
is "a stretch of speech uttered under a single intonation contour" (Du Bois, Cumming, Schuetze-Coburn 
& Paolino, 1992, p. 100), at the end of which there is final intonation (either falling or high-rising). 
58 I am unaware of any research determining the length of time required to plan a head-nod. 
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or rush-throughs (Schegloff, 1982), and lack of lengthening of talk elements (Local & 
Walker, 2012). Similarly, audible in-breaths by speakers can alert co-participants to an 
upcoming extended turn (Schegloff, 1996b). By contrast, prosodic features that allow 
recipients to project turn (or TCU) completion include pitch peak (Schegloff, 1996b), 
slowing of speech rate, glottalization, and outbreath (Barth-Weingarten, 2009, 2013; 
Local & Walker, 2012), and decreased vocal intensity (Barth-Weingarten, 2009, 2013).  
As an alternative to response relevance based on TCU completion, Barth-Weingarten 
(2009, 2013) offers a conception of response relevance during multi-unit turns that is 
based on the “cesura”. That is, rather than orienting to interactional units, the 
completions of which are not always easy to discern, recipients of multi-unit turns 
orient to breaks in talk (cesuras) as creating response relevance. 
Based on their analysis of a face-to-face interaction, Ford et al. (2013) demur from 
characterising TCUs as grammatical constructs delimited by intonation. (Compare Ford 
& Thompson, 1996). Instead, they argue that, because TCUs unfold moment-by-
moment, projection must similarly depend on real-time interactional developments. 
Furthermore, they emphasise the importance of both the hearable and the visible as 
relevant for turn construction, projection, and turn taking.  
Nonetheless, and because one must start somewhere, I have elected to use Ford and 
Thompson’s (1996) conception of a TCU, namely an utterance that has achieved 
grammatical, pragmatic, and intonational completion. I chose this definition to be 
consistent with Zama and Robinson’s (2016) analytic methods, as I explain in Chapter 
6 (Sections 6.2 and 6.3). 
Of methodological importance, I treat all recipient responses, whether floor-taking or 
non floor-taking, as interactional “turns” rather than “backchannels” (Yngve, 1970, as 
cited in Gardner, 1998, p. 204). This treatment is compatible with Selting’s (2000) 
distinction between response relevance at the completion of “internal units” during 
storytellings or other “big packages” (Selting, 2000) where local pragmatic completion 
is achieved, and floor-transfer relevance at the completion of such tellings, or at other 
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positions where global pragmatic completion is achieved (Barth-Weingarten, 2009; 
Ford & Thompson, 1996; Jefferson, 1978; Selting, 2000). Accordingly, my analysis in 
Chapters 6-8 is based on two premises. Firstly, continuers and other acknowledgments 
are turns and b) non-floor-taking turns can be composed of nods alone. Such moves 
become relevant at the projectable completion of a TCU during an extended telling 
(Selting, 2000). Completion is projected by grammatical, (local) pragmatic, and 
intonational completion. Non-floor-taking turns display both a “no-problem” stance and 
a lack of floor-taking intention for a full turn-at-talk (Schegloff, 1982). However, 
whether they are accountably relevant at such positions is a different matter, in respect 
of which Zama and Robinson (2016) have conducted an initial exploration. In Chapter 
6, I explore the accountable relevance of such patient moves during surgeons’ extended 
tellings. 
4.3.3 Timing of responsive turns  
In normal turn-by-turn interaction, the timing of a recipient’s (vocal) turn in relation to 
the current speaker’s turn creates semantic affordances. In this regard, there are three 
possible positions for incoming turns (Jefferson, 1983). The unmarked position is 
immediately after the beat of silence that follows the end of a speaker’s turn (Jefferson, 
1983). The marked positions are either “delayed” or “early”. A delayed turn by next 
speaker creates a silence gap59, while an early turn creates either overlap or latching. 
Delayed turn transitions are usually indicative of interactional trouble of some sort, 
whether dispreference (Pomerantz, 1984), or trouble with “speaking, hearing, [or] 
understanding” (Schegloff et al., 1977). The longer the silence gap, the greater the 
likelihood of interactional difficulty, with gaps of over 700 ms almost always 
diagnostic of trouble (Levinson & Torreira, 2015). The analyses in Chapter 6 explore 
the relationship between delayed (or absent) patient acknowledgements (nods and/or 
vocal responses) and surgeons’ next moves. 
 




“Early” turn transitions result in systematically produced overlapping talk (Vatanen, 
2018), which may be "transitional”, “recognitional”, or “progressional" (Jefferson, 
1983). Transitional overlaps occur at or near the TRP, while progressional overlaps 
follow episodes of dysfluency, and recognitional overlaps begin well before TCU 
completion (Jefferson, 1983). The latter display not only affiliation and alignment (with 
the current speaker’s talk) but also epistemic independence (Vatanen, 2018). The 
concept of recognitional overlap as claiming epistemic independence is an important 
one for this thesis (as I discuss in Chapters 8 and 9). Indeed, I will argue that recipients’ 
nods can also have “recognitional” onset and that recognitional nod onset, like 
recognitional speech onset, claims epistemic independence (see Whitehead, 2011). 
While talk itself comprises multiple modalities that participants rely on both to form-up 
and to ascribe social actions, participants rely on many other multimodal resources 
besides talk. One of the most important of these is gaze. 
4.3.4 Gaze 
As my research into surgeons’ extended tellings progressed, it became increasingly 
apparent that gaze is a crucial resource in relation to the management of 
intersubjectivity. Furthermore, there appears to be more EMCA-based research on gaze, 
some of which I draw upon below, than on other multimodal resources.  
It has long been established that gaze has both a monitoring and a signalling function 
during interaction and that mutual monitoring is a prerequisite for intersubjectivity (C. 
Goodwin, 1981; M. H. Goodwin, 1980; Mondada, 2011). As a pioneer of multimodal 
research, Adam Kendon, was one of the first to demonstrate the monitoring function of 
gaze. One of his many important observations is that (primary) speakers frequently look 
away as they take the floor (or just prior to taking the floor), but look back at, or just 
prior to, the conclusion of their utterance, allowing them to monitor their interlocutor’s 
actions at that position (Kendon, 1967). (This observation resonates with Sack’s 
observation that TCU completion is an “understanding position”, as mentioned in 
Section 3.2.5). In addition, however, Kendon noted that looking away from a recipient 
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at turn completion displays floor-holding intention and can avert an interlocutor 
response (Kendon, 1967). 
Other interactional and intersubjective tasks of gaze include displaying attention (C. 
Goodwin, 1980), managing sequences (Rossano, 2012, 2013; Vranjes et al., 2018), 
displaying alignment with an extended telling (Rossano, 2012, 2013), pursuing a 
response (Rossano, 2012, 2013), managing turn-taking in multi-party interactions (Ford 
& Stickle, 2012; Sacks et al., 1974; Vranjes et al., 2018), selecting addressees during 
multi-party interactions (Goodwin, 1979), displaying that the speaker is engaged in a 
word-search (Goodwin & Goodwin, 1986), disengaging from a topic or sequence (C. 
Goodwin, 1981; Goodwin & Goodwin, 1987), disambiguating “agreement signals” 
(such as nods) by recipients (which are accompanied by gaze withdrawal) from 
“attention signals” (which are accompanied by continued gaze) (Kendon, 1967), 
delimiting the boundary of an “information package” through resumption of gaze 
towards a recipient (Kendon, 1967), and (in combination with other multimodal 
resources), distinguishing lack of recipient agreement from lack of understanding 
during silences where uptake is due (Etehadieh & Rendle-Short, 2016). Of importance 
to this thesis are the roles that gaze plays in attention displays, sequence management, 
and response pursuit. 
Not only does gaze display attention (C. Goodwin, 1979, 1980, 1981), it also acts as a 
“communication gate” (Wagner et al., 2014), which can be open or closed for other 
modalities. For instance, Bavelas et al. (2002) have shown that recipient 
“backchannels” (as these authors refer to nods and minimal vocal responses) mainly 
occur during the “gaze window” (where “gaze window” refers to brief periods of 
mutual gaze between speaker and recipient during multi-unit turns by a primary 
speaker). The construction of discourse is not the work of the speaker alone but requires 
joint action by speaker and recipients (Schegloff, 1982), and, in the case of co-present 
interaction, joint action requires mutual monitoring via gaze (Bavelas et al., 2002; M.H. 
Goodwin, 1980; Schegloff, 1982). A seminal example of the role of gaze in joint action 
is C. Goodwin’s (1979) demonstration of the co-operative and emergent construction of 
a single sentence by a speaker and multiple recipients. 
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The intersubjective importance of gaze is underscored by C. Goodwin’s (1980) study of 
speaker pauses and restarts. By showing the intricate interactional work that speakers 
do to obtain the gaze of non-attending recipients, with “pause and restart” acting as a 
kind of summons-answer sequence, Goodwin argued that recipients should be looking 
at speakers, but speakers need only look at recipients intermittently. However, 
Goodwin (1984) has also suggested that there is less need to retrieve the recipient's 
gaze during an extended telling than during turn-by-turn conversation, because 
participants’ orientation to the altered participation framework of an extended telling 
means that turn transfer is not an issue. His basis for this suggestion is that a teller 
keeps on talking when their recipient looks away rather than pausing and restarting, as 
would be usual during turn-by-turn interaction. By contrast, Mandelbaum (2013) has 
proposed that recipients of storytellings often look away to avoid the suggestion of 
(speaking) incipiency. Thus, the role of recipient gaze withdrawal in the interactional 
context of extended tellings remains unresolved thus far.  
Rossano’s (2012) comprehensive yet detailed interactional gaze research indicates, that, 
while Goodwin’s rule about recipients looking at speakers applies during extended 
tellings, it does not apply during adjacency pair sequences. Instead, Rossano argues 
that, during turn-by-turn interaction, the primary role of gaze is in sequence 
management. He argues that gaze withdrawal displays a participant’s orientation to the 
completion of a course of action. Compatible with Rossano’s findings is earlier work 
by the Goodwins, showing that speakers look away a) in preparation for disengagement 
(C. Goodwin, 1980, 1981), or b) to signpost topic closure (Goodwin & Goodwin, 
1987). The idea that gaze withdrawal signals orientation to completion of a course of 
action is an important concept for this thesis. I will argue that, not only does gaze 
withdrawal orient to such a completion, but who withdraws gaze first (patient or 
surgeon) and which other modal signals accompany gaze withdrawal, are important 
resources for claiming epistemic access during surgeons’ extended tellings.  
In a recent study of interpreter-mediated student counselling, Vranjes et al. (2018) have 
shown that participants use gaze for both sequence management and for turn-taking. In 
their study, an interpreter uses gaze a) to display her orientation to the “chunking” of 
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the counsellor’s extended telling. She does so by shifting her gaze from the counsellor 
to the student just prior to a projected TRP, the position where she begins to translate 
the chunk. At the conclusion of her chunk translation, the interpreter returns her gaze to 
the counsellor. Her gaze shift effectively deprives the student of an opportunity to take 
a turn and shows the interpreter’s orientation to both the ongoing nature of the extended 
telling and to the role of gaze in next speaker selection. On other occasions, however, 
the interpreter retains her gaze at the student at the conclusion of her translation chunk, 
thereby inviting the student to take the floor.  
EMCA research has shown that primary speakers use gaze to mobilise response 
(Stivers & Rossano, 2010a) and to pursue response when none is forthcoming 
(Rossano, 2012, 2013). Indeed, gaze appears to be more important than prosodic 
contour in this regard (Truong et al., 2011). Mondada (2011) has shown that, in the 
context of a driving lesson, instructor gaze at the pupil at turn completion oriented to an 
expectation of a display of understanding. The pupil’s failure to display understanding 
led to an expansion of the instructor’s turn. Thus, gaze-mediated response pursuit 
oriented to a potential failure of intersubjectivity in this instance. In a different 
(healthcare) context, nurses combined gaze with formulations of parents’ expressed 
views to encourage the latter to talk further about their children’s health (Tiitinen & 
Ruusuvuori, 2014). While there is no failure of intersubjectivity in this instance, pursuit 
of further talk in this context arguably promotes intersubjectivity. 
In summary, gaze performs crucial functions in monitoring, maintaining, and 
promoting intersubjectivity during face-to-face interaction. In the next section, I 
examine research on the role of head nods in intersubjectivity management. 
4.3.5 Recipients’ head nods 
A head nod, one definition of which is, “a rhythmical vertical head motion consisting of 
at least one down-up trajectory” (Stivers, 2008, p. 37), is a priori polysemic (Poggi et 
al., 2010). Possible semantic interpretations of nods include “approval, submission and 
permission, greeting and thanks, backchannel giving and backchannel request, 
emphasis, ironic agreement, literal and rhetoric question [sic], and others” (Poggi et al., 
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2010, p. 2570). From an EMCA perspective, construal of the action of a head nod will 
always depend on the sequential context in which the nod occurs (Berger & Rae, 2012).  
The following general observations about head nods are of relevance to this thesis. 
Firstly, head nod production is not random or arbitrary (Hadar et al., 1985). Secondly, 
there are close semantic and pragmatic connections between speech and head nods, and 
between head movement and gaze (Wagner et al., 2014). Thirdly, a significant 
reduction in head nods when interlocutors cannot see each other supports the idea that 
head nods are interactional objects rather than expressions of cognitive state (Wagner et 
al., 2014). Corpus research of co-present interaction has shown that vocal 
acknowledgements are more common during speaker pauses, while (recipient) nods are 
more likely during (the primary speaker’s) talk (Truong et al., 2011). Furthermore, nods 
that accompany speech usually precede speech onset by about 200 ms (Wagner et al., 
2014). 
Recipient head nods have varied and important interactional roles in different cultures. 
What follows applies to English-speaking cultures, unless noted otherwise. Firstly, nods 
act as continuers that display unproblematic receipt of speaker talk during an ongoing 
turn (M. H. Goodwin, 1980; Schegloff, 1982, 1987; Stivers, 2008, 2013). Secondly, 
they display affiliation with the speaker’s talk or stance (Schegloff, 1987; Stivers, 
2008). In this regard, a recipient’s withholding of or production of a nod, in relation to a 
speaker’s response-eliciting nod, presages the recipient’s subsequent stance towards the 
speaker’s talk (Heath, 1992b). 
C. Goodwin (1981) has demonstrated that recipients use nods to display affiliation in 
the course of their gaze-mediated disengagement from a conversational sequence. By 
contrast, Kärkkäinen and Thompson (2018) have described how a recipient’s failure to 
nod during gaze-withdrawal challenged the primary speaker, while also closing the 
sequence. Further evidence of the importance of nods during engagement displays is 
the finding by Bavelas et al. (2002) that, on occasions where a primary speaker’s gaze 




Of significance to this project, Whitehead (2011) has shown that nods of differing 
configurations can be used in third position of adjacency pair sequences a) to 
acknowledge an utterance as “news”, b) to acknowledge an utterance as “not news”, 
and c) to acknowledge an utterance as “unwelcome news”. Additionally, nods 
beginning at “recognition point” (Jefferson, 1973, 1984a) display a recipient’s 
recognition of the action being performed by a speaker’s turn (Whitehead, 2011). Also 
of relevance to intersubjectivity, C. Goodwin’s  (1981) analysis of the sequential 
placement of recipient nods led him to conclude that they display, "not simply 
hearership but some aspect of [his] understanding of the talk then being produced." (p. 
103). Furthermore, recipients can signal attention with nods rather than gaze (Goodwin, 
1984). Such “non-gazing” nods occur mid-TCU rather than at the TCU boundary .  
Although not the primary object of his analysis, Schegloff’s seminal (1982) paper on 
the cooperative construction of (primary) speaker discourse, demonstrated that recipient 
nods (along with minimal vocal responses) were not just “backchannels” but vital 
contributions to the discourse that permitted it to progress. As noted earlier (Section 
3.6.5), Schegloff has argued that primary speakers depend on recipients to produce 
vocal or embodied continuers (head nods) to display that they understand the current 
state of the interaction. That is, the recipient understands that an extended turn is (still) 
in progress and that they are foregoing their opportunity to initiate repair, thereby 
claiming sufficient understanding for practical purposes. 
Stivers’ influential (2008) paper on the role of recipient mid-telling contributions to 
storytelling argues that the interactional resources recipients use to display structural 
alignment are different from those they use to display affiliation60. She notes that, in the 
mid-telling position, vocal continuers display (structural) alignment while mid-telling 
head nods display affiliation. However, at story (possible) completion, the situation is 
 
60 According to Stivers, Mondada, and Steensig (2011), alignment is relevant for cooperation at three 
levels of interaction: firstly, at the level of forwarding “the proposed activity or sequence” (p. 21); 
secondly at the level of accepting the premises or presumptions underpinning the speaker’s action or 
activity; and thirdly, at the level of “matching the formal design preference of the turn” (p. 21). By 
contrast,  these authors treat affiliation as the display of cooperation with the affective or evaluative 
stance of the speaker. Weatherall and Stubbe (2015) refer to affiliation as “affective stance alignment” (p. 
275). Thus, perhaps affiliation may be thought of as a subset of the category “alignment”.  
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reversed. Vocal assessments are preferred, and unaccompanied nods are treated as 
insufficient. Stivers’ evidence is twofold. Firstly, she demonstrates that recipient nods 
occur in positions where the teller provides the recipient with “access” either a) to the 
event itself 61 or b) to the teller’s stance about what they are reporting. Secondly, she 
shows that speakers treat recipient nods, but not vocal continuers, as appropriate in such 
sequential positions. However, at positions of possible story completion, tellers treat 
(recipients’) unaccompanied nods as disaligning (with story completion), as evidenced 
by their story recompletions (see also Jefferson, 1978).  
In contrast to Stivers’ findings, recent research on Finnish storytellings claims that the 
empathic action of nods during the telling phase of stories may be weaker than 
previously suggested (Voutilainen et al., 2019). Undoubtedly, much remains to be 
discovered about the intersubjective work of nods during interaction. 
In the next section, I review interactional research on recipients’ gestures other than 
nods. Of importance to this thesis are recipients’ facial gestures and changes in body 
position and disposition.  
4.3.6 Recipients' other gestures 
One area where there is situated evidence of the role of gesture in intersubjectivity, is in 
the management of repair sequences. In a study of English as a Second Language (ESL) 
one-to-one tutoring, Seo and Koshik (2010) found that primary speakers orient to 
certain recipient gestures as repair initiators, as evidenced by their (speakers’) 
production of self-repairs. One recurring grouping of gestures that acts as a FPP open-
class repair initiator comprises a head poke forward by the recipient, accompanied by 
upper body leaning forward, and, sometimes, knitting of the eyebrows. Both tutors and 
tutees do this in Seo and Koshik's data. The other gesture that recurrently serves as a 
repair initiator is a marked head tilt, sometimes accompanied by widening of the eyes. 
Only tutors use this gesture. For the most part, repair-initiator gestures occur at TRPs 
 
61 For instance, Stivers (2008) shows that, in order to provide recipients with access to an event, speakers 
use a “be + x-ing” grammatical format (for instance, “I’m walking towards the castle when...” or “I was 
walking towards the castle and ...” (my example). This format conveys a sense of immediacy (Stivers, 
2008, p. 44), rather than a sense of already completed.  
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and cause a delay in progressivity of the interaction (the hallmark of repair). 
Furthermore, these gestures, which occur both with and without accompanying verbal 
repair initiators, are held until the trouble is resolved. In a similar vein, verbal other-
initiated repair is accompanied by visible forward head extension in ten percent of 
repair sequences in Kendrick’s (2015b) dataset. 
Gesture can display cooperation in closing an extended repair sequence. Rasmussen 
(2014) has demonstrated that, in the course of such sequences62, the primary speaker 
leans forward towards a co-participant in conjunction with a second (or subsequent) 
vocal repair attempt. Together, the leaning gesture and the vocal repair attempt create a 
complex multimodal gestalt63 that orients to sequence closure. Furthermore, the co-
participant (the repair initiator) displays cooperation with sequence closure by also 
leaning forward.  
Recently, Gudmundsen and Svennevig (2020) have shown that, during informal second 
language learning interactions, backward torso movement and head lift are common 
components of multimodal gestalts that mark new understanding following repair 
sequences. (In Chapter 8, I show how a patient uses backward lean as part of a display 
of epistemic access and forward lean as a display of lack of access.) Finally, cross-
linguistic research has shown that when the initiator of a repair holds some part of their 
body (hands, head, eyes, or upper body) at or subsequent to their repair initiation, the 
hold remains in place until at least the onset of the repair operation or to its completion. 
Termination of the hold is used to close the repair sequence (Floyd et al., 2016). 
A recent study by Bavelas and Chovil (2018) is premised on the idea that, during 
conversation, facial gestures are rarely expressions of emotion. On the contrary, they 
are interactional resources64. This is particularly true of facial gestures that accompany 
talk (Bavelas & Chovil, 2018). The primarily interactional role of facial gestures is 
 
62 An extended repair sequence is one where a recipient initiates repair of a trouble source but where the 
speaker’s initial repair attempt is unsuccessful. The speaker tries again but is still unsuccessful 
(Rasmussen, 2014). 
63 Rasmussen (2014) does not use this term, but it describes the phenomenon well. 
64 For example, a facial gesture that “does disgust” is more often a display of the participant’s stance 
rather than an expression of their current emotional state. 
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evidenced by the fact that they occur much less frequently when interlocutors cannot 
see each other (Bavelas & Chovil, 2018).  
These authors’ case study65 of a narrator’s “close-call” narrative to a recipient, provides 
a situated pragmatic analysis of three different types of facial gestures. These are, a) 
“thinking face”, b) gaze that points towards hand gestures, and c) various types of 
smiles. None of the narrator's facial gestures related to the content of the story, but did 
relate to how they were telling the story. Confirming Streeck’s (1993) findings about 
the relationship between gaze and gesture, and of significance to this thesis, Bavelas 
and Chovil noted firstly, that head-turning by the speaker made the direction of his eye 
gaze more visible to the recipient, and secondly, that the speaker’s gaze performed the 
interactional task of drawing the recipient’s attention to his hand gesture. In addition, 
the authors confirmed Goodwin and Goodwin’s (1986) finding that a silence where the 
speaker does a “thinking face”, often in combination with “uh” or “um”, is not a turn-
taking opportunity for the recipient, but a resource to show that the speaker intends to 
say more. Bavelas and Chovil found that the meaning of smiles (and other facial 
gestures) depended on the exact sequential location, in terms of simultaneous talk 
and/or other multimodal resources. For instance, their narrator smiled as he described 
each dangerous element in his close-call narrative. The authors ascribed the action of 
his smiles as hinting that the current talk was an important close-call element in the 
ongoing narrative. The vast majority of the narrator’s smiles were similarly pragmatic 
in nature.  
Of methodological importance, Bavelas and Chovil emphasise the difficulty of showing 
facial gestures fully, either with words, or visually with video stills, because they 
emerge and dissipate very rapidly. Consequently, physical description is not a useful 
way of discriminating the meaning of a facial gesture, such as a smile. Pragmatic 
description (for example “ironic smile”) based on sequential features is more 
appropriate. 
 
65 Both narrator and recipient were volunteers. Rather than a situated study of naturally occurring 
interaction, the study was a “set-up” one.   
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To conclude, the gestures described above all create or contribute to interactional 
moves in the service of intersubjectivity. Furthermore, talk, gaze, head nods, and other 
gestures do not occur in isolation. In order to analyse their interactional and 
intersubjective import, they must be considered as part of complex multimodal gestalts 
that comprise sequential, simultaneous, and temporally bound elements. I explore some 
of the challenges of this type of analysis in the next section. 
4.4 Challenges of multimodality 
Multimodal EMCA not only magnifies the existing challenges of talk-based EMCA but 
creates several more besides.  
4.4.1 Analytic challenges 
The first challenge relates to re-conceiving the next turn proof procedure within a 
multimodal framework (Deppermann, 2013; Mondada, 2016a). In Sacks et al.’s (1974) 
original conception of the [next turn] proof procedure, the analyst could show that an 
interlocutor’s response to a turn-at-talk demonstrated their understanding of that turn-
at-talk, even if it did so indirectly. This is not always the case with multimodality, 
however. While participants’ multimodal signals can sometimes improve our ability to 
understand intersubjectivity, they can also sometimes create analytic uncertainty 
(Deppermann, 2013). This is because it can be difficult for the analyst to work out 
exactly which of a participant’s potentially relevant modal signals their co-participant is 
orienting to (Deppermann, 2013) and which are more likely to be “background noise”. 
A second, related challenge is that what may look like an instance of the same practice 
one has come across before, when analysing talk alone, may turn out to be something 
different when analysing other modalities alongside talk (Deppermann, 2013). This is 
because simultaneously and sequentially occurring modal signals can combine to create 
or amplify or refine an interactional move.  
The third challenge is that, unlike talk-based signals, which occur sequentially, 
multimodal actions occur both simultaneously and sequentially (Mondada, 2018). This 
means that a participant can begin a second course of action prior to completing the 
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previous one  (Mondada, 2018). A fourth challenge is that analysis of multiple online 
signals is more complex than the analysis of talk alone. Variations in the composition 
of individual modal signals (in conjunction with variations in their trajectories and 
synchronicities in relation to other signals) can exponentially increase analytic 
complexity. As a consequence of this complexity, collection building is more 
challenging (Deppermann, 2013; Mondada, 2018) (see Section 3.2.3). That is, the 
greater the number of modal signals involved in creating a complex multimodal gestalt, 
the greater the difficulty in finding instances of a particular type of gestalt or package 
within a particular type of sequential context. A final challenge is that researchers’ 
inconsistent and underspecified use of terminology can make it difficult to know if they 
are referring to an instance of the same phenomenon or something different (Nevile, 
2015). In spite of these challenges, multimodal EMCA analysis is not only possible, but 
also essential for investigating intersubjectivity.  
4.4.2 The challenges of communicating multimodal analysis: Multimodal 
transcription systems  
Whereas the Jeffersonian method (or some modification of it) for transcribing talk is 
the Google of talk based EMCA transcription systems, there is as yet no multimodal 
EMCA transcription system that enjoys (near) universal adoption (Jewit et al., 2016; 
Nevile, 2015). While an open-minded approach to the data means that no detail of 
participant behaviour should be considered a priori irrelevant (Heritage, 1984b), 
analytic decisions about what to focus on and what to ignore, and what to retain and 
what to leave out of a transcript are more complex and cumbersome for multimodal 
EMCA for the reasons described above. Furthermore, EMCA scholars have long 
recognised that transcription is the first stage of analysis (Bezemer & Mavers, 2011), 
and this relationship is even more pronounced for multimodal than for talk-based 
analysis (Hepburn & Bolden, 2017). 
With multimodality, the analyst faces the complex problem of how to represent the data 
in a way that is intelligible to the reader, without sacrificing the temporal relationships 
of participants’ moves (and responses), and whilst affording adequate description of 
these moves (Mondada, 2006). Hepburn and Bolden (2017) devote a chapter of their 
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recent book on transcription to describing some of the better-known multimodal 
transcription systems.  
The simplest of these, which has transcriber comments in double brackets following a 
line of talk, is easy to follow but lacks temporal specificity. However, the timing of 
simultaneities can be better specified by using a separate line under the talk line, with 
square brackets to indicate onset and offset in relation to the speaker’s talk (much like 
the annotation of simultaneous talk in the Jeffersonian transcription system (Jefferson, 
2004)). This is the method I use to transcribe nods and other embodied gestures (see 
below). In Excerpt 4.4.2.1, the patient’s nod is annotated at line 98a, in the line below 
the surgeon’s talk (line 98).  
4.4.2.1 IS-SP01-01 I still have to mention that 
 
Methods for transcribing gaze include Goodwin’s system of linear annotations above 
and below lines of talk (for example, C. Goodwin, 1981) and Rossano’s icon-based 
system (2012, 2013). Both methods denote changes in participants’ gaze configuration 
relative to the current speaker’s talk (or silence). 
Gesture transcription is difficult and should be guided by whether the focus is the 
gesture itself, or its interactional import in a sequential context (Hepburn & Bolden, 
2017). Researchers can use a textual description of the gesture or employ a figurative 
annotation system such as Streeck’s (Streeck, 2009 as cited in Hepburn & Bolden, 
2017, pp. 116-118). (As noted earlier, my practice is to follow Bavelas and Chovil 
(2018) by imputing a pragmatic function to a gesture, based on sequential analysis. I do 
so in the accompanying analytic text rather than in the transcript.)  
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The above systems are bimodal in that they illustrate talk and one other modality. 
However, my investigation of intersubjectivity requires a system that can show the 
timing of at least two patient modal signals (gaze and nods) relative both to each other 
and to the surgeon’s talk. Lorenza Mondada’s widely used system (2014, 2016b) 
permits the transcription of “multiple temporalities articulated in sequentially ordered 
simultaneities”(Mondada, 2018, p. 104) (author’s emphasis). Here is an example, 
 
Figure 6 Mondada multimodal excerpt  
(Mondada, 2016b, p. 4, with author’s permission) 
Mondada’s transcription system (Figure 6) is especially suited to capturing the 
simultaneity of modal signals by dint of the following properties: a) current speaker talk 
in the first line, b) a new line for every modal signal by each participant, c) onset and 
offset positions of each modal signal marked by a combination of a dedicated icon and 
a dashed line/arrow composite. The icon also appears in the speaker’s talk line to show 
where modal signals begin and end in relation to talk. (The multimodal transcription 
system that I have ended up with, which incorporates several elements of the Mondada 
system, has evolved during an iterative process of data observation, analysis, reading, 
and reflection. I describe this evolution in Section 4.5.3.) 
Hepburn and Bolden (2017) recommend visual representations in the form of screen 
grabs or sketches to aid reader comprehension. However, it is important to note that a 
screen shot that captures the object of analytic importance is not a disinterested 
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recording of the scene in question (Deppermann, 2013). Furthermore, while screen 
shots or sketches are useful for showing the orientation of participants towards each 
other, they are less useful for illustrating transitory phenomena such as nods and facial 
gestures (Bavelas & Chovil, 2018; Kärkkäinen & Thompson, 2018). Nevertheless, 
recent work by La (2018) shows that capturing facial expression is possible, although 
time-consuming. For reasons I discuss below (Section 4.5.4 ), my ability to provide 
informative visual representations of the surgeon data has been limited. 
4.5 Data selection, analytic method, transcription system, and data limitations  
The following is a condensed version of my analytic process. As always, transcription 
and analysis have developed side-by-side and have informed each other. 
4.5.1 Initial data selection and Ethics Approval 
On receipt of Ethics Approval (see below), I selected 20 surgical interactions from the 
47 surgical consultations that were available in the ARCH database when I began my 
PhD project. These interactions were recorded between 2003 and 2011 for three 
interactional studies namely, The Interaction Study, The Tracking Study, and The 
Surgeon Study66 (For details of patient recruitment to these studies, see Stubbe et al. 
(2016).) In addition to an audio and a video recording, each consultation data point 
included an orthographic transcript and a timed event log.  
All participants of the original studies gave their consent to further analysis of the 
archived data as part of future research projects, providing that such research was 
subjected to ethical review. Accordingly, approval for this project was sought and 
received from The Human Ethics Committee, University of Otago (Application 
H15/099). In addition, in accordance with the Memorandum of Understanding between 
Te Rūnanga o Ngāi Tahu and The University of Otago, I consulted with the Ngāi Tahu 
Research Consultation Committee, who endorsed this PhD project. 
 
66 The data for The Surgeon Study were collected by Sarah White for her PhD project (White, 2011). 
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The 20 interactions detailed in Table 4.1 were selected on the basis of information in 
the event log, and because they either contained or should have contained67 risk 
information provision to patients by surgeons. To this end, I excluded consultations 
where there was a low likelihood of surgical treatment such as post-operative check-up 
visits. White et al. (2013) distinguish between first visits, check-up visits, and follow-
up visits thus,  
A first visit, reflective of a first specialist assessment visit, is one where 
the patient has not seen a surgeon in this clinic about this problem 
before. A check-up visit is one requested by the patient or a referring 
doctor where the patient has either seen the surgeon before or has had 
surgery for a particular problem before and has requested (or has had 
requested by the referring doctor) a surgical check-up. A follow-up 
visit is one where the patient has been requested by the surgeon to see 
him/her again after a specified period of time (p. 308). 
In addition, I excluded interactions where the surgeon referred the patient to another 
specialist, because the responsibility for providing decision-related information would 
fall to the latter. Finally, I excluded visits that resulted in a plan for colonoscopy 
because, with a single exception68, none of the surgeons in the larger dataset (of 47) 
provided patients with risk information about colonoscopies.  








Surgical specialty Type of 
visit 
IS-SP01-01** Māori/59/F Thyroid 
overactivity 














67 As noted in Chapter 2, there is both a legal and an ethical obligation to provide decision-related 
information to patients prior to medical interventions. I determined there was a duty to provide such 
information in cases where, based on my clinical knowledge, I assessed there was a significant risk of 
untoward outcomes for the patient (because of a) the nature of the surgery itself, or b) aspects of the 
patient’s clinical condition, or c) a combination of the two. 
68 One surgeon told a patient’s caregiver that the risk imposed by bowel preparation for colonoscopy 




















IS-SP04-04* NZ European/65/F Bile duct 
obstruction 
General First 
IS-SP04-05* Māori/43/F Liver lump General First 
















Lung cancer Cardiothoracic First 
SS-SP10-01 NZ European/61/F Breast lump Breast Follow-
up 
SS-SP10-02 NZ European/41/F Breast lump Breast First 
SS-SP10-03 NZ European/44/F Breast lump Breast Follow-
up 
SS-SP12-01 NZ European/45/F Sebaceous cyst  General First 
TS-SP17-01a NZ European/42/F Blocked sinus Otorhinolaryngology First 




Cataract Ophthalmology First 
TS-SP21-01a NZ 
European/67/M 
Cataract Ophthalmology First 
The 11 consultations marked with (at least) a single asterisk * are those from which the excerpts 
analysed in Chapter 5 are drawn. 
The 4 consultations marked with a double asterisk ** are those from which the multimodally analysed 
excerpts in Chapters 6-8 are drawn. (Appendices E-H provide a consultation synopsis and a 
Jeffersonian-style transcription of sequentially ordered excerpts of surgeons’ tellings for these 4 
consultations.) 
Consultations TS-SP17-01a and TS-SP17-01b involve the same patient and surgeon. Consultations 




My dataset of 20 consultations involved 8 different surgical specialties, namely, general 
surgery, vascular, colorectal, orthopaedic, cardiothoracic, breast, otorhinolaryngology, 
and ophthalmology. With the exception of the two cardiothoracic consultations, which 
were pre-operative interviews conducted in a ward setting, all consultations took place 
in the outpatients’ department. 11 of these 20 consultations were multi-party 
interactions involving either family members, caregivers, or medical students in 
addition to the patient and the surgeon. Three patients self-identified as Māori69 (from 
questionnaire data). However, all participants were fluent English speakers. 
4.5.2 Analytic process  
I searched the dataset of 20 for episodes where surgeons provided patients with 
treatment information and transcribed these according to the Jeffersonian-style system 
detailed in Appendix A. Thereafter, I followed a process of a) viewing, analysing, and 
re-transcribing data excerpts, b) noticing phenomena and writing reflectively on my 
observations, and c), reading EMCA (and other interactional) research in relation to the 
observed phenomena. Insights from my reading informed my next cycle of viewing, re-
transcribing and re-analysis of the data, reflective writing, and so on. From my initial 
(talk-based) transcription and analysis of decision-related information provision in the 
data, I was struck by aspects of content and sequence organisation.  
As I show in Chapter 5, the content categories of surgeons’ information provision are 
fairly consistent across different consultations, despite the heterogeneity of the dataset. 
Furthermore, these categorical types were familiar to me from my clinical practice, no 
doubt aiding my recognition. These categories are, (patient’s) “Problem”, (treatment) 
“Process”, (treatment) “Alternatives”, and (treatment) “Risks”. They correspond to the 
“PAR” acronym (see Section 5.2) and form part of the analytic focus of Chapter 5. 
The most noteworthy aspect of decision-related information provision in my data is that 
surgeons usually do by far the greater part of the talking. Thus, in terms of sequence 
organisation, these surgeons’ information provision usually takes the form of 
 
69 Māori are the tangata whenua (indigenous people) of New Zealand. 
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volunteered extended tellings (see Section 3.5.2) of variable length. Some volunteered 
extended tellings are very long indeed70 and contain copious quantities of information. 
Others are much shorter multi-unit turns interspersed with adjacency pair sequences.  
Not all cases of surgeons’ extended tellings are volunteered, however, and one case of 
elicited information provision stood out during my initial data observations. In this 
case, a succession of questions by a patient, who has a vein blockage in his arm, elicits 
several extended tellings from a vascular surgeon. The patient’s questions act, both 
individually and collectively, as challenges to the surgeon’s current (conservative) 
management of the patient’s axillary vein thrombosis. In Section 8.6, I analyse one of 
this patient’s questions and part of the extended telling it elicits. 
The analyses in Chapter 5 are all talk-based and come from 11 interactions (from the 
dataset of 20). These interactions were chosen because they provide examples of my 
chosen analytic objects, namely: PAR content categories; prefacing sequences for 
volunteered tellings; and the sequential implicativeness of both formulations (Heritage 
& Watson, 1979) and “word repeats as unit ends” (Schegloff, 2011).  
In Chapters 6-8, I use multimodal analysis to show how patients and surgeons manage 
the competing preferences for intersubjectivity and progressivity during surgeons’ 
extended tellings. I have used ELAN (Max Planck Institute for Psycholinguistics, 2018, 
Version 5.2) to annotate all multimodal elements. In view of the unsuitability of some 
of the data for multimodal analysis (see Data Issues below), and the time-consuming 
nature of multimodal analysis, my analytic findings in the data chapters come from 
twenty minutes of video data from the four surgeon-patient interactions annotated by a 
double asterisk in Table 4.1. Three of these interactions involve volunteered extended 
tellings, while the fourth involves multiple elicited tellings (as mentioned above). Two 
are dyadic interactions and two involve more than two participants. 
 
70 Unsurprisingly, the two longest volunteered tellings in the dataset relate to very high-risk surgical 
procedures. The longest extended telling in this dataset (SS-SP09-03) is approximately 14 minutes long. 
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As I immersed myself in the moment-by-moment multimodal details of the above data, 
I noted that participant gaze direction, together with the timing of patients’ nods and 
vocal responses (in relation to surgeons’ talk), appeared to be consequential for what 
happened next in these extended tellings. I therefore decided to make the organisation 
of these modal signals the analytic focus of my multimodal analysis in Chapter 6. In 
Chapters 7 and 8, I expanded the focus to include patients’ sequential deployment of 
facial expression and body disposition to create complex multimodal gestalts. 
My data and analysis were subjected to peer scrutiny at data sessions of the Wellington 
Interactional and Discourse Analysis group, as well as at data sessions with my 
supervisors. Feedback from these sessions was useful for either validating my 
observations and analyses, or for challenging my interpretations of participants’ 
multimodal moves. 
4.5.3 The evolution of a transcription system. 
As noted above, I used Mondada’s (2016b) transcription system in the early stages of 
my multimodal analysis and it permitted me important insights that might otherwise 
have been unavailable. However, overall, Mondada’s system has proved unsuitable for 
my project for two reasons. The first of these is reader accessibility. For instance, at 
data sessions, other analysts, who were unfamiliar with the data, found my busy 
transcripts difficult to follow. Furthermore, readers of a thesis, unlike participants in a 
data session, are unable to view the original video, and rely on the transcript to allow 
them to make sense of the analysis. Consequently, that transcript must be as reader 
friendly as possible. The second reason is the time-consuming nature of Mondada’s 
method. Because of its complexity, Mondada’s system is designed for annotation of 
short episodes of video (Mondada, 2018). However, my project has required the 
transcription of multiple long stretches of interaction. This is because surgeons present 
information sequentially during their extended tellings, and the patient’s ability to 
understand what the surgeon is talking about currently may rely on information from 
earlier in the telling.  
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The transcription system I have ended up with is a product of a) an iterative process of 
data observation, reading, and reflection, b) my analytic focus, which is participants’ 
enchronic displays of intersubjectivity, c) experimentation with, and developing 
insights from, the Mondada system, and d) the practical requirement to make my 
analysis accessible to readers who lack access to the original video recordings on which 
my transcription and analysis are based. I have tried to create a multimodal 
transcription system that is both easy to implement and straightforward for an audience 
to interpret. To further aid reader comprehension, I have taken a “layered” approach to 
presentation and analysis. In the multimodal analytic chapters (6-8), the first layer of 
transcription shows only talk, the second layer shows patient head nods in relation to 
the surgeon’s talk, the third adds gaze, and, where required, a fourth layer adds other 
patient modal signals. Excerpt 4.5.3.1 below is the product of laminating three layers of 
transcription. (Present are a patient, her daughter, and a surgeon). 
4.5.3.1 IS-SP01-01, When I say rare 
 
My system combines annotation of talk, nods (or other gestures), and gaze to portray 
simultaneities. Recipient nods are annotated in (italicised) ‘a’ lines that correspond to 
the speaker’s talk-line (normal font) in the line above. Onset and offset of nods and 
gestures (in relation to the speaker’s talk, or silence) are denoted by square brackets. 
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The patient’s daughter’s nod at line 92a occupies the middle part of the micro silence at 
line 92. 
Coloured highlighting of speaker talk (and simultaneous recipient nods) illustrates 
different participant gaze configurations. Absence of highlight represents the situation 
where the surgeon is not looking at either the patient or her daughter (lines 88-89), grey 
highlight represents mutual gaze between the patient and the surgeon (line 87), and 
yellow highlight represents mutual gaze between the daughter and the surgeon (lines 
90-92). (See the Gaze key provided in Chapters 6-8, and in Appendix B). 
My requirement for “quantity” has necessitated a corresponding reduction in analytic 
detail. For instance, when transcribing gaze, I do not annotate different phases of gaze 
as Goodwin (1981) does. Instead, I employ Bavelas et al.’s (2002) concept of “the 
effective gaze window” to annotate who is looking at who and when. Listeners look at 
speakers more than the other way around. Thus, the period where the speaker is looking 
at the listener is when mutual gaze occurs and when listener response is highly likely. 
Bavelas et al. (2002) notes that the effective gaze window is slightly longer than that 
from direct eye contact. That is, a speaker can still see, for example, a small head nod 
as they begin to look away. As noted earlier, I sometimes rely on participant head 
movement to impute gaze direction (Bavelas et al., 2002). 
As already noted, the data excerpts in this thesis are drawn from 11 consultations from 
my dataset of 20 surgical consultations (see Section 4.5.1). However, the iterative and 
cross-referential nature of my analysis has meant that some excerpts are reproductions 
of previously analysed excerpts, but with the addition or deletion of several lines of 
interaction. To address the labelling challenge created by excerpts that are near repeats, 
I have labelled each with both a number and a verbal descriptor to facilitate cross 
referencing where this is important analytically. (In addition, the line numbers and 
recording times from the original ARCH (orthographic) transcript and video recording 
are provided within each excerpt.) 
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The presentation order of excerpts is based on analytic rather than chronological 
considerations. Thus, where multiple and overlapping excerpts from a single telling are 
presented, it can be difficult for a reader to work out their sequential ordering. In an 
effort to improve reader accessibility, Appendices E-H portray chronologically 
arranged excerpts from the four consultations used for multimodal analysis. Time 
annotations (in minutes and seconds) are provided to enable the reader to locate a 
particular sequence or line of talk. In addition, each Appendix provides a synopsis of 
the institutional and interactional context for the consultation. 
4.5.4 Data limitations  
Some aspects of my data make it less than ideal for a research project involving 
multimodality. Because archival data is not customised to deal with the exigencies of a 
new project, my initial intention was to use archival data only for the first part of this 
project, as conceived in my PhD proposal. Part 1 of my proposal involved observing 
this data and “noticing” aspects of shared understanding or misunderstanding between 
patient and surgeon. For Part 2, I had planned to gather and analyse new, customised 
video data, informed by my findings from Part 1. However, as it became apparent that 
multimodal analysis (of which I had no prior experience) would be necessary, I realised 
that were I to collect new data, I would almost certainly run out of time to complete the 
project. Therefore, in conjunction with my supervisors, I decided to forego the 
acquisition of new data and to continue to use the archival data instead. 
Because only one camera was used to film each interaction, for many interactions in my 
original dataset of 20, one participant is completely or partially out-of-view. On the 
plus side, however, the use of one camera means the data is not fragmented (as it often 
is with dual cameras), making participants’ joint activities and simultaneous actions 
more analytically accessible. The single camera and the fact that there are three 
participants in interaction IS-SP01-01, means that one participant (the surgeon) is, at 
best, only seen in profile. However, by monitoring his head turns and eyelid 
movements, I have been able to establish his gaze direction, at least to the level of 
“balance of probabilities”, if not to the level of “beyond reasonable doubt”. 
Additionally, the issue of monitoring gaze when there is only one camera can be 
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problematic when a participant is wearing glasses, because it is more difficult to see 
their eye movements. This was occasionally a source of difficulty in the case of surgeon 
SS-SP09-01’s eye movements. He is facing towards the camera, and glare from his 
glasses sometimes makes monitoring his eye movements difficult. Overall, however, I 
am confident that I have been able to monitor participants’ gaze direction with 
sufficient accuracy for practical purposes. While gaze-tracking technology is the most 
accurate way of monitoring participants’ gaze direction (Brône et al., 2017; Vranjes et 
al., 2018), I do not believe this degree of precision was necessary for my purposes. 
Furthermore, the use of such technology in interactional research arguably turns a 
naturally occurring interaction into an experimental one.  
A further limitation of using archival data is that, when data collection for the original 
studies took place, video technology was less advanced than it is today, especially in 
regard to the degree of resolution. On the one hand I do not believe this issue has 
affected my analysis significantly. On the other hand, lower resolution has precluded 
the creation of high quality, anonymised video stills, especially in relation to patients’ 
facial gestures. Where appropriate, I have provided anonymised video stills to enhance 
the reader’s understanding of participants’ orientation towards each other. 
Despite the above limitations, the surgeon data is “fit for purpose” as evidenced by its 
reception at data sessions. 
4.6 Chapter summary 
I began this chapter by providing a warrant for multimodal analysis. Because early 
researchers mostly used audio data, much EMCA theory has been built on the analysis 
of talk alone. The two most important justifications for attending to multimodality in 
this study are that a) patients say very little during surgeons’ extended tellings, and b) it 
is impossible to study intersubjectivity in face-to-face interaction without taking modal 
signals such as gaze and head nods into account.  
In Section 4.2, I noted that the multimodal analyst must consider simultaneous modal 
signals as well as sequential ones. Furthermore, the relative timing (in terms of onset an 
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offset) of non talk-based moves is likely to be at least as important as the relative 
timing of talk-based moves. Because there is little in the way of standardisation of 
multimodal terminology, I described how I use terms such as “modality”, “signal”, 
“articulator”, “complex multimodal gestalt”, and “multiplex signal”.  
Section 4.3 comprised a general overview of EMCA multimodal research of relevance 
to this thesis, in particular the work of the Goodwins and Lorenza Mondada. There 
followed a review of interactional literature on specific modalities, namely talk-based 
resources, gaze, head nods, and other embodied gestures. In respect of talk-based 
resources, I noted the lack of consensus regarding how recipients project TCU 
completions but explained how I use the term “TCU” in analyses. In Section 4.4, I 
discussed the challenges created by multimodal analysis, including the challenge of 
communicating analytic findings to others.  
In Section 4.5, I introduced the surgeon data, all of which is archival. After recording 
the receipt of institutional ethics approval, I explained my rationale for data selection, 
both for talk-based analysis in Chapter 5, and for multimodal analysis in Chapters 6-8. 
There followed a description of my analytic approach, which has been both iterative 
and open-minded, and the evolution of my transcription system. Next, I explained my 
analytic focus, which was the organisation of participants’ displays of intersubjectivity 
during extended tellings. The section concluded with a description of some of the 
disadvantages of using archival data.  
My first tasks in Chapter 5 are to map the “what” of surgeons’ volunteered tellings and 
to show where these tellings fit within the overall structure of these surgical 
consultations. Next, I show how surgeons, much like storytellers, use specific 
interactional practices to set up, “chunk”, and close extended tellings. I show how some 
patients orient to these chunking and closing practices as opportunities for floor-taking 
turns. I conclude with examples of surgeons’ linguistic practices that appear to be 




5 Surgeons’ extended (PAR) tellings 
5.1 Introduction 
In the previous chapter, I argued the case for multimodal analysis of participants’ 
management of intersubjectivity during surgeons’ information provision. An 
explanation and specification of multimodal terminology was followed by a review of 
EMCA research on participants’ multimodal resources as it pertains to this thesis. 
These resources include linguistic elements, gaze, head nods, facial expressions, and 
changes in body disposition. I concluded the chapter with a description of my dataset 
and my reasons for choosing it, a discussion of some of the potential pitfalls of using 
archival data, and an account of how my multimodal transcription evolved. In this 
chapter, I use (talk-only) EMCA to examine aspects of the content and overall structure 
of surgeons’ extended tellings. Such tellings are the preferred vehicle for information 
provision by surgeons in my dataset.  
5.1.1 Navigation 
In section 5.2, I firstly describe the information content categories that surgeons in this 
dataset orient to in their volunteered tellings. Next, I show the location of the 
volunteered tellings within the overall structure of these surgical consultations. In 
section 5.3, I provide data examples of the different content categories and argue that 
surgeons’ sequential ordering of information is designed to scaffold patient 
understanding. Section 5.4 comprises data examples that illustrate the linguistic 
resources these surgeons use to initiate their tellings. In Section 5.5, I show that some 
surgeons reprise linguistic elements from an earlier part of a telling (such as a preface), 
or use formulations, to display their orientation to closing the current interactional unit. 
In addition, I show that some patients orient to these unit-ends as opportunities for 
taking full turns-at-talk. In Section 5.6, I show that some surgeons use localised 
linguistic resources that have the potential to inhibit patients from taking full turns, and 




5.2 Surgeons volunteered tellings: Content and sequential position 
In these initial sections, my aim is to orient the reader to the “what” and the “where” of 
surgeons’ volunteered tellings. 
5.2.1 Types of content 
In the early stages of this project, as I viewed and reviewed the data and transcripts, it 
struck me that the types of information surgeons provided were not only relatively 
consistent across consultations, but also familiar to me from my clinical practice. 
Indeed, the types of information categories I observed are loosely consistent with what 
Braddock et al. (1999), talking about surgeons’ information provision to patients, 
describe as the “PAR” mnemonic (p. 2313). Braddock unpacks the PAR acronym thus:  
'P' stands for patient Problem or surgical Process 
'A' stands for treatment Alternatives (or options) 
'R' stands for Risks (or complications)  
Of note, these categories also resemble those mandated by HDC Code 1996 (see 
Section 2.2.2) except that HDC Code 1996 requires that Benefits (of treatment) be 
discussed in addition. Thus, as a group, these information categories orient to the 
overarching medicolegal and bioethical requirement to provide the patient with 
decision-relevant information. (As I show in Section 5.4.4, during their prefacing of 
extended tellings, surgeons commonly express an obligation-oriented stance that is 
compatible with these medicolegal and bioethical responsibilities). I discuss and 
provide a possible explanation for the most common ordering of Problem, Process, 
(Alternatives), Risks in my data in Section 5.3.6.  
5.2.2 Sequential positions of PAR tellings within a consultation 
For the data analysed, PAR tellings are usually part of the activities (or phases) that 
make up a first or check-up surgical consultation (White et al., 2013) (see Section 
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4.5.1). The activities in which the PAR tellings occur are described as “reformulating 
the problem” and “proposing next steps” (p. 309), as highlighted by the blue box in the 
schema below.  
“Activity 1: Establishing mutual understanding of the referral and achieving alignment 
 Activity 2: Establishing the patient’s description (and perspective) of their problem 
 Activity 3: Gathering further information through verbal and/or physical examination 
 Activity 4: Reformulating the problem 
Activity 5: Proposing next steps 
Activity 6: Closing the consultation 
(White et al., 2013, p. 309) (my highlight). 
White (2011) notes that activities are teleologically driven towards finding a mutually 
agreeable plan for further management (Activity 5, “Proposing next steps”). “Each 
‘next’ activity depends on the successful completion of the preceding activity, and each 
‘prior’ activity creates a local context in which the next activity is to be accomplished." 
(p. 66). 
Activity 4 is “Reformulating the problem”71 (delivering the diagnosis) and addresses 
the (patient’s) problem aspect of the PAR information framework above. In my data set 
of 20, such problem reformulations can act as introductions to surgeons’ extended 
tellings (see Excerpts 5.3.1.1 There are definitely cataracts there and 5.3.1.2 You’ve got 
arthritis in the next section). However, such problem (re)formulations can also occur as 
 
71 White (2011) uses the term “reformulating” to address the idea that the patient, who has been referred 
from another doctor, may already have received a diagnosis. This type of reformulation is a sequentially 
and pragmatically different phenomenon from an immediate linguistic reformulation. The former acts to 
establish or re-establish the patient’s diagnosis, while the latter acts as a repair (for example, Excerpt 
6.5.1.2 Motility problem). 
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part of Activity 1 (Establishing mutual understanding of the referral and achieving 
alignment), in which case they may be separate from the Process, Alternatives, and 
Risks aspects of surgeons’ information provision. For instance, Excerpt 7.2.3.1 The 
PAR telling (Chapter 7), which is otherwise a canonical example of the sequential 
ordering of PAR information provision for this dataset, does not mention the patient’s 
problem (thyrotoxicosis) because this has already been established during Activity 1. 
Notwithstanding such separations, I use the term “PAR telling” to describe a surgeon’s 
extended telling (or multi-unit turn) that addresses aspects of Problem, Process, 
Alternatives, and Risks, and treat such separated components as parts of a non-
contiguous PAR telling. 
Information provision usually occupies Activity 5 in White et al.’s (2013) schema and, 
for the data examined, immediately after the physical examination is the commonest 
locus for surgeons to begin PAR tellings (for instance, Excerpts 5.3.1.1 There are 
definitely cataracts there and 5.3.1.2. You’ve got arthritis). However, information 
provision can begin at other positions. A case in point is a cardiac surgeon’s PAR 
telling, which begins directly after Activity 1 (see Excerpt 5.4.1.2. We need to discuss 
surgery). This cardiac consultation (and therefore, the cardiac surgeon’s PAR telling), 
takes place after the patient has arrived in hospital for scheduled surgery (see Appendix 
H.) This timing indicates that the decision to proceed with surgery has already been 
made. Thus, while the patient is presumably at liberty to change his mind, it seems 
unlikely that the surgeon’s “after the fact” information provision is primarily oriented 
towards decision-making. 
5.3 The PAR information categories: Data examples 
In the data excerpts that follow, I show that these surgeons orient to the above PAR 
content framework. I present the categories of data examples in the order, Problem, 




Several excerpts in this chapter are either repeats or partial repeats of excerpts 
presented elsewhere in the thesis. As noted in Section 4.5.3, transcripts of longer 
sections of tellings, which show the location of such excerpts, are provided in 
Appendices E-H. 
5.3.1 The (patient’s) problem 
In this example, an ophthalmic surgeon provides problem-related information to a 
patient72 who has bilateral cataracts.  
5.3.1.1 “Cataracts 1”, There are definitely cataracts there 
 
At lines 1-3, the surgeon reformulates the problem with, “There are definitely cataracts 
there and that's the main reason why you can't see so well”. This declarative, which 
follows immediately after an extensive eye examination, heralds the beginning of a 
PAR telling. After a non-committal response from the patient (line 4), the surgeon 
expands his problem-information with further information about the cataracts (lines 5-
9).  
The next example of problem-reformulation comes from an orthopaedic consultation. 
 
72 This patient has cognitive impairment and is accompanied during the consultation by a caregiver and 
the patient’s wife (who may also have cognitive impairment). Thus, the caregiver also hears what the 
surgeon tells the patient. 
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5.3.1.2 “Hip joint arthritis”, You’ve got arthritis 
 
At lines 1-3, the surgeon confirms a diagnosis of bilateral hip arthritis, based on x-ray 
evidence and the physical exam (which immediately precedes the excerpt). This 
problem-reformulation immediately precedes an extended telling about possible 
treatment options (not shown).  
5.3.2 The (surgical) process 
In the next two excerpts (which both come from the same consultation) a surgeon 
delivers information about the surgical process required to treat the condition of 
volvulus (twisting of the bowel). 
5.3.2.1 “Volvulus”, Take out that extra length 
The surgeon tells the patient that he will remove the part of the bowel that is twisting 
(lines 1-2) and then re-join the two ends of bowel (line 4). His repetition of this 
information a couple of minutes later (Excerpt 5.3.2.2 Take out a long length of bowel), 
treats it as important73. 
 
73 As will become apparent in Section 5.5, this kind of lexical and pragmatic repeat of prior information 
also does interactional work as a pre-closing display. 
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5.3.2.2 “Volvulus”, Take out a long length of bowel 
The surgeon’s “so”-prefaced formulation74 (lines 1-5), is a gist of process-information 
from earlier in the telling (lines 1-4 of Excerpt 5.3.2.1 Take out that extra length). That 
is, he will remove a length of bowel and re-join the two ends. In order to understand the 
most serious complication of this type of bowel surgery, which is a breakdown of the 
join (“anastomosis”75 in medical parlance), the patient must first understand this 
threshold concept of joining the two ends of bowel together. Thus, this concept is an 
important scaffold for understanding the surgeon’s risk warning (see Excerpt 5.3.6.1 
The most important risk). The terms “scaffold” and “scaffolding” are used in a variety 
of ways by both education scholars and others, such as EMCA researchers. (For a 
review, see Koole and Elbers (2014, pp. 57-58).) My use of these terms denotes a 
sequential and interactive activity in which an expert provides a novice with new 
knowledge that a) progressively builds on the novice’s existing knowledge, and b) acts 
as a stepping-stone towards an intended knowledge outcome.  
Of note, the turn design of lines 1-5 (as a gist formulation and pragmatic repeat) orients 
to closing this process-information part of the telling before moving on to the risk-
telling activity with “alright so” at line 7. More data excerpts showing formulations and 
repetitions as pre-closing devices (for telling units) are provided in Section 5.5. 
 
74 I explained my usage of the term “formulation” in Section 3.5.3. 
75 An anastomosis is created when the ends of two hollow tubes of tissue (such as bowel or blood 
vessels) are sutured or stapled together to create a joined-up tube. 
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5.3.3 (Treatment) alternatives 
Provision of information about alternatives to surgery is uncommon in this dataset. This 
accords with the results of non-interactional research in relation to informed decision-
making (for example, Brezis et al., 2008). These surgical consultations all involve 
secondary care referrals, and so patients are likely to have already tried other (non-
surgical) treatments76 with their primary care doctor. For instance, in her analysis of an 
excerpt from orthopaedic consultation SS-SP08-02, White shows that the surgeon talks 
about alternatives (to a hip joint replacement) in a way that portrays them as inferior77 
to surgery, rather than as realistic options that the patient might want to try (White, 
2011, pp. 217-218). 
In the excerpt below, a cardiac surgeon describes the alternative (to high-risk cardiac 
surgery) as “do nothing”.  
5.3.3.1 “Mitral valve surgery”, Do nothing 
At lines 4-6, the surgeon frames the alternative to surgery as “do nothing”. At lines 8-9, 
 
76 When a patient has navigated the health system as far as surgical outpatients, they have an expectation 
of surgical treatment and surgery is thus, “omni-relevant” (Hudak, Clark, & Raymond, 2013). 
Consequently, if a surgeon does not consider that surgery is warranted, it takes much more interactional 
work to arrive at a mutually agreeable plan for next steps (Clark & Hudak, 2011). This is exemplified in 
the case of SS-SP03-06 (not shown), where a patient, who has been referred by another surgeon, is 
expecting a surgical solution to her problems, which include severe constipation. However, the surgeon 
assesses the risk-benefit ratio of surgery as too high. The consultation takes nearly an hour and a quarter 
because of push-back from the patient. By comparison, other consultations in this dataset last between 
fifteen and thirty minutes. 
77 Furthermore, I suggest that his pro-forma delivery of these “alternatives” orients to an externally 
imposed requirement from HDC Code 1996 (see Section 2.2.2). 
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he warns that the risks of doing nothing are “substantially more than” the risks of 
surgery. However, the “do nothing” alternative is not usually made explicit in this 
dataset. In the following excerpt, the surgeon alludes to but does not spell out the 
consequences of doing nothing.  
5.3.3.2 “Residual gallstones”, Still some stones in there 
The surgeon’s utterance, “i don't (0.2) think there'll be (.) m- much option but to do a 
further operation and take that part out” (lines 7-9), claims, albeit in a very hedged 
manner, that a “further operation” is the only option. 
5.3.4 Risks (complications of treatment) 
In this dataset there is at least some mention of, or allusion to, risks in every 
consultation where surgery is either broached, planned for, or previously decided upon. 
While the type and quantity of specific risk information that surgeons provide varies 
significantly, this is not surprising given the heterogeneous nature of the dataset.  
Excerpts containing explicit risk warnings are listed in Table 5.1 below. Because these 
explicit warnings will be analysed over the course of Chapters 5-8, I do not analyse any 
of them here.  
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Table 5.1 Excerpts containing explicit risk-warnings 
Excerpt number Excerpt title 
5.3.3.1 Do nothing 
5.3.6.1 The most important risk 
5.3.6.3 You could still have an overactive thyroid 
5.5.2.2 (together with) 5.5.2.3  The most important risk (together with) I jus’ 
have to warn you 
5.5.2.5 We can’t totally abolish the risk 
5.5.3.3 A deviant case 
5.6.1.1 One of the risks of the repair 
6.4.1.1 Abnormalities of rhythm 
6.4.1.4 Wound infections 
6.5.1.1 The muscles of your larynx 
6.5.1.2 Motility problem 
6.6.1.1 What’s called a leak 
7.3.2.1 Bleeding inside the neck 
7.3.4.1 (together with) 7.3.4.2 Parathyroid injury 
7.4.2.1 Long-term outcomes 
8.3.2.1 Stroke 
8.5.1.1 Neurocognitive dysfunction 
 
However, surgeons’ risk-warnings are often implicit rather than explicit. In the 
following example, a patient and surgeon are discussing the advisability of excising the 
patient’s liver mass. The surgeon does not consider the mass to be malignant but 
favours surgery, nonetheless. In this instance, the surgeon’s risk-information provision 
is part of an elicited telling rather than a volunteered telling. 
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5.3.4.1 “Liver lump”, Relatively straightforward 
When the patient asks if the liver mass needs to be removed (line 1), the surgeon’s 
“well”-prefaced, non-type conforming78 (Raymond, 2003) confirmation (line 2) is 
followed by a hedged account for why he favours removal (lines 2-10). The patient 
demonstrates her understanding with her choral completion “to be safe” (line 4). 
The surgeon alludes to the risk of surgery at lines 12-13 with the words, “relatively 
straightforward as far as operations go”, stressing the word “relatively”. “Relatively 
straightforward” is inferably riskier than “straightforward” or “very straightforward”. 
Furthermore, “as far as operations go” introduces the idea that all surgery is inherently 
risky. Thus, this is an example where the surgeon’s risk-information about the 
procedure is sparse, non-specific, and indirect. On the other hand, his warning about the 
risk of “doing nothing” is more explicit. Doing nothing would be a bad idea because of 
the increased risk of malignancy associated with the patient’s positive hepatitis B status 
(lines 5-10).  
 
78 A type-conforming response to a Y/N question is one that incorporates a “yes” or a “no” (or some 
variant of such) as part of that response. Such a response aligns with the question’s premises. By 
contrast, a response that does not include such an element disaligns with some aspect of the question’s 
premises (Raymond, 2003). 
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The surgeon’s multiple hedges in the above response perform two types of interactional 
work. “Well i think so” (line 2) and “i think we need to be sure about it” (lines 2-3) 
orient to uncertainty (see Section 2.5.2) without making it explicit. The phrase “slightly 
more prone than you know the average person” (lines 6-7) mitigates the risk of 
malignancy and orients to not scaring the patient unduly. Although “this doesn’t look 
like that” (line 11) provides reassurance, his prosodic stress on “look” conveys 
uncertainty and thus, tempers that reassurance.  
In conclusion, the surgeon makes explicit the risk of doing nothing in this excerpt but 
only alludes to the risks of the proposed surgical operation. 
5.3.5 Risk surrogates as indirect warnings 
The next excerpt comes from the same consultation and illustrates a practice that some 
surgeons use to convey risk indirectly.  
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5.3.5.1 “Liver lump”, It all weighs up 
The practice consists of using the likely duration of the patient’s hospital stay (lines 5, 
8, and 9) as a surrogate for the severity of the surgery, and hence its relative risk. In 
some cases, identification of time-in-hospital is accompanied by identification of the 
likely duration of the home-based recovery period (lines 13-15). Evidence that these 
types of information are surrogates for delimiting the severity of the surgery comes 
from two sources. The first source is my member knowledge. The second is 
interactional, as I now demonstrate. 
Just prior to this extract, we learn that removal of the patient’s liver mass is to be 
combined with a hysterectomy procedure and that overall, this approach should benefit 
the patient. At line 2 above, however, the surgeon warns that “it all weighs up you 
know”. The patient responds to this warning by assuring the surgeon that she’s “pretty 
fast to heal on the stitches” (lines 4, 6 and 7). The surgeon’s next move, which the 
patient’s assurance about her rapid healing ability has interrupted (possibly because the 
surgeon is having difficulties with speech production) is to tell the patient that she’ll be 
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in hospital for “four days or so” (line 8). He subsequently repairs this to “four or five”79 
(line 9). Following a silence gap of one second (line 10), the surgeon does an 
understanding check with “okay” (line 11). The patient nods during the silence gap at 
line 12 but does not respond verbally. Next, the surgeon tells the patient how long it 
takes before “most people” can return to work (‘another month at least after that’ (lines 
14-15)). The patient’s responsive “okay” (line 17) and accompanying nod (not shown) 
are again slightly delayed and the surgeon reformulates this utterance to “of the order of 
another four or five weeks usually” (lines 18-19). This reformulation may orient to a 
slight delay in the patient’s “okay” and nod (as argued in Chapter 6). The patient’s 
humorous response to the reformulation, “oh that’s fine they still gotta pay me anyway” 
(line 21) follows a brief silence (line 20). Her response does not orient to this 
information as significant in terms of her physical wellbeing but does orient to it as 
significant in terms of her financial wellbeing. I suggest that the contiguity of the 
surgeon’s warning, “it all weighs up you know”, and his follow-on information about 
duration of hospital stay and duration of at-home recovery, reveals that he orients to 
these parameters as surrogates for surgical severity (and consequently, the likelihood of 
complications). There is no evidence in the above excerpt that the patient orients to 
these parameters in the same way.  
The following excerpt from the volvulus consultation provides another example of the 
same phenomenon. 
 




5.3.5.2 “Volvulus”, The expected outcome 
At lines 1-2, the surgeon characterises the operation as “fairly straightforward” 
(compare Excerpt 5.3.5.1 It all weighs up). At lines 4-7, he mentions the omni-
relevance of risk in surgery and the need for patients to understand these risks. His 
immediate jump from talking about risks (line 5) to talking about the duration of 
hospital stay is not happenstance but orients to the latter as a surrogate for surgical 
severity and the consequent likelihood of complications or risks.  
In addition, this excerpt provides further examples of surgeon hedges that manage 
uncertainty or do mitigation. The TCUs, “It’s a fairly straightforward operation” (lines 
1-2) and “there are sort’ve risks” (lines 4-5) do both types of work. 
The surgeon’s next TCU, “so the expected outcome is that you’d be in hospital for ab- 
maybe about er (0.5) i w’d think about (0.6) four or five days” (lines 7-11) is a multiply 
hedged quantification of the expected duration of hospital stay. Paraphrasing Dubois, 
this TCU represents “imprecision raised to the sixth power” (1987, p. 534). In this case, 
the hedging works to manage uncertainty. By stressing the word “expected” the 
surgeon implicitly contrasts the (desirable) outcome described between lines 8 and 16 
with an alternative (and less desirable) outcome of surgery. 
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A further example of a surgeon using recovery times as a risk-surrogate is found in 
Excerpt 5.5.1.2 A big job. 
The relationship between length of in-hospital and at-home recovery time on the one 
hand, and magnitude of surgery and consequent risk of complications on the other, is 
not necessarily one that is obvious to patients80. This is an example of the epistemic 
asymmetries (Heritage, 2004) and different inferential frameworks (Manson & O'Neil, 
2007) that are common in institutional interactions. As mentioned in Section 2.5.3, 
Manson and O'Neil (2007) argue that these epistemic asymmetries contribute to the 
indeterminateness of informed decision-making. 
5.3.6 Scaffolding risk-information: The relevance of process-information to patients’ 
understanding of risk(s) 
The excerpts presented in this section show that the order in which surgeons present 
Problem, Process and Risk information is likely to be important in promoting patient 
understanding. 
In Excerpt 5.3.2.1 Take out that extra length (lines 1-4) and Excerpt 5.3.2.2 Take out a 
long length of bowel, (lines 1-5) from the volvulus consultation, we saw how the 
surgeon repeats process-information about taking out the bit of bowel that is twisting 
 
80 This excerpt from a vascular consultation suggests that the patient’s daughter orients to length of 
surgery as a surrogate for magnitude of surgery, whereas the surgeon orients to length of hospital and at 
home recovery time as more important. The patient, who has cognitive impairment, has had a recurrence 
of an abdominal aortic aneurysm, for which he has already had major surgery. There has been discussion 
about the possibility of performing a stent procedure (rather than an open operation) to treat the 
recurrence.  
 
The patient’s daughter asks “how many hours” the stent procedure would take (line 1), displaying her 
orientation to length of surgery as important. The “oh well”-prefacing of the surgeon’s response treats 
her question as inapposite (Heritage, 1998). He admits that the procedure would take “quite a few hours” 
but that time in hospital would be minimal and the patient would return to normal “very quickly”. 
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and joining the two ends back together. In Excerpt 5.3.6.1 The most important risk, we 
see that this information provides a scaffold that will help the patient understand the 
most serious (and potentially life-threatening) complication resulting from this type of 
surgery, which is anastomotic breakdown (see Footnote 75, Section 5.3.2).  
5.3.6.1 “Volvulus”, The most important risk 
 
With the utterance, “when we're sort of joining two ends of the bowel together” (lines 
2-3) the surgeon recycles talk from both Excerpt 5.3.2.1 Take out that extra length and 
Excerpt 5.3.2.2 Take out a long length of bowel. He follows this utterance with a 
description of the “most important risk” (lines 4-5) of this type of surgery, namely that 
“the two ends don’t heal” (line 7). Next, he scaffolds information step-by-step about the 
consequences of failure to heal. That is, “you get what’s called a leak” (lines 18-19), 
and “some bowel contents w’d come outside” (lines 19-20). He characterises this as 
“obviously a serious complication” (lines 22-23). Thus, the process-information about 
“joining the two ends of the bowel together” (first provided at 5.3.2.1 Take out that 
extra length and repeated both at 5.3.2.2 Take out a long length of bowel. and at lines 2-
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3 of (the current) excerpt, 5.3.6.1 The most important risk) is highly relevant to his 
current warning about the risk of breakdown of the join. In this regard, the first delivery 
of this information (5.3.2.1) acts as a scaffold, and its repetition (5.3.2.2) emphasises 
the importance of the information and reinforces the scaffold. Furthermore, this 
reinforcement creates a “prospective indexical”, characterised by Goodwin (1996) as 
something that alerts a recipient that current talk will be significant for what happens 
later (in the telling). In other words, the patient will ask, “Why that now?” As we have 
seen, the import of the prospective indexical becomes evident in the current excerpt. 
Thus, earlier process-information scaffolds current risk-information. 
Excerpts 5.3.6.2 A small remnant and 5.3.6.3 You could still have an overactive thyroid 
show further examples of the scaffolding phenomenon. The participants are the patient, 
who has an overactive thyroid gland, her adult daughter, and the surgeon to whom the 
patient has been referred. (Also present is a medical student, who is off-screen and 
makes no vocal contribution during the extended telling). When we join the 
consultation, the surgeon has just been talking about the rationale for surgery (the 
patient’s problem) and now moves on to process-information.  




The information in this excerpt is delivered via three scaffolding steps. At lines 1-3, the 
surgeon tells the patient that the operation entails removing most of the thyroid gland 
(scaffold step 1, process-information). Next, he relates that the aim is to retain a “small 
remnant” (of thyroid) (lines 5-6) (scaffold step 2, process-information). (He 
subsequently reformulates “small remnant” as “a small amount on each side” (lines 6-
7)). The rationale, he explains at lines 9-11, is that the thyroid remnant will continue to 
produce some thyroid hormone following the operation (scaffold step 3, process-
information). The surgeon subsequently repeats the information about most of the gland 
being removed at lines 13-14. Repeating the information highlights its importance but 
also acts as a unit-closing move (see Section 5.5). Further evidence that this is a unit-
closing move is (the beginning of) the activity change to risk-telling at line 15. (see also 
Excerpt 5.4.4.1 We need to talk).  
Excerpt 5.3.6.3 You could still have an overactive thyroid shows that the information 
from Excerpt 5.3.6.2 A small remnant (regarding the continued production of thyroid 
hormone) is necessary common ground for understanding the potential long-term 




5.3.6.3 “Overactive thyroid”, You could still have an overactive thyroid 
At lines 1-4, the surgeon explains that sometimes the thyroid (remnant) cannot produce 
enough thyroid hormone and the patient must take thyroid supplements. However, there 
is another, less predictable complication of thyroid surgery, which he explains in lines 
8-11. That is, even though most of the thyroid is removed, the remnant can still be 
overactive. This warning is predicated on and is semantically related to earlier process-
information (that most of the gland is removed, but a small remnant is left behind) from 
Excerpt 5.3.6.2. Once again, earlier process-information acts as a scaffold for this new 
risk-information.  
The scaffolding manoeuvres from both the volvulus consultation and the thyroid 
consultation appear to be designed to promote patient understanding. Furthermore, the 
volvulus example illustrates that the analysis of intersubjectivity management requires 




5.3.7 The analytic relationship between data observation and the PAR framework.  
Collectively, the above data examples illustrate the categories of decision-relevant 
information that surgeons provide during surgical consultations in this heterogeneous 
dataset. While I did not set out to “test” surgeons’ categorical content against a pre-
ordained framework, my early observations suggested that the categories of information 
that these surgeons provide were similar in many respects to: a) the categories I used to 
provide to patients when in clinical practice; b) the categories indexed by the PAR 
acronym; and c) the categories indexed by Right 7(6) of the HDC Code 199681. Thus, 
while my initial observations were not (consciously) based on a pre-ordained 
theoretical framework, my subsequent analyses were informed by this framework. 
In several of the volunteered tellings in this dataset, information provision is ordered as 
Problem, Process, and then Risk. Working backwards, the patient’s ability to 
understand certain surgical risks is predicated on an understanding of the surgical 
process. This, in turn, is predicated on an understanding of the anatomical and 
pathological contingencies of the problem to be treated. However, from the patient's 
perspective, they may not (currently) appreciate the prospective relevance of the kind of 
process-information described above, especially on its first delivery. Recycling such 
information emphasises its importance and may create a prospective indexical for the 
patient recipient. 
5.4 How surgeons introduce extended PAR tellings, data examples 
In this section, I show how surgeons set-up the participation framework of extended 
PAR tellings via pre-sequences and other interactional resources. In addition, the 
excerpts in Section 5.4.4 show that during these pre-sequences and re-prefacing moves, 
these surgeons display their obligation-oriented stance towards their tellings. In Section 
5.5, I will show how some surgeons redeploy resources from earlier in the tellings and 
 
81 The latter stipulates “benefits” (of treatment) as an additional information category, but these are not 
commonly mentioned in the surgeon data. 
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from pre-tellings to display unit-closing orientation and, consequently, provide 
opportunities for patients to take the floor. 
5.4.1 Pre-telling sequences 
These surgeons’ extended PAR tellings are often (but not always) preceded by pre-
telling sequences that “set-up” the participation framework of the telling. As mentioned 
in Chapter 3, these extended tellings are interactional achievements (Schegloff, 1982) 
that require patient cooperation to accomplish. The following examples (of pre-
sequences) comprise a pre-announcement by the surgeon, which provides a warrant for 
the telling, and a go-ahead from the patient (or other recipient).  
This first example of a pre-sequence comes from the thyroid consultation. Present are 
the patient, who has an overactive thyroid, her adult daughter, the surgeon, and a 
medical student. (The latter is off-screen for most of the consultation and does not 
contribute vocally to the PAR telling.) We join the consultation just after completion of 
the physical examination. 




The first pre-sequence plays out as the researcher re-enters the room to switch the 
camera back on. It comprises a series of initiating moves by the surgeon, “we’ll just 
have a talk about (0.7) about surgery alright because that’s why you’re here aren’t you” 
(lines 4-6) and an “mm hm” response from the patient (line 7).  
The directive grammar of “we’ll just have a talk about (0.7) about surgery” is mitigated 
by “just” (line 4) and by the latched “alright” (line 5), which, because of its non-final 
intonation acts as a commitment request rather than a change-of-activity token. 
However, there is no vocal response from the patient to either of these moves, and, 
because the camera is switched off at this position, we cannot see whether she nods. 
The third part of the surgeon’s turn, “because that’s really why you’re here” (lines 5-6) 
provides a warrant for his upcoming telling and is followed by the tag, “aren’t you?” 
(line 6). In view of the strong preference for a positive response displayed by the design 
of the surgeon’s (declarative plus tag) turn (Heritage, 2009), the patient’s quiet “mm 
hm” with rising intonation displays less than whole-hearted commitment. Furthermore, 
lack of video evidence (with respect to nods or gaze), means we do not know if the 
surgeon’s “aren’t you” tag is a response pursuit (Rossano, 2012). 
Following the departure of the researcher (who has just switched the camera back on), 
the surgeon does a near repeat of the first part of his pre-telling turn with, “so we’ll just 
have a talk about surgery (0.2) for thyrotoxicosis” (lines 9-11). The patient responds to 
this second pre-telling directive with both a nod at line 10 after “surgery” (line 11), and 
with the continuer “mm hm” at line 12 after “for thyrotoxicosis” (line 11). These moves 
display alignment with the surgeon’s projected telling.  
I suggest that the directive nature of the surgeon’s first prefacing action displays his 
stance that the projected telling is not optional. Nonetheless, he seeks a go-ahead before 
proceeding. The patient’s less than wholehearted response in the first pre-telling 
sequence provides a possible explanation for his initiation of the second pre-telling 
sequence. A more likely explanation, however, is that the surgeon is restoring the 
trajectory of the interaction following the disruption created by the researcher’s re-entry 
to switch the camera back on.  
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In summary, there are two pre-telling sequences, the first of which provides a warrant 
for the telling and solicits a go-ahead. The go-ahead may have been insufficient. The 
second pre-telling sequence re-solicits a go-ahead. Thus, this excerpt provides evidence 
that (some) surgeons and patients orient to the preface/go-ahead combination prior to 
the start of an extended telling in much the same way as conversational storytellers and 
recipients do.  
The next example of a pre-telling sequence comes from the cardiac surgery 
consultation SS-SP09-01. Although surgery is scheduled for the following day, this 
consultation is the first meeting between this surgeon and this patient, who requires 
high-stakes surgery on his mitral valve. (The patient has been assessed remotely by a 
multi-disciplinary team and worked up for surgery at a geographically distant hospital.) 
A referral recognition sequence (White, 2011) has just taken place, and the surgeon 
now embarks on a pre-telling sequence.  
5.4.1.2 “Mitral valve surgery”, We need to discuss surgery 
The surgeon’s utterance, “so (0.5) we’ve got you (0.2) now into the position (0.5) 
where we need to discuss (.) surgery” contains the elements of warrant and (obligation-
oriented) stance display. The patient’s “yeah” (line 5) is a go-ahead. Thus, the warrant 
is that the patient’s clinical situation has deteriorated to the point where surgery has 
become necessary. Because the patient is in hospital and surgery is scheduled for the 
following day, the utterance, “we need to discuss surgery” is, perhaps, inopportune in 
terms of its semantic content. Nonetheless, from a functional perspective, it allows the 
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patient to infer that a) an extended telling is planned and b) that, because of the 
surgeon’s display of obligation-oriented stance (with the word “need” (line 3)), the 
telling is likely to involve some bad news. Thus, the main action of the surgeon’s 
announcement is to preface an upcoming extended telling, with which the patient’s 
“yeah” (line 5) displays alignment. When this “yeah” is overlapped by the start of the 
surgeon’s next TCU (line 4), the patient repeats his “yeah” at line 6, this time in the 
clear. This second “yeah” shows his commitment to providing an intelligible go-ahead.  
The next excerpt shows a slightly different example of a pre-telling sequence. The 
participants are a patient, who has cognitive impairment and says little, the patient’s 
wife, his daughter, and a vascular surgeon. The patient has had previous surgery for an 
abdominal aortic aneurysm, which has recurred. The pre-sequence in this excerpt 
follows a referral recognition sequence82 and precedes an extended telling to explain 
the patient’s problem. Despite this chapter’s focus on talk-based analysis, the need for 
multimodal analysis soon becomes apparent. 
5.4.1.3 “Abdominal aneurysm”, A picture that you can understand 
 
At lines 1-2, the surgeon, while looking through a set of CT scan films, expresses his 
intention to show the family a picture that they “can understand”. I suggest this 
 
82 This consultation does not include a physical examination. 
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utterance acts as the First Pair Part (Schegloff, 2007) of a pre-telling sequence because 
it foreshadows an explanation (a requisite accompaniment to such a picture) that will 
require an extended telling to accomplish. Furthermore, this utterance displays a [K+] 
epistemic stance in relation to the patient’s condition (the family being [K-]) and 
provides the warrant (to reduce the epistemic gradient). However, it receives no 
response from any of the family members. After two seconds, the surgeon, who has 
continued to leaf through the CT films, follows up with the increment, “um (1.2) 
sometimes the radiologists give us” (lines 4-5). This time the wife responds with “mm” 
(line 6), which is arguably a go-ahead, albeit a not particularly enthusiastic one. Thus, 
this pre-sequence contains a warrant (to further the family’s understanding of the 
clinical situation), a solicitation of a go-ahead, an increment which re-solicits the go 
ahead, a display of stance (by the surgeon) and a (possible) go-ahead from the wife.  
As the surgeon is inserting two films into the x-ray viewing box, the wife rises from her 
seat and turns to face the box, thereby displaying both her understanding that the 
surgeon has found some suitable films for “explaining” and her cooperation with his 
“explaining” project. 
At lines 8-9, the surgeon directs the (rest of the) family to stand up to look at the films 
(which they do). After the surgeon’s, “and this may help to” (line 9), the daughter 
provides a “yep” in acknowledgement (line 10). This recognitionally timed response 
suggests that she too orients to the films in the viewing box as the ones that will help 
them understand. The surgeon completes his sentential unit with “explain the situation” 
(line 11). This second pre-sequence contains another prefacing action by the surgeon 
that reprises the idea of an upcoming explanation, (implicitly) displays his [K+] stance, 
reformulates the warrant (to improve the family’s understanding), and receives a verbal 
go-ahead from the daughter. Indeed, by standing up, the family members provide an 
embodied “go ahead”.  
5.4.2 Other ways of introducing PAR tellings 
Not all PAR tellings are preceded by full pre-telling sequences. For instance, in the 
following excerpt from the volvulus consultation, the extended telling that follows the 
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physical examination begins with a cut-off announcement, rather than with a pre-
announcement.  
5.4.2.1 “Volvulus”, Essentially what’s involved 
The surgeon’s turn begins with the phrase, “so essentially what’s involved” (line 2). 
Because it is not a complete TCU, it does not create response relevance. Thus, there is 
no pre-sequence as in the previous examples. However, this “so”-prefaced phrase does 
foreshadow an upcoming explanation and explanations usually require multiple turns to 
complete. Thus, he is alerting the patient to an upcoming extended telling, which turns 
out to be of several minutes’ duration. 
5.4.3 Secondary prefacing 
Jefferson (1978) introduced the idea of the secondary preface, a device to reinforce the 
ongoing nature of the telling (p. 243). Here is an example from the volvulus 
consultation. The surgeon and patient are already engaged in the PAR telling that began 
with Excerpt 5.4.2.1, Essentially what’s involved. 
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5.4.3.1 “Volvulus”, The expected outcome 
The patient does not respond to the hedged pre-announcement “so it’s a fairly 
straightforward operation” (lines 1-2). However, he does nod at line 6 following the 
surgeon’s second pre-announcement, “like every operation there are sort’ve risks (0.3) 
er which one has to take in” (lines 4-7). As an extreme case formulation (Pomerantz, 
1986), it orients to the ubiquity of risk in surgery. Both pre-announcements act as 
secondary prefaces and the patient’s nod83 (line 6) is a go-ahead for the second.  
In addition, the surgeon displays his obligation-oriented stance towards the telling with 
the phrase, “which one has to take in” (line 7). In this case, his obligation-oriented 
stance is directed towards patients in general. That is, a patient has a duty to take in or 
understand the risks associated with surgery. The excerpts in the next section provide 
further instances of obligation-oriented stance displays in prefacing actions. 
 
83 As noted above, while this chapter’s focus is “talk”, it is already apparent that embodied gesture is 
crucial to interaction and to intersubjectivity. 
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5.4.4 Obligation-oriented stance displays during surgeons’ prefacing moves. 
In the following excerpt, the participants in the thyroid consultation are already 
engaged in an extended PAR telling. At line 1, the surgeon changes the PAR topic from 
process-information to risk-information via a “so”-initial84 secondary preface. 
5.4.4.1 “Overactive thyroid”, We need to talk 
The pre-announcement, “an-an nothing in surgery is without the possibility of having 
problems” (lines 1-3) is another extreme case formulation. The patient’s nod at line 4 
not only does agreement but also acts as a go-ahead to an extended telling about such 
“problems”. The surgeon’s further prefacing move, “so we need to talk about those- 
those sorts of things” (lines 5-6), provides both warrant and stance. In this instance, the  
obligation-oriented stance-display indexes both the patient and the surgeon himself. In 
spite of the lack of response from the patient to this utterance, the surgeon proceeds 
with the telling (not shown). There are several possible (and non-mutually exclusive) 
explanations for the patient’s lack of go-ahead after the surgeon’s follow-up prefacing 
move. One is that her nod at line 4 has already provided a go-ahead. Another is that, as 
a secondary preface, there is less requirement for a go-ahead (see Jefferson, 1978, p. 
243). Lastly, if the discussion is a duty (as the display of obligation-oriented stance 
suggests), there is a moral imperative for it to take place, with or without the patient’s 
go-ahead. 
 
84 Bolden (2006) has shown that “so”-prefacing is used by speakers in turn-by-turn interaction for what 
she terms “other-regarding” topic change. “So”-prefacing is a common device for surgeons to signal 
topic change in the surgeon data. In this instance, “so” is repaired to “an[d]”, which seems to do similar 
work at this position. 
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A further example of a surgeon’s obligation-oriented stance display during a prefacing 
action occurs during a consultation between an ophthalmologist85, a patient who has 
cataracts, the patient’s wife, and the couple’s caregiver. We know (from ethnographic 
sources) that this patient has cognitive impairment. We join the consultation when the 
surgeon is already engaged in a PAR telling. The patient, for his part, shows almost no 
engagement with the telling, and consistently looks at the floor while the surgeon is 
speaking. The surgeon has just delivered the information that the patient should get a 
substantial improvement in his vision from the operation, a procedure which, the 
surgeon predicts, “shouldn’t be a problem” (line 1). 
5.4.4.2 “Cataracts 2”, I just have to explain 
 
The surgeon’s pre-announcement, “but i just have to explain to you that there’s always 
a few risks with any operation” (lines 3-5) is a secondary preface (because the PAR 
telling is already in progress). Like Excerpts 5.4.3.1 The expected outcome and 5.4.4.1 
We need to talk, it shows that the surgeon orients to providing risk-information as a 
duty. In this case, he ascribes the duty to himself, rather than to the patient. (Of note, 
this pre-announcement is a further example of an extreme case formulation orienting to 
the omni-relevance of risk). Despite a lack of go-ahead from the patient, who is not 
looking at the surgeon, the latter carries on with his project of providing risk-
information. This case is described in more detail in Excerpt 5.5.3.3 A deviant case, 
 
85 While this is the same patient as the patient in 5.3.1.1 There are definitely cataracts there, it is a 
different surgeon. The surgeon in that excerpt was a registrar (equivalent to a “resident” in the US) while 
the surgeon in the current episode is a consultant (equivalent to an “attending”) . 
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where I discuss possible reasons for the surgeon’s continuation in spite of the lack of 
go-ahead. 
The final example of obligation-oriented stance display comes from a consultation 
between a breast surgeon and a patient with a breast lump. In this instance, the stance 
display is not part of a prefacing sequence and both participants explicitly orient to the 
surgeon’s duty to provide information. Having just negotiated a suitable day for the 
patient’s operation, the surgeon provides the patient with surgical process-information. 
She tells the patient that the procedure involves having a fine wire inserted into her 
breast under x-ray guidance prior to coming to the operating theatre (lines 1-2). 
5.4.4.3 “Breast lump”, Y’ve gotta do 
The patient indicates that she already has some knowledge about this wire with 
“someone said that” (line 4). She goes on to express her lack of desire for more 
information with, “i don’t particularly wanna know too much about that” (lines 4-5). 
However, her next move is to display recognition of the surgeon’s duty to provide 
information with, “but that’s fine y’ve gotta do” (lines 5-6). The surgeon’s response, 
“(as much as) you need to know” (lines 9 and 11) is partially inaudible but appears to 
respond to the patient’s expressed desire not to be given information. The words “need 
to know” convey her obligation-oriented stance towards knowledge acquisition by the 
patient. The surgeon follows this with more information about the “wire” procedure, 
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comparing it to a biopsy the patient has recently undergone (lines 11-14). This move 
prioritises the requirement for information provision over the patient’s expressed desire 
not to know. Thus, both surgeon and patient orient to the ethical requirement for 
providing and receiving information about surgery. 
In each of these examples, the surgeon has displayed an obligation-oriented stance 
towards information provision and/or information receipt. Such a stance is compatible 
with the legal and bioethical requirements for information provision outlined in Section 
2.2.2.  
In the next section I show how some surgeons use repeats and “return homes” to 
display closing intent and to provide an opportunity for patients to take the floor.  
5.5 The sequential implicativeness of repeats and formulations: Data examples 
In the early stages of my talk-based analysis of intersubjectivity during surgeons’ PAR 
tellings, I came across several instances where a patient oriented to a surgeon’s unit-
ending repeat (Schegloff, 2011) as an opportunity for a longer turn at talk. I examine 
some of these instances below. 
The first excerpt involves a specialist biliary surgeon and a patient who, despite recent 
gallbladder surgery at a different hospital, remains symptomatic because of residual 
gall stones. The patient’s wife is also present. The main point of this example is to 
show that the surgeon uses a lexical repeat as a pre-closing of a unit (or “chunk” of the 




5.5.1.1 “Residual gallstones”, They’ve left behind 
 
 
The surgeon’s first TCU, “.h okay well um: (0.2) it it seems (.) pretty clear from the x 
rays that you know the- (.) they’re still some stones (0.2) in there” (lines 1-3), 
reformulates the patient’s problem. His next TCU, “y’know in the (0.2) the duct that 
leads from the gall bladder to the main duct (has) still got some stones in ‘n is probably 
slightly abnormal of itself” (lines 3-7), is an expansion of “in there” (line 3) and 
specifies where the gall stones are located. Both TCUs contain the words, “still some 
stones”.  
The next part of his telling (lines 7-17) involves both a treatment proposal and process-
information, including an explanation of why the “keyhole approach” (treatment 
alternative) cannot be used. At lines 20-21, the surgeon says, “but um (0.2) there is still 
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some (.) stones there yeah”86. Following this repeat of “still some stones” (from line 3 
and lines 5-6), the patient’s wife makes a request for confirmation with, “they they've 
left behind when the gall bladder was first taken out (0.2) would they” (lines 22-24). 
This declarative plus tag is not only a request for confirmation, but also a (hearable) 
complaint, namely that the initial surgeons “left behind” some stones. Indeed, the 
surgeon treats her confirmation request as a complaint87 by providing an account for 
how the stones were probably not visible at the time of the first surgery (not shown). 
Thus, the surgeon’s lexical repeat provides the participants with a (full) turn-taking 
opportunity, which is taken up by the wife. 
The next example of the sequential implicativeness of unit-closing moves comes from a 
consultation about suspected biliary cancer. Present are the patient, the patient’s adult 
son, the patient’s grandson (a young child), and the same specialist biliary surgeon as in 
the previous excerpt. Just prior to this excerpt, the surgeon has told the patient that an 
invasive investigation will be required to find out if her (probable) biliary cancer is 
potentially operable. When we join the episode, he begins to talk about the next stage in 
the process of deciding if the cancer is operable. 
 
86 I have encountered a couple of instances in the surgeon data where “yeah” at the end of a TCU appears 
to orient to closing the current topic/unit and ceding the floor. However, I have been unable to find any 
systematic studies of “yeah” in such a role. 
87 The surgeon’s information at lines 6-7, that the duct is “slightly abnormal” appears designed to pre-
emptively defend his surgical colleagues against just such a complaint. 
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5.5.1.2 “Suspected biliary cancer”, A big job 
 
At “A” the surgeon assesses the procedure for removing the patient’s suspected biliary 
or pancreatic cancer as “a big job” (line 4). The patient’s “mm” (line 6) is delayed and 
non-committal. The surgeon’s next move, which is to reformulate “big job” with “big 
operation” (line 7), orients to the silence gap at line 5 as interactional trouble88, whether 
a failure of intersubjectivty or a reaction to bad news. At “B”, he expands the terms 
“big job” and “big operation” by explaining what they mean in terms of the patient’s 
recovery89 from surgery (eight or nine days in hospital (line 8) and a further two 
months to “get up any speed afterwards’ (lines 9-11)). 
The patient’s “yeah” (line 12) acknowledges this explanation, following which the 
surgeon’s, “yeah, so yeah it's quite a long” (line 13) orients to closing this unit. This 
turn is response implicative, a) because it is a formulation (Heritage & Watson, 1979), 
b) because it is a “trail off” (Selting, 2001), and c) because of its linguistic repeats. His 
trail-off TCU, “it’s quite a long” at (“C”) is semantically tied to “eight or nine days” 
 
88 Chapter 6 deals with the accountable relevance of patients’ on-time acknowledgements during 
surgeons’ extended tellings. 
89 This is another example of length of recovery as a surrogate for risk and, as such, an indirect warning 
about the risks of treatment. 
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and “couple of months” at “B”. Furthermore, “it’s quite a long” (“C”) is semantically 
and pragmatically tied to “big job” (at “A”) and big operation’ (at “B”).  
After a brief silence gap, the patient responds at “D” with “i (guess I just keep) my 
fingers crossed that it's (not)” (lines 15-16). We can infer from her utterance that “it” 
refers to a confirmed diagnosis of cancer and a consequent need for a “big operation”. 
Furthermore, I infer that she understands that the proposed “big operation” has a high 
likelihood of adverse outcomes. Not only does her full-turn response cooperate in 
closing this unit, but it also allows her son to start up at “E” (line 17) with a “stepwise 
topic shift” (Jefferson, 1984b) in the form of a question about his mother’s (biliary) 
stent. Thus, the patient and her son cooperate in the unit closure initiated by the 
surgeon’s gist formulation, trail-off, and semantico-pragmatic repeats.  
5.5.2 An extended case analysis 
During the volvulus telling (see Appendix G), there are several instances where the 
surgeon uses lexical, pragmatic, and semantic repeats, or a formulation, as unit-closing 
moves, and where the patient orients to these moves as opportunities for full turns-at-
talk. In the extended case analysis below, repetitions of earlier talk from “A” and “B” 
create a unit pre-closing move at “C”. The patient orients to “C” as a turn-taking 
opportunity as evidenced by his request for information at “D”.  
5.5.2.1 “Volvulus”, Like every operation 
The utterance, “l- like (0.5) like every operation there are sort've risks (0.3) er which 
one has to take in” (“A”) is a warning move. A few lines later in Excerpt 5.5.2.2, The 
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most important risk, the surgeon introduces the most significant risk of volvulus 
surgery, which is anastomotic breakdown. 
5.5.2.2 “Volvulus”, The most important risk  
The phrase, “the most important risk” appears at “B”. This phrase has lexical and 
semantic connections to the surgeon’s unit-closing at “C” in Excerpt 5.5.2.3 I jus’ have 
to warn you (below). 
We re-join the PAR telling as the surgeon describes the possible consequences of 
anastomotic breakdown, which he has previously referred to as “a leak” (see Excerpt 
5.3.6.1 The most important risk, lines 18-19). 
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5.5.2.3 “Volvulus”, I jus’ have to warn you 
 
The surgeon’s first TCU at “C”, “so (0.4) “i jus’ have to warn you about that” is a “so”-
prefaced gist formulation. This TCU and the one that follows, “that’s the most 
important complication”, reprise lexical, pragmatic, and semantic elements from “A” 
and “B”. Lexical connections include i) “has to” (“A”) and “have to” (“C”), ii) the word 
“warn” in both “B” and “C”, and iii) the words “the most important” in both “B” and 
“C”. Pragmatic connections comprise i) the action of “warning” (in “A”, “B”, and“C”) 
and ii) displays of obligation-oriented stance in “A” and “C”. These are, “one has to 
take in” (line 7) in “A” and “i jus’ have to warn” (line 11) in “C”. Finally, there is a 
semantic connection between the word “risks” (line 5) in “A” and the word 





Table 5.2 Repeats as unit ends, Part 1 
The surgeon’s initial moves at “C” (lines 11-12 and 12-13) are followed, at lines 13-15, 
by a tailed-off increment with an internal pivot construction90 and a turn-final “yeah” 
(line 15). These utterances are further evidence that the surgeon’s talk at “C” is both 
unit-closing and response-implicative.91 
At “D”, the patient responds with a full turn-at-talk that acts as a request for 
confirmation. This question, “d'you find that like (0.3) like after i've left hospital”, 
bears out the sequential implicativeness of the surgeon’s repeats as unit ends. As a 
display of (an) understanding, it is worthy of further analysis.  
The interrogative syntax of the patient’s request for confirmation displays a [K-] stance. 
(He could have said, for instance, “you find this out after i’ve left hospital”, which 
would have displayed a more [K+] stance). Most importantly, however, this turn is a 
demonstration of his understanding and, as such, is a manifestation of the next turn 
proof procedure. It shows that he understands enough about the seriousness of this 
complication to allow him to surmise that when it occurs is important. Now a bowel 
 
90 A pivot construction occurs when two TCUs are combined together via an overlapping component and 
are through produced. The overlapping component completes the first TCU and starts the second TCU 
(Clayman & Raymond, 2015). 
91 Once again, the surgeon’s turn-final “yeah” (line 15) appears to be floor-ceding and response-
implicative. 
Position Utterance Connected to 
Position: 
Utterance Type of linguistic 
connection 
A, lines 4-5 “there are sort of 
risks” 
C, lines 11-12 “so i jus have to 
warn you about 
that” 
pragmatic (warning) 
B, lines 4-5 “the most important 
risk” 
C, lines 12-13 “that’s the most 
important 
complication” 
Lexical, semantic and 
pragmatic (warning) 
(+ formulation) 
     
A, line 7 “which one has to 
take in” 
C, lines 11-12 “so i jus’ have to 
warn you about 
that” 
semantic and pragmatic 
(obligation-oriented  
stance) 
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leak that occurs at home, where medical attention is far away, is potentially more 
dangerous than one that occurs in hospital, where medical attention is immediately 
available. Evidence that the patient is concerned about timing comes from his prosodic 
stress on “after” (line 18) at “D”. The surgeon’s response, as shown below in Excerpt 
5.5.2.4 While you’re in hospital, indicates that he interprets the patient’s question in just 
this way. 
5.5.2.4 “Volvulus”, While you’re in hospital
The surgeon replies with, “no that would be in while you’re in hospital generally 
speaking yeah” (lines 1, 3, and 5), which is a cross-cutting response (Heritage, 2009) to 
a polar question.92 On the one hand, “no” (line 1) disconfirms the patient's proposition; 
on the other hand, based on the above reasoning (about timing of the leak), the 
surgeon’s subsequent account is good news, albeit hedged good news. Of note, his 
prosodic stress on “while” (line 3, Excerpt 5.5.2.4 While you’re in hospital) indicates 
that he too treats “timing” of a (possible) leak as important and his turn is designed to 
do (hedged) reassurance. (This is a further example of a surgeon using hedging to 
display uncertainty). 
The patient demonstrates his new understanding (in the here and now) with a choral 
completion, “it would be in hospital”, at line 4. His prosodic stress on “would” and the 
absence of a change-of state-token such as “oh” suggest that this is not a great surprise 
to him. Finally, his positive assessment, “that's alright” (line 6) co-operates in sequence 
closure. 
 
92 The work done by the surgeon’s TCU-final “yeah” (line 5) is not certain. The possibilities are a) an 
additional closing, floor-ceding move; b) a move to emphasise the validity of his assertion; and c) an 
acknowledgement of the patient’s “it would be in hospital” (line 4) which occurs in overlap. 
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The following is another example of the sequential implicativeness of unit ends from 
the volvulus consultation. 
5.5.2.4 “Volvulus”, The expected outcome 
  
At “AA”, the surgeon characterises “the expected outcome” as a hospital stay of “about 
four or five days” (lines 10-11). He continues with the good news that the patient could 
“go home” (lines 14-15) with “[his] bowels working” (lines 15-16). Next, the surgeon 
describes potential complications of bowel surgery (not shown) and we re-join the 
consultation as he introduces another potential risk, namely “blood clots in the legs” 







5.5.2.5 “Volvulus”, We can’t totally abolish the risk 
 
 
The surgeon’s utterance at “BB” displays his orientation to closure, not only of the 
topic of “blood clots in the legs”, but to the overall activity of risk-telling. The words 
“risk” (line 8), which is stressed, and “complications” (line 8) are repeats from “A” 
(Excerpt 5.5.2.1 Like every operation , “B” (Excerpt 5.5.2.2. The most important risk) 
and “C” (excerpt 5.5.2.3 I jus’ have to warn you). Furthermore, at “BB”, he reprises his 
warning actions from “A”, “B”, and “C” (see Table 5.2 above), with “we can’t totally 
abolish the risk” (‘BB’, lines 9, 12, and 14).  
In response, the patient provides an acknowledgment with a “yep” (“BB” line 11) 
during the pause after the word “totally” (line 9). This is likely to have been elicited by 
the surgeon’s stress on and lengthening of “totally” and his subsequent pause (line 10), 
which together create a trail-off. The patient follows up his “yep” with “sure” (line 13), 
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a recognitionally timed agreement-upgrade that overlaps the surgeon’s “abolish’ (line 
12). This upgraded agreement (even if it has been elicited by what appears to be a trail-
off  by the surgeon) is a stronger claim of epistemic access than a single response token 
would be. Furthermore, it cooperates with closing the current activity. This excerpt 
provides further evidence that the surgeon’s unit-ending move is sequentially 
implicative of more than “just a continuer” from the patient. 
At “CC” and “DD” however, the analytic evidence for the sequential implicativeness of 
unit ends is more robust. The surgeon repeats the following lexical items from “AA” at 
“CC”: “expected outcome” (with prosodic stress on “expected”) at line 16; “five days” 
(line 18); “go home” (line 19); and “bowels [sh’d be] working” (line 21). In addition, 
“somewhere round about five days” (lines 17-18) in “CC” is a semantic repeat of 
“about four or five days” from “AA” (but with altered hedging). Significantly, the 
surgeon flags his utterance between lines 15 and 23 as recycled information with the 
words “as i said” (line 16). Lastly, at “DD” the phrase “these twistings” (lines 22-23) 
references talk from much earlier in the telling, as shown below. 
5.5.2.6 “Volvulus”, Take out that extra length 
Closing intent at “DD” (Excerpt 5.5.2.6 We can’t totally abolish the risk) is displayed 
not only by use of the word “twistings” (line 23), which is a near repeat of the word 
“twisting” (line 2) from Excerpt 5.5.2.7 Take out that extra length, but also by the 
indexicality of the pro-term “these” (line 22, at “DD”).  
All the above linguistic resources, which are portrayed in Table 5.3 below, work 
together to display the surgeon’s telling-closing intention.   
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Table 5.3 Repeats as unit ends, Part 2 
Position Utterance Connected 
to: 
Utterance Type of linguistic 
connection 
AA, lines 7-8 “the expected 
outcome” 
CC, line 16 ‘the expected 
outcome” 
Lexical  
     
AA, lines 10-11 “about four or 
five days” 
CC, s 17-18 “somewhere round 
about five days” 
Lexical and semantic 
     
AA, lines 14-15 “go home” CC, line 19 “go home” Lexical and semantic 
     
AA, line 16 “bowels working”  CC, line 21 “bowels sh’d be 
working” 
Lexical and semantic 
     
A, B, C (Table 
5.2 Repeats as 
unit ends, Part 
1) 








BB, lines 9, 
12, and 14 
“we can’t totally 
abolish the risk” 
Lexical, semantic, and 
pragmatic (warning 
action)  
     
CC, line 14 “so ...”  CC. lines 
16-19 
“th’ expected 
outcome's th’t you 
know you'd uh (0.6) 
somewhere round 
about five days you'd 
be able to go home” 
gist formulation does 
“pre-closing” 
     
CC, line 16 “as i said” CC, lines 
16-19 
“th’ expected 
outcome's th’t you 
know you'd= uh (0.6) 
somewhere round 
about five days you'd 
be able to go home” 
flags the remainder of 
the TCU as recycled 
information 
     
Excerpt 5.3.2.1 
Take out that 
extra length 
(line 2). 
“twisting” DD, lines 
22-23 
“these twistings” lexical (near) repeat 
from earlier in the 
telling 
Use of pro-term 
“these” indexes 




The surgeon’s unit pre-closing/telling-pre-closing moves elicit an acknowledging 
“yeah” (line 25) followed by a full turn-at-talk (lines 25-28) from the patient at “EE” 
(Excerpt 5.5.2.6 We can’t totally abolish the risk). This turn, “someone told me like 
uhm (0.3) doctor samson told me it was like a month off, is that” (lines 25-28) is a 
request for confirmation93, formulated as a declarative plus trailed-off interrogative. 
Unlike the patient’s question at “D” (Excerpt 5.5.2.3 I jus’ have to warn you), this 
question, which concerns time off work, does not demonstrate his understanding. 
However, in that he could have initiated a repair but did not, his stepwise topic shift94 
does display a “no-problem” stance in relation to the surgeon’s prior talk. Most 
importantly, however, it shows his orientation to the closing of the unit and to the 
sequential implicativeness of the surgeon’s pre-closing moves as an opportunity for him 
to take a full turn-at-talk.  
A further example of a pre-closing repetition creating a turn-taking opportunity for the 
patient is found at lines 24-30 in Excerpt 6.7.1.1 A misunderstanding in Chapter 6 (also 
from the volvulus consultation). On this occasion, the patient’s request for confirmation 
reveals a misunderstanding that is resolved by a repair sequence. 
These surgeons’ repetition-based unit-ends have done important work in terms of 
promoting intersubjectivity. Firstly, these pre-closing moves have promoted “dialogue”. 
Secondly, by creating opportunities for full turns-at-talk, the pre-closing moves have 
allowed patients to demonstrate their understanding rather than merely to claim it. 
When such demonstrations have turned out to be misunderstandings (of the surgeon’s 
communicative intent), repairs have been instituted. Thirdly, these pre-closing moves 
have “chunked” the surgeons’ extended tellings. According to health literacy experts 
(see Section 2.4), clinicians can facilitate patient understanding both by encouraging 
 
93 The patient’s turn-initial, “someone told me”, repaired to “doctor samson told me” (lines 25-27 at 
“DD”) orients to his lower epistemic rights to talk about surgery. Rather than declare, “it’s like a month 
off”, he designs his confirmation request as reported speech from the referring surgeon. 
94 While still relevant to the current topic of post-operative recovery from surgery, the patient’s question 
pertains, not to the immediate post-operative recovery period that the surgeon has been talking about, but 
to the “at-home” recovery period. 
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dialogue and by chunking information (Roter, 2011), thereby reducing patients’ 
cognitive load. 
Importantly, however, dialogue requires the cooperation of other participants. Had 
these patients (or their accompanying relatives) not availed themselves of the proffered 
opportunities to ask questions or to display their stance, these surgeons’ efforts would 
have been unsuccessful.  
5.5.3 Patients fail to upgrade their responses at unit ends: Data examples 
Unlike the patients in the previous section, the two patients in the excerpts that follow 
do not respond with full turns-at-talk or stance displays to what appear to be pre-closing 
moves by their respective surgeons. My basis for treating these surgeon moves as pre-
closing moves is their similarity to the pre-closing moves described in Sections 5.5.1 
and 5.5.2. 
The first example comes from the thyroid consultation.  
5.5.3.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Most of the gland is removed 
In this example, the surgeon’s process-description of a thyroidectomy operation 
includes the utterance, “we remove most of the thyroid gland” (lines 2-3). At lines 13-
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14, his words, “but most of the gland is removed”, constitute a semantic repeat. As 
such, they orient to the closure of the process-topic. However, this patient responds 
with a tiny half-nod (line 15), rather than with a full turn-at-talk or a stance upgrade. 
The surgeon’s next move, at lines 1-3 in Excerpt 5.5.3.2 We need to talk (below), is a 
pre-announcement about the omni-relevance of risk (a new topic) and provides 
evidence that his repeat at lines 13-14 is indeed a unit ending move. 
5.5.3.2 “Overactive thyroid”, We need to talk 
I argue the surgeon treats his move at lines 13-14 (Excerpt 5.5.3.1 Most of the gland is 
removed) as an opportunity for the patient to take the floor, based on the short silence 
that follows this repetition, during which his continued gaze at the patient (not shown) 
acts as a response pursuit. 
My other example of a patient’s failure to take up repair opportunities in relation to 
surgeon pre-closing moves is a deviant case that illustrates what (almost) complete lack 
of intersubjectivity looks like. In contrast to patients’ vocal (and non-vocal) displays of 
intersubjectivity during all the above examples of PAR tellings, this patient (who has 
cognitive impairment and appears to be looking at the floor95 during most of the 
surgeon’s telling) provides almost no vocal (or embodied96) acknowledgements during 
an ophthalmic surgeon’s PAR telling. Nor does the patient cooperate with the surgeon’s 
 
95 Because the patient is in semi-profile in relation to the camera, I cannot be absolutely sure of his gaze 
direction. However, he does appear to be looking downwards rather than at the surgeon during this 
telling. 
96 I have not usually annotated patient nods in the Chapter 5 (talk only) transcripts. However, with the 
exception of consultations TS-SP19-01 and TS-SP21-01a (both of which involve this same patient), 
patient nods occur frequently during PAR tellings. Nods will play a large part in my multimodal analysis 
of intersubjectivity in Chapters 6-8.  
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closing attempts until he is asked a Y/N question with interrogative syntax. Even then, 
his response is significantly delayed. In comparison to the examples of patient 
acknowledgements already provided, and the numerous examples yet to come in 
Chapters 6-8, the almost complete absence of responses by this patient highlights the 
normativity of response provision during an extended telling. 
The patient’s wife and the couple’s caregiver97 are the overhearing audience to the 
surgeon’s telling but the surgeon does not address any of his talk to them (as evidenced 
by his gaze direction (not shown)). A full transcript of the excerpt is provided below 
and is followed by a move-by-move analysis and discussion. 




97 They are seated to the side of the surgeon and patient (off-camera). 
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Here are the surgeon’s PAR telling moves, one-by-one, and the patient’s (lack of) 
response to each.  
a)
 
At lines 1-2, the surgeon reassures the patient by characterising the proposed operation 
as both “very common” and “very straightforward”. However, the patient neither nods 
nor responds vocally at the completion of this “good news” TCU. In view of what 
happens at surgeon TCU completions in other PAR tellings (see Chapter 6), this seems 
like a relevant absence.  
b)
Between lines 3 and 5 the surgeon predicts a significant improvement in the patient’s 





Between lines 6 and 8 the surgeon repeats and expands his reassurance from lines 1-2. 
However, there is no response from the patient to this upshot formulation that involves 
lexical, semantic, and pragmatic repetition.  
d)
Between lines 10 and 11, the surgeon warns about the inevitability of risks when 
undertaking surgery. (His turn-initial, “i jus’ have to explain to you” reveals his 
obligation-oriented stance.) The patient does not acknowledge this “bad news” TCU. 
e)
Between lines 12 and 15, the surgeon firstly re-expresses his obligation-oriented stance 
with “i just need to say” (lines 12-13). Of note, the repetition of his obligation-oriented 
stance is contiguous with his talk about the patient signing the consent form (line 12). 
This contiguity suggests that the surgeon’s “need” to tell the patient (about risks) is 
predicated on externally imposed medico-legal requirements (that culminate in the 
signing of a consent form) (See Section 2.2.2). The surgeon concludes the TCU by 
quantifying the risk of “something going wrong during the operation that could affect 
[the patient’s] vision” (lines 14-15) as “about a one in a hundred chance” (lines 13-14). 
Despite the surgeon’s loud delivery of this phrase, there is no response from the patient 




At lines 16-18, the surgeon reformulates the previous TCU. A “very very tiny chance” 
is semantically similar to a “one in a hundred chance”. In addition, he expands “could 
affect your vision” by telling the patient that he could “end up with worse vision if 
something goes wrong”. As I will argue in Chapter 6, these types of repair-like actions 
orient to a failure to display intersubjectivity, as evidenced by the absence of patient 
acknowledgments at TCU completions. Despite these repair-like actions, this patient 
still fails to respond.  
g)
At lines 18-19, the surgeon does a further repeat of the risk-quantification via a “so”-
prefaced gist formulation. This time he returns to the “one in a hundred” description 
from e) above. Yet again there is no patient response. 
h) 
Between lines 19 and 21, the surgeon repeats both his warning from d) (about the omni-
relevance of risk in surgery) and his display of obligation-oriented stance (from both d) 
and e)). (This time his stance is formulated as the patient’s need to be aware, as 
opposed to his own need to explain.) From an analyst perspective, this recycling signals 
a unit end and is sequentially implicative of a display of stance from the patient. 




At lines 23-24, the surgeon upgrades his reassurances from a) and c). The utterance, 
“but ninety-nine percent of the people (0.2) eh it goes very very well” is another 
attempt to close the unit as evidenced by his indexing of both actions and meaning from 
a) and c). The pragmatic connection to the opening TCU at lines 1-2 is that both do 
reassurance, and both announce good news. The semantic connection is between 
“ninety nine percent [success]” (lines 23-24) and “one in a hundred [failure]” (lines 13-
14). The patient, however, does not respond to this attempt to close the unit and a 
silence gap follows (line 25). 
j) 
 
At lines 26-27, the surgeon increases the pressure to respond with a “so”-prefaced 
grammatical interrogative, “so d’you have any questions about (.) the operation”. This 
utterance, while negatively valenced and thus designed for a “no” response, is a First 
Pair Part of an adjacency pair that makes a Second Pair Part conditionally relevant. 
Another, shorter silence gap follows (line 28) and at line 29, the surgeon adds an 
increment, “or about anything at all”. After a further silence gap of 1.2 seconds (line 
30) the patient begins a slow lateral head shake at line 31. The surgeon’s interpretive 
“no” (line 32) partially overlaps the patient’s “no” (line 33), which is accompanied by a 




Following the “any questions” sequence at j), the surgeon’s declaratively formulated 
treatment proposal, “you’re pretty happy to go through with it” (line 34) is designed 
with a strong preference for a positive response but receives none. However, in this 
instance, it suits the surgeon’s project to treat no response as agreement, as evidenced 
by his assessment “good” (line 36). He subsequently directs the patient to sign the 
consent form (line 36) and the patient complies (with difficulty) (not shown). 
The surgeon has attempted to elicit (minimal) feedback from the patient via several 
reformulations and expansions of immediately prior TCUs during this PAR telling. 
However, the patient does not respond to any of these efforts, nor does he cooperate 
with the surgeon’s unit closing projections. As discussed in Section 3.2.4, participants 
have obligations both to make themselves understood and to provide appropriate next 
actions. However, this patient fails to provide any appropriate next actions, presumably 
because of his cognitive impairment. 
One inference we can take from the above interaction is that lack of repair initiation 
does not necessarily equate to sufficient understanding for practical purposes (see 
Robinson (2014)). Indeed, my analysis suggests a significant failure of intersubjectivity 
in the above case. Based on his lack of minimal responses at TCU (possible) 
completions and his lack of stance displays at unit-ends, this patient has almost 
certainly not understood what the surgeon has been saying about risks. 
Is the above an example of “disclosing”, rather than of “informing”? My pre-analytic 
impression of this consultation strongly favoured the former. However, in light of the 
analysis above, I have altered my opinion, as I now explain. In Section 1.5 (Informing 
as a challengeable concept), I suggested that, following Thompson et al. (2015), 
“informing” should be thought of in terms of an interactional sequence, during which 
there is interactional evidence that the non-knowing (patient) recipient becomes more 
knowing. In Excerpt 5.5.3.3 A deviant case, there is a complete absence of evidence 
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that the patient has become more knowing. On this view, the above PAR telling is not 
an informing sequence and, by default, might be categorised as disclosing. However, as 
I have demonstrated, the surgeon makes multiple (unsuccessful) attempts to engage the 
patient and to elicit responses from him. Each of these attempts disrupts the 
progressivity of the telling. As noted in Section 3.4.2, disruption of progressivity is the 
hallmark of repair. Thus, this surgeon’s immediate reformulations, which disrupt 
progressivity, are self-repairs. Furthermore, repair is the bulwark of intersubjectivity. 
Thus, the surgeon prioritises intersubjectivity over progressivity in this telling. 
Consequently, “attempted informing” perhaps captures his project better than does 
“disclosing”. 
It may be asked why the surgeon behaves in the way he does. The following are 
possible reasons for his continued information provision and efforts to engage this 
patient. Firstly, he may be unaware that the patient has cognitive impairment, although 
this seems unlikely98. Secondly, there is an overhearing audience. The surgeon knows 
that the patient’s caregiver is in the room and may be taking in what he is saying99. If 
this were the case, he would be providing information to a competent other who could 
potentially advocate for the patient and look after his interests. Thirdly, there are legal 
reasons. While Right 7(4) of HDC Code 1996 permits a health professional to deliver 
treatment to non-competent individuals, providing the proposed treatment is in their 
interests, it further stipulates that the health professional should make reasonable 
attempts to ascertain the patient’s views. My analysis of this surgeon’s PAR telling 
indicates the surgeon has attempted to do just that100.  
 
98 Even if, at the start of the consultation, the surgeon was unaware of the patient’s cognitive impairment 
the latter’s egregious lack of responsiveness would presumably have alerted him that something was 
amiss. 
99 There is no actual evidence that this is the case. The caregiver is off-camera, and the surgeon does not 
turn towards her at any stage. Instead, he addresses all his talk to the patient (via gaze) despite the latter’s 
lack of responsiveness.  
100 Notwithstanding the surgeon’s attempts to promote intersubjectivity, the above analysis strongly 
suggests that this patient is not competent to consent to surgery and, as such, should not be asked to sign 
a consent form. Instead, he should be treated on a “best interests” basis, as permitted by Right 7 (4) of 
HDC Code 1996. 
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In striking contrast to this PAR telling, is the telling in the volvulus consultation. In the 
latter case, the patient asks the surgeon questions at sequential opportunities provided 
by the surgeon’s unit-ending moves (see Excerpts 5.5.2.3 I jus’ have to warn you, 
5.5.2.6 We can’t totally abolish the risk, and 6.7.1.1 A misunderstanding.) This 
patient’s questions demonstrate an101 understanding of a) the state of the interaction 
and/or of b) the propositional content of the surgeon’s talk. On two of the above 
occasions his questions initiate repairs that restore intersubjectivity. 
While my collection is much too small to form conclusions, the analytic evidence  
provided in this chapter is compatible with the idea that patients who have 
understanding (in the cognitive sense) may be more likely to ask questions than those 
who have little understanding of what is being talked about. Framing it differently, the 
absence of patient questions at unit ends, (or of sequentially appropriate displays of 
understanding at TCU completions (see Chapter 6)) during surgeons’ PAR tellings is 
more suggestive of not having understanding (in the cognitive sense) than of having 
understanding . 
In the final section of this chapter, I turn from surgeons’ practices that promote patient 
floor uptake to practices that inhibit patient floor uptake. The latter practices have the 
potential to reduce intersubjectivity by limiting patients’ opportunities for initiating 
repair. 
5.6 Surgeon behaviours that inhibit patient floor uptake 
Notwithstanding that prefacing sequences already display an expectation that the 
recipients of extended tellings will forgo full turns-at-talk, some surgeons employ 
additional floor-holding devices during PAR tellings (as illustrated in the excerpts 
below).  
 
101 I use the word “an” advisedly because a patient’s demonstrated understanding may not align with the 
surgeon’s communicative intent. For a discussion of the “the”/ “an” distinction in relation to 
understanding (Koole, 2010). 
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In my data I have observed some surgeons latching a second TCU to their immediately 
prior TCU. Latching devices include the “rush through” (Schegloff, 1982; Walker, 
2010), the “abrupt join” (Local & Walker, 2004), and the “preemptive continuation” 
(Schegloff, 1998b, p. 241). Although these devices involve technically complex 
linguistic differences in prosody and phonetics, they do similar interactional work. For 
the purposes of this thesis, I use “latching” to refer to all the above practices. Talking 
through a TRP or acknowledgement relevance place (ARP) enables a speaker to 
produce an extended turn (over and above the normative entitlement to a single TCU) 
and, arguably, to limit what Robinson (2014) calls “repair-opportunity spaces” for 
recipients (p. 114). Other turn-holding strategies include taking in-breaths102 at non-
TRPs (Schegloff, 1996b) and pausing at points of non-syntactic completion (Schegloff, 
1996b). An example of the latter is pausing after a turn-initial “um” or “so” (Hepburn 
& Bolden, 2013). In addition, a generally fast speech cadence, that reduces the length 
of the TRP/ARP is likely to make it more difficult for a recipient to take the floor.  
Excerpt 5.6.1.1 One of the risks of the repair comes from the risk-telling part of the 
cardiac surgery consultation. The surgeon is explaining that the procedure of mitral 
valve repair is not a definitive solution . Consequently, the patient’s problem can recur. 
5.6.1.1 “Mitral valve surgery”, One of the risks of the repair 
 
 
102 The beat of silence between one TCU and the next is the usual position for taking an inbreath. 
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At line 2, the surgeon takes an in-breath after “is”, a point of non-grammatical 
completion. This permits him to rush through the TRP/ARP at “valve” (line 3), 
eliminating the normal beat of silence, where the patient could potentially come in.  
The surgeon subsequently pauses after “is/has” (line 4), another point of non-
grammatical completion. Next, he latches, “we could be repairing that” (line 6) to “um 
(0.5) i er a chordae may have ruptured” (lines 5-6), eliminating the TRP/ARP after 
“ruptured”. In addition, he pauses after (rather than before) “um” (line 5). Lastly, he 
rushes through the junction between the TCU ending at “later stage” (line 7) and the 
one that begins with “so i- a repair” (lines 7-8). The patient’s “mm hm” (line 9), which 
is likely timed to coincide with the projected end of the surgeon’s first TCU, ends up in 
partial overlap with “a repair” (line 8) from the latched TCU.  
Excerpt 5.6.1.2 We can’t totally abolish the risk (from the volvulus consultation) 
illustrates similar surgeon floor-holding behaviours.  





The surgeon’s long utterance that begins with “very occa-” (Line 1) has several points 
of possible completion prior to its eventual completion at “twistings” (Line 23). The 
first of these occurs after “legs” (line 4), where prosodic completion is evidenced by 
terminal falling intonation. However, the surgeon rushes through this ARP. Other 
latchings include a) “cancer” to “at an” (line 5), b) “but” to “group” (line 6). (The 
surgeon’s inbreath after “but” is further evidence of his floor holding intention), and c) 
“okay so” to “risk” (line 14) (with another inbreath after “so”). In each of these 
instances, the ARP is obliterated, and so, consequently, is the repair opportunity space. 
On the one hand, the volvulus surgeon’s latches and rush-throughs further limit patient 
floor-taking opportunities. On the other hand, his repeats at unit ends are designed to 
promote it (as exemplified by his utterance at lines 14-23 in the above excerpt). As 
shown earlier, his pre-closing move provides an opportunity for a patient turn, which 
the patient takes up at lines 25-28.  
I argue therefore, that this surgeon uses interactional resources to control the patient’s 
floor-taking opportunities rather than to limit them altogether. By so doing, the surgeon 
furthers his institutional project of coming to a mutually agreeable management plan 
within the time frame of the consultation, while observing the legal and bioethical 
precepts outlined in Chapter 2. (See also Section 9.7.1.) 
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Notwithstanding the examples presented in Sections 5.5.1 and 5.5.2, full turns-at-talk 
by patients are rare during PAR tellings in this dataset. If surgeons employ floor-
holding strategies over and above the prefacing and re-prefacing moves that set up and 
reinforce the extended telling participation framework, patients’ difficulty in taking full 
turns-at-talk is compounded. Consequently, there is limited evidence of talk-based 
intersubjectivity in my dataset. For this reason, Chapters 6-8 are devoted to the 
multimodal analysis of intersubjectivity. 
5.7 Chapter summary  
Section 5.2 of this chapter began with a description of the PAR information framework, 
which concerns the content categories found in surgeons’ decision-related extended 
tellings. I next showed where these surgeons’ volunteered tellings are most commonly 
situated within the overall structure of these consultations.  
In section 5.3, my data examples showed that, for this dataset, decision-related 
information content relates to the (patient’s) Problem, the (surgical) Process, 
(treatment) Alternatives, and Risks (of treatment). Firstly, these categories are the same 
as those indexed by the PAR mnemonic (described in the medical literature on 
decision-making) and, for the most part, coincide with the content categories that HDC 
Code 1996 requires to be discussed. On the one hand, I argued that the usual ordering 
of content for this dataset (first Problem, then Process, then Risks) enables scaffolding 
of information and arguably promotes patient understanding. On the other hand, I 
provided data-based evidence of surgeons’ and patients’ likely differential interpretive 
frameworks regarding risk. For example, I argued that these surgeons orient to recovery 
time (in hospital and at home) as a surrogate for risk. However, there is no evidence 
that patients have a similar orientation. Finally, I highlighted surgeons’ widespread use 
of hedges, not only to avoid scaring patients by mitigating risk, but also to index 
uncertainty. 
The data examples in Section 5.4 revealed how some surgeons initiate volunteered PAR 
tellings via prefacing sequences that a) request a go-ahead, b) provide a warrant for the 
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telling, and c) display their (obligation-oriented) stance towards the telling. 
Furthermore, secondary prefaces by surgeons reinforce the ongoing nature of these 
tellings. 
In Section 5.5, I showed that some surgeons reprise linguistic elements from earlier in 
the telling and/or use formulations to display their orientation to closing the current 
interactional “unit”. Some patients orient to these “pre-closings” as positions for taking 
a floor-holding turn that allows them to both demonstrate their understanding via the 
next turn proof procedure and to initiate repair. Analysis of a deviant case provided 
evidence of the normativity of surgeons’ unit-ending moves as implicative of response 
upgrades by patients.   
In Section 5.6, I examined practices that some surgeons employ to hold the floor. These 
include TCU latching manoeuvres (such as rush-throughs), and in-breaths and pauses at 
positions of non-grammatical completion. I suggested that such devices potentially 
further restrict repair initiation by patients. Finally, I argued that, by combining floor-
holding at some sequential positions, and using repeats as unit ends at other sequential 
positions, a surgeon can control a patient’s turn-taking opportunities.  
In Chapter 6, I use multimodal analysis to investigate whether Zama and Robinson’s 
(2016) “relevance rule” applies to surgeons’ extended tellings in this dataset. I explore 
the relationship between intersubjectivity and progressivity by investigating whether 
patient acknowledgements are required at or before TCU completions for surgeons to 




6 The relevance of Zama and Robinson’s relevance rule to 
the surgeon data 
6.1 Introduction  
In the previous chapter I used binoculars to explore the landscape of surgeons' 
volunteered tellings, examining their macro-structure, content, and sequential position. 
While the content categories of these tellings are compatible with the medico-legal and 
bioethical requirements discussed in Chapter 2, I argued that the sequential ordering of 
these categories is designed to scaffold new information. I showed that prefacing 
sequences (like story prefacing sequences) are used to set up the altered participation 
framework of PAR tellings, during which patients say little. However, some patients 
orient to surgeons’ “repeats as unit ends” as positions for taking a floor-holding turn. 
Such turns can a) initiate repair, b) display stance, or c) request information. I 
contrasted repeats as unit ends, which appear to encourage patient talk, with linguistic 
practices such as latching and rush throughs. Such practices potentially inhibit patients’ 
floor taking opportunities, which are already inhibited by the structure of the extended 
telling. 
In this chapter my binoculars are set aside in favour of a microscope, which I use to 
investigate these tellings at a more granular level. Specifically, I investigate 
participants’ vocal and embodied actions in the vicinity of TCU completions and the 
role of gaze in their production. My aim is to determine if and how patients’ moves 
(and their timeliness or relevant absence) influence the ongoing trajectory of surgeons’ 
extended tellings. Do surgeons act unilaterally, providing information to further a 
project of disclosure? Alternatively, do they modify their next moves according to 
patients’ multimodal responses to TCUs?  
Section 6.2 begins with a discussion of “disruption of progressivity” as a key to 
analysing intersubjectivity. There follows a detailed summary of the 2016 “relevance 
rule” paper by Zama and Robinson (2016) (henceforth ZR), which has strongly 
influenced my analysis in this chapter. My first task in Section 6.3 is to compare ZR’s 
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data with the surgeon data, noting several significant differences. My categorisation of 
surgeons’ next moves (following TCU completion) during PAR tellings is followed by 
an explanation of my rationale not to use quantification of coding groups (as ZR do and 
as I had initially intended to do). Section 6.3 concludes with my modified version of 
ZR’s relevance rule as applied to the surgeon data. 
In Sections 6.4-6.6, I analyse instances of each of ZR’s four coding groups. Section 6.4 
examines instances where on-time patient acknowledgement is associated with telling 
progression by the surgeon (ZR Group 1). Section 6.5 examines instances where 
delayed or absent patient acknowledgement is associated with telling disruption (ZR 
Group 2). In Section 6.6, I analyse one excerpt where on-time acknowledgement 
appears to be associated with telling disruption (ZR Group 3) and one where delayed or 
absent acknowledgement is associated with telling progression (ZR Group 4). In 
Section 6.7, I analyse a longer stretch of interaction during which a misunderstanding 
develops between patient and surgeon. As I demonstrate, application of a “modified 
relevance rule” (Section 6.3.2) permits early identification of the intersubjectivity 
breach by an analyst. Section 6.8 summarises Chapter 6. 
6.2 Disruption of progressivity and Zama and Robinson’s relevance rule 
6.2.1 Disruption of progressivity 
One analytic key to exploring intersubjective disalignment is disruption to progressivity 
(Schegloff, 2000b). As noted in Chapter 3, TCU (possible) completion has long been 
recognised as a position for displaying understanding or, alternatively, for initiating 
repair (Robinson, 2014; Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 1982). Arguably, the minimal 
display of intersubjectivity by a recipient during a multi-unit turn is a “continuer” 
(Schegloff, 1982) or an “acknowledgement token” (Gardner, 2001, ZR) in the vicinity 
of a TCU possible completion. By providing an acknowledgement, a recipient indicates 
that they are foregoing their systematically provided-for opportunity to initiate repair 
(Sacks et al., 1974; Schegloff, 1982). As such, a minimal acknowledgement is by no 
means a strong claim of understanding; rather, as a weak claim of understanding 
(Koole, 2010; Schegloff, 1982), it displays that any problem with intersubjectivity is 
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not yet sufficiently serious to initiate a repair and the disruption to progressivity that an 
other-initiated repair sequence would entail (Kitzinger, 2013). 
As noted in Chapter 5, disruption by patient-initiated repair, in the traditional EMCA 
sense of other-initiated repair (for example, by a request for clarification), is uncommon 
in the mid-telling environment of surgeon tellings in this dataset. However, the 
surgeons themselves do frequently disrupt the progressivity of their tellings, not only 
via intra-TCU repairs, but also via post-positioned reformulations, expansions, 
recyclings, increments, parenthetical remarks, and understanding checks. My analysis 
explores the idea that at least some of these post-positioned disruptions might be 
interactionally provoked, not by something that the patient does but rather by 
something that they fail to do.  
The erstwhile prevailing idea, that a recipient's failure to initiate repair at a TCU 
completion during a speaker's multi-unit turn is sufficient evidence of intersubjectivity 
for practical purposes, appears to have been based on the analysis of telephone 
conversations (for example, Robinson, 2014) and other audio data. However, 
participation frameworks change dramatically during face-to-face interaction when 
participants can employ and interpret numerous semiotic signals from non-talk 
modalities. Gaze direction, head movement (nods and shakes), facial expression, 
gesture, and body disposition are available to participants of surgeons’ extended 
tellings, for both action formation and action ascription (Levinson, 2013). Thus far, 
research on how recipients’ “bodily-visual practices” (Ford et al., 2012) influence the 
trajectory of extended tellings has been limited.  
The paper, “A relevance rule organizing responsive behavior during one type of 
institutional extended telling” (Zama & Robinson, 2016) challenges the hitherto 
prevailing EMCA view that recipient acknowledgements at TCU completions, while 
relevant, are not accountably relevant (Stivers, 2013). Because this paper has been a 
major influence on this PhD project, I provide a detailed summary here. 
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6.2.2 A summary of the relevance rule paper 
The interactional research reported by ZR was motivated by a gap in knowledge about 
the organisation of the mid-telling environment of extended tellings. The authors had 
suspected that there might be a link between recipients’ absent or late responses at TCU 
completions and tellers’ subsequent repair-like moves. Accordingly, they set out to 
investigate this possible relationship in the context of university counselling sessions, 
specifically international students’ problem presentations to counsellors. Because the 
usual turn-taking system is suspended during extended tellings, recipients say little. 
Consequently, ZR examined (advisor) recipients' head nods as well as their vocal 
responses.  
ZR’s dataset comprised video-recordings of 20 student-advisor counselling sessions at 
an American university and the project began with detailed transcribing of all talk, 
(advisor) recipient nods, and both participants’ gaze direction. Next, the authors coded 
events at TCU endings to investigate a possible relationship between the timing of 
advisors’ vocal or embodied responses and students’ next moves.  
TCU completion positions were determined according to Ford and Thompson’s (1996) 
criteria of grammatical, pragmatic and intonational completion. Jefferson's conception 
of the “unmarked next position” (1986, p. 162) was used to differentiate “on-time” or 
“early” responses from “delayed” responses. The unmarked next position relates to the 
normal “beat” of silence that occurs between conversational turns and, for the purposes 
of their study, ZR quantified this as 0.2 seconds. Thus, they characterised responses that 
began more than 0.2 seconds after TCU completion as “late”. (In Jefferson’s 
terminology, such timing would be “marked”).  
The authors found 185 TCU completion positions that met Ford and Thompson’s 
criteria. However, 22 cases, where the advisor recipient was not looking at the student 
teller, were excluded from the main analysis and analysed separately. The main set of 
163 TCU completion positions was coded into the following four groups. Group 1 was 
“advisor response positioned early or on-time” together with “student does progress the 
telling”; Group 2 was “advisor response positioned late or not at all” together with 
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“student does not progress telling”. Group 3 was “advisor response positioned early or 
on-time” together with “student does not progress the telling”. Group 4 was “advisor 
response positioned late or not at all” together with “student does progress the telling”. 
Significantly, ZR found that nearly 90% of the 163 cases fell into either Group 1 or 
Group 2. Thus, overwhelmingly, when advisors produced an on-time or early 
acknowledgement, students progressed the telling, but when advisors responded late, or 
not at all, students disrupted their tellings.  
In most cases in Group 4 (advisor responds late, or not at all, but student progresses the 
telling anyway), the student (teller) had removed their gaze from the advisor prior to 
TCU completion. The authors concluded that by removing their gaze from advisors 
prior to TCU completion, students orient to "at least relaxing, if not lifting, the 
accountable relevance of advisors responding" (p. 232). Furthermore, citing Robinson 
(2014), ZR posited that progressivity disruptions (in the form of self-repairs) that occur 
despite advisors' on-time acknowledgements (Group 3) might be explained on the basis 
of speakers' more general accountability for making themselves understood (p. 232). 
The 22 cases omitted from the main analysis (because advisors were not looking at 
students at the time of TCU completion) were analysed separately. Although advisors' 
acknowledgements were usually late in such circumstances, in most of the cases, 
students progressed their tellings anyway. 
Based on coding and quantification of trends, ZR formulated a relevance rule for 
student-advisor problem presentations, namely, 
In the course of students’ extended tellings, advisors are accountable 
for producing on-time acknowledging responses (e.g., stand-alone 
nods, Uh huh, Okay, Yeah, Right, and brief assessments) following 
each and every TCU ending. (Zama & Robinson, 2016, p. 233). 
ZR emphasised that their relevance rule is limited to the specific institutional context 
they investigated. Important considerations include a) the elicited rather than 
volunteered nature of the students’ tellings, b) the fact that the students were non-native 
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(although longstanding) speakers of English, and c) the lack of ability to compare or 
contrast the study’s findings because theirs was the first systematic study of its type.  
Notwithstanding these caveats, and of particular importance to this thesis, ZR argued 
that these students treat the absence of on-time advisor acknowledgements as cues for 
"repair-like" actions. By extension, the authors challenged prevailing EMCA wisdom 
that a) participants of extended tellings rely on recipient repair initiations in order to 
maintain intersubjectivity, and b) recipient acknowledgements in the vicinity of TCU 
completions, while relevant during extended tellings, are not accountably relevant. 
6.3 Analysing the surgeon data through the lens of the relevance rule 
6.3.1 Differences between the surgeon data and ZR’s data 
I use ZR's analytic framework (with some modifications) to explore whether a similar 
relevance rule operates during surgeons' extended tellings. However, although students’ 
problem presentations and surgeons’ PAR tellings are both members of the set 
“extended tellings”, there are important a priori differences between the two types of 
interaction.  
a) Student problem presentations are elicited rather than volunteered. My surgeon data 
includes both volunteered and elicited tellings, but my analysis focuses mostly on the 
former. 
b) Student problem presentations appear to be relatively short, certainly in comparison 
with some surgeons’ volunteered PAR tellings. 
c) Surgeon PAR tellings are teleologically different from student-advisor informings. 
The primary purpose of a student problem presentation is to make the advisor 
sufficiently knowledgeable about the student's problem to enable them to counsel the 
student. By contrast, the primary purpose of a surgeon’s PAR telling is to provide the 
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patient with information that enables them to understand the potential consequences of 
a treatment decision. 103 
d) Epistemic asymmetries, in terms of inferential frameworks and background 
knowledge, are likely to be more prevalent in surgeon-patient tellings than in student-
advisor informings. 
Notwithstanding these a priori differences, ZR's systematic approach to TCU (possible) 
completion as an “understanding slot” resonated with my own observations that patient 
moves at TCU endings appear to influence the progressivity of these surgeons’ tellings.  
My goal in this chapter is to establish if and how ZR's relevance rule applies to the 
surgeon data. I have had to modify ZR's methodological approach to accommodate the 
exigencies of the surgeon data, which is archival (see Section 4.5.4). 
6.3.2 Categorisation, coding difficulties and the decision not to quantify 
In the early stages of this part of the PhD project, I planned to use a similar approach to 
coding and quantification to that of ZR. To start with, I attempted to code surgeons’ 
next moves at TCU completions as either progressing the telling or disrupting the 
telling. Next, I further divided progressing moves and disrupting moves as follows. 
Progressing moves 
Topic shifts and activity shifts are clear cut examples of progressing moves. For 
instance, in Excerpt 5.3.6.2 A small remnant from the previous chapter, the thyroid 
surgeon’s recycling turn, “but most of the gland is removed” (lines 13-14) completes 
both the topic (what the operation involves), and the wider activity (of providing 
process-information). His next TCU, “so (1.7) an- an- nothing (0.3) in surgery (0.4) is 
without the possibility of having problems” in Excerpt 5.4.4.1 We need to talk (lines 1-
4) is a prefacing move for the activity of risk-telling. (The surgeon’s turn-initial “so” is 
 
103 In addition, PAR tellings often involve either explicit or implicit treatment recommendations. Thus, 
another goal of a PAR telling is patient acceptance of the treatment recommended by the surgeon.  
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used here to launch a new topic (Bolden, 2006)). As such, the prefacing move is neither 
dependent on nor tied to the prior TCU in terms of sense-making.  
By contrast, some moves that progress the telling involve new information that is tied 
to information from the prior TCU. For instance, in Excerpt 5.3.6.1 The most important 
risk, the utterance, “the most important risk (...) is that the two ends don't heal” (lines 4-
7) is followed (after an interpolated “understanding check” sequence) by the utterance, 
“now that would happen in maybe something in the order of one percent of people” 
(lines 10-12). The latter TCU, unlike the second TCU in the activity shift example 
above, cannot stand on its own but is tied to the immediately prior TCU. 
Disrupting moves 
Moves that disrupt the telling in a clear-cut way include checking for understanding 
(for example, the surgeon’s “okay” at line 9 of Excerpt 5.3.6.1 The most important 
risk), and recycling of previously used material (including reformulating104 and 
providing gist formulations of prior talk). Other moves that disrupt the telling include:  
a) commenting on prior talk or actions or activities (for instance, “i still have to 
mention that to you beforehand” (see Excerpt 7.2.3.1 The PAR telling (lines 97-99)). 
b) pursuing a response via gaze (Rossano, 2012), with or without an increment 
(Schegloff, 2013). 
c) expanding a concept or referent (see below).  
 
Expansions 
Heritage (2007) uses the term “expansion” to describe a speaker move that provides 
further specification (of person or place), often in a context where there is failure of 
uptake by the recipient. Expansions can also apply to concepts and include explanations 
 
104 For instance, “one in a hundred” reformulates “one percent” in Excerpt 6.6.1.1. What’s called a leak 
(line 17 and lines 19-20). 
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for something in the immediately prior talk. For instance, in Excerpt 6.4.1.4 Wound 
infections, the utterance, “the other thing (th't) occasionally (th't) can happen with this 
sort of surgery you c’n get wound infections (.) because you're aw- opening the bowel” 
(lines 1-5), comprises an announcement followed by an explanation. Now, because of 
the educational nature of the surgeon data, it is difficult to know if some expansions, 
such as this explanation, should be classed as telling progressions or as telling 
disruptions. On the one hand, an explanation provides new information that a surgeon 
may deem necessary to enable patient understanding. In other words, it may be 
information that the surgeon would have provided anyway, independent of the patient’s 
actions. As such, it arguably progresses the telling. On the other hand, because it 
counters the “maxim of minimisation” (Levinson, 1987, as cited in Heritage, 2007, p. 
259), an explanation arguably disrupts the progressivity of the telling. In view of my 
inability to unambiguously categorise some surgeon moves (such as the surgeon’s 
explanation from Excerpt 6.4.1.4 Wound infections), I have abandoned attempts at 
quantification of coding groups (as per ZR). Instead, in the data sections that follow, I 
provide fine-grained analysis of discrete excerpts of interaction. Where analysis is 
equivocal, I provide alternative possible interpretations of what is going on. 
For the most part, and providing participants are in mutual gaze at TCU completion 
positions, my findings provide cautious support for ZR’s relevance rule, as illustrated 
by the data examples in this chapter. My modified (and provisional) relevance rule, in 
respect of the surgeon data, is, “During surgeons’ extended tellings, providing surgeon 
and addressed recipient are in mutual gaze, patients or other addressed recipients are 
accountable for producing an on-time acknowledging response at or before each and 




6.4 Data examples of ZR Group 1. 
The focus of this section is cases where, providing there is mutual gaze, on-time patient 
acknowledgement is associated with telling progression by the surgeon (equivalent to 
ZR Group 1). These cases comprise the largest group in this dataset (and in ZR’s 
dataset). I use coloured highlights, as per the Gaze Key below, to annotate aspects of 
participants’ gaze direction that are relevant to the analysis. 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
blue highlight surgeon looking at patient but patient not looking at 
surgeon 
yellow highlight surgeon or patient looking at patient’s partner 
 
pink highlight surgeon looking at partner but partner not looking at 
surgeon 
olive highlight surgeon and patient both looking at object 
 
Nods are annotated below the talk line (or silence line) during which they occur. The 
nod line (blue italic font) has the same number as the associated talk line but with an 
“a” suffix. This allows the reader to visualise where a patient’s nod begins and ends in 
relation to both the surgeon’s’ talk and to the patient’s own vocal response (if there is 
one). 
In the excerpt below, the cardiac surgeon is describing the risks associated with mitral 
valve surgery. Each patient acknowledgement is “on-time” relative to TCU completion 
or possible completion. With one exception, the surgeon progresses the telling with 
new information following each patient acknowledgement. 
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6.4.1.1 “Mitral valve surgery”, Abnormalities of rhythm 
 
The patient acknowledges TCU actual completions at “that” (line 6), at “operation” 
(line 9), and at “problems” (line 15). In addition, he acknowledges possible completions 
at “rhythm” (line 2), at “valve” (line 3), and at “pacemakers” (line 13). At each of these 
positions, he nods or provides a vocal response token or both. Of note, the surgeon and 
patient are in mutual gaze (grey highlight) at all the above positions except for at 
“valve” (line 3) and at “problems” (line 15)105. At both these positions, the patient does 
a verbal acknowledgement but does not nod.  
Following the patient’s on-time acknowledgement of the surgeon’s grammatically 
complex turn106 that ends at “control that” (lines 1-6), the surgeon progresses the telling 
 
105 At both positions, the surgeon is looking away from the patient, but the patient is looking at the 
surgeon.  
106 This surgeon turn comprises the grammatically (but not intonationally) complete TCU, “um the most 
(0.5) common complication are abnormalities of rhythm” (lines 1-2) and a subsequent pivot construction, 
“especially with the mitral valve it’s not uncommon for our patients to need medication to control that” 
(lines 2-6). The pivot is on the phrase “especially with the mitral valve” (line 3). This utterance is likely 
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with, “and usually we are (.) able to stop that (.) at about six weeks after the operation” 
(lines 8-9). The patient acknowledges this TCU with an on-time nod (line 10a) and 
acknowledgement token (line 10). The surgeon once again progresses the telling with 
“very occasionally people need to continue on that (0.2) and occasionally people even 
need pacemakers if if if there are ongoing problems” (lines 11-15). While there is a 
point of TCU possible completion after “that” (line 12), there is no acknowledgement 
from the patient at this position. However, there are two factors here that reduce 
response relevance (Stivers & Rossano, 2010a). Firstly, the surgeon is not looking at 
the patient (no highlight) and secondly, there is continuer intonation at “that” (line 12). 
Thus, although a patient response would be relevant here, it is not accountably relevant 
in terms of my modification of ZR’s relevance rule. The next patient acknowledgement 
(nod d) at lines 13a and 14a), comes after a TCU possible completion at “pacemakers” 
(line 13). Following the onset of this nod, the surgeon withdraws his gaze as he 
completes the TCU. Thus, he treats the nod as a sufficient display of intersubjectivity 
for practical purposes. Subsequently, despite the surgeon not looking at him, the patient 
acknowledges actual TCU completion at “problems” (line 15) with a vocal 
acknowledgement, “yep” (line 16). At line 17, the surgeon changes the risk-topic to 
post-operative “bleeding”.  
In summary, in the above excerpt, at or before each surgeon TCU completion where the 
patient and surgeon are in mutual gaze, the patient provides an on-time 
acknowledgement and the surgeon subsequently progresses the telling. These 
participant moves are displayed in tabular form below. TCU completion number 5 does 
not receive an acknowledgement, but the surgeon progresses the telling, nevertheless. 
This can be explained by lack of mutual gaze which, as ZR also found, appears to 
create a relaxation of the relevance rule. 
 
to present a syntax parsing problem for the patient (as it does for the analyst). Hence, he provides 
acknowledgements at three possible TCU completions (at “rhythm”, at “valve” and at “that”). 
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Table 6.1 Participant moves for “Abnormalities of rhythm” 


















       
2 “especially with 
the mitral valve” 
2-3 No “mm hm” (line 
4)  
A projectable 





       
3 “it’s not 
uncommon for our 





Yes “yeah” (line 7) 
nod b) (line 
7a) 
 Yes 
       
4 “and usually we 
are (.) able to stop 
that (.) at about six 
weeks after the 
operation” 
8-9 Yes “yeah” (line 
10) nod c) 




       
5 “very occasionally 
people need to 
continue on that” 








       
6 “and occasionally 
people even need 
pacemakers if if if 
there are ongoing 
problems” 






nod d) (lines 
13a and 14a) 
 
 




       
7 New risk-topic 17     
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Thus far, the modified relevance rule appears to be holding up. The patient has 
acknowledged all TCU possible completions except for the one at line 12, where the 
surgeon is not looking at the patient and where he uses continuer intonation. 
The following extract, from the consultation about thyroid surgery, illustrates three 
patient acknowledgements that are followed by telling progression. In relation to the 
surgeon’s actual and possible TCU completions, each of the patient’s 
acknowledgements is on-time, in that it occurs either prior to, or within, the unmarked 
transition space following TCU completion. Furthermore, patient and surgeon are in 
mutual gaze at each TCU completion.  
6.4.1.2 “Overactive thyroid”, The best option 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 






At lines 1-7, the surgeon is justifying107 surgery as a treatment option. Grey highlight 
shows that the patient and surgeon are in mutual gaze at TCU completions at 
“problems” (line 5), and “option” (line 7). However, the surgeon's sentential TCU, 
“doctor goodyear's very experienced in looking after patients with (eh) thyroid 
problems' (lines 1-5), is possibly complete at “experienced” (line 2). The end of this 
word is overlapped by the patient's quiet “mm” (line 3). The surgeon’s through-
produced continuation is complete at “problems” (line 5), where the patient’s nod (line 
5a) acknowledges more specific information about the endocrinologist's field of 
expertise. Having thus portrayed the endocrinologist as someone with the requisite 
expertise, the surgeon progresses the telling by reporting her treatment 
recommendation108, “and she feels that (.) surgery's probably the best option” (lines 5-
7). The patient acknowledges this report with a nod (line 7a) at “option” (line 7) and a 
subsequent “mm hm” (line 9). These on-time continuer moves by the patient, while far 
from being enthusiastic uptake of the hedged treatment recommendation, do allow the 
surgeon to progress the PAR telling. This is evidenced by his topic change to process-
information at line 10, with the “so”-initial announcement, “so when we (.) operate for 
the (0.4) the thyrotoxicosis we remove most of the thyroid gland” (lines 10-12). This 
topic change is compatible with treating the patient’s display of access as sufficient for 
practical purposes. Thus, each participant move in this extract is compatible with my 
modified version of ZR’s relevance rule.  
In the following excerpt from the volvulus consultation, the surgeon explains what is 
involved in the surgical treatment of volvulus (process-information). Just prior to this 
episode, he has been “thinking aloud” about whether a “keyhole” or a “conventional” 
surgical approach might be best. The upshot of his deliberations is another hedged 
utterance, “i think probably on balance we c'd just we'll just do a little conventional 
(0.4) just a little cut down here on the left-hand side” (lines 1-4), which delivers his 
 
107 The surgeon justifies surgical treatment by reference to another authority, the endocrinologist, Dr 
Goodyear (pseudonym), who referred the patient to this surgeon. The justification is less than 
enthusiastic, as evidenced by his hedged utterance, “she feels that (.) surgery’s probably the best option” 
(lines 5-8). 
108 The surgeon’s utterance at lines 5-7 is a further example of the use of hedges to index uncertainty. 
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recommendation. Between “conventional” (line 2) and “side” (line 4), the surgeon 
touches the left side of his (own) torso with his left hand.  
6.4.1.3 “Volvulus”, Just a little cut 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 




The grey highlight shows that the participants are in mutual gaze at possible completion 
at “down here” (line 3). The patient’s nod (line 3a) and subsequent “yeah” (line 5) 
acknowledge a possible completion of this TCU (which contains several intra-TCU self 
repairs). Following these acknowledgements, the surgeon progresses the telling with 
more process-information about the “long length of bowel” that will be removed (lines 
6-9). This case of telling progression (following on-time patient acknowledgement and 
under the condition of mutual gaze at TCU (possible) completion) again supports my 
modified version of ZR’s relevance rule.  
Prior to the following excerpt, the volvulus surgeon has been explaining both the cause 
and the serious consequences of the surgical complication of (bowel) “leak” (see 
Excerpt 6.6.1.1. What’s called a leak). A subsequent patient-initiated repair sequence 
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has just concluded with a choral completion and a multiplex109 nod from the patient 
(Excerpt 5.5.2.3. I jus’ have to warn you). The surgeon now moves on to information 
about other potential complications, namely “wound infections” and “blood clots in the 
legs”. 
6.4.1.4 “Volvulus”, Wound infections 
  
The participants are in mutual gaze at TCU possible completions at “infections” (line 
4), and at “bowel” (line 5). The surgeon's first TCU, “Um (.) the other thing (th't) 
occasionally (th't) can happen with this sort of surgery you can get wound infections” 
(lines 1-4) is possibly complete at “infections”, which is stretched110. The patient’s 
multiplex nod (lines 5a and 7a) begins in the ARP after “infections” and carries on 
through the surgeon’s next clausal TCU. The surgeon’s explanation, “because you’re 
opening the bowel” (lines 4-5) is produced as a separate TCU with a separate intonation 
contour. It is possible, but not certain, that this explanation was pre-planned as part of 
the surgeon’s information provision (see Section 6.3.2). Alternatively, the surgeon may 
have produced it as an increment in relation to a perceived delay in the onset of the 
 
109 I use the term “multiplex” to distinguish a marked nod or nod cluster from a simple nod, the latter 
comprising one down-up (or up-down) trajectory, of “average” (unmarked) amplitude. 
110 The stretch of the word “infections” may have thrown off the precision timing of the patient’s nod, 




patient’s nod (because nods generally begin prior to TCU (possible) completion in this 
dataset). Unfortunately, there is no way of knowing. Thus, this is an equivocal case.  
A clearer case of telling progression following an on-time patient acknowledgement 
occurs after “bowel” (line 5). The patient’s nod (nod b) at lines 5a and 6a, which begins 
just before the end of “bowel”, is followed by a vocal acknowledgement at line 6. The 
surgeon’s next move is to progress the telling with new information about a different 
complication, “blood clots in the legs” (lines 9-10). Once again, this sequential pattern 
is compatible with my modified version of ZR’s relevance rule.  
In summary, while this excerpt provides one example of telling progression after on-
time patient acknowledgement, in accordance with the modified relevance rule, it also 
exemplifies the difficulty in distinguishing explanations that would have occurred 
anyway from explanations that may have been provoked by the absence of an on-time 
patient acknowledgement.  
In the next extract, the cardiac surgeon uses two “if-then” constructions (Lerner, 1991, 
1996) in his explanation of the medical term “neurocognitive dysfunction”.111 The 
patient acknowledges both the preliminary and the final component of each. As will 
become apparent, the grammatical design of if-then constructions appears ideally suited 
to facilitating inferencing and anticipatory understanding by recipients.  
6.4.1.5 “Mitral valve surgery”, IQ type tests 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
blue highlight surgeon looking at patient but patient not looking at 
surgeon 
yellow highlight surgeon or patient looking at patient’s partner 
 
 
111 Neurocognitive dysfunction is a complication particularly associated with open heart surgery. It 
comprises a cluster of symptoms that include short term memory loss, confusion, sleep disturbance, and 





Of note, surgeon and patient are in mutual gaze (grey highlight) when the patient begins 
his acknowledgements, just prior to “score” (line 4), at “week” (lines 5a and 6), and at 
“to” (line 11). The preliminary component of the surgeon’s compound TCU, “probably 
the best way of explaining that is to say if i subjected you to a whole lot of sort of IQ 
type tests at the moment we'd come up with a particular score” (lines 1-4), explicitly 
signposts his upcoming explanation. While this compound TCU is locally complete at 
“score” (line 4), it is not yet complete in terms of the larger pragmatic unit, which is an 
explanation of “neurocognitive dysfunction”. Indeed, “a particular score” (line 4) is a 
prospective indexical that indicates there will be more talk to come on “scores”.  
Just prior to the completion of the second part of the surgeon’s if-then construction at 
“score” (line 4), the patient begins a recognitional nod112 at line 4a, during the word 
 
112 My evidence that this is a recognitional nod, rather than a randomly timed nod is as follows. The 
patient is presumably able to anticipate that the conclusion of this TCU with have something to do with 
scores (or results). This is because the initial part of the surgeon’s utterance concerns “IQ type tests” and 
it is common knowledge that tests usually have scores as an outcome. Furthermore, there are other 
features of the patient’s multimodal behaviour that suggest he is upgrading his claim of epistemic access. 
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“particular” (line 4). Following this acknowledgement, the surgeon progresses the 
telling with another if-then construction, “an’ if we did that again next week your score 
(0.2) would likely to be lower” (lines 4, 5, 7, and 8). This progression, following a 
recognitional acknowledgement, is compatible with the modified relevance rule. A 
second recognitional nod113 (line 8a) follows “would” (line 7).  
The patient starts up a turn-at-talk at line 9 but, on resuming his gaze towards the 
surgeon, he can see that the latter is now looking towards his (the patient’s) wife114 
(yellow highlight). The patient drops out as the surgeon says, “but if we did it um (0.2) 
in six weeks time, you’d probably come back to to where you are now” (lines 10-12). 
Patient and surgeon resume mutual gaze (grey highlight) for most of this TCU. The 
patient’s nod at line 11a, beginning at “to” (line 11), orients to possible completion at 
“back” (line 11). He follows this up with an upgraded vocal agreement in the form of 
“sure yeah (0.5) yeah” (line 13). The surgeon’s next move, which is to progress the 
telling (not shown), is compatible with the modified relevance rule. 
It is recognised that recipients frequently acknowledge the preliminary component of if-
then constructions. However, acknowledgement in this position is not accountably 
relevant and lack of acknowledgement is not necessarily a harbinger of interactional 
trouble (Lerner, 1996). (In fact, this patient does acknowledge the preliminary 
component of two of the surgeon’s three if-then constructions (his nods at line 3a and 
line 5a), but not the third (line 11)). Importantly, Lerner (1991, 1996) has shown that if-
then constructions are frequently associated with either anticipatory or choral 
completions, which are demonstrations of understanding by recipients. As noted 
elsewhere, demonstrations of understanding are the strongest possible displays of 
 
These include gaze withdrawal (blue highlight) prior to the surgeon, and his aborted attempt to provide 
an analogy as a demonstration of his understanding (line 9). In Section 8.5, I a) analyse this episode in 
more detail, b) discuss the epistemic significance of this and other instances of the patient’s gaze 
withdrawal, and c) show how his gaze withdrawal combines with other multimodal signals to create 
upgraded claims of epistemic access. 
113 Once again, I argue that this is a recognitional nod. Because the surgeon is engaged in providing risk-
information, and has already warned about numerous risks, the patient can anticipate that what he is 
about to hear will be bad news rather than good. The likely bad news is that his IQ score will be lower 
after surgery. 
114 The patient’s wife is off-screen. 
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epistemic access. The above analysis suggests that, in terms of displays of 
intersubjectivity, the recognitional timing of the patient’s nods (at lines 4a and 8a) is 
analogous to the recognitional timing of vocal anticipatory completions (of if-then 
constructions) described in other contexts. While a nod is only ever a claim of 
understanding, a nod that begins well before TCU completion is arguably a stronger 
display of epistemic access than one that occurs at or just after TCU completion. (I will 
provide more examples of the epistemic work of recognitionally timed nods in Chapter 
8.) 
In summary, at each TCU completion in this extract, the participants’ behaviour is 
compatible with the modified relevance rule. A patient acknowledgement at, or prior to, 
final component completion of each of the surgeon’s three compound TCUs, is 
followed by progression of the telling.  
By contrast, Section 6.5 provides examples where patient acknowledgements are either 
absent or late in relation to TCU completions and where the surgeon subsequently 
disrupts the progressivity of the telling. 
6.5 Data examples of ZR Group 2 
Cases where delayed or absent patient acknowledgement, in the presence of mutual 
gaze, is associated with telling disruption by the surgeon (ZR Group 2) represent the 
second largest group in this data set (this was also the case in ZR’s data). The gaze key 
is reproduced here for convenience. 
6.5.1.1 “Overactive thyroid”, The muscles of your larynx 
The extract below comes from the thyroid consultation. The surgeon is delivering risk-
information to the patient and her daughter. Of note, at each TCU completion at 
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“larynx” (line 6), at “voice” (line 9), and at “alter” (line 14), surgeon and patient are in 
mutual gaze115 (grey highlight). 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
yellow highlight surgeon or patient looking at patient’s partner 
 
 
Having just described one potential complication of surgery (breathing difficulties 
caused by bleeding into the neck), the surgeon launches another risk-description with 
anatomical information (lines 1-6). The patient’s nod at line 7a after “larynx” (line 6) 
 
115 Patient and surgeon are also in mutual gaze at the following positions of grammatical and local 
pragmatic (but not intonational) completion, at “neck” (line 2), at “gland’ (line 4), at “side’ (line 4), as 
well as at “damaged” (line 15), the completion of the first part of an “if-then” construction by the 
surgeon. The patient does not provide acknowledgements at any of these positions. However, the 
modified relevance rule is not operational in these instances because of lack of intonational completion. 
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begins after a 0.5 second silence (line 7). The surgeon’s next move is an expansion of 
the term “larynx” with, “the larynx is the structure which produces your voice” (lines 8-
9). This progressivity-disrupting move, following a delayed acknowledgement, 
supports the modified relevance rule.  
By contrast to her delayed acknowledgement after “larynx”, the patient’s nod at line 9a 
and vocal continuer at line 10 are on-time in relation to the completion of the expansion 
TCU at “voice” (line 9). Indeed, by comparison with this patient’s usual responses at 
surgeon TCU completions (single, tiny nods, which are sometimes delayed), the 
combination of an on-time nod and a vocal continuer is (for her) a (mild) response 
upgrade. The surgeon’s subsequent resumption of his prior trajectory orients to the 
restoration of intersubjectivity. He does so with an if-then construction, “and (0.6) if 
one of those nerves is damaged (0.2) it can cause the voice to alter” (lines 12-14). 
The patient’s nod at line 15a is marginally delayed in terms of the unmarked next 
position at “alter” (line 14), a word which the surgeon produces loudly. The surgeon’s 
subsequent move, “and it tends to become rather hoarse or husky” (lines 16-17), is an 
expansion of “alter”. While the latter TCU sounds like something the surgeon might 
have planned to say, nevertheless it does fit the criteria for “disruption of the telling 
following delayed acknowledgement”. This is a further example of the difficulty 
mentioned in Section 6.3.2 of testing the modified relevance rule during expert tellings 
that have a pedagogical goal. That is, it may be impossible to differentiate expansions 
that would have occurred anyway from those that might relate to the absence of on-time 
acknowledgements.  
In terms of the unmarked next position, most patient nods in this dataset begin either 
during, or prior to, the last word of surgeons’ TCUs, rather than in the transition space 
proper. My impression, from many hours of data observation, is that nods become 
relevantly absent earlier than vocal acknowledgements do. However, I have not 
attempted to analyse this phenomenon systematically. 
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Following possible completion of the surgeon’s expansion at “hoarse” (line 17), the 
patient’s nod at line 17a) begins after a silence of 0.4 seconds116 and coincides with the 
word “husky” (line 17). Despite no audible gap between “hoarse” (line 17) and “or 
husky” (line 17), the latter utterance is produced as a new intonation unit. Therefore, I 
treat it as an increment. Once again, however, it is equivocal whether the increment is 
part of a pre-planned information package or if it relates to a perceived delay in 
acknowledging the word “hoarse”. (That is, it might be perceived as delayed if nods 
become relevantly absent earlier than vocal elements). 
In summary, this excerpt provides three examples of telling disruption associated with 
delayed patient acknowledgement. The first (after “larynx”, line 6) provides strong 
support for the modified relevance rule. The latter instances, (at “alter” (line 14) and at 
“hoarse” (line 17) provide weaker evidence of its applicability. Thus, while there is an 
association between delayed acknowledgement and progressivity disruption, there is 
insufficient evidence to argue a causal relationship. 
The next excerpt comes from the “volvulus” consultation. It features three instances of 
progressivity disruption by the surgeon following delayed or absent patient 
acknowledgement in relation to TCU completions. Two of the disruptions are 
increments as response pursuits, while the other is a reformulation. 
  
 
116 This 0.4 seconds between the end of “hoarse” and the patient’s nod is not shown on the transcript but 
was timed in ELAN.  
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6.5.1.2 “Volvulus”, Motility problem  
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 





At lines 1-6, the surgeon provides background (problem-information) as to why the 
patient might experience constipation in the aftermath of surgery. His multi-clausal 
sentence, “Now (0.4) in- in- some people (0.6) ’ticly in people (that) (.) y’know l- l- 
like yourself who've had it from an early age it the- (0.3) (i- th-) (0.2) they have a- a- 
motility problem with the bowel” (lines 1-6), contains several pauses and self-repairs, 
suggesting difficulties with formulation. Despite mutual gaze at TCU completion at 
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“bowel” (line 6), there is no acknowledgement from the patient. The surgeon continues 
to gaze at the patient (grey highlight) as he pursues a response with the increment, 
“generally” (line 8). When acknowledgement is still unforthcoming, the surgeon says, 
“’n oth' words (0.2) although (1.3) it's the sigmoid colon which is the commonest place 
for this to happen the whole bowel may be a little bit sluggish” (lines 10-14). The turn 
initial “’n oth’ words” presages a reformulation. “The whole bowel may be a bit 
sluggish” (lines 13-14), which is the third component of a complex TCU construction, 
repairs the surgeon’s earlier clausal TCU, “they have a motility problem with the 
bowel” (lines 5-6). However, in response to this reformulation, the patient’s nod (lines 
16a and 18a) and simultaneous “yep” (line 16) are delayed in terms of the modified 
relevance rule. This delay may contribute to the surgeon's “'y'know” at line 17, which, 
because of the presence of mutual gaze, appears to be a response pursuit in relation to 
his reformulation (lines 10-14). “Y’know” overlaps the patient’s delayed “yep” (line 
16) and the ensuing silence (line 18) is a further gaze-mediated opportunity for the 
patient to initiate repair if necessary. When he declines to do so, the surgeon resumes 
the progressivity of the telling with new process-information (lines 21-25). 
If we treat the above as an extended repair sequence, the participants’ moves are as 
follows: 
a) The relevant absence of patient acknowledgement to the TCU ending at “bowel” 
(line 6) and to the subsequent gaze-mediated response pursuit, “generally” (line 8) is 
the equivalent of a repair initiator. 
b) The surgeon’s flagged reformulation (lines 10-14) of “motility” (line 6) is the repair 
operation.  
c) The lack of an on-time sequence-closing-third after “sluggish” (line 14) elicits a 
response pursuit, “y’know” (line 18). However, the surgeon subsequently treats the 
patient’s delayed “yep” (line 16) and nod (lines 16a and 18a) as adequate and, as such, 
as a sequence-closing-third. Of note, the above is compatible with purely talk-based 
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extended repair sequences, where speakers usually abandon repair after two or three 
attempts (see Section 3.4.2). 
In summary, the above instances of absent or delayed patient acknowledgements (at 
“bowel” (line 6), at “generally” (line 8), and at “sluggish” (line 14)), and the associated 
telling disruptions, provide support for the modified relevance rule. Furthermore, the 
silence gap at line 18 affords the patient an (unappropriated) opportunity to take the 
floor. In each instance, intersubjectivity is prioritised over progressivity. 
6.5.1.3 “Volvulus”, Bowels working  
The next excerpt from the volvulus consultation, provides further examples of absent or 
late acknowledgement associated with telling disruption. We re-join the interaction as 
the surgeon concludes his process-information provision prior to delivering risk-
information. 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 











The patient does not acknowledge the surgeon's utterance, “you could go home 
basically on a normal diet with your bowels working” (lines 1-2) despite TCU 
completion and mutual gaze at “working” (line 2). The surgeon's “okay” (line 4) is an 
understanding check. During the micro silence that follows, the patient does an on-time, 
multiplex nod (line 5a) that extends through to line 6a, where it “overlaps”117 the 
surgeon's “alright” (line 6). “Alright” (literally “all is right”) displays that, from the 
surgeon’s perspective, intersubjectivity, which has been in jeopardy, is now restored. 
Having withdrawn his gaze (no highlight) during “alright” (line 6), the surgeon resumes 
the telling with new information in the form of a compound TCU, “with (0.2) any 
bowel surgery when we’re sort of joining two ends of the bowel together there’s (0.3) 
the most important risks of things that c’n could (0.2) potentially go wrong is that the 
two ends don’t heal” (lines 6-12). However, despite resumption of mutual gaze (grey 
highlight) well before TCU completion at “heal” (line 12), the patient fails to provide 
an on-time acknowledgement. Another understanding check, “okay” (line 14), 
 
117 Although the term “overlap” usually refers to overlapping vocal elements, I use it here to denote the 
simultaneous production of an embodied signal (a nod) with an interlocutor's vocal utterance.  
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coincides with the patient’s delayed nod (in terms of the modified relevance rule) (line 
14a).  
The surgeon’s “alright” (line 15) not only presages the resumption of the telling, but 
also displays that, from his perspective, intersubjectivity is once again restored (as was 
the case at line 6 above). As before, he removes his gaze from the patient (no highlight) 
for the first part of the next (new information) TCU118, “now that would happen in 
maybe (0.5) something in the order of one percent of people” (lines 15-17). By the time 
he reaches TCU completion at “people” (line 17), mutual gaze has been restored. The 
patient’s on-time nod (line 18a), which occurs during the micro silence at line 18, 
claims understanding. 
To summarise, the surgeon does two understanding checks (at lines 4 and 14), which 
disrupt progressivity of the telling. These appear to orient to the absence of on-time 
patient acknowledgements at “working” (line 2) and at “heal” (line 12). Following 
receipt of patient acknowledgement and restoration of intersubjectivity, the surgeon 
resumes the telling with new information in both instances. Furthermore, each telling 
resumption is preceded by a turn-initial “alright”. These “alrights” are both backward 
looking, in that they orient to the restoration of intersubjectivity, and forward looking, 
in that they foreshadow new information.  
Thus, in this excerpt, the surgeon's understanding checks in relation to absent or 
delayed acknowledgements, and his resumption of the telling with new information 
following restoration of intersubjectivity, provide support for the modified relevance 
rule. 
 




6.5.1.4 “Volvulus”, A little pain pump 
In this excerpt from the volvulus consultation, the surgeon provides the patient with 
information about postoperative119 pain management strategies. It is part of a longer 
stretch of talk that comprises a patient question (about the in-hospital recovery period) 
and the surgeon’s subsequent elicited telling. That stretch of talk is analysed in depth in 
Section 6.7. 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
 
After telling the patient that “long acting local anaesthetic” would be placed around the 
 
119 In this excerpt, the surgeon is talking about pain management in the postoperative period. However, as 
I will show in Excerpt 6.7.1.1 A misunderstanding, the patient appears to think the surgeon is talking 
about the intraoperative period. Fortunately, this misunderstanding does not affect the current analysis of 
delayed and absent acknowledgements in relation to TCU completions. 
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surgical wound120 (lines 9-14), the surgeon goes on to say, “an’ then give you a little 
pain pump” (line 16). Of note, surgeon and patient are in mutual gaze (grey highlight) 
at TCU completion at “pump” (line 16). However, the patient does not acknowledge 
this information. The surgeon’s next move is to expand the term, “little pain pump” 
with “like a morphine pump you could use yourself” (lines 18-19). This increment 
receives a nod from the patient at a possible completion at “pump” (line 18). 
Intersubjectivity thus restored, the surgeon’s next TCU progresses the telling (with the 
information that the patient would not need an epidural (line 19-21)).  
Thus, this further example of telling disruption following an absent acknowledgement 
provides support for the modified relevance rule.  
My final example in this section comes from the cardiac consultation. The surgeon is 
explaining to the patient that (mitral) valve repair (the surgeon’s favoured treatment 
option) is unlikely to be a permanent solution to the patient’s valve problem (see also 
Excerpt 6.6.2.1. Further deterioration). 
6.5.1.5 “Mitral valve surgery”, Car repair 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 




120 This announcement appears to surprise the patient, as evidenced by his “aw okay” at line 15. His 
change-of-state token is early interactional evidence of a misunderstanding that develops between 




Despite mutual gaze, the onset of the patient’s acknowledgement (line 3a) of the TCU, 
“a repair doesn’t mean the problem is solved forever” (lines 2-3) is delayed in terms of 
the modified relevance rule. Following this delayed acknowledgement, the surgeon 
disrupts telling progress with an analogy that compares car repairs to heart valve repairs 
(lines 6-8). Just as the problem for which a car has been repaired may recur 
(necessitating a return to the workshop), so too a heart valve problem may recur 
(necessitating a return to the operating theatre). This progressivity-disrupting analogy is 
designed to promote intersubjectivity and the patient responds with a complex 
multimodal gestalt (CMG) that acts as an upgraded claim of understanding. (I discuss 
this CMG at length in chapter 8).  
This is a further instance of ZR Group 2, where lack of on-time acknowledgment is 
associated with disruption of telling progressivity. The presence of mutual gaze means 
this case supports the modified relevance rule. 
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6.6 Data examples of ZR Groups 3 and 4 and a case of a misunderstanding 
6.6.1 On-time acknowledgement and telling disruption 
Because cases belonging to ZR Groups 3 and 4 are rare in the surgeon data, I provide 
only one potential example of each. Here is a candidate example of ZR Group 3 from 
the volvulus consultation. In terms of the modified relevance rule, this analysis is a 
little more complex than that in previous examples. The surgeon has been explaining 
what happens when the join (anastomosis) between the two ends of bowel fails to heal 
(see Excerpt 5.3.6.1 The most important risk). 
6.6.1.1 “Volvulus”, What’s called a leak 
 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 




The TCU, “now that would happen in maybe (0.5) maybe something of the order of one 
percent of people” (lines 15-17), is followed by nod c) (line 18a), which is on-time in 
terms of ZR’s criteria. However, the surgeon’s next utterance, “undergoing this surg-” 
(line 19) is an increment that, arguably, could relate to a perceived delay in onset of nod 
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c). As mentioned earlier (see Excerpt 6.5.1.1. The muscles of your larynx), my hunch is 
that these speakers treat nods as delayed sooner than they treat vocal 
acknowledgements as delayed. If, indeed, the surgeon is treating the patient’s line 18a 
nod as delayed, this case would properly belong to ZR Group 2 rather than ZR Group 3.  
The surgeon cuts off this increment (line 19) (perhaps orienting to the onset of patient 
nod c). His next TCU, which is latched to the cut-off increment, begins with “so f’r the 
one in a hundred” (lines 19 and 20). From the patient’s online perspective, this is 
hearable as a reformulation121 of “one percent of people” (line 17), and therefore as a 
self-repair by the surgeon.  
The patient’s “yep” (line 20) is delivered at a position where there is neither 
grammatical nor pragmatic completion of the surgeon’s TCU. Furthermore, because it 
is impossible to predict what the surgeon is about to say next, this “yep” is not doing 
recognitional work. (Compare, for instance, the cardiac patient’s recognitional nods at 
lines 8a and 12a in Excerpt 6.4.1.5 IQ type tests). Rather, the markedly early timing of 
his “yep” suggests that the patient is treating the surgeon’s “so for the one in a 
hundred” (lines 19 and 20) as an unnecessary reformulation of “one percent of people” 
(line 17). A further reason that the patient might be treating the surgeon’s utterance as a 
repair is that the words “f’r the” (line 19) are spoken extremely fast and are, 
consequently, difficult to hear. Thus, the patient may only have heard “so one in a 
hundred”, which would sound like a repair of “one percent”. 
However, the surgeon’s full TCU is, “so f’r the one in a hundred the bowel wouldn’t 
heal absolutely perfectly” (lines 19-24) and his next (latched) TCU is, “and you’d get 
what’s called a leak” (lines 24-25). I suggest that the TCU at lines 19-24, rather than 
being a self-repair of “one percent” is acting as a scaffold for the TCU about “leak” at 
lines 24-25.  
 
121 In my initial analysis of this excerpt, I thought that the surgeon was doing a reformulation of the term, 
“one percent” despite the patient’s on-time nod. 
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Further evidence in favour of the scaffold argument is the intersubjective work done by 
the surgeon’s pre-positioned, “what’s called” (lines 24-25) in relation to the word 
“leak”. Commonly, such a phrase would be used to introduce a technical or medical 
term that might be unfamiliar to a patient. However, “leak” is an everyday word. 
Furthermore, it is not even being used in an unusual way, as can sometimes be the case 
with medical discourse. I venture that the surgeon is using “what’s called” to alert the 
patient that “leak” is an important concept, and, thus, one that is worthy of scaffolding. 
In summary, from the patient’s perspective, the surgeon’s “so f’r the one in a hundred” 
which, on first hearing, sounds like “so one in a hundred” (because the surgeon elides 
the word “for”) appears to be an unnecessary repair. This perspective is evidenced by 
the patient’s markedly early “yep” (line 21). From this perspective, the utterance is an 
instantiation of ZR Group 3. However, if the word “for” is heard, the syntax of the 
surgeon’s TCU changes. His reformulation of “one percent” to “so f’r the one in a 
hundred” becomes a TCU-initial bridge (or scaffold) towards critical risk information, 
rather than a stand-alone repair. The risk to be apprehended is that one percent of 
patients will develop a bowel leak. Thus, from the surgeon’s perspective, the primary 
action of the TCU, “so f’r the one in a hundred the bowel wouldn’t heal absolutely 
perfectly” appears to be provision of new information rather than a repair. From this 
perspective, it is an example of ZR Group 1. The case is therefore ambiguous because 
there is data internal evidence to fit both perspectives. It further demonstrates the 
difficulties of coding multimodal interactional data. 
The above case is an example of Heritage’s “epistemic ticker” in action (2012c, p. 25). 
Although Heritage does not define “epistemic ticker”, I take the term to convey the idea 
that interactional participants are constantly monitoring “who knows what” in order to 
prevent the transgression of telling someone something they already know. In the 
example above, the patient’s conspicuously early “yep” treats the surgeon’s 
reformulation as just such a transgression. Furthermore, making others aware of what 
you know or understand does social identity work. Therefore, the patient’s “yep” both 
marks the surgeon’s (perceived) epistemic transgression and protects his own epistemic 
status and social identity as a knowledgeable and attentive person. 
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6.6.2 Delayed or absent acknowledgement and telling progression 
In this section, I provide an example of the group, “delayed or absent acknowledgement 
associated with telling progression” (ZR Group 4).  
In the next excerpt, the cardiac surgeon is comparing the outcomes of mitral valve 
replacement and mitral valve repair. While the surgeon favours the latter option (from 
evidence elsewhere in the interaction), in this episode he explains that valve repair is 
not a definitive solution to the patient’s problem.  
6.6.2.1 “Mitral valve surgery”, Further deterioration 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 





While the patient provides on-time acknowledgements at “you” (line 4), at “that” (line 
12), and at “stage” (line 14), he fails to acknowledge TCU completion at “valve” (line 
9) despite mutual gaze. In addition, the patient fails to acknowledge TCU completions 
at “open” (line 10) and “that” (line 10). However, the surgeon is not looking at him at 
either of these positions. Consequently, acknowledgements are not accountably relevant 
in terms of the modified relevance rule.  
 
The patient’s lack of acknowledgement of the TCU, “one of the risks of the repair is 
that there can be further deterioration of the valve” (lines 7-9), represents a likely 
failure of intersubjectivity. Despite lack of global pragmatic completion, there is local 
pragmatic completion, and thus, a reasonable expectation of an acknowledgement (Ford 
& Thompson, 1996, p. 150). However, this is not forthcoming.  
Now, on initial inspection, the surgeon appears to be progressing the telling between 
lines 9 and 12 and, therefore, not orienting to the absence of an on-time patient 
acknowledgement after “valve” (line 9). He provides problem-information with “the 
valve is (0.2) has stretched open” (lines 9-10) and process-information with “we will 
repair that” (line 10). “A chordae may have ruptured” (lines 11-12) is further problem-
information and “we could be repairing that” (line 12) is further process-information. 
The surgeon’s next TCU, “but the same thing could happen at a later stage. i- (.) a 
repair doesn’t mean the problem is solved forever” (lines 13-15), is a) risk-information, 
b) the (hearable) crux of this information unit (as evidenced by the loudness of 
“forever” (line 15), and c) a repair of the trouble source TCU about further deterioration 
of the valve (lines 7-9).  
Arguably, the “problem” and “process” TCUs (lines 9-12) that come between the 
trouble source TCU (about further deterioration of the valve) and the repair TCU are 
scaffolding steps towards the latter. However, by separating the trouble source from the 
repair operation, these “scaffolding” TCUs potentially make the surgeon’s discourse 
more difficult to follow. 
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Now, it would be strange for a surgeon to recommend a heart valve repair operation if 
deterioration of the valve were a likely outcome. Thus, the trouble source TCU (lines 
7-9) is one that the surgeon would almost certainly expand with or without a patient 
acknowledgement. Thus, I do not claim that the surgeon’s subsequent repair is elicited 
by the patient’s lack of acknowledgment.  
A noteworthy aspect of this episode is that the surgeon is not looking at the patient at 
the TCUs that end at “stretched open” (line 10) and “repair that” (line 10). My 
suggestion is that these two TCUs represent “disclosure” rather than (attempts at) 
“informing”. My basis for this suggestion is that surgeons in this dataset 
overwhelmingly gaze at patients at TCU completions, presumably a) to monitor patient 
responses, and b) to elicit responses if these are not forthcoming. Thus, cases where 
surgeons do not look at patients at TCU completions stand out. I therefore conclude that 
the presence or absence of patient acknowledgements at “stretched open” and at “repair 
that” is immaterial to the surgeon’s progression of the telling. As such, I treat these 
TCUs as doing “disclosure” rather than “informing” or “attempted informing”. 
Nonetheless, the main point of this example is to show that, although it looks like a 
candidate case of absent acknowledgment associated with telling progression, the 
telling progression turns out to be a repair122 of a (likely) trouble source, namely “[the 
risk of] further deterioration of the valve”. Therefore, the surgeon still prioritises 
intersubjectivity over progressivity. Arguably therefore, the case could belong in ZR 
Group 2 rather than ZR Group 4.  
 
122 By contrast, despite mutual gaze at TCU possible completion at “ruptured” (line 12), there is no 
patient acknowledgement. From a cognitive perspective, the TCU in question, “a chordae may have 
ruptured” (lines 11-12) is unlikely to be comprehensible to this patient. “Chordae” is short for “chordae 
tendineae”, strands of fibrous tissue that attach the mitral valve to the papillary muscles of the heart. This 
esoteric anatomical term is unlikely to be familiar to anyone not involved in cardiac medicine in a 
professional capacity. From an interactional perspective, the word “ruptured” has continuer intonation, 
which, according to ZR, reduces the patient’s accountability for providing an acknowledgement in this 
position. However, judging by this patient’s usual behaviour, which is to provide on-time or 
recognitional acknowledgements or upgraded claims of epistemic access, I suggest he does not have 
access to the term “chordae”. Hence, his lack of acknowledgement. According to the modified relevance 




In the final data example for this chapter, I test how the modified relevance rule holds 
up during a longish stretch of talk that includes the genesis and resolution of a 
misunderstanding between patient and surgeon. 
6.7 Interrogating the modified relevance rule: A multimodal analysis of the genesis and 
resolution of a misunderstanding  
6.7.1.1 “Volvulus”, A misunderstanding 
Shortly before this excerpt from the volvulus consultation, which comes after the 
activities of risk-informing and “making arrangements” (White, 2011), the surgeon asks 
the patient if he has “any questions or concerns” (ARCH lines 413-414). (See also 
Appendix G.) When the patient responds in the negative, the surgeon summarises the 
risk-information already provided. We join the extract at the hearable conclusion of this 
summary (lines 1-4), following which the patient does ask a question about the in-
hospital recovery period (lines 5-7). I will analyse the participants’ moves in “chunks” 
to facilitate reader access to the transcript but here is the full stretch of talk. (“EF” in 
the transcript stands for “eyebrow flash”). 
 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 











The patient’s lack of acknowledgement at “uncommon” (line 2) relates to the fact that 




The patient's incomplete question, “so in in the five days it's just sort've getting” (lines 
5-7) begins in overlap with the word “infection” (line 4), which is hearable as the 
completion of the surgeon’s activity of summarising complications123.  
The question is declaratively designed and trails off before reaching grammatical 
completion. By using the definite article, “the”, before “five days” the patient 
references the (four or) “five days” in-hospital recovery period that the surgeon has 
mentioned on two occasions (see Excerpts 5.4.3.1 The expected outcome, and 5.5.2.6 
We can’t totally abolish the risk). Accordingly, the surgeon’s response provides 
information about this recovery period. 
  
 
123 Not only has the patient been asked, shortly before this excerpt, if he has “any questions”, the surgeon 
has just recycled material from earlier in the telling and appears to have concluded his activity of 
summarising risks. Thus, the patient’s question is made sequentially relevant on three grounds, namely a) 
as a delayed response to the surgeon’s (“any questions”), b) the sequential implicativeness of recycled 





The surgeon’s “yeah” (line 9) is a type-conforming response to a Y/N question and is 
followed by a description of a potential pain-management plan124 between lines 9 and 
14. This utterance, “so after what you'd have during (thee-) .hh (0.3) probably with an 
operation like that we'd j's put some local anaesthetic (0.2) long acting local anaesthetic 
around the wound” contains several intra-TCU repairs, as evidenced by various pauses, 
restarts, and insertions (Schegloff, 2013). Importantly, it contains two conflicting 
referents to the timing of local anaesthetic infiltration “around the wound”125 that have 
the potential to create confusion. These are “after” (line 9) and “during” (line 10). 
Indeed, together they constitute the trouble source for the misunderstanding that 
becomes apparent at line 30 (see Paragraph G).  
The patient's on-time response at “wound” (line 14) comprises a nod and simultaneous 
eyebrow flash (lines 14a and 15a), followed by a change-of-state token plus agreement, 
“aw okay” (line 15). Mostly, patients respond with head nods and/or vocal continuers at 
 
124 The surgeon's launch into pain management strategies following the patient's question might seem a 
little odd to a layperson. However, the techniques and pharmaceuticals involved in pain management 
have far-reaching consequences for all aspects of the immediate postoperative period. For instance, 
morphine, which is widely used for pain control, inhibits normal bowel function. Epidural analgesia can 
delay patient mobilisation, and inadequate pain relief can lead to breathing difficulties which, in turn, can 
set the stage for complications such as pneumonia. Thus, effective post-operative analgesia is a delicate 
balancing act that has important consequences. This is an example of an epistemic asymmetry that 
creates different inferential frameworks between patient and surgeon. 
125 Towards the end of surgical procedures conducted under general anaesthesia, surgeons often inject 
(long-acting) local anaesthetic around the surgical wound in order to provide pain relief in the early post-
operative period. (Local anaesthetic infiltration reduces the requirement for strong analgesics such as 
opioids that have undesirable side effects.) It is this procedure that the surgeon is describing here.  
However, more minor surgical procedures can often be performed without general anaesthesia. In such 
instances the surgeon will infiltrate local anaesthetic around the operative area prior to surgery, which 
can be performed once the area is fully numbed. It appears that the patient has inferred (from the 
surgeon’s turn between lines 9 and 14) that his operation is to be performed under local anaesthetic rather 
than general anaesthesia.  
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TCU completions. Thus, this multimodal response is marked. It treats the information 
about “just” putting long acting local anaesthetic around the wound as both unexpected 
and noteworthy. As will become apparent, this is the first hint of a misunderstanding 
between patient and surgeon. 
D) 
 
The surgeon progresses the telling with, “an’ then give you a little pain pump” (line 
16). The patient does not acknowledge this TCU despite mutual gaze at TCU 
completion. The surgeon’s subsequent repair, in the form of an expansion (lines 18-19), 
has already been analysed in Excerpt 6.5.1.4. A little pain pump, where I argued that it 
supports the modified relevance rule.  
While the patient does nod at a possible completion of the surgeon’s repair TCU at 
“morphine pump” (line 18), he fails to nod again at “yourself” (line 19). Not only does 
“yourself” represent actual TCU completion, but it also represents new information, 
namely that the patient will operate the pain pump himself. This lack of further 




The surgeon’s next move is to progress the telling by latching the TCU, “you wouldn’t 
need an epidural or anything like that” (lines 19-21) to his prior TCU. The timing of the 
patient’s nod (line 20a) during the word “epidural” (line 20) is equivocal, however. On 
the one hand, it may be a delayed (0.5s) acknowledgement of the TCU ending at 
“yourself” (line 19) and thus a portent of interactional trouble. On the other hand, it 
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may be a recognitional nod in relation to the word “epidural” (line 20), but I suggest 
this is less likely.126 The patient’s change-of-state token and positive assessment at line 
22 respond to the good news that an epidural would not be required. 
F) 
 
Now, the surgeon’s TCU between lines 24 and 27 contains several noteworthy features. 
Firstly, “sorta regulate your own pain control” (lines 25-26) reformulates and expands 
the increment “like a morphine pump you c'd- you use yourself” (lines 18-19). It is 
equivocal whether this reformulation is a repair of a potential breach of 
intersubjectivity or a move to indicate the unit end (see Section 5.5). Either way, I 
argue it is sequentially implicative of more than “just a continuer” from the patient.  
Of further note, the patient is not looking127 at the surgeon during lines 25-26 (blue 
highlight). Indeed, he does not resume his gaze towards the surgeon during this TCU 
but does nod at lines 26a and 27a after “control” (line 26), a possible TCU completion 
position. On receipt of this nod, the surgeon also withdraws his gaze (no highlight) for 




126 Had the patient been a health professional, with knowledge of peri-operative pain management 
techniques, this explanation might have been more plausible. In the mid to late 2000s, when these 
consultations were recorded, most patients (in my experience) had little familiarity with the use of 
epidurals other than during childbirth. 
127 At lines 22 -21 and the first part of line 24, neither participant is looking at the other (no highlight). In 
the middle of line 24, the surgeon returns his gaze to the patient to find that latter is still looking away 






At line 28, the surgeon begins another TCU, which is “interrupted” by overlapping talk 
from the patient (line 29), whose continued gaze withdrawal at F) is now interpretable 
as displaying his intention to take the floor. The patient’s declaratively formulated 
request for confirmation, “this is during the op” (lines 28-29), demonstrates his 
understanding (which turns out to be a misunderstanding) of the prior talk. More 
specifically, it demonstrates his assumption that the surgeon’s earlier talk about local 
anaesthetic and a self-regulated pain pump applied to the intra-operative period. The 
surgeon’s non type-conforming response to a Y/N question, “that was after the 
operation” (line 31) disconfirms the patient’s candidate understanding and corrects it. 
The patient’s change-of-state token (line 32), partial repeat (line 33) and accompanying 
nod (lines 32a and 33a) together create an upgraded claim of (new) understanding that 
acts as a sequence-closing third.  
At lines 34-36, the surgeon demonstrates his understanding of the patient’s 
misunderstanding with his repeat of “after” and his subsequent account, “you need a 
general anaesthetic (ob-) jus’ j’st for us to remove the bowel”. This account shows that 
he understands that the patient thought that the “long acting local anaesthetic around 
the wound” (lines 13-14) together with “the morphine pump you c’d use yourself” 
(lines 18 and 19) to “sorta regulate your own pain control” (lines 25-26) were the 
proposed options for anaesthesia during surgery rather than the proposed options for 
pain relief after surgery. The patient responds to the possible completion of the 
surgeon’s TCU at “anaesthetic” (line 35) by nodding (line 35a) and removing his gaze 
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(blue highlight). (Patient gaze withdrawal as a resource for claiming epistemic access 
will be further addressed in Chapter 8). 
The repaired misunderstanding in G) allows us to make sense of the prodromal signs of 
interactional trouble mentioned at C), D) and E) above. The patient’s display of surprise 
(lines 14a, 15, and 15a in D) in relation to “long acting local anaesthetic” seemed 
puzzling at the time. After all, most of this surgeon’s PAR telling is likely to be “news” 
to this patient (as in “not known before”). However, these patients do not generally 
mark this kind of new information with a CofS token. In the current case, the patient’s 
CofS token indicates that what the surgeon has said is contrary to his expectations. The 
patient was presumably expecting to have a general anaesthetic until the surgeon 
appeared to tell him that the operation would be under local anaesthetic, and by 
inference, that he would be awake for it. Similarly, the patient’s absent 
acknowledgement at “pain pump” (line 16) in D) and his delayed nod following 
“yourself’ (line 19 in E)) now make sense as trouble displays. That is, the surgeon’s 
talk about a self-operated pain pump presumably reinforced the idea that the patient 
would be awake for the operation. However, such an idea might be difficult for the 
patient to process, or might be unwelcome, or both. 
The restoration of intersubjectivity, in the above excerpt, depends on the patient’s 
ability to initiate repair via a request for confirmation that demonstrates his 
misunderstanding en passant. In accordance with my argument from Chapter 5 that 
surgeons’ recycling of information provides patients with floor-taking opportunities, I 
suggest that the surgeon’s reformulation (lines 25-26 at F)) facilitates the patient repair 




In summary, the analysis of this excerpt supports the argument that delayed or absent 
patient acknowledgements at TCU completions are indicative of interactional trouble. 
Thus, the modified relevance rule appears to stand up during this analysis of a 
misunderstanding that evolves during a longer stretch of talk. Furthermore, viewing the 
episode multimodally, and through the lens of the modified relevance rule, allows the 
analyst to detect signs of interactional trouble well in advance of the actual repair 
sequence. Finally, the patient’s repair initiation following the surgeon’s recycling move 
supports the sequential implicativeness of unit ends. 
6.8 Chapter summary 
Section 6.2 began with a discussion of disruption of progressivity as a key to exploring 
intersubjectivity during surgeons’ extended tellings. This was followed by a detailed 
summary of Zama and Robinson’s (2016) paper on elicited extended tellings. Their 
EMCA study used both progressivity disruption (as an analytic key) and coding of 
participants’ moves in the vicinity of TCU completions to develop their “relevance 
rule”. This rule proposes that recipients of extended tellings are accountable for 
providing acknowledgements at or before primary speakers’ TCU completions in the 
interactional context they examined.  
In Section 6.3, I first compared and contrasted surgeons’ extended tellings with ZR’s 
student problem presentations. This was followed by an explanation of how I 
categorised surgeons’ next moves after TCU completions. Next, I explained why I 
abandoned my plan to code participants’ moves at TCU completions into groups, which 
would then have been quantified (as ZR did do in their paper). I concluded that it would 
be difficult to distinguish surgeon explanations and expansions that were likely to occur 
anyway from those that might have been elicited by delayed or absent patient 
acknowledgements. Instead, I decided to focus on fine-grained multimodal analysis of 
stretches of talk that illustrate ZR’s four coding groups. Section 6.3 concluded with a 
modification to ZR’s relevance rule that includes mutual gaze as a contingent factor. 
This modification of the relevance rule, to which ZR allude in their paper, better 
reflects my analytic findings in the surgeon data.  
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In Section 6.4, I analysed five data excerpts illustrating that, providing there is mutual 
gaze at TCU completion (or at the time of patient acknowledgement), surgeons 
regularly progress their tellings following on-time patient acknowledgements. My final 
excerpt from this group introduced the idea of recognitionally-timed patient nods. I 
argued that this surgeon’s “if-then” constructions are likely to have facilitated early 
patient recognition.  
The five data examples in Section 6.5 also support the modified relevance rule. They 
illustrate that, providing there is mutual gaze at TCU completion, surgeons regularly 
disrupt tellings in the face of delayed or absent patient acknowledgements. However, I 
noted again the difficulty for analysts in distinguishing pre-planned explanations by 
surgeons’ from those that appear to be prompted by the lack of on-time patient 
acknowledgements.  
Section 6.6 comprised two data excerpts. The first of these showed an example from 
ZR group 3, where the surgeon appears to disrupt the telling (by reformulating part of 
the immediately prior TCU) despite the patient’s on time nod and mutual gaze at TCU 
completion. I argued that the patient’s “premature” vocal acknowledgement orients to 
being told something he already knows and thus, indirectly, supports the modified 
relevance rule. In addition, I explained the surgeon’s progress-disrupting move as a 
scaffold step towards the crux of this information unit.  
In the second excerpt of Section 6.6, the surgeon appears to progress the telling despite 
lack of patient acknowledgement (ZR group 4). However, the surgeon explains the 
likely trouble source term several TCUs later. His intervening moves provide scaffold 
information for this explanation. These cases, while initially appearing to challenge the 
modified relevance rule, nevertheless show that these surgeons orient to 
intersubjectivity.  
In Section 6.7, I analysed part of an elicited telling from the volvulus consultation, 
which illustrates the genesis and resolution of a misunderstanding. Application of the 
modified relevance rule shows that interactional trouble has been brewing well before it 
comes to light in the form of a vocal repair initiation by the patient. Furthermore, this 
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analysis supports my theory, promulgated in Chapter 5, that recycling material (in this 
case via a reformulation) creates an interactional opportunity for patient floor-taking.  
Overall, and despite lack of quantification, the examples in this chapter support the 
relevance of the modified relevance rule to the surgeon data.  
Chapter 7 is a case study of a whole PAR telling. I analyse participants’ multimodal 
management of intersubjectivity using the lenses of the modified relevance rule (from 




7 Contrasting displays of intersubjectivity: A single case 
analysis 
Try not to think of understanding as a 'mental process' at all. For that 
is the expression which confuses you. But ask yourself: in what sort of 
case, in what kind of circumstances, do we say, "Now I know how to 
go on, ..." (Wittgenstein, 1953, no. 154). 
7.1 Introduction  
In Chapter 6, I focused on patients' acknowledgements during surgeons' PAR tellings 
and how these contributions (or their absence) affect the ongoing trajectory of these 
tellings. In particular, I tested the accountable relevance of patient acknowledgments 
(vocal or embodied) in the vicinity of surgeon TCU completions. My conclusion was 
that, providing there is mutual gaze, these surgeons rely on a patient acknowledgment 
(or some other sequentially fitted response) at or before TCU completion, to progress 
the telling to the “next thing”. This was true for most cases examined, and the crucial 
role of gaze was emphasised. My findings confirmed the importance of even minimal 
acknowledgements (nods or minimal response tokens), which patients use to indicate 
they are following along, or at least foregoing their interactional right to initiate repair. 
The corollary to this is that these surgeons treat the absence of an on-time 
acknowledgement as a sign of interactional trouble, as evidenced by their subsequent 
repair-like moves or response pursuits. However, while patients’ minimal on-time 
acknowledgments permit these surgeons to infer that intersubjectivity is not seriously 
threatened128, these minimal displays are insufficient to allow patients to claim that they 
“really get it”.  
Notwithstanding the cases analysed in Chapter 5, where surgeons and (some) patients 
were shown to orient to unit ends as floor-taking opportunities for patients, full-turns-at 
talk by patients during surgeons’ tellings are rare in this dataset. This is in keeping with 
previous EMCA research demonstrating that participants of other types of extended 
 




tellings (such as storytellings) orient to the suspension of the (vocal) turn-taking system 
for the duration of the telling (Mandelbaum, 2013).  
However, as discussed in Chapter 6, relying solely on recipients’ vocal responses for 
the analysis of intersubjectivity management, would be a mistake. At the beginning of 
this research project, before I “discovered” multimodal analysis, I assumed that, in view 
of the paucity of patients’ vocal displays during these extended tellings, these surgeons 
were concerned primarily with disclosure and progressivity, at the expense of 
intersubjectivity. However, sequential multimodal analysis has changed my opinion. 
If interactional norms prevent patients from demonstrating their understanding via full 
turns-at-talk during extended tellings129, they must find other ways to claim 
understanding that is more than just “following along”. As the analyses in both this 
chapter and Chapter 8 demonstrate, patients can layer or laminate130 multimodal 
resources to display that the epistemic gradient has been flattened in respect of a unit of 
information. 
This chapter comprises a single case study of a surgeon’s PAR telling about thyroid 
surgery. I have chosen single case analysis for the following reasons. Firstly, I can 
demonstrate both the unfolding nature and progressive co-construction of 
intersubjectivity (or otherwise) by scrutinising the microelements of that co-
construction in a way that would not be possible using collections. Secondly, I can 
show how the particulars (of the interaction) relate to the whole. Thirdly, I can test my 
findings against the results of prior interactional research (and vice-versa). Lastly, I can 
exemplify and build on a) my modified version of Zama and Robinson’s (2016) 
relevance rule from Chapter 6, and b) the “sequential implicativeness” theory from 
Chapter 5 (in relation to surgeon’s crux information and pre-closing moves). These 
 
129 Despite the posited omni-relevance of repair opportunities during interaction (Robinson, 2014), 
explicit repair initiation by these patients is rare in the mid-telling position of surgeons’ PAR tellings. 
130 Goodwin (2013) uses “lamination” as a metaphor to describe how, 
“a variety of semiotic fields with quite different properties work co-operatively with each other 
simultaneously to build evanescent actions that might endure for only a few seconds, but which have 
rich, analytically interesting complex internal structure.” (p. 12). 
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theoretical lenses allow me to differentiate instances of intersubjective alignment from 
instances of intersubjective disalignment despite minimal talk from these patients.  
The remainder of this chapter is divided into four sections. Section 7.2 recaps the 
clinical and interactional background to this PAR telling from the thyroid consultation. 
In addition, it provides a transcript of the full telling, which I have annotated to 
illustrate both its PAR structure and its chunking structure (as created by the surgeon’s 
opening and closing moves in respect of information units). Section 7.3 is a layered, 
multimodal analysis of the first part of the PAR telling, in which the surgeon describes 
“early-phase” risks of thyroid surgery. This “early-phase” telling is characterised by 
minimal (or relevantly absent) displays of intersubjectivity from the recipients. Section 
7.4 is a similar analysis of the second part of the telling, during which the surgeon talks 
about the “long-term” outcomes of thyroid surgery. The analysis reveals how the 
patient’s complex multimodal gestalts display heightened intersubjectivity in relation to 
the information crux. Section 7.5 is a chapter summary. 
7.2 “Overactive thyroid”, case background, PAR structure, and chunking structure. 
7.2.1 The clinical context 
The case involves the patient with the overactive thyroid gland whom we have met 
before, her daughter, and the surgeon to whom she has been referred by her 
endocrinologist. Several excerpts from this PAR telling have already been analysed in 
Chapters 5 and 6 but this analysis shows how they fit together as a whole. The 
surgeon's PAR telling is the first part of the activity of proposing next steps (see 
Section 5.2.2) and begins when the participants return to their seats following the 
physical examination. In Figure 7, the patient is on the left of the screen, the surgeon is 




Figure 7 Seating arrangement for Consultation IS-SP01-01 
7.2.2 The two parts of the telling 
The two parts of this PAR telling relate to the surgeon’s explicit partitioning strategy. 
He divides risk-information into two categories, namely “early-phase” complications of 
thyroid surgery, which he talks about initially, and “long-term” outcomes, which he 
talks about subsequently. Henceforth, I refer to these two parts of the telling as “early-
phase complications” and “long-term outcomes”. During “early-phase complications”, 
the surgeon describes serious (even life-threatening) complications131 that can occur in 
the immediate aftermath of surgery. Analysis will show that, during “early-phase 
complications”, the recipients’ displays of intersubjectivity are either a) on-time and 
minimal, b) delayed and minimal, or c) sometimes absent altogether. Furthermore, 
despite the surgeon's frequent gaze-mediated attempts to elicit (further) responses, these 
recipients fail to upgrade their displays of understanding or to initiate repair. By 
contrast, when the surgeon comes to the "tellable point" (Selting, 2000, p. 508) or crux 
of “long-term outcomes”, the patient displays a “dawning” of understanding of the 
significance of what she has just been told. This dawning is displayed by the sequential 
(but also simultaneous) unfolding of multimodal signals that, together, create a complex 
multimodal gestalt (CMG). In addition, I show that, in response to the surgeon's next 
move, the patient repeats several elements of this CMG. This recycling is further 
evidence that she orients to this combination of multimodal resources as doing specific 
epistemic work. 
 
131 From the perspective of the “reasonable patient” (Chapter 2), these complications are significant 
because, although relatively rare, they have the potential for serious harm. 
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7.2.3 The PAR structure and chunking transcript 
A talk-only transcript of the full telling is provided below. It annotates the PAR 
components of the telling, that is the surgeon’s moves relating to the (surgical) Process, 
(treatment) Alternatives, and Risks (complications associated with surgery) as per the 
colour key table below. In addition, it identifies the surgeon’s “chunking” (unit opening 
and unit closing) moves, his risk-identifying moves, and any associated expansions of 
these. The red dividing line between lines 122 and 123 marks where the surgeon moves 
from “early-phase complications” to “long-term outcomes”. The former is analysed in 




Table 7.1 Key to PAR structure and surgeon’s chunking moves 
Key to PAR structure and chunking moves 
Prefacing and closing moves for chunks of talk blue 
Risk-identifying TCU orange 
Treatment proposal yellow 
Process-information  grey 
Benefit-identifying TCU green 
 

























7.3 Minimal displays of intersubjectivity during “early-phase complications”. 
7.3.1  A guide to annotation for the multimodal layers. 
Multimodal analysis can be difficult to follow, especially for those who lack access to 
the original video data. I have tried to improve accessibility for readers by using a 
layered approach to analysis. For each surgeon move within a chunk of risk-
information, the first transcript layer will show “talk-only”, and the second132 will show 
gaze and (recipient) nods, in addition to talk. Where analytically relevant, a further 
transcript will show (recipients’) other embodied signals.  
As was the case in Chapter 6, recipient nods are annotated in blue italic font below the 
line of talk (or silence) during which they occur, while other embodied signals are 
annotated in red italic font in the line below that. Lines that denote modalities other 
than talk are lettered as well as numbered. The # annotation marks the position of still 
 
132 For brief analyses that are easier to follow, I will include all modalities in one transcript. 
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images. As before, gaze is annotated as per the gaze key below. It is important to note 
that, because the first layer of each analysis is talk-only, “no highlight” has no analytic 
import in such transcripts.  
7.3.2 Risk A: Bleeding inside the neck  
In Excerpt 7.3.2.1. Bleeding inside the neck, the surgeon begins to describe the first of 
the “early-phase” complications, which relates to “bleeding inside the neck”. 
7.3.2.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Bleeding inside the neck, Risk-identifying unit, Vocal elements  
 
The patient does not respond vocally to the information that “bleeding inside the neck” 
(line 54) might affect her breathing133 (lines 55-56).  
 
 
133 The thyroid gland is a very vascular organ, containing numerous small blood vessels. If, for instance, 
a blood vessel is inadequately ligated or cauterised during the operation, it may continue to bleed in the 
early-post operative period. This results in a haematoma (collection of clotted blood) that can expand and 
compress the wall of the windpipe. This surgical emergency requires immediate return to the operating 
theatre for decompression of the haematoma to avoid complete respiratory obstruction or even death. 
Hence the need for “close observation” (lines 58-59). While these inferences are available to a member, 
they are unlikely to be available to this patient. Thus, her lack of acknowledgement is not surprising.  
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7.3.2.2 “Overactive thyroid”, Bleeding inside the neck, Risk-identifying unit: Gaze and 
patient’s nods 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
 
At the completion of the above risk-identifying unit, the patient and surgeon are in 
mutual gaze (grey highlight). However, the patient fails to nod. Despite the surgeon's 
continued gaze during the 1.2 second silence (line 57) after “breathing” (line 56), the 
patient still fails to acknowledge the information. This is an instance of absent 
acknowledgement at TCU completion (in the presence of mutual gaze) leading to a 
gaze-mediated response pursuit (supporting the modified relevance rule). The failure of 
the response pursuit means there is no evidence of patient understanding. The surgeon’s 
next moves involve a reassurance and a warning.  
7.3.2.3 “Overactive thyroid”, Bleeding inside the neck, Reassurance/warning: Vocal elements 
 
Neither recipient responds vocally to the surgeon's cross-cutting reassurance about 
being under close observation (lines 58-59). On the one hand, “close observation” is 
reassuring. On the other hand, “close observation” (line 59) makes available the 
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inference that “that stage” (line 58) is a time when complications are expected, and 
thus, reinforces the surgeon's warning action in relation to “breathing problems” (lines 
50-56). Nor do the recipients respond to his subsequent, direct (if hedged and somewhat 
vague) warning about “that” being something that must be dealt with “fairly urgently” 
(lines 59-61). 
7.3.2.4 “Overactive thyroid”, Bleeding inside the neck, Reassurance/warning: Gaze and 
recipients’ nods 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 




The surgeon’s “reassurance” move is grammatically and pragmatically complete, but 
not intonationally complete, at “observation” (line 59). Despite mutual gaze with the 
surgeon (grey highlight) during the brief silence following “observation” (line 59), the 
patient provides no acknowledgement. While, according to the modified relevance rule, 
intonational incompletion means an acknowledgment is not accountably relevant, the 
lack of one here is (mildly) suggestive of interactional trouble, in view of mutual gaze 
and the cesura134 between “observation” and “but” (line 59).  
 
134 Because of intonational incompletion at “observation”, it might be argued that this is not a TCU 
completion where response is relevant (Ford & Thompson, 1996). However, another view is that 
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Following the onset of the patient’s single, on-time nod (line 61a) at “urgently” (line 
61), a point of triple completion (grammatical, pragmatic, and intonational), the 
surgeon transfers his gaze to the daughter (yellow highlight). During the ensuing 
silence (line 62), the latter’s single responsive nod (line 62a) highlights the importance 
of gaze for both recipient selection and response elicitation (Vranjes et al., 2018). 
Nevertheless, both recipients’ responses to this bad news are minimal. 
Because recipients' responses during this bad news delivery are either on-time but 
minimal, delayed, or relevantly absent, evidence for recipient understanding of the risk 
of “breathing problems” is equivocal at best. The surgeon next combines further 
reassurance with a pre-closing move (in relation to this risk-identifying unit). 
7.3.2.5 “Overactive thyroid”, Bleeding inside the neck, Surgeon’s pre-closing move: Vocal 
elements 
The surgeon’s utterance135 at lines 63-64 is a pre-closing move, a) because of his use of 
the pro-term “that” and b) because “not very common” and “a possibility” recycle the 
semantic import of “very occasionally” from line 53 of Excerpt 7.3.2.1. Bleeding inside 
the neck, at the beginning of this information unit. As argued in Chapter 5, unit-ends 




recipients orient primarily to cesuras (Barth-Weingarten, 2013) (of which the 0.4s  silence at line 59 is an 
example) as response implicative.  
135 This utterance does double duty as a (further) reassuring move and as a pre-closing move. 
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7.3.2.6 “Overactive thyroid”, Bleeding inside the neck, Surgeon’s pre-closing move: Gaze 
and patient’s nods 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 




The patient’s nod (line 64a and 65a), while on-time, is a minimal response at a position 
where something more is provided for (according to the sequential implicativeness of a 
unit end). Following this single nod, the surgeon continues to gaze at the patient for a 
further 0.6 seconds during the silence at line 65. This gaze continuation is a further 
instance of gaze as response pursuit and supports the argument for something more than 
a continuer’ being sequentially implicated at this position. When nothing more is 
forthcoming, the surgeon withdraws his gaze (no highlight, line 65) in preparation for 
the next risk-informing unit.  
7.3.3 Risk B: Altered voice 
The surgeon next describes a complication involving intra-operative nerve damage that 
can result in hoarseness and huskiness of the patient's voice. Because recipients’ 
displays of intersubjectivity during this segment have been analysed already in Excerpt 
6.5.1.1. The muscles of your larynx, I now consider the vocal and embodied elements of 
this topic chunk together. 
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7.3.3.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Altered voice, Topic sentence, background information, 






To recap, neither recipient acknowledges the grammatically and pragmatically 
complete units at “neck” (line 67), at “gland” (line 69), or at “side” (line 69). However, 
lack of intonational completion means that acknowledgement is not accountably 
relevant (according to the modified relevance rule). When the gazed-at patient’s nod 
(line 72a) is delayed following “larynx” (line 71), a position of “triple completion”, the 
surgeon expands this term (in accordance with the modified relevance rule). The 
patient’s on-time acknowledgment at “voice” (line 74) restores intersubjectivity. The 
surgeon progresses the telling with a risk-identifying move at lines 77-79. Following 
the patient’s delayed nod (line 80a) after TCU completion at “alter” (line 79), the 
surgeon expands “alter” at lines 81-82. While this is a move that is compatible with an 
orientation to the modified relevance rule, it could just as easily have been pre-planned. 
Despite the surgeon’s gaze-mediated response pursuit at line 83, the patient declines to 
take the floor after her on-time (but minimal) nod at “husky” (line 82). After 0.6 
seconds, the surgeon removes his gaze in preparation for his next move, which is to 
initiate closing of this risk-topic. 
7.3.3.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Altered voice, Surgeon’s first pre-closing (reassuring) move: 
Vocal elements, gaze, and daughter’s nod 
 
The surgeon’s “so”-prefaced gist formulation (lines 84-86) not only does reassurance 
but is also closure-implicative on two counts. Firstly, it summarises his prior talk (using 
the pro-term, “that”, to index nerve damage and its consequences). Secondly, by 
emphasising the rarity of the complication, it recycles linguistic elements from earlier 
in the telling (Excerpt 7.3.2.1. Bleeding inside the neck, Risk identifying unit (lines 53-




Neither recipient responds vocally to this unit-ending move. The gazed-at recipient, in 
this case the daughter (yellow highlight), acknowledges the surgeon's TCU completion 
at “surgery” (line 85) with a single nod (line 86a). The patient, by contrast, does not 
nod. This is a further example of the acknowledgement-eliciting properties of gaze.  
Of possible significance for intersubjectivity, there is no patient acknowledgement at 
TCU possible (but not actual) completion at “complication” (line 85), a position where 
she and the surgeon are in mutual gaze (grey highlight) and where the surgeon’s gist 
formulation is grammatically complete and (hearably) intonationally complete. This 
absence of acknowledgement is mildly suggestive of trouble. However, the surgeon’s 
immediate gaze-removal towards the daughter after “complication” suggests his TCU 
continuation with “of thyroid surgery” (line 85) is pre-planned. Otherwise, he might 
have continued to gaze at the patient to elicit acknowledgement. 
At this stage, the surgeon has received only minimal acknowledgments in respect of 
both his risk-identifying move and his pre-closing move. His follow-up TCU, at lines 
87-91 below, expands the term “rare” and may be an attempt to elicit something more 
from the recipients. (On the other hand, it could just as easily be part of the surgeon’s 
usual “informing” practice). 
7.3.3.2 “Overactive thyroid”, Altered voice, Expansion of “rare”: Vocal elements, gaze, and 
daughter’s nod 
 
The surgeon expands “rare” by providing a numerical estimate of the incidence of the 
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index complication. Neither recipient responds vocally. The daughter's delayed nod 
(line 92a) is elicited by the surgeon's continued gaze (yellow highlight) during the 
silence at line 92. His continued gaze (line 92) after her nod orients to the possibility of 
a further response but she does not take the floor. Rather than progressing the telling 
(by shifting topic to the next complication on his list), the surgeon makes another pre-
closing/reassuring move as shown below.  
7.3.3.3 “Overactive thyroid”, Altered voice, Surgeon’s second pre-closing move: Vocal 
elements, gaze, and nods 
The surgeon’s utterance at lines 93-94 is another cross-cutting reassurance. His intra-
TCU self-repair from “we make-” to “we take”, lines 93-94, is compatible with a 
reassurance downgrade. The likely utterance, “we make sure that doesn't happen” 
becomes. “we take every care to avoid that”. Implicit in this extreme case formulation 
is the idea that the complication can still occur despite best surgical practice136. The 
patient's “mm” (line 96) occurs after a silence gap (line 95). It is quiet, with falling-
intonation and so displays “semantic emptiness” (see Gardner, 1997, p. 132). 
Furthermore, it is both delayed and gaze elicited, and has no accompanying nod. It is 
therefore the weakest possible display of stance in this sequential context. According to 
the sequential implicativeness argument (Chapter 5), unit closings invite upgraded 
displays of stance. Thus, this weak display arguably suggests interactional trouble. The 
absence of an accompanying nod is further evidence of either lack of understanding or 
 
136 This extreme case formulation is also a way of pre-empting any apportionment of blame for harm 




lack of affiliation (see Stivers, 2008). Following this minimal stance display by the 
patient, the surgeon makes a third unit-closing move. 
7.3.3.4 “Overactive thyroid”, Altered voice, Surgeon’s third pre-closing move, vocal 
elements, gaze, and embodied responses. 
The surgeon’s utterance, “so i have- i still have to mention that to you beforehand” 
(lines 97-98), is closure implicative on the following grounds. Firstly, it is a “so”-
prefaced upshot formulation. Secondly, it incorporates the pro-term “that” and recycles 
semantic meaning from the telling preface, namely, “we’ll just have a talk about 
surgery” (lines 1-2 of Excerpt 7.2.3.1. The PAR telling). Thirdly, it recycles his 
obligation-oriented stance display from lines 47-48 of that excerpt. These features 
conspire to create a strong display of intent to close this topic. Furthermore, based on 
the sequential implicativeness argument of Chapter 5, both this pre-closing move and 
the ones that preceded it are sequentially implicative of something more than a 
continuer from the recipients.  
While neither recipient responds vocally, the patient does produce a nod cluster (line 
98a) at possible completion of the surgeon’s upshot formulation at “to you” (line 98). 
By comparison with her usual (unmarked) single nods, this nod cluster is marked. As 
such, it is a mild response upgrade137. Notwithstanding this display, the surgeon retains 
his gaze at the patient for a further 0.7 seconds after TCU completion at “beforehand” 
(line 98). However, the patient does not respond further.  
The patient's nod cluster appears to satisfy the surgeon's response requirements. He 
withdraws his gaze (change to no highlight, line 99) in preparation for his next move, 
 
137 In this sequential position, the patient is agreeing with the surgeon’s claim of a duty to inform rather 
than with the propositional content of the telling. 
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which is to introduce a new risk. The patient removes her gaze shortly thereafter (not 
annotated). I draw attention to this unmarked ordering of gaze removal (surgeon first, 
patient second) to provide contrast with what happens during a subsequent, much 
stronger claim of epistemic access by the patient (see Section 7.4.5). 
7.3.4 Risk C: Parathyroid injury 
The surgeon starts up again with a new topic announcement in relation to “four other 
little glands near the thyroid”138 (lines 100-103 in Excerpt 7.3.4.1. Parathyroid injury).  
7.3.4.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Parathyroid injury, New topic announcement: Vocal elements, 
gaze, and recipients’ nods 
Despite the absence of a prefacing action, there are several clues that the surgeon is 
changing topic. These are his prior gaze removal (see line 99 above), and his use of the 
following linguistic resources at line 100: a) an audible click, b) an audible in-breath, c) 
a TCU-initial “um”, and d) his pitch reset and increased vocal energy on “sometimes” 
(Couper-Kuhlen as cited in Rossano, 2012, p. 287). Neither recipient responds vocally 
to completion of this TCU at “distinguish” (line 103).  
During this TCU, the surgeon is either not looking at either of the recipients (no 
highlight lines 100-101) or is moving his gaze between the daughter (yellow highlight) 
and the patient (grey highlight). It is possible that this gaze sharing contributes to the 
absence of a nod by either recipient at TCU completion at “distinguish” (line 103). The 
surgeon continues to gaze at the patient (grey highlight) during most of the subsequent 
 
138 The surgeon is describing the parathyroid glands, which sit just in front of the thyroid gland. 
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silence (line 104) but receives no response. Thus, notwithstanding the influence of the 
surgeon's mid-TCU gaze movements and his continuer intonation at “distinguish” (line 
103), the absence of patient acknowledgement in the face of gaze pursuit139 suggests 
failure of recognition140. The surgeon progresses the telling with explanatory 
information about the functions of the parathyroid glands (not shown). This 
information, which is designed to promote intersubjectivity (and may or may not relate 
to the absence of a patient acknowledgement), is followed by the surgeon’s risk-
identifying move at Excerpt 7.3.4.2. Parathyroid injury. 
7.3.4.2 “Overactive thyroid”, Parathyroid injury, Risk-identifying TCU: Vocal elements, 
gaze, and recipient nods 
The TCU between lines 111 and 115 identifies the risk of damage to, or accidental 
removal141 of, the parathyroid glands during thyroid surgery. Neither recipient vocally 
acknowledges TCU completion at “operation” (line 115). Furthermore, the (gazed-at) 
patient fails to nod either at “operation” (line 115), or during the surgeon’s gaze-
mediated response pursuit in the silence at line 116. These relevantly absent 
acknowledgments portend interactional trouble. The surgeon's next moves again 
combine reassurance with pre-closing. 
 
139 Of note, the surgeon's continuer intonation on “distinguish” (line 103) means that acknowledgement, 
while relevant, is not accountably relevant, according to the modified relevance rule. However, I suggest 
that his continued gaze during the cesura at line 104 orients to an acknowledgement as relevant.  
140 A failure of recognition would not be surprising, given that these recipients are non-medical. 
141 Of note, the passive construction of the surgeon’s talk avoids ascription of responsibility for this 
complication to a particular person. 
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7.3.4.3 “Overactive thyroid”, Parathyroid injury, Surgeon’s pre-closing and reassurance 
moves: Vocal elements, gaze, and embodied responses 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
yellow highlight surgeon or patient looking at patient’s partner 
 
pink highlight surgeon looking at partner but partner not looking at 
surgeon 
 
The reassurance, that the potential for parathyroid injury is something that surgeons are 
aware of (lines 117-119), may be designed to address the interactional trouble displayed 
in Excerpt 7.3.4.2. Parathyroid injury, Risk identifying unit. Furthermore, as a “so”-
prefaced gist-formulation, it invites a response. However, neither recipient 
acknowledges his reassurance. In response to the surgeon’s further (latched) 
reassurance, “and and we- there are contingency measures which are (0.7) are used (.) 
to deal with that problem” (lines 119-122), the (gazed-at) daughter’s nod (line 122a) is 
(marginally) delayed in relation to TCU completion at “problem” (line 121). While the 
patient’s minimal vocal response (line 124) is late, it is volunteered rather than gaze-
elicited (no highlight means the surgeon is not looking at the patient).  
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In conjunction with her single, gaze-elicited nod (line 122a), the daughter removes her 
gaze from the surgeon (pink highlight). By comparison with her previous nods, where 
she continues to look at the surgeon after nod completion, this nod plus gaze 
withdrawal suggests disengagement (Goodwin, 1981, pp. 104-106) and thus cooperates 
with the surgeon’s topic closing initiative. I suggest it claims, “I’ve heard enough and 
do not intend to initiate repair”.142. Following this, the surgeon progresses the telling by 
changing the PAR telling topic from possible early-onset complications to possible 
longer-term outcomes from surgery (Section 7.4). This move suggests that he orients to 
the daughter's gaze withdrawal plus nod as cooperating in the closure of the current 
risk-topic. These closing attempts by the surgeon have provided repair-opportunity 
spaces for these recipients. However, they have not taken these up. One possibility is 
that they already have sufficient understanding of the risk of injury to the parathyroid 
glands. However, in view of the interactional evidence above, this seems unlikely. The 
other possibility is that they have insufficient understanding to formulate a repair 
without risking embarrassment. 
7.3.5 Summary of intersubjectivity during “early-phase complications” 
In summary, there is little interactional evidence that these recipients understand the 
potential consequences of the “early-phase complications” described by the surgeon. 
Their responses at TCU completions are minimal (at best), frequently delayed, and 
sometimes absent altogether. With one exception, all acknowledgements come from the 
recipient who is in mutual gaze with the surgeon.  
This surgeon responds to signs of interactional trouble, sometimes with expansions (for 
example his expansion of the term “rare” (lines 87-91)), but more often with 
reassurances (for example, that he is “aware” that parathyroid injury is possible and that 
there are “contingencies” in place to “deal” with it (lines 117-121)).    
 
142 In Chapter 8, I will present examples of gaze withdrawal plus nod as strong claims of epistemic 
access. However, in view of the accountably absent acknowledgments at prior TCU completions during 
the surgeon’s information provision about parathyroid injury, I am reluctant to suggest that the 
daughter’s combined nod and gaze withdrawal claim epistemic access in this instance. However, they do, 
arguably, display a lack of desire to hear more.  
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The surgeon frequently uses gaze at TCU completion to elicit an acknowledgment from 
a particular recipient. In this case-study, the daughter acknowledges TCU completion 
when the surgeon turns his gaze towards her but does not do so otherwise. In addition, 
the surgeon uses gaze continuation post-TCU completion to elicit responses where none 
have been forthcoming, or, arguably, to provide an opportunity for a further recipient 
response. (This is an analyst interpretation based on Rossano’s (2012) findings in 
relation to the response pursuing action of gaze). However, these opportunities are not 
taken up (but see the analysis of CMG3 in Excerpts 7.4.3.1 – 7.4.4.5 Long-term 
outcomes). 
Following the surgeon’s pre-closing moves, which, I have argued (Chapter 5), orient to 
something more than a continuer being due, the patient upgrades her response (with a 
nod cluster) on only one occasion. (However, see my analysis of the patient’s head 
gestures during CMG2 in Excerpt 7.4.3.1. Long-term outcomes, Patient’s head 
gestures.) 
Overall, there is minimal interactional evidence of intersubjectivity during “early-phase 
complications”. However, this illustration of low intersubjectivity has been necessary to 
provide contrast with the patient's subsequent strong claims of understanding (via 
complex multimodal gestalts) in the “long-term outcomes” part of this PAR telling. 
These strong claims are the analytic focus of the next section.  
7.4 Heightened intersubjectivity during “long-term outcomes” 
In this section, I show how this patient laminates multimodal resources to create strong 
claims of new epistemic access (in the here-and-now) in response to the surgeon’s crux 
information.  
In “long-term outcomes” (lines 123-176 of Excerpt 7.2.3.1 The PAR telling), the 
surgeon talks about three possible outcomes after thyroid surgery. The first is purely 
beneficial and the second is mostly beneficial, but with some negative consequences. 
The third, however, provides no benefit and is thus harmful overall because the patient 
will have undergone surgery with all its attendant risks. This harmful outcome is the 
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crux or tellable point of the whole of the surgeon’s PAR telling, as evidenced by the 
participants’ demonstrable orientations. While participants’ management of 
intersubjectivity around the crux is the analytic focus of this section, analysis of the 
interaction around the beneficial outcomes provides a useful counterpoint.  
The analysis of the preface (to “long-term outcomes”) and first two (beneficial) 
outcomes occupies Section 7.4.1. Modal layering is similar to that in Section 7.3. 
However, the analysis of the telling crux is presented differently because of its richer 
and more complex multimodal detail. In the latter case, the layers are a) participants’ 
vocal moves, b) patient’s head movements c) participants’ gaze and d) patient’s other 
embodiments. Each layer is added to the prior one to build a detailed picture of the 
temporality, sequentiality and simultaneity of the elements of the patient’s CMGs. 
7.4.1  Long-term outcomes, Preface and beneficial outcomes 
At lines 123-127 below, the surgeon introduces the possible “long-term outcomes” of 
thyroid surgery by prefacing a three-part list, (Jefferson, 1990). 
7.4.1.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, Preface to a three-part list: Vocal 
elements, gaze, and patient’s nods 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 





By prefacing his upcoming three-part list, the surgeon enables the recipients to infer 
that when the “three things” have been described, this information unit will be over. 
The gazed-at patient acknowledges this prefacing move with an on-time head nod (line 
128a).  
7.4.1.2 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, First (potential) outcome: Vocal elements 
and patient’s nods 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 




The surgeon reveals that the first possible long-term outcome involves complete cure 
(lines 129-130). However, despite his continued gaze (grey highlight) during the 
ensuing silence (line 131), the patient fails to acknowledge this information. In keeping 
with the modified relevance rule, the surgeon’s next move is an expansion. He explains 
that “complete cure” means that the thyroid gland can still produce “some thyroid 
hormone” (lines 134-135), which is, inferably, enough for normal function. (This 
expansion sets up a contrast with the second potential outcome which he describes in 
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Excerpt 7.4.1.3. Long-term outcomes.) The (gazed-at) patient’s nod (line 135a) is an 
on-time acknowledgement of TCU completion at “hormone’ (line 135).  
7.4.1.3 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, Second (potential) outcome: Vocal 
elements, gaze, and patient’s nods 
  
The second outcome also (inferably) involves cure of the thyroid overactivity. 
However, unlike the first outcome, where the gland still produces enough hormone, in 
this scenario the thyroid would be rendered underactive. While the patient does not 
acknowledge TCU possible completion at “hormone” (which has continuer intonation) 
(line 140), the surgeon’s continued gaze during the silence at line 141 (grey highlight) 
orients to an acknowledgement being due. He subsequently expands the concept of 
thyroid insufficiency with the information that (in this scenario) the patient would have 
to take thyroid tablets after surgery (lines 142-143). Again, this expansion is compatible 
with the modified relevance rule. The patient’s nod (line 143a) acknowledges a 
projectable TCU completion at “tablets” (line 143). Her vocal continuer (line 145) 
responds to the surgeon’s gaze-mediated response pursuit (line 144) following actual 
TCU completion at “surgery” (line 143).  
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7.4.1.4 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, (Parenthetical) expansion of second 
outcome: Vocal elements, gaze, and patient’s nods. 
 
The surgeon’s parenthetical remark (lines 146-147) that the same thing happens after 
radioactive iodine treatment143, is an expansion of “after the surgery”, to which the 
gazed-at patient does not respond. However, the surgeon’s quick gaze withdrawal at 
line 148 (no highlight) suggests that lack of acknowledgement is not a problem. 
Thus far, the patient has continued her pattern of minimal, delayed, or absent 
acknowledgements. The surgeon has oriented to acknowledgements being due by 
providing expansions of (possible) trouble source concepts. (In this regard, gaze 
appears to be a more important factor than final intonation in creating response 
relevance). However, the patient’s response, to the surgeon’s revelation about the third 
possible long-term outcome, is quite different, as the following analysis reveals.  
7.4.2 The patient’s CMG response to the crux of the surgeon’s risk-telling. 
As discussed earlier (Sections 3.5.3 and 4.3.2), a telling crux is sequentially implicative 
of a response upgrade that is more than just a continuer. The crux of this telling is the 
surgeon’s revelation that the patient’s thyroid gland could remain overactive despite 
surgery (the third possible outcome). The patient’s multimodal signals create three 
CMGs that provide significant response upgrades. Because of their intertwined nature, I 
analyse these CMGs together. By combining specific head movements, gaze 
withdrawal, smiling facial expression, leaning back, and a change-of-state token, the 
patient enacts a “dawning of realisation” of the cumulative import of the surgeon’s 
telling, up to and including the crux (CMG1). I argue that CMG1 is volunteered rather 
 
143 This alternative treatment has been discussed and ruled out earlier in the consultation. 
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than elicited because all its components begin after the surgeon has withdrawn his gaze 
(see Section 7.4.5). 
Furthermore, she subsequently re-deploys several of these resources in CMG 3. CMG3 
is elicited by the surgeon's gaze-mediated response pursuit at the completion of his 
reformulation of the crux information. By the conclusion of this multimodal analysis, I 
will have filled in the blank cells of Table 7.2. 
Table 7.2 The elements of patient IS-SP01-01's CMGs 
To aid readability, I will progressively layer participants’ talk, participants’ gaze 
direction, recipients’ head movements and the patient’s other embodiments. The talk 
and silences during which the patient’s three complex multimodal gestalts unfold are 
marked by blue arrows in the talk-only transcript below. 








CMG1      
CMG2      
CMG3      
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7.4.2.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, The telling crux and reformulation: Vocal 
elements and position of the three CMGs 
At lines 149-153, the surgeon announces the third outcome, namely, that even though 
most of the thyroid gland is removed, what is left can still be overactive. There is 
linguistic evidence that this is the crux or tellable point of his three-part-list. Firstly, the 
surgeon has already described outcomes one and two. Secondly, the lexical, and 
prosodic144 design of “the other possibility” (line 149-150) heralds the final component 
of the three-part-list. Thirdly, and most importantly, is the pragmatic import of this 
utterance. The available inference is that, despite going through the trauma of surgery, 
with all its attendant risks, the patient may gain no benefit from the proposed thyroid 
operation. As the crux of this part of the telling (and, arguably, of the PAR telling as a 
whole) this announcement is sequentially implicative of a response upgrade (more than 
 
144 In this sequential context, the definite article, “the” (line 149), precludes the possibility of more 
“outcomes” to follow. By (hypothetical) contrast, the indefinite article “an”, as in “an other possibility”, 
would permit description of further clinical outcome scenarios. In addition, the word “other” is heavily 
stressed (line 149).  
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just a continuer). However, the one second silence gap (line 154) that follows TCU 
completion portends interactional trouble. Consequently, the surgeon starts up again 
with a reformulation145 (lines 155-163) that is also a “so”-prefaced upshot formulation. 
This reformulation is implicative of a response upgrade on two counts. Firstly, as a 
repair operation (orienting to what appears to be an accountably absent response from 
the patient), it requires ratification146. Secondly, as an upshot formulation, it requires a 
response that is more than a continuer. 
In the meantime, the patient’s delayed and quiet “oh” (line 156) overlaps147 the 
surgeon’s reformulation. While its delayed production suggests some initial difficulty 
with understanding, this “change-of-state” token (Heritage, 1984a) (hereafter CofS 
token) orients to a new understanding, in the here-and-now, and to the resolution of 
difficulties with comprehension. Furthermore, it combines with several embodiments 
(described below) to create a CMG that is a strong claim of (new) understanding. The 
daughter’s CofS token148 (line 158) is even more delayed and follows the surgeon’s 
pause after “possibility”149 (line 157). Both recipients’ “oh”s display that they have 
heard something unexpected. Unlike the patient’s “oh”, which is volunteered, the 
daughter’s “oh” is elicited (as will become apparent in the analysis of gaze in Section 
7.4.5). The latter “oh” does not relate to an actual change of cognitive state in the here-
and-now but does display that she has assimilated the surgeon’s information about the 
possibility of continued thyroid overactivity and treats it as contrary to her expectations. 
The patient’s next vocal contribution is a recognitionally150 timed “mm” (line 160) that 
overlaps the surgeon’s “overactive” (line 159). This “mm” is part of CMG2 (see 
Section 7.4.4). Its recognitional timing creates a mild epistemic upgrade (by 
 
145 The words of this reformulation are nearly identical to the surgeon’s original announcement but have 
been re-ordered.  
146 In the case of other-initiated repair (of which this is arguably an example, notwithstanding that the 
repair has been elicited by a delay in response), both parties have a responsibility for restoring 
intersubjectivty. 
147 Because of the overlap, the patient’s “oh” may not be audible to the surgeon. 
148 The daughter’s utterance is most likely to be, but is not definitely, an “oh”. The remainder of her 
utterance is inaudible. 
149 This response is less likely to coincide with a change of cognitive state in the here-and-now, because, 
as multimodal analysis will reveal, it is interactionally elicited by the surgeon’s gaze-filled hitch. 
150 This “mm” is recognitionally rather than randomly timed because of what we (and the surgeon) can 
infer about the patient’s changed epistemic status.  
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comparison with an unmarked “mm”). A further utterance by the patient at line 162, at 
a position of projectable TCU completion at “thyroid” (line 161), is unidentifiable 
because it occurs in overlap.  
Actual completion of the surgeon's re-formulation at “left” (line 163) is followed by a 
1.5 second silence (line 164), during which the surgeon continues to gaze at the patient 
(see Section 7.4.5), pursuing a further response. Rather than a floor-taking turn, the 
patient provides another “mm” (line 165). In contrast to her on-time “mm” at line 160, 
this “mm” (line 165) is delayed and has marked rise-falling intonation. Both features 
are interactionally and analytically important. The rise-falling intonation pattern 
displays increased involvement and/or surprise (Gardner, 1997). Thus, it arguably 
affords similar semiotic significance to her earlier freestanding “oh” (line 156) that was 
part of CMG1. That is, it displays a change-of (epistemic) state151. Like the daughter’s 
“oh” at line 158, it is unlikely to correspond to an actual change in cognitive state 
(which, in the patient’s case, seems to have occurred in the vicinity of her “oh” at line 
156). As I show below, her current “mm” is accompanied by several embodiments, 
some of which resemble those that accompany her “oh” at line 156. Together these 
vocal and embodied elements form up CMG3.  
Notwithstanding this response, the subsequent silence at line 166 provides space for the 
patient to ask for clarification or further information. Such a request would be relevant 
in view of her surprise-displaying’ “mm”. When she remains silent, the surgeon moves 
to close, not only this information unit, which deals with the long-term outcomes of 
surgery, but also the overall risk-telling activity. Several linguistic features point to the 
closure-implicative nature of, “these things are all unlikely” (line 167) and “but i just 
need to mention them” (lines 169-170). First is the summative character of “these 
things are all unlikely”. Second is the surgeon’s use of the pro-terms “these” and 
“them”. Third is his reference to “rarity”. That is, “unlikely” (line 1) references 
incidence-related material from the prefacing move (for the risk-telling activity ) at 
lines 43-45 of Excerpt 7.2.3.1. The PAR telling, and from earlier pre-closing moves in 
 
151 There are other possible action ascriptions for this modulated “mm”. One possible attribution is, “that 
bears thinking about”. 
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relation to Risk A (Excerpt 7.3.2.5. Bleeding inside the neck (lines 63-65)) and Risk B 
(Excerpt 7.3.3.2. Altered voice lines (84-85)). Finally, his obligation-oriented stance 
display, “need to mention them” (lines 169-170) echoes his earlier obligation-oriented 
stance display, “so we need to talk about those sort of things” (lines 47-48) during the 
preface to the risk-telling activity. These current pre-closing moves are the first of 
several in relation to the overall risk-telling activity and indeed the whole PAR telling.  
The crux and reformulation: Summary of participants’ vocal moves 
Having described the first two “long-term outcomes”, both of which involve a (more or 
less) positive outcome, the surgeon proceeds to the crux or tellable point of his three-
part list, in which he delivers bad news (lines 149-153). When the patient fails to 
respond in a timely manner, the surgeon reformulates the tellable point (lines 155-163) 
by reversing the order of the two clauses that contain the propositional content of the 
crux. This repair operation orients to the lack of an on-time patient response and treats 
such a response as accountably relevant (see Chapter 5). The patient’s delayed response 
(which occurs in overlap with the beginning of the surgeon's reformulation) is the CofS 
token, “oh” (line 156), which displays that she has heard something that is not only 
“news”, but also contrary to her expectations. Her next vocal contribution, “mm” (line 
160), occurs in recognitional position in relation to possible completion of the surgeon's 
reformulation TCU. This recognitional timing claims anticipation of what the surgeon 
is about to say and is compatible with having understood the surgeon’s first crux-telling 
TCU. Following actual completion of the surgeon’s reformulation, a silence of 1.5 
seconds (line 164) suggests that the surgeon orients to something more being due from 
the patient. The patient's next move is an intonationally modulated “mm” (line 165) that 
arguably displays the receipt of unexpected news in a similar way to her earlier “oh”. 
Following this “mm”, a further gap of silence (line 166) affords the patient an 
opportunity (which she does not take up) to request clarification or further information. 
The surgeon’s subsequent pre-closing move (for the whole risk telling activity) orients 
to the epistemic gradient as having been flattened sufficiently for practical purposes.  
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In the remaining sections, I explore the patient's embodied responses and the influence 
of gaze. I examine the timing of these embodied elements, relative to each other, to the 
surgeon’s talk, and to the patient’ s own vocal responses. Her embodiments contribute 
to three CMGs that act as strong claims of understanding in relation to the crux or 
tellable point of the surgeon's telling. These CMGs provide a striking contrast to the 
patient’s minimal or absent responses during the surgeon’s information provision in 
relation to “early-phase” complications of thyroid surgery. 
7.4.3 The telling crux and reformulation, Patient’s head gestures 
The configuration and timing of the patient’s head movements that contribute to her 
CMGs have two noteworthy features. Firstly, the configuration of her head movements 
during CMG3 is almost identical with the configuration during CMG1. Furthermore, 
these are the only instances of this marked configuration during the whole PAR telling. 
Secondly, the onset of her head movements precedes her vocal response in CMG1 
(unmarked position) but follows her vocal response in CMG3 (marked position).  
In the transcripts that follow, “MHG” stands for “marked head gesture” and represents 
a head gesture other than a vertical nod. Each MHG is described in the text. “HP” 
stands for “home position”152 (Schegloff, 1998a). The annotation “#” denotes the 
position of a screenshot relative to talk (or silence). (See Figure 7 for the seating 
arrangements of the participants). 
 
152 Schegloff (1998a) defines home position as “the position from which some limb or physical 




7.4.3.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, The telling crux and reformulation: 









Figure 8 (#, line 153) 
Figure 8 shows the patient’s “home” head position (at the word “overactive” (line 153). 
Her head and torso are angled slightly to her left in the direction of the surgeon. Her 
gaze (as depicted by the blue arrow) is towards the surgeon. 
 
Figure 9 (#, line 155a) 
Figure 9 shows the situation at line 155a, just after the start of the surgeon’s 
reformulation at “so” (line 155). The patient’s head is rotated to her left and tilted up (in 
relation to home position). This movement arguably draws attention to her new gaze 





Figure 10 (#, line 163a) 
Figure 10 shows the situation at the completion of the surgeon’s reformulation TCU at 
“left” (line 163). The patient’s head has returned to home position and her gaze has 
returned towards the surgeon. 
 
Figure 11 (#, line 165a) 
Figure 11 shows the situation at line 165a, following the 1.5 second silence at line 164, 
(during which patient and surgeon were in mutual gaze), and following her modulated 
“mm” (line 165). The patient’s gaze is now upwards and leftwards, away from the 
surgeon once again. Her head is rotated to the left and tilted slightly upwards (drawing 
attention to her gaze withdrawal).  
As mentioned in Section 4.4.2, because of their subtle and ephemeral nature, head nods, 
gestures, and facial expressions that are observable on video recordings often cannot be 
captured in video stills. For the current dataset, this problem is exacerbated by the low 
resolution of the initial recordings and by the anonymising process.  
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The patient’s head gestures during CMG1 
At “overactive” (line 153), the completion position of the crux TCU, the patient’s head 
is at home position, facing towards the surgeon (see Figure 8). This is her head position 
for almost the entire PAR telling. There is no immediate nod from the patient at TCU 
completion at “overactive” (line 153). However, following a silence of over a second 
(line 154), the patient executes a complex head gesture (MHGa, lines 155a and 157a) 
that is simultaneous with the initial part of the surgeon’s crux reformulation (following 
“so” (line 155). It comprises leftward lateral rotation and upward tilt, and a single head 
nod (nod a). Figure 9 shows the resulting head position at line 155a. Like her CMG1 
vocal response (‘oh’ at line 156), this head gesture is delayed in respect of the 
surgeon’s TCU completion at “overactive” (line 153). Importantly, its onset (line 155a) 
precedes the onset of her “oh” (line 156). This is the unmarked ordering of gesture and 
vocal response (Holler & Levinson, 2019). Its analytic importance lies in the contrast it 
provides with the marked ordering of her head gesture and vocal response during 
CMG3 below. The patient holds her new (up-tilted and rotated-to-the-left) head 
position during the early part of the surgeon's 0.7 second pause153 following 
“possibility” (line 157).  
The patient’s head gestures during CMG2 
By the time the surgeon resumes his reformulation at line 159, the patient’s head has 
returned to its home position of facing towards the surgeon. Nod b) (lines 159a and 
161a) accompanies the surgeon's talk up to and including the word “thyroid” (line 161), 
a projectable possible completion of this TCU. I argue, on three grounds, that this nod, 
 
153 This surgeon pause is interesting. It is unlikely to relate to a difficulty with formulating this 
“compound TCU” (Lerner, 1996) because the TCU is a near repeat of his TCU at lines 149-153, only 
with the order of the two clauses inverted. One possible explanation is that is that the surgeon can 
see that the patient is not looking at him and uses the hitch to restore mutual gaze (Goodwin, 
1980). The patient's resumption of gaze towards the surgeon during the latter part of his pause is 
compatible with this interactional explanation. Another possibility is that the surgeon is waiting for 
a collaborative completion from the patient. Such an action would be compatible with an 
orientation to the patient's “oh” (and other gestalt elements) as a strong claim of new 
understanding that goes against previous expectations. When this does not eventuate, the surgeon 
completes the TCU himself. 
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marked by its configuration and timing, represents a strong claim of epistemic access. 
Firstly, this patient's (unmarked) nods at TCU completions are overwhelmingly single 
and of low amplitude. Not only is nod b) a cluster, but it is also high amplitude (for this 
patient). These structural characteristics alone create a strong claim of understanding, 
relative to, for instance, her displays during “early-phase complications”. Secondly, the 
onset of nod b) (just after the daughter's “oh” (line 158)) is mid-TCU rather than close 
to TCU possible completion. This recognitional timing is further evidence that nod b) is 
an upgraded claim of epistemic access. Based on these features, my interpretation is 
that this nod is doing similar intersubjectivity work to a vocal collaborative completion 
(Lerner, 1996). However, unlike a vocal completion, a nod (even a multiplex 
recognitional nod) cannot demonstrate understanding, but can only claim it (Koole, 
2010). Thirdly, the sequential position of this nod is significant. The patient has already 
made a claim of new understanding via her “oh” at line 156 and her multiplex head 
movements at lines 155a and 157a. The fact that her current nod relates to what, from 
her perspective, is likely to be the same propositional content, bolsters the idea that this 
nod is recognitional. Thereafter, she acknowledges the surgeon's actual TCU 
completion at “left” (line 163) with a separate, single nod (line 163a). Thus, the 
patient's recognitional “mm” (line 160), her further “mm” (line 162), and nods b) and c) 
all contribute to CMG 2.  
The patient’s head gestures during CMG3 
Following the patient's multimodal responses (CMGs 1 and 2), there is a 1.5-second 
silence (line 164). As mentioned earlier, this gaze-filled silence suggests that the 
surgeon is waiting for something more. Consequently, CMG3, one component of which 
is MHGb (lines 165a and 166a) is elicited rather than volunteered. MHGb comprises 
leftward rotation and upward head tilt (see Figure 11) and is strikingly similar to MHGa 
(lines 155a and 157a), which also comprises leftward rotation and upward tilt (but with 
a head nod in addition). However, unlike MHGa, where the onset of the patient’s head 
gesture precedes the onset of her vocal response, the onset of MHGb follows her 
accompanying “mm” (line 165). Indeed, this relative timing contrasts with that of 
(almost) all her other head gestures and accompanying vocal responses during the 
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extended PAR telling. The marked nature of the current (relative) timing is compatible 
with CMG3 being elicited rather than volunteered154. Furthermore, the similarities 
between MHGa and MHGb indicate that the patient uses this head gesture (in this 
sequential context and in conjunction with other multimodal elements) to re-display her 
understanding of the unexpected news that thyroid overactivity can persist despite 
surgery. 
The crux: Summary of the patient’s head gestures.  
The patient provides two instances of complex head movement that involve i) lateral (to 
the left) rotation and upward tilt, and ii) in the case of CMG1, a head nod. The CMG 1 
head movements display, “I get it in the here and now” and are volunteered. The CMG3 
head movements, which are almost identical to the CMG1 movements occur after a 
silence gap and are elicited. Furthermore, they follow, rather than precede, the patient’s 
accompanying vocal response (marked position). Thus, the patient reprises these head 
movements as part of an elicited, upgraded claim of understanding that she orients to as 
a sequentially fitted alternative to a full turn-at-talk. Finally, in between CMG1 and 
CMG3, as the surgeon’s reformulation unfolds, the patient provides a multiplex, 
recognitional nod, which forms part of CMG2. 
  
 
154 During the first instance of “surprise-displaying” news receipt, the onset of her head gesture relative 
to her vocal element (lines 156 and 155a) was unmarked.  
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7.4.4 The telling crux and reformulation, Participants’ gaze direction 
In this section, I show how the participants use gaze as a resource for managing 
intersubjectivity. While the surgeon uses gaze continuation for response-elicitation, the 
patient uses gaze withdrawal as a resource for claiming epistemic access. The instances 
of patient’s gaze withdrawal (prior to the surgeon), as part of CMG1 and CMG3, 
contrast with her (almost continuous gaze) at the surgeon during “early-phase 
complications” (Section 7.3). When the patient does withdraw her gaze during “early-
phase complications”, it is always after the surgeon.  
7.4.4.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, The telling crux: Participants’ gaze  
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
blue highlight surgeon looking at patient but patient not looking at 
surgeon 
yellow highlight surgeon or patient looking at patient’s partner 
 
 
This analysis shows both the surgeon’s use of gaze to pursue a response and the 
patient’s use of gaze to claim epistemic access. During the surgeon's crux telling TCU 
(lines 149-153), the patient is looking at the surgeon, but the surgeon is looking away 
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(no highlight) up to and including the word “though” (line 150), at which position he 
returns his gaze towards her (grey highlight). Although the surgeon glances at the 
daughter during his pause at line 152, he resumes mutual gaze with the patient for TCU 
completion at “overactive” (line 153). Despite the surgeon’s continued gaze during the 
ensuing silence (line 154), the patient fails to respond to the crux information. After 
approximately one second, the surgeon starts up again with a reformulation of the crux 
(line 155).  
The onset of the patient's subsequent gaze withdrawal (blue highlight) at line 155 is 
simultaneous with the onset of her marked head gesture (MHGa) at line 155a. Thus, the 
onset of both her gaze withdrawal and her marked head movements precedes the onset 
of her CofS token, “oh” (line 156). As noted earlier, gaze-withdrawal while nodding 
does disengagement while affiliating with the (ongoing) talk (Goodwin, 1981). 
(Furthermore, as I show in Chapter 8, this type of disengagement displays “I don't need 
to hear any more” and permits the inference that understanding is claimed. By contrast, 
nodding while continuing to gaze at the speaker displays, “I'm following, tell me 
more”.) The patient's gaze withdrawal (prior to the surgeon doing so) is, therefore, a 
critical component of CMG 1. In conjunction with her other multimodal gestures, it 
creates the gestalt, “I’ve got it”. 
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7.4.4.2 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, The reformulation of the telling crux: 
Participants’ gaze  
This excerpt shows the surgeon’s gaze as a response pursuit both from the daughter and 
from the patient. Following the onset of the patient's gaze withdrawal and multiplex 
head movements, the surgeon turns his gaze briefly towards the daughter (yellow 
highlight) during the pause155 after “possibility” (line 157). The latter responds with a 
CofS token and another brief (but inaudible) utterance (line 158), and a single nod (line 
158a). This gaze-elicited response echoes the patient’s delayed CofS token in relation 
to the surgeon’s crux telling between lines 149 and 153. It is further evidence that CofS 
tokens are displays of understanding rather than representations of current mental state 
(see the analysis of Excerpt 7.4.3.1 above).  
Mutual gaze between patient and surgeon (grey highlight) is restored at line 159. Thus, 
the surgeon can see nod b) at lines 159a-161a and nod c) at (163a), as they contribute to 
CMG2 (see Section 7.4.3). Despite CMG2, however, the surgeon continues to gaze at 
the patient during the silence at line 164. While the patient has just claimed 
 
155 I have already speculated that this pause is designed to provide an opportunity for a collaborative 
completion. I base this on the fact that, as a reformulation, the propositional content of the remainder of 
this utterance is predictable (Lerner, 2002). However, instead of a collaborative completion the daughter 
provides a change-of-state token. 
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understanding (via both CMG1 and CMG2), she has also indicated “surprise” in 
relation to the surgeon’s bad news. In view of this, the surgeon might anticipate a 
request for clarification or more information, for which the gaze-filled silence (line 
164) provides an opportunity. While the patient declines to take the floor for a full turn-
at-talk, she does orient to the sequential implicativeness of the surgeon’s reformulation 
and continued gaze with another upgraded claim of understanding in the form of 
CMG3. 
7.4.4.3 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, The reformulation of the telling crux: 
Patient’s gaze withdrawal for CMG3 
 
As part of CMG3, the patient withdraws her gaze from the surgeon (blue highlight) at 
1.3 seconds into the silence at line 164, and prior to both the onset of her head 
movements (lines 165a and 166a) and her vocal response, “mm” (line 165).  
Although the surgeon continues to look at the patient between lines 164 and 166, she is 
not looking at him (blue highlight). Now in the surgeon data, patient recipients mainly 
keep their gaze on surgeons during these extended tellings, except during periods of 
silence when the surgeon has already withdrawn their gaze. Therefore, this instance of 
patient gaze-withdrawal prior to the surgeon’s is marked. In terms of the whole PAR 
telling, which is over 5 minutes long, the patient removes her gaze from the surgeon for 
approximately 8 seconds in total. A remarkably high proportion of these 8 seconds 
relates to instances where the surgeon has already withdrawn his gaze. Thus, her gaze 
withdrawal prior to the surgeon at lines 164-166 (and previously at lines 155-156), is 
significant. As with her gaze withdrawal during CMG1, it displays that she has heard 
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enough and, in conjunction with her other multimodal signals, claims understanding. 
The patient returns her gaze to the surgeon (grey highlight) as her head returns to home 
position (line 166a).  
The surgeon treats CMG3 as a sufficient response, as evidenced by his own gaze 
withdrawal (no highlight, line 167) and audible in-breath (line 167), which together 
display his intention to take the floor again. At “things”, he resumes mutual gaze with 
the patient (grey highlight) for the remainder of his first pre-closing move, “these things 





The crux: Summary of gaze aspects  
The important aspects of gaze (with respect to intersubjectivity management) in the 
above episode are as follows: 
a) The surgeon generally removes his gaze at or just before the beginning of new TCUs 
(lines 58, 65, 77, 83, 99, 104, 111, 122, 136, 148, 167). However, the occasions when 
he does not remove his gaze involve reformulations (lines 73, 155), expansions (lines 
63, 87, 142), pre-closing or reassurance (lines 97, 117) and the first part of a signalled 
three-part list (line 129). Thus, all instances of “new information” in this telling are 
associated with gaze removal at TCU beginning. 
b) The surgeon is overwhelmingly the first to withdraw his gaze at TCU completion 
(unmarked order of gaze withdrawal). 
c) While the patient gazes at the surgeon almost continuously during the rest of the 
PAR telling, during CMGs 1 and 3 she withdraws her gaze before the surgeon (marked 
order). 
d) The surgeon uses gaze to pursue a response from the patient at lines 154 and 164, 
and from the daughter at line 157. 
e) The patient's gaze withdrawal at line 155 is a crucial part of CMG 1. Despite its 
delayed onset, CMG 1 is a strong claim of new understanding in the here-and-now.  
f) Likewise, the patient's gaze withdrawal during the silence at line 164 forms part of 
CMG3. Like CMG1, CMG3 is a strong claim of understanding. 
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7.4.5 The telling crux and reformulation, Patient’s facial expression and body 
disposition  
In the final descriptive section, I examine changes to the patient's facial expression (red 
annotation) during CMG1 and CMG3, and body disposition (green annotation) during 
CMG1. 
7.4.5.1 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, The telling crux: Patient’s facial 
expression and body disposition (CMG1) 
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
blue highlight surgeon looking at patient but patient not looking at 
surgeon 




For most of the PAR telling, the patient retains a neutral facial expression. However, at 
lines 155b and 157b (red font), the patient smiles, beginning after the surgeon's “so” 
(line 155). Her smile is simultaneous with her head movements and gaze withdrawal of 
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CMG1. It continues until her head returns to home position156 (line 157a). In this 
sequential context, I interpret her smile as a wry one. It orients to the irony of a possible 
outcome where she faces numerous risks but gains no benefit from surgery. I justify 
this interpretation, firstly on the basis that her smile is juxtaposed with the other 
components of CMG1 (CofS token, gaze removal, and head gestures), and secondly on 
the basis of its sequential position following the surgeon's “bad news” crux. Not only 
does a CMG create a whole that is greater than the sum of its parts, but it helps the 
analyst (and co-participant) to disambiguate the meaning of an individual signal157 
(such as a smile) in a given sequential context.  
The patient’s backward lean towards upright (line 157c) occurs while her head is 
rotated away from the surgeon. Unfortunately, it is too ephemeral to be captured on 
video stills. This movement is similar to (although less obvious than) the backward lean 
of the patient in the cardiac surgery consultation in Chapter 8 (see Excerpt 8.3.1.4 
Stroke). That patient also employs backward lean as part of a CMG that displays 
understanding. Although patient IS-SP01-01 does not repeat her backward lean during 
CMG3, she does repeat her smile as shown below.  
 
156 Smiles wax and wane and it is difficult to pinpoint their onset and offset. 
157 For instance, had the patient smiled in the absence of any of the other interactional features of CMG1 
(the CofS token, the complex head gesture and nod, and her gaze removal), it might have been 




7.4.5.2 “Overactive thyroid”, Long-term outcomes, Reformulation of the telling crux: 
Patient’s facial expression (CMG3) 
 
The patient’s smile (red type) at line 166b, begins just after she withdraws her gaze at 
line 164 (blue highlight) and begins to turn her head away (line 166a) during the silence 
(line 166) that follows her marked “mm” (line 165). Her smile is a further example of 
both gesture repetition and of gesture-onset following vocal response (rather than 
preceding it). Both the self-mimicking nature of her CMG3 smile and its marked 
ordering relative to her CMG3 vocal response appear significant. These features are 








The crux: Summary of patient’s facial expression and body disposition 
In summary, the patient smiles twice in relation to the crux information. Her first 
(volunteered) smile is simultaneous with her head movements during CMG1 and begins 
prior to her vocal response. Her second (elicited) smile is simultaneous with her head 
movements during CMG3 but begins after her vocal response. I interpret both as wry 
smiles that display a [K+] epistemic stance. Furthermore, I interpret her “lean back” 
(line 157c) as another resource for claiming understanding. The significance of leaning 
back and leaning forward as part of CMGs is explored further in Chapter 8.  
The interpretation of these smiles and the lean back as resources for claiming epistemic 
access is justified by their co-occurrence with the other elements of the CMGs as 
described above. The patient’s second smile recycles her first smile as does her second 
set of head movements, her second gaze withdrawal, and her second response token.  
Furthermore, her second smile occurs in a similar sequential position to her first.  
7.4.6 The crux: Summary and significance of the CMG analysis  
The layered approach to multimodality has allowed me to demonstrate how this 
patient’s three CMGs evolve from both the sequential and the simultaneous unfolding 
of different modal signals. In this regard, the temporal relationship between the 
surgeon’s initiating moves and the patient’s modal responses is an important resource 
for action ascription. 
The patient provides one bimodal and two multimodal CMGs. CMG 1, which combines 
a CofS token, gaze withdrawal, marked head movements, a wry smile and a backward 
lean, responds to the surgeon's “bad news” crux (lines 149-153) and acts as a strong 
claim of understanding. Furthermore, because CMG1 begins after the surgeon has 
already begun a new TCU (and has therefore discontinued his response pursuit), I treat 
it as volunteered.  
Notwithstanding CMG 1’s status as a strong claim of understanding, its onset is 
delayed in terms of the modified relevance rule. Consequently, the surgeon 
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reformulates the “bad news” crux (lines 155-163), thereby treating this delay as 
accountable. The fact that CMG1 begins to unfold during the initial part of the 
surgeon’s reformulation adds a further layer of complexity to the analysis. CMG2, 
which unfolds during the latter part of the reformulation, is recognitionally timed. As 
such, CMG2 also represents an upgraded and volunteered claim of understanding for 
this patient.  
Despite CMG1 and CMG2, the surgeon’s continued gaze at the patient during the 
silence that follows his reformulation (line 164) is a (further) response pursuit. Thus, 
unlike CMG 1 and CMG2, which are volunteered, CMG 3 is elicited. It comprises 
several multimodal signals, some of which are remarkably similar to those used to 
construct CMG1. By reprising these signals in this sequential position, the patient 
displays her orientation to them as resources for upgrading her epistemic stance. All 
three CMGs provide evidence that the crux of a telling and its subsequent repair are 
positions for a recipient to provide something more than a continuer. CMG3 is further 
evidence, if further evidence were needed, that embodied gestures (such as smiles) are 
resources for doing interactional work, rather than representations of current 
psychological states. Following CMG 3, the surgeon uses gaze to provide the patient 
with a further opportunity to initiate repair or ask a question. When she declines to take 




The multimodal elements of CMGs 1, 2 and 3 are presented in tabular form below. 
Table 7.3 Multimodal elements of patient IS-SP01-01’s CMGs in relation to the crux telling 








IS-SP01-01, CMG 1     
Delayed CofS token, 
“oh” (line 156) post- 
TCU completion at 
“overactive” (line 153), 







head tilt and nod. 





Onset coincides with 
onset of head 
gestures (surgeon 
continues to gaze at 
patient) 
(volunteered). 
Smile onset (lines 
155b and 157b) 
coincides with 
onset of head 





Backward lean (line 
157c), 




IS-SP01-01, CMG2     




Multiplex nod in 
recognitional 
position (line 
159a) plus single 
nod at TCU 
completion 
(volunteered). 
None None None 
IS-SP01-01, CMG3     
Modulated “mm” (line 
165) “doing surprise”. 
Occurs after 1.5 second 
silence following 
completion of 
reformulation at “left” 




upward tilt (lines 
165a and 166a), 




Onset (line 164) 
follows vocal 
response token but 
precedes onset of 
head gestures 
(elicited by surgeon 
gaze). 
Smile (lines 166b 
and 167b), onset 
follows vocal 
response token but 
coincides with 
onset of head 
gestures (elicited 
by surgeon gaze). 
None 
 
7.5 Chapter summary 
My analytic quest at the beginning of this chapter was to explore how a patient might 
differentially enact, “I’m following, please continue” from, “I’ve got it, and now I 
know how to go on”.158 My analysis of this PAR telling reveals that these recipients’ 
responses (to this surgeon’s unfolding TCUs) provide scalar displays of 
intersubjectivity. During “early-phase complications” (and at the beginning of “long-
 
158 See the Wittgenstein quote at the beginning of this chapter. 
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term outcomes”) the recipients’ responses are either a) minimal but on-time, b) minimal 
and delayed, or c) absent altogether. For his part, the surgeon treats absent and delayed 
acknowledgments as accountably absent by providing expansions or reassurances on 
several occasions. On other occasions, where a response is relevantly absent or seems 
insufficient (from his perspective) he uses gaze to provide an opportunity for floor-
taking or further stance display. Thus, the above analysis provides further support for 
the modified version of Zama and Robinson’s relevance rule from Chapter 6.  
By comparison, in response to the “bad news” embedded in the third of the “long-term 
outcomes”, the patient’s CMG1 displays a “dawning of new understanding” and 
includes a CofS token, lateral head rotation and multiplex nod, gaze withdrawal, a wry 
smile, and a backward lean. However, the onset of CMG 1 is delayed, and so, in the 
meantime, the surgeon, orienting to the delay, has already embarked on a reformulation 
of the crux information.  
During his reformulation, the surgeon pauses mid-TCU and transfers his gaze to the 
patient’s daughter, eliciting an even more delayed CofS token and nod from her. 
Simultaneously with this reformulation, the patient produces CMG2, comprising a 
recognitionally-timed nod, an “mm” at TCU possible completion, and a further nod at 
TCU actual completion. Although CMG2 is less dramatic than either CMG1 or CMG3, 
it is nevertheless a response upgrade, which is interpretable as “I recognise and 
understand what you are saying”.  
The silence gap at the conclusion of the surgeon’s reformulation shows that the surgeon 
orients to the possibility that, in view of her display of a new understanding that is 
contrary to expectations (CMG1), the patient might wish to take the floor to ask a 
question. Instead of a question, however, the patient responds with CMG3. This elicited 
gestalt recycles several elements from CMG1 including a) a modulated vocal response 
token (suggesting surprise), b) a complex head gesture that is remarkably similar to her 
head gesture in CMG1, c) gaze withdrawal, and d) a smile. Next, the surgeon moves to 
close the risk-telling activity, prior to starting up the new institutional activity of 
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“making arrangements”. In so doing, he orients to sufficient (displayed) understanding 
for practical purposes. 
One striking feature of this analysis is the difference between the patient’s minimal 
responses in relation to the surgeon’s information provision during “early-phase 
complications” and her upgraded claims of understanding via CMGs 1, 2, and 3, in 
relation to the crux of “long-term outcomes”. The earlier minimal responses occur (or 
are relevantly absent) in relation to information that is (objectively) significant in terms 
of her health and wellbeing. Thus, it is possible, maybe even likely, that she has not 
understood its significance. Another striking feature is the patient’s lack of willingness 
to initiate repair, despite evidence that her understanding may be in jeopardy and 
despite possible opportunities for repair initiation.  
Finally, this case study highlights the importance of gaze for action formation and 
action ascription (Levinson, 2013). On the one hand, this surgeon uses gaze 
continuation in his attempts to elicit (further) responses. On the other hand, this patient 
uses gaze withdrawal as part of a multimodal response package that claims the 
epistemic gradient has been flattened. Chapter 8 provides further cases of CMGs that 
act as epistemic upgrades in response to surgeons’ information provision and where 




8 Patients’ complex multimodal gestalts 
8.1 Introduction 
In Chapter 7, I analysed a single PAR extended telling. My purpose was to contrast a 
patient's strong claims of (new) understanding in the second part of the risk-telling 
activity, with her (and her daughter's) minimal, frequently elicited, and sometimes 
(accountably) absent displays of understanding in the earlier part of the risk-telling 
activity. I argued that there was scant evidence of “same understanding” of what the 
surgeon was talking about during “early-phase complications”. By contrast, I argued 
that there was strong evidence of same understanding in response to the surgeon's crux 
information. In addition, I argued that the patient's (near) repeats of several of her 
previous semiotic signals, in response to the surgeon's subsequent gaze elicitation, 
show that she treats these as sequentially fitted responses to the surgeon’s crux 
information and to his reformulation thereof. 
In this chapter, I analyse instances from two surgical consultations, where patient 
recipients of surgeon tellings use complex multimodal gestalts (CMGs) to claim 
flattening of the epistemic gradient. In addition, I show how the respective surgeons 
respond to these strong claims of understanding. However, there is an important 
difference between the participation frameworks of the two interactions. The first 
interaction involves a volunteered provision of risk-information as part of a PAR telling 
by a cardiac surgeon. It has structural and interactional similarities to the thyroid 
surgeon’s risk-information provision in Chapter 7. By contrast, the second interaction 
involves an elicited telling that forms part of a vascular surgeon's response to a patient 
question. I will show that differences in participation framework and sequential context 
affect how the respective surgeons orient to their patients' upgraded claims of 
understanding. 
The chapter is structured as follows. Section 8.2 introduces the clinical and 
interactional context of four CMGs from a cardiac surgery consultation. Section 8.3 
describes and analyses CMG1, the patient’s upgraded claim of epistemic access to the 
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surgeon's crux information about the risk of stroke. Section 8.4 describes and analyses 
CMG2, another upgraded claim of access in response to the surgeon’s analogy 
comparing a heart valve repair with a car repair. 
Section 8.5 describes and analyses CMG3 and CMG4 from the same consultation. 
CMG3 displays this patient’s increased attention but lack of understanding in relation 
to a trouble term, “neurocognitive dysfunction”. This is followed by his display of 
anticipation that intersubjectivity is about to be restored. CMG4 is an epistemic upgrade 
in relation to the hearable completion of the surgeon’s explanation of the above 
technical term. I will argue that all this patients’ epistemic upgrades are affiliative in 
nature and align with the structure of the surgeon’s telling.   
Section 8.6 describes and analyses two instances of patient CMGs from a consultation 
between a vascular surgeon and a patient who is receiving conservative management 
for axillary vein thrombosis. Based on situated interactional evidence, I will argue that 
this patient’s epistemic displays are both disaffiliative and disaligning. In section 8.7, I 
summarise the findings of this chapter and in Section 8.8, I discuss the intersubjective 
significance of all the CMGs described, including those from Chapter 7. 
8.2 SS-SP09-01, Four complex multimodal gestalts 
8.2.1 SS-SP09-01, Clinical and interactional context 
Consultation SS-SP09-01, between the patient with heart valve disease and the cardiac 
surgeon, takes place in the hospital ward on the eve of surgery159 (see Appendix H). 
The main institutional activity of this interaction is to provide the patient with 
information about surgery, which the surgeon does via an extended PAR telling (of 
over 14 minutes' duration). Present are the patient (on the left of Figure 12 below), the 
surgeon (on the right) and the patient's wife (off-screen, to the right of the surgeon). 
There is a desk between patient and surgeon. 
 
159 Although this is the first meeting between patient and surgeon, all the usual pre-operative activities 
(for example, history taking, diagnosis, and investigations) have already occurred at another hospital. The 




Figure 12 Seating arrangements for Consultation SS-SP09-01 
In the Chapter 7 case study, I argued that there was a low level of intersubjectivity 
during much of the surgeon’s risk-telling. The opposite is true in this interaction. Not 
only does this patient provide on-time acknowledgements160 at almost all surgeon TCU 
completions, but he also provides frequent supra-minimal responses. Thus, the CMGs 
described below occur against a background of heightened intersubjectivity161.  
We join the interaction about 8 minutes into the PAR telling, during the surgeon’s 
provision of risk information. Having covered the complications of infection and valve 
leakage, the surgeon is engaged in explaining the rationale for post-operative 
anticoagulant (warfarin162) therapy, the purpose of which is to prevent blood clot 
(thrombus) settling on the (operated) heart valve. Such an accumulation of blood clot 
can lead to two dangerous complications, namely, blockage of the heart valve, and 
stroke. (A stroke occurs if dislodged clot migrates to, and blocks, one of the arteries 
that supply blood to the brain). CMG1, the patient's response to the surgeon's warning 
about stroke, occurs between lines 8 and 13 of Excerpt 8.3.1.1 Stroke. Following 
CMG1, the surgeon's next move is a gist formulation that initiates closing of the current 
topic. His subsequent stepwise topic shift compares two surgical treatment options for 
the patient’s condition, namely (heart) valve repair and valve replacement. It is during 
 
160 These responses are mostly head nods and/or minimal (vocal) response tokens but also include brief 
assessments.  
161 Of note, there is data-internal evidence that this patient has already had discussions with his referring 
cardiologist, with the cardiac surgery registrar, and with the anaesthetist. In response to an “any 
questions” type inquiry by the surgeon at the closing of the risk-informing activity, the patient responds 
that the anaesthetist has “answered most of [my] questions” (Lines 390, ARCH transcript SS-SP09-01). 
Thus, the patient a) is likely to have prior knowledge/understanding of (at least) some of the complex 
information the surgeon presents, and b) appears to be satisfied with his level of understanding of these 
issues. 
162 Warfarin is known as coumadin in the US. 
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the surgeon’s warning, that valve repair163 is not a definitive solution, that CMG2 
occurs.  
8.3 SS-SP09-01, CMG1, Stroke 
The transcript below shows the position of CMG1 in relation to the surgeon’s warning 
that the patient might suffer a stroke. This warning is the information crux (at least 
from the patient's perspective) of this part of the risk-information provision. 
8.3.1.1 SS-SP09-01, CMG1, Stroke: Vocal elements 
 
 
163 Heart valve repair (rather than replacement) is the surgeon’s favoured approach. However, in 
accordance with the ethical principles discussed in Chapter 2, he warns the patient that it is not a 
permanent solution.  
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Between lines 1 and 5, the surgeon explains that, without anticoagulant treatment, 
blood clot would form on the artificial heart valve164. The patient’s “yeah” (line 7) is a 
continuer, as evidenced by its comma intonation. The surgeon's next move provides the 
crux of this part of the informing with, “and that can block the valve, all those clots can 
fly off and c- cause a stroke” (lines 8-10). 
The patient does not respond vocally to the first TCU165 of the surgeon's warning “and: 
that can block the valve” (line 8). However, his vocal response to, “all those clots can 
fly off and c- cause a stroke” is upgraded. His latched partial repeat plus 
acknowledgement, “a stroke yeah” (line 11), is produced as a single intonation unit. 
His second, quieter “yeah” (line 13) overlaps the start of the surgeon's upshot 
formulation at line 12. These patient vocal responses represent an epistemic upgrade 
(by comparison with his “yeah” at line 7) because of the following interactional 
features. Firstly, “a stroke” (line 11), while not quite a collaborative completion, is 
latched to the surgeon's “a stroke” (line 10). Arguably, latching suggests earlier 
recognition than would the same response after a beat of silence. Secondly, as a partial 
repeat with final intonation, it is not only a stronger claim of epistemic access than a 
minimal response token such as “yeah”, but also a claim of independent epistemic 
access166 (Stivers, 2005). Thirdly, in view of his prior repeat of “stroke”, both of the 
patient’s subsequent “yeah”s (at lines 11 and 13) are doing more than “just agreeing”. 
These three vocal elements combine to bolster his claim of “known prior” or epistemic 
independence. One possible explanation for “why that now?”, is that the partial repeat 
 
164 Blood clot does not form on normal, endogenous heart valves, but does form on foreign objects, such 
as artificial heart valves. 
165 The absence of a patient epistemic upgrade in relation to the surgeon's warning about valve blockage 
is worth noting. Valve blockage is a potentially serious complication, but there is no evidence that the 
patient is aware of this. Furthermore, the surgeon's continuer intonation at “valve” (line 8) does not help 
the patient to infer that this is important information.  
166 Because agreement is always a “second” action, an agreement, by itself, is unable to claim any prior 
epistemic rights to the proposition in question (Raymond & Heritage, 2006). Participants recognise that 
first speakers carry stronger epistemic rights, on the basis that they are first to speak (ibid). A repeat by a 




and double “yeah” mark this information as significant for him. Another possible 
explanation is that such displays of epistemic independence do social identity work167.  
Following the patient’s displays of intersubjectivity at line 18, the surgeon's next move 
is a gist formulation (see below, Excerpt 8.3.1.5. Stroke: Pre-closing move).  
8.3.1.2 SS-SP09-01, CMG1, Stroke: Patient’s head movements 
In this analysis, I show that the sequential position and configuration of the patient’s 
marked head movements in CMG1 combine to create an epistemic upgrade (relative to 
his immediately prior, unmarked nod). As before, the acronym “MHG” stands for 
“marked head gesture”.  
 
 
The patient acknowledges, “and that can block the valve” (line 8), (where “that” refers 
to a blood clot) with a single head nod (line 8a). This nod is a continuer, based on the 
patient's continued gaze at the surgeon (see below, Excerpt 8.3.1.3. Stroke: Gaze).  
In response to, “all those clots can fly off an' c- cause a stroke” (lines 9-10), the 
patient’s head movements differ from the above continuer nod in two epistemically 
significant ways. Firstly, his head movement (line 10a) begins in recognitional position, 
that is, after the words “fly off an” (line 9). The timing is recognitional because, 
although the surgeon's TCU is grammatically possibly complete at “fly off”, it is not 
 




yet pragmatically complete. That is, he has not yet revealed the significance of “all 
those clots [flying] off” (which is to “cause a stroke” (line 10)). Secondly, the patient's 
head movements (lines 10a and 11a), which comprise lateral rotation away from the 
surgeon (to the patient's right) and a nod cluster, are marked compared with a single 
nod. Furthermore, the patient holds this new head position (rotated away from the 
surgeon) until, alerted by the surgeon's hitch at line 12, he returns his head to home 
position168 (MHG c) at line 12a). 
In summary, the a) recognitional onset and b) marked configuration of the patient’s 
head movements create an epistemic upgrade relative to a single nod. This case 
supports the idea that recognitionally positioned, multiplex nods claim epistemic 
antecedence.  
The analysis below reveals the epistemic affordances created by patient gaze removal 
in recognitional position (relative to TCU possible completion), and prior to the 
surgeon's gaze removal. 









168 The patient retains a downward head tilt that allows him to view the surgeon's “counting-off” on his 
fingers (not shown, but see lines 12-15 in Excerpt 8.3.1.5. Stroke). 
 
Gaze key 
grey highlight mutual gaze (between patient and surgeon) 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon is not looking at recipient while 
recipient is looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon 
nor patient are looking at each other 
blue highlight surgeon is looking at patient, but patient is not 
looking at surgeon 
yellow highlight surgeon (or patient) is looking at patient’s partner 




It is worth noting that, during and after the nod (line 8a) that coincides with the word 
“valve” (line 8), the patient continues to gaze at the surgeon (grey highlight). Patient 
and surgeon remain in mutual gaze during the initial part of the surgeon's crux-TCU, 
“all those clots can fly off an’ c- cause a stroke” (lines 9-10). However, by contrast with 
his continued gaze at line 8a, the patient withdraws his gaze from the surgeon (blue 
highlight) shortly after the beginning of his multiplex head movements at line 10a. This 
gaze withdrawal, (like his head movements) occurs in recognitional position (prior to 
the word “stroke”), and prior to the surgeon's gaze withdrawal at line 11 (no highlight). 
The patient’s gaze withdrawal while nodding displays disengagement, while still 
attending to the talk (Goodwin, 1981).  
In summary, his gaze continuation during and after his nod (lines 8a and 9) displays, 
“I'm following, please continue”, while gaze withdrawal while nodding (lines 10a and 
11a) displays, “I've got it and don't need to hear any more.” 
Finally, at line 13, the patient appears to shift his gaze (yellow highlight) towards his 
wife169, who would also be affected were he to suffer a stroke. Because the patient 
gazes at the surgeon throughout the PAR telling, and consequently, rarely looks in his 
 




wife’s direction, this marked gaze shift towards his wife at this sequential position is 
further evidence that he treats the stroke warning as significant. 
Because a recipient should be looking at a speaker when the speaker is looking at the 
recipient (C. Goodwin, 1980), the patient’s gaze withdrawal at line 10, prior to the 
surgeon’s, is for cause. In turn-by-turn conversation, gaze withdrawal is associated with 
sequence closure (Rossano, 2012). In the current context of an extended telling, I argue 
that the patient's recognitionally-timed gaze withdrawal claims anticipation of what the 
surgeon is about to say. Thus, in conjunction with his vocal and other embodied signals, 
this gaze withdrawal claims epistemic antecedence. In the next section, I illustrate how 
the patient's other embodiments contribute to CMG1. 
8.3.1.4 SS-SP09-01, CMG1, Stroke: Patient's body disposition and arm movements 
In the transcript below, the “layers” for CMG1 are annotated as follows: the “b” line 
with green font annotates (changes in) the patient’s body disposition; the “c” line with 
purple font annotates his arm and hand movements. I have removed gaze and nod 





    
Figure 13 “Stroke”, Video stills of the patient’s other embodiments 
Just after the word “valve” (line 8), the patient is leaning forward, doing “paying 
attention” (Figure 13a)). His left elbow is leaning on the desk and his left hand is 
supporting his chin. By Figure 13d), just before his second “yeah” (line 13), his torso is 
upright (because he has leaned back) and his hands are clasped on his lap. In this 
sequential position leaning back bolsters the idea of “I've got it’ (see Gudmundsen & 
Svennevig, 2020). Furthermore, I suggest that, in this sequential context, the patient’s 
hand movement, from supporting chin to clasped on his lap, creates a “metaphoric” 
gesture (McNeill, 1992) that symbolises closure. 
Without the contiguous signals from speech, head movement, and gaze, the patient's 
change in torso position from leaning forward to sitting upright would have little 
semiotic significance. However, in this sequential context, what is effectively a “lean 
back” does disengagement in much the same way as his gaze withdrawal does. It thus 
contributes to his strong claim of understanding. Furthermore, while hand clasping is a 
non-specific gesture in many interactional contexts, I argue that, in this case, it 









8.3.1.5 SS-SP09-01, CMG1, Stroke: Surgeon’s pre-closing move  
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
 
 
Following the patient’s CMG1 epistemic upgrade, the surgeon says, “so (1.0) clot 
formation (0.7) um bleeding stroke are all unknowns (0.2) or guess(es)” (lines 12-17). 
This is a pre-closing gist formulation that summarises the risk-topics covered thus far. 
Furthermore, it makes oblique reference to the likelihood of such complications 
occurring, characterising them as “unknowns” (line 15). (This reference to “unknowns” 
alludes to incidence and compares with surgeon IS-SP01-01’s references to rarity as 
part of his turn design for topic-closing moves in Chapter 7). The patient responds with 
both a) a recognitional nod (line 15a) in terms of TCU possible completion at 
“unknowns” (line 15), and b) his first “yeah” at line 18 (in overlap with “guesses”). 
In the meantime, the surgeon, who has withdrawn his gaze (no highlight) after 
“unknowns”, disambiguates this term with, “or guesses” (line 17). He does so despite 
the patient’s on-time acknowledging nod. This post-positioned self-repair of 
“unknowns” appears to be a true self-initiated self-repair (ZR Group 3), rather than one 
that is prompted by the accountable absence of an on-time patient acknowledgement. 
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While the patient's second, quieter “yeah” (line 18) could be part of an epistemic 
upgrade, it might also orient to the possible inaudibility of his first, overlapping “yeah” 
(line 18). However, a third explanation, that it is an acknowledgement of the surgeon’s 
repair of “unknowns”, seems most likely. 
The surgeon follows the gist formulation sequence with a stepwise topic shift, 
beginning at line 19. This shift indicates that, from his perspective, the epistemic 
gradient has been sufficiently flattened, and no more need be said on the topics of 
stroke and warfarin treatment. 
8.3.1.6 SS-SP09-01, CMG1, Stroke: Surgeon’s stepwise topic shift 
 
Although the beginning of this turn at line 19 is quiet, the higher pitch and increased 
vocal energy of his re-start, at “those” (line 19) foreshadows a topic shift. In the 
discourse that follows, the surgeon talks about the respective risks of valve repair and 




Summary of CMG1  
The surgeon provides information about the risk of blockage to the heart valve (by 
clot), to which the patient responds with an acknowledgement that comprises a nod and 
a vocal continuer. Together with his continued gaze towards the surgeon, the 
acknowledgement displays, “I’m following, please continue” but does not orient to this 
risk as particularly significant.  
By contrast, in response to the surgeon's information about the possibility of a stroke, 
the patient delivers an epistemic upgrade in the form of CMG1. CMG1 orients to this 
information as highly significant from his perspective. It comprises a) three separate 
vocal elements, namely, a latched partial repeat, and two “yeah”s, b) a recognitionally-
timed multiplex head movement, comprising lateral head rotation (away from the 
surgeon) and a nod cluster, c) gaze withdrawal prior to the surgeon’s gaze withdrawal, 
d) a backward lean of his torso, and e) a hand clasp. 
The surgeon’s subsequent move to close the information unit is a gist formulation of 
the risks discussed so far, which he characterises as “unknowns”. The gist orients to the 
epistemic gradient as sufficiently flattened for practical purposes. Despite the patient’s 
on-time acknowledgment of this gist, the surgeon orients to potential (as opposed to 
displayed) trouble by disambiguating the term “unknowns”. The patient acknowledges 
the surgeon's disambiguation, and the surgeon uses prosodic resources to indicate a 
topic shift. 
8.4 SS-SP09-01, CMG2, Car repair 
In the following analysis of CMG2, which is the patient’s emergent response to an 
analogy, three different types of “repair” are in play. These are a) heart valve repair, b) 
car repair, and c) conversational repair. 
During the interval between CMG1 and CMG2, the surgeon has been comparing two 
possible surgical treatment options, namely mitral valve replacement and mitral valve 
repair. We re-join the interaction as the surgeon concludes his description of a problem 
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specific to valve repair. While less risky than a valve replacement, a valve repair is not 
a definitive cure, and the patient's problems could recur within a few years.  
8.4.1.1 SS-SP09-01, (Car repair) Not forever, Vocal elements, gaze, and patient’s nods 
The annotation of nods and gaze in this brief excerpt allows me to demonstrate the 
sequential relationship between the patient’s delayed response to an upshot formulation 
and the surgeon’s subsequent analogy.  
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
 
 
In response to, “so a repair doesn’t mean the problem is solved forever” (lines 38-39), 
the patient’s nod (lines 40a and 41a), which begins during the silence at line 40, and his 
subsequent “yeah” (line 41) are delayed in terms of the modified relevance rule. 
(Patient and surgeon are in mutual gaze throughout, as annotated by the grey highlight.) 
The surgeon’s next move is a repair-like move, which expands the “not forever” 
concept with an analogy. During this analogy, CMG2 emerges. With CMG2, the 
patient not only claims understanding via his embodied signals, but he also 
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demonstrates his understanding via a choral completion (Lerner, 2002). Excerpt 8.4.1.2 
Car repair (below) shows the location of CMG2 in relation to the surrounding talk. 
8.4.1.2 SS-SP09-01, Car repair, CMG2: Vocal elements 
 
At lines 42-43, the surgeon’s analogy likens a heart valve repair to a car repair. In 
relation to, “you might need r- another repair on (the same thing)” (lines 43-44), the 
patient does a choral completion with “same thing” (line 45). This utterance anticipates 
what the surgeon is about to say by saying something similar, if not quite identical, to 
what the surgeon actually says170. By doing so, the patient demonstrates his 
understanding without interrupting progressivity. The surgeon's subsequent ratification 
(line 46) orients to the patient’s choral completion as demonstrating good enough 
understanding171 of his analogy. The patient's overlapping “yeah” (line 47) 
acknowledges the completion of the surgeon's TCU (lines 43-44). The surgeon's next 
move, which is to progress the telling with new information about when failure of the 
 
170 Because of the overlap, the surgeon's utterance is difficult to hear but appears to be, “the same thing”. 
The presence of the definite article creates a semantic difference. “The same thing” (surgeon) specifies 
the problem to be fixed, whereas “same thing” (patient) could index the similarities between repairing 
cars and repairing heart valves. However, the surgeon lets this possible trouble source go and moves on 
to the new information. 
171 The surgeon's “yeah” is necessary because his own overlapped utterance may be inaudible to the 
patient. The same applies to the patient's “yeah” at line 46, because the patient's overlapping “yeah” may 
have been inaudible to the surgeon. 
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repair might happen (line 49), indicates that he orients to the epistemic gradient as 
sufficiently flattened (with regard to the possibility of failure of the valve repair).  
It is perhaps worth noting Lerner's observation that the type of vocal co-production 
described above is common when speakers “re-enact” previous material (Lerner, 2002). 
In this instance, the previous material is contained in the surgeon's turn at lines 38-39. I 
mention this, because the idea of re-enactment has a bearing on my analysis of the 
patient's gaze shift as a claim of “known already” in Excerpt 8.4.1.4. Car repair Gaze 
(below). 
In addition to his vocal demonstration, the patient uses head gestures to display 
understanding. The next section shows how the sequential position and configuration of 
these head gestures contribute to CMG2.  
8.4.1.3 SS-SP09-01, CMG2, Car repair: Patient’s head gestures 
Once again, the patient's single, continuer nod a) (lines 42a and 43a), which 
acknowledges, “it’s a bit like your car” (line 42) and does “following along”, contrasts 
with his head movements at lines 44a and 46a. At TCU possible completion at “repair” 
(line 44), the patient combines lateral head rotation (away from the surgeon) with a nod 
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cluster.172 The lateral rotation and nod cluster together create a strong claim of 
epistemic access. This interpretation of their semiotic significance is bolstered by their 
sequential position. They begin just before, but are otherwise simultaneous with, the 
patient's vocal demonstration of understanding at line 45. 
8.4.1.4 SS-SP09-01, Car repair, CMG2: Gaze 
In CMG2, the patient's gaze withdrawal occurs in a similar sequential position to his 
gaze withdrawal in CMG1. The gaze key is reproduced here for convenience. 
Gaze key 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient 
looking at each other 
blue highlight surgeon looking at patient but patient not looking at 
surgeon 




172 In contrast to CMG1 (Excerpt 8.3.1.2. Stroke), where his lateral head rotation was obvious, the 
patient’s head rotation is less noticeable in this instance, but is present, nonetheless. 
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As part of a display of “known already”173, the patient withdraws his gaze in 
recognitional position174 (lines 44 and 45). The timing is further marked because it 
occurs before the surgeon's gaze withdrawal. This example supports my argument that 
gaze withdrawal in recognitional position, and prior to the surgeon’s, claims epistemic 
antecedence.  
Summary of CMG2 
There is no marked body movement or hand gesture in CMG2. Thus, CMG2 comprises 
a) a choral completion, b) a complex head movement comprising lateral head rotation 
(away from the surgeon) and a nod cluster, and c) gaze withdrawal beginning in 
recognitional position, prior to the surgeon's gaze withdrawal. 
  
 
173 I use the term “known already” advisedly. That is, we know the surgeon is re-enacting talk from 
immediately prior to his analogy, namely, “but the same thing could happen at a later stage so i- (.) a 
repair doesn’t mean the problem is solved forever” (lines 37-39 of Excerpt 8.4.1.2. Car repair). Thus, the 
patient has already been exposed to this information. Furthermore, the analogy is acting as a repair.  
174 Although the word “repair” (line 44) is projectable as a TCU possible completion, we know that the 




8.4.2 Summary of CMG1 and CMG2 
The elements of CMGs 1 and 2 are summarised in Table 8.1 below. 
Table 8.1 Summary of SS-SP-01 CMGs 1 and 2 
Thus, CMG1 and CMG2 have the following factors in common: a) an upgraded vocal 
response; b) lateral head rotation away from the surgeon and a nod cluster; and c) gaze 
withdrawal in recognitional position, prior to the surgeon’s gaze withdrawal. In both 
cases, this combination of multimodal resources a) does affiliative disengagement while 
creating a strong display of understanding and b) claims epistemic antecedence. 
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None Provides new 
information 
about the 
timing of a 
potential 
failure of the 
valve repair.  
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Furthermore, the patient’s lateral head rotation in each instance draws attention to his 
gaze withdrawal.  
8.5 CMGs in relation to the technical term, “neurocognitive dysfunction” 
In this section, I analyse and discuss two further CMGs by the same patient.  
About a minute after CMG2, and in relation to the technical term, “neurocognitive 
dysfunction”, the patient produces CMG3 and CMG4. With respect to CMG3, I 
describe the embodied resources he uses to display increased attention (in anticipation 
of something that the surgeon is about to say), and then to display his lack of 
understanding (of what the surgeon does say). In addition, I describe the multimodal 
resources he uses to display his anticipation that intersubjectivity is about to be restored 
(in relation to the surgeon’s prefacing of an upcoming explanation). CMG4 upgrades 
his claim of understanding of that explanation. The two CMGs are analysed together 
because they relate to the same trouble source. 
8.5.1.1 SS-SP09-01, CMG3 and CMG4, Neurocognitive dysfunction: Vocal elements 
This excerpt shows the sequential positions of CMG3 and CMG4. The surgeon has just 
finished warning the patient about his risk of dying, pointing out that this risk is greater 
without surgery than it is with surgery. He now reprises the risk of “stroke” in order to 
segue into the topic of “neurocognitive dysfunction”175 (lines 1-3 below). He treats this 
term as a (potential) trouble source by embarking on a narrative to explain it in terms of 
scores in “IQ” tests. 
 
175 Neurocognitive dysfunction in relation to cardiac surgery is (usually) a temporary phenomenon with 






The patient does not respond vocally to the surgeon's TCU, “going along with stroke is 
something we call neurocognitive dysfunction” (lines 1-3). While a response is relevant 
here, it is not accountably relevant (according to the modified relevance rule) because 
at the word “dysfunction” (line 3), the surgeon a) uses continuer intonation and b) does 
not look at the patient (see gaze analysis below). 
Of note, the surgeon flags the term “neurocognitive dysfunction” with the phrase 
“something we call” (line 2). In so doing, he firstly orients to the term as likely to be 
unfamiliar to the patient, and secondly alerts the patient that something important is 
coming up. The surgeon’s next move is to foreshadow an upcoming explanation with, 
“probably the best way of explaining that is to say” (lines 4-6). The explanation itself 
takes the form of a hypothetically-organised narrative (from line 6 onwards), built 
around two “if-then” compound TCU constructions (Lerner, 1996) (lines 6-9 and 9-13). 
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These utterances contrast the patient's current hypothetical cognitive state (as it would 
be evaluated by IQ tests) with his hypothetical cognitive state post surgery.  
The patient does not respond vocally to the surgeon's first compound construction, “if i 
subjected you to a whole lot of s'tve [sort of] i q type tests at the moment we’d come up 
with a particular score” (lines 6-9). The surgeon’s second compound construction is, 
“(and) if we did that again next week (the) score would (0.2) would∙likely to be lower” 
(lines 9-13). In response, the patient provides a vocal continuer “mm hm” (line 11) at 
the completion of the first clause at “week” (line 10). In addition, he starts up a 
candidate understanding at “lower” (line 13), the completion position for the surgeon's 
second “if-then” construction. However, he drops out as the surgeon re-claims the floor 
to continue his explanatory narrative at line 16 with more “if-then” constructions (not 
shown). (Space considerations preclude a detailed sequential analysis of the remainder 
of this narrative, but the surgeon indicates that the patient’s lowered IQ scores would be 
expected to return to normal in about six weeks’ time.)  
In summary, there is no vocal response by the patient at a position of grammatical and 
pragmatic completion (but not intonational completion) after the technical term 
“neurocognitive dysfunction”. The surgeon flags and embarks on a narrative 
explanation of this term. The patient does not respond vocally at the completion of the 
surgeon’s first “if-then” construction (a position of local but not global pragmatic 
completion). By contrast, at the completion of the surgeon’s second “if-then” 
construction, which does achieve (possible) global pragmatic completion, the patient 
attempts a candidate understanding, which is aborted when the surgeon starts up again 
in overlap. 
Next, I discuss the interactional and epistemic significance of the patient’s head 
gestures in relation to CMG3 and CMG4. 
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8.5.1.2 SS-SP09-01, CMG3 and CMG4, Neurocognitive dysfunction: Patient's head gestures 
 
 
In terms of the modified relevance rule, the absence of a nod at a projectable TCU 
possible completion at “dysfunction” (line 3) is not analytically determinative because 
the surgeon is not looking at the patient176 (see gaze analysis below). However, as 
noted above, the patient could have, but did not, deliver a vocal acknowledgement at 
this position. Thus, the lack of any acknowledgement from a patient who regularly 
 
176 As I argued in Chapter 6, mutual gaze appears to be a pre-requisite for acknowledgment elicitation 




provides supra-minimal responses, although not conclusive, is suggestive of lack of 
understanding.  
By contrast, the patient's head gestures during the surgeon's subsequent explanatory 
narrative177 combine to create a strong claim of understanding. Firstly, his single nod 
(line 8a) after “tests” (line 7) occurs at the projectable possible completion of the first 
clause of the surgeon's first “if-then” construction. Lerner (1996) refers to this position 
as “permeable”. That is, a recipient acknowledgement is relevant but optional. 
Secondly, the patient’s multiplex nod at line 9a begins during the word “particular” 
(line 9), that is, in recognitional position with respect to the final TCU of the “if-then” 
construction at “score” (line 9)). Thirdly, the single nod (line 12a) that accompanies his 
vocal continuer (line 11) acknowledges completion of the first TCU (permeable 
position) of the surgeon’s second “if-then” construction at “week” (line 10). Finally, his 
lateral head rotation and nod cluster (lines 13a and 15a) begin after “would” (line 12), 
once again in recognitional position (in respect of completion of the second “if-then” 
construction at “lower” (line 13)). These movements begin before, but are otherwise 
simultaneous with, the patient’s aborted candidate understanding at lines 14 and 15.  
In summary, the absence of any acknowledgement by the patient, in relation to the term 
“neurocognitive dysfunction”, is compatible with lack of understanding. However, the 
patient’s subsequent nods at permeable positions of compound TCUs (during the 
surgeon’s explanatory if-then constructions) are in keeping with the overall high degree 
of intersubjectivity displayed by this patient throughout the surgeon's PAR telling. 
Moreover, his lateral head rotation and nod cluster at what he orients to as the possible 
completion178 of the surgeon's explanation, contribute to CMG4, a strong claim of 
epistemic access. 
 
177 Although only a few lines of his explanation are shown here, the surgeon's narrative continues for 
several more TCUs.  
178 At the actual conclusion of the surgeon's explanatory narrative (not shown) the patient contributes 
another recognitional nod cluster and withdraws his gaze from the surgeon. 
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I now explore the interactional and epistemic affordances of gaze in relation to CMG3 
and CMG4. 








grey highlight mutual gaze (between patient and surgeon) 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon is not looking at recipient while 
recipient is looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon 
nor patient are looking at each other 
blue highlight surgeon is looking at patient, but patient is not looking 
at surgeon 




The first noteworthy feature of gaze is that, after the word “stroke” (line 1) the surgeon 
withdraws his gaze from the patient (change to no highlight) while the patient continues 
to look at the surgeon. Significantly, the surgeon is not looking at the patient at TCU 
possible completion at “dysfunction” (line 3). Lack of surgeon gaze towards the patient 
at TCU completions is unusual during PAR tellings in this dataset. In this instance, the 
surgeon’s lack of monitoring (for head nods or other visual displays of 
intersubjectivity) suggests that he neither expects nor requires a display of 
understanding. Thus, his lack of monitoring indicates that his subsequent extensive 
explanation (of “neurocognitive dysfunction”) is pre-planned, rather than occasioned by 
a lack of patient acknowledgment at “dysfunction”.  
Indeed, the surgeon maintains his gaze withdrawal throughout most of the next TCU 
and does not return it to the patient until “tests” (line 7), just prior to the completion of 
the first part of his “if-then” construction. From “tests” (line 7) onwards, patient and 
surgeon are in mutual gaze until the patient withdraws his gaze during the word 
“likely” (line 13) (change to blue highlight). This gaze withdrawal (prior to the 
surgeon’s) begins in recognitional position, just after the start of his head rotation and 
nod cluster (line 13a).  
After the patient withdraws his gaze from the surgeon in conjunction with his nod 
cluster, the surgeon shifts his gaze in the direction of the patient’s wife (change to no 
highlight at lines 15-16 and 15a). The surgeon’s change of gaze direction suggests that 
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the patient’s display of understanding in relation to the above information unit is 
adequate. The patient looks up (not annotated) at the conclusion of his nod cluster as he 
says “yeah” (line 15), which is overlapped by the surgeon’s “but if” (line 16). The 
patient can see that the surgeon is looking at his wife and shifts his own gaze in (what 
appears to be) her direction (yellow highlight). The surgeon’s gaze shift towards the 
patient’s wife may well have contributed (along with the surgeon’s talk restart) to the 
patient’s failure to complete his candidate understanding (line 15), which the surgeon’s 
attention shift has arguably rendered moot. 
In summary, the surgeon’s lack of gaze at the patient, at the completion of the 
“neurocognitive dysfunction” TCU, suggests he is not expecting a display of 
understanding by the patient. I conclude, therefore, that his subsequent explanation is 
pre-planned rather than prompted by the patient’s lack of acknowledgement. Later, the 
patient’s recognitionally-timed gaze withdrawal contributes to CMG4, a strong claim of 
understanding of (the first part of) the surgeon’s explanation. 
8.5.1.4 SS-SP09-01, CMG3, Neurocognitive dysfunction: Patient's body disposition  
The analysis below shows how changes in the patient's torso inclination create 
epistemic affordances. As before, the “b” line with green font annotates (changes in) 
the patient’s body disposition. (Of note, while these forward and backward leans are 






Figure 14 “Neurocognitive dysfunction”, Patient leans forward and returns to home position 
The blue arrows in Figure 14 denote the change in the patient's torso position from 
nearly upright at a) (# at line 3 in the transcript) to leaning forward at b) (# at line 4), 
and back to home position at c) (# at line 6). The leaning movement begins at the word 
“neurocognitive” (line 3). Thus, it appears to respond to the surgeon’s “something we 
call” (line 2) and the first part of the word “neurocognitive”, which is stressed. As a 
display of increased attention, the patient's sudden forward-lean is likely to be apparent 
to a non-gazing speaker. The patient’s hold of the forward lean following the term 
“neurocognitive dysfunction” suggests lack of recognition of the term. However, when 
the surgeon prefaces an upcoming explanation of this unfamiliar term with, “probably 
the best way of explaining that is” (lines 4-5), the patient leans back, returning to home 
position (Figure 14c), during the words “to say if i subjected” (line 6). Thus, his altered 
attention display orients to the prospect of an explanation, rather than to the explanation 
itself. 
  




8.5.2 Summary of SS-SP09-01, Neurocognitive dysfunction, CMGs 
The elements of CMG3 and CMG4 are shown in tabular form below. 
Table 8.2 Summary of SS-SP-01 CMGs 3 and 4 




Patient body disposition 
CMG 3    
Absent vocal response 
after “neurocognitive 
dysfunction” (line 3) 
Absent  None Forward-lean as upgraded display of 
attention. Hold of forward lean after 
“neurocognitive dysfunction” displays 
lack of recognition 
Backward-lean (return to home position) 
following surgeon's preface of an 
upcoming explanation displays 
anticipation of the restoration of 
intersubjectivity 
CMG4    
Incomplete candidate 
understanding, 
beginning in terminal 
overlap (line 14) 
Lateral rotation 










CMG3 and CMG4 occur against a background of supra-minimal displays of 
intersubjectivity by patient SS-SP09-01. In sequential order, CMG3 comprises a) a 
marked forward lean following the surgeon’s prospective indexical, “something we 
call”, and the first part of the word “neurocognitive”, b) a hold of this position during 
and after the index term “neurocognitive dysfunction”, c) lack of acknowledgement 
(either vocal or embodied) at “dysfunction”, and d) a backward lean, returning to home 
position, when the surgeon flags his intention to explain the trouble term. The 
sequential position of the patient's forward lean in relation to the surgeon’s talk make it 
interpretable as both an attention display and a claim of lack of understanding. 
Similarly, the sequential position of his subsequent backward lean makes it 
interpretable as a display of (anticipation of) intersubjectivity restored. These 
interpretations are compatible with the research cited in Section 4.3.6 on embodied 
gesture in the management of repair.  
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CMG 4 occurs at, what the patient orients to as, the conclusion of the surgeon's 
explanation of the trouble term, “neurocognitive dysfunction”. It comprises a) an 
aborted candidate understanding, b) a recognitionally-positioned lateral head rotation 
and nod cluster, and c) gaze withdrawal in recognitional position and prior to the 
surgeon's gaze withdrawal. Thus, by comparison with a simple acknowledgement, 
CMG4 is an epistemic upgrade. The former claims “I’m following, please continue”, 
while the latter claims “I really get it and now I know how to go on”.  
I have described and analysed four of patient SS-SP09-01’s CMGs that emerge in the 
course of the cardiac surgeon’s volunteered PAR telling. Three of these CMGs create 
epistemic upgrades, one of which relates to crux information about stroke, and two of 
which are responses to repair operations by the surgeon. By providing sequentially 
appropriate responses that are upgraded claims of understanding, these CMGs enhance 
intersubjectivity without significantly disrupting telling progressivity. As such, they 
align with the surgeon’s project of information provision. CMG3, which displays 
increased attention (and, arguably, lack of understanding) by the patient, is associated 
with, but arguably not elicitive of, an explanation from the surgeon. All four CMGs are 
involved in intersubjectivity management. 
8.6 Disaligning CMGs 
In this section, I analyse further CMGs that do epistemic upgrade work. However, 
unlike the CMGs in Sections 8.3-8.5, which occur during a volunteered telling, the 
CMGs in this section occur during a telling that is elicited by a patient question. Indeed, 
consultation IS-SP02-01 contains multiple instances where the vascular surgeon 
responds to a patient question with an extended telling (see Appendix F). Furthermore, 
most of this patient's questions are not neutral requests for information (see Steensig & 
Drew, 2008); rather, they are indirect challenges to the conservative treatment regimen 
that the surgeon continues to advocate. As has been the case for all the CMGs described 
thus far, the sequential position and design of the patient’s integrated multimodal 
signals are crucial to action formation and ascription. 
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8.6.1 IS-SP02-01, Disaligning CMGs: Clinical and interactional context  
The clinical context is a follow-up consultation between a patient with axillary vein 
thrombosis179 and a vascular surgeon (see Appendix F). Axillary vein thrombosis is a 
condition that can be treated conservatively (with anticoagulants to reduce the risk of 
further thrombosis and/or pulmonary embolus, and elevation of the limb to reduce 
swelling). Alternatively, it can be treated more aggressively, with (high-risk) surgery. 
This patient, who has been receiving conservative treatment, has recently suffered a 
pulmonary embolus, despite anticoagulant therapy. Other relevant information is that 
he is a “body builder”.180 However, he has recently been advised (by another specialist) 
to cease his upper-body weight training.  
Just prior to our joining the interaction, surgeon and patient have been discussing the 
latter’s recent hospital admission (for pulmonary embolus). The surgeon has asked the 
patient if he talked to the medical specialist181 under whose care he was admitted. The 
patient reports the specialist's opinion that a resumption of weight training would be a 
bad idea (lines 1-3 of Excerpt 8.6.1.1. Common sense advice). His next move is to ask 
the surgeon if he agrees with that opinion.  
This excerpt shows the participants’ enchronic moves. Patient moves are represented by 
blue ovals and surgeon moves by brown ovals.  
 
179 Axillary vein thrombosis is an occlusion, by blood clot, of the large vein that drains blood from the 
arm towards the heart. The thrombosis causes the arm to swell and the surface veins to become 
prominent. In addition, it puts the patient at increased risk of pulmonary embolism, a potentially fatal 
condition.  
180 “Body building” and “body builder” are terms used by the surgeon, but not the patient. 





















8.6.2 IS-SP02-01, The eliciting question and the surgeon’s initial response 
There follows a layered multimodal analysis of the patient’s opinion-eliciting question, 
(part of) the surgeon’s elicited telling in response, and the patient’s simultaneous 
CMGs. Prior to the patient's CMGs (which unfold between lines 17 and 30 of Excerpt 
8.6.1.1. Common sense advice), the participants' vocal moves already show some 
evidence of disaffiliation and disalignment, as illustrated in the next excerpt.  
8.6.2.1 IS-SP02-01, The eliciting question and the surgeon’s initial response: Vocal elements  
 
At lines 2-3, the patient reports the medical specialist's opinion regarding future weight 
training, namely, “that (.) i should (.) never do upper body weights again in my life”. 
This TCU is an extreme case formulation that is boosted by the addition of “in my life”. 
Its action is to suggest that the specialist’s opinion is unreasonable, while avoiding 
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overt disagreement with it. Next, he asks the surgeon if he agrees with that opinion (line 
5). While the question is formulated grammatically to receive a positive response, the 
patient’s prior extreme case formulation tilts the question towards preferring a “no” 
response.182 
The surgeon’s utterance, “um (0.5) well it it (0.9) i mean that that that would just be 
(0.5) common sense” (lines 7-11), provides further indications of interactional trouble. 
Not only is his response delayed, disfluent, and preceded by both a hesitation marker 
(“um”) and a dispreference marker (“well”), but it is also a non type-conforming 
response to a Y/N question. These are all features of a dispreferred response. Indeed, 
the hapless surgeon must disagree with either his colleague’s opinion or with the 
patient’s (inferable) project of resuming his weight-training regimen. However, the 
surgeon’s use of the term “common sense” not only displays strong agreement with the 
medical specialist, but also suggests that the patient’s request for another opinion is 
inapposite. That is, as “just common sense”, the specialist’s advice should not be 
challenged.   
 
In the absence of an on-time response by the patient at “common sense” (line 9), the 
surgeon adds the increment, “advice” (line 11). The patient’s continuing lack of 
acknowledgment at “advice” is further evidence of interactional trouble.  
Subsequently, the surgeon latches the beginning of his next TCU to “advice”. This 
TCU, “i mean (0.4) we think that it’s thee (0.5) thee the weights and the upper body 
development that’s caused this problem” (lines 11-14), is both an account for his 
agreement with the other specialist’s opinion and a pursuit of commitment from the 
patient. (Of note, the surgeon’s turn-initial “i mean” (line 11), has flagged the 
subsequent TCU as a repair. By treating the absence of patient acknowledgement at a) 
and b) as accountable, this repair-like move provides further support for the modified 
relevance rule.) The patient’s “mm hm” (line 15) at “problem”, a possible completion 
position for the surgeon’s account, displays an expectation of more to come. By treating 
 
182 One of the actions of an extreme case formulation is to pre-empt a possible challenge to the validity of 
a complaint (Pomerantz, 1986). 
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the surgeon’s account as insufficient, the patient’s continuer withholds commitment to 
the surgeon’s expressed stance.   
Excerpt 8.6.2.2 below shows the patient’s nods, or rather their relevant absence, in 
respect of the surgeon’s “common sense advice” utterance.   
8.6.2.2 IS-SP02-01, Common sense advice: Patient's head movements before the CMGs 
 
The positions for the patient’s relevantly absent nods are a) at “common sense” (line 
9), b) after the increment, “advice” (line 11), and c) at “problem” (line 14). At all three 
positions, the surgeon is demonstrating his stance. He does so by agreeing with the 
medical specialist's reported opinion at a) and b), and by explaining the causation of the 
patient’s “problem” at c). The patient’s lack of nods at all three positions displays 
disaffiliation with the surgeon’s stance (Stivers, 2008). 
These subtle displays of resistance oblige the surgeon to attempt to justify his opinion, 
which is also the medical specialist’s opinion, and, by so doing, to persuade the patient 
that further upper-body weight training is likely to be harmful. His attempts to justify 
and persuade take the form of an extended telling183 (beginning at line 17 of Excerpt 
 
183 Space considerations preclude an analysis of all of this elicited telling, but a more extensive transcript 
is provided in Appendix F.  
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8.6.1.1 Common sense advice), which (re-)describes the anatomy of the axillary vein. 
During this re-description, the surgeon performs several deictic and iconic gestures184 
(McNeill, 1992) that are significant for intersubjectivity management. 
8.6.3 IS-SP02-01, The disaligning CMGs 
In this section, I analyse two patient CMGs that act as epistemic upgrades (relative to 
his usual on-time acknowledgments). As before, I layer the multimodal elements of the 
CMGs.  
In addition to participants' vocal moves, the transcript below shows the position of 
video stills (Figure 15 a-h) that portray the surgeon's gestures as they relate to his talk. I 
include a description of these surgeon gestures because of their likely contribution to 
intersubjectivity management and their likely influence on the timing of the patient’s 
responses (Heath, 1992b). To improve accessibility for the reader, however, I analyse 
the surgeon’s vocal moves and arm gestures separately from the patient’s vocal 
responses. 
The surgeon's description of the anatomy of the (axillary) vein, specifies the part of the 
vein that has been damaged by the patient’s weight-lifting action. Of note, the epistemic 
stakes are increased by the surgeon’s turn-initial “as i’ve described to you” (line 17) 
and subsequent “you know” (line 18). Both utterances claim that what he is about to 
say should be familiar to the patient. 
 
 
184 Deictic gestures involve pointing while iconic gestures provide semantic information (McNeill, 1992).  
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8.6.3.1 IS-SP02-01, As I’ve described to you: Surgeon’s vocal elements and arm gestures  
 
 
   
   
Figure 15, IS-SP02-01, Surgeon’s arm gestures 
The whole utterance between lines 17 and 29 is, “um as i’ve described to you thee (0.4) 
you know th- the vein that goes between yer first rib and your collarbone (0.5) it's (0.3) 
that part of the vein that's been damaged by thee (0.7) the extra force and (.) y’know 
thee (.) frequency of y’r (.) y’r action in that area”. Figure 15a (line 17) shows the 
a b c 
d f e 
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surgeon’s arm at home position. Figure 15b (line 18) shows him pointing toward his 
own collarbone. This deictic gesture begins well before his verbal description of the 
axillary vein’s course between the first rib and the collarbone. Thus, it may contribute 
to the patient's early claim of recognition (see below). Figures 15c-f depict the surgeon 
miming “lifting weights”, once again showing that his gestures precede the 
corresponding talk by a significant margin. Here are the patient's three vocal responses, 
as they occur during the unfolding utterance. 
8.6.3.2 IS-SP02-01, As I’ve described to you: Vocal elements during CMGs 
 
The patient’s first (noticeably quiet) vocal response (line 20) occurs in overlap and is 
difficult to hear, but my best guess is “yep” or some other variation of “yeah”.185 More 
importantly, however, it occurs in recognitional position, well before he has heard 
sufficient information186 to allow him to identify the “vein” in question. His second 
vocal response (line 22) is another “yep”. It occurs in overlap with “rib” (line 21), a 
 
185 His lip movements are compatible with “yep”. 
186 As noted above, the surgeon's (preceding) deictic gestures are likely to have aided recognition.  
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position where the surgeon has not yet revealed verbally that the upper boundary of the 
vein's course is “the collarbone”. As such, this “yep” is also recognitional and claims 
access to what the surgeon is about to say. This second “yep” may be designed to 
bolster his first “yep”, and thereby upgrade his claim of epistemic antecedence. 
Alternatively, its production may relate to the potential inaudibility of his “yep” at line 
20. His third vocal response is a progressional “mm hm” (line 27), which appears to be 
elicited by the surgeon’s hitch at line 26 (see Jefferson, 1986). Furthermore, there is no 
“yeah” at actual TCU completion at “area” (line 29).  
The falling-intonation “yep”s at lines 20 and 22 do “aligning, agreeing, and 
confirming” (Gardner, 2001, p. 37) in relation to the surgeon’s factual anatomical 
information. Their recognitional timing claims epistemic antecedence. Contrastively, by 
withholding an affirmative vocal response at “area” (line 29), the patient passively 
resists the surgeon’s assertion about causation of his vein injury. This passive 
resistance seems analogous to that of parents who withhold agreement to treatment 
recommendations (Stivers, 2006). As I demonstrate below, the patient’s withholding of 
agreement obliges the surgeon to continue justifying his opinion.   
In summary, both the patient’s “yep”s occur in recognitional position and claim 
epistemic access to anatomical knowledge about the course of the axillary vein. (The 
surgeon's pointing gestures may have aided this recognition.) Subsequently, however, 
the patient provides no vocal response to the surgeon’s suggestion that lifting weights 
precipitated the axillary vein thrombosis.  
I now turn to the sequential position and configuration of the patient's head nods to 
show how they contribute to his “epistemic antecedence” gestalt. 
8.6.3.3 IS-SP02-01, As I’ve described to you: Patient's nods during CMGs 
If relevantly absent nods suggest disaffiliation, does it necessarily follow that multiplex 
nods suggest affiliation? My analysis indicates that the opposite can be true, depending 
on the sequential posit If relevantly absent nods suggest disaffiliation,ion of these nods. 
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Indeed, this patient's multiplex nods, as described below, treat the surgeon’s current 
telling as unnecessary by claiming “known already”. As such, they disalign with the 
surgeon’s project. Each of the nods below occurs in recognitional position, rather than 
in the “unmarked transition space” and each is a rapid-cycling nod cluster rather than a 
single nod. 
The patient’s nod cluster at line 19a begins after “vein” (line 19), and well before his 
recognitional “yep'”(line 20). This multiplex nod claims familiarity with the vein the 
surgeon is about to describe. His nod cluster at line 21a) is also recognitional (for the 
same reasons that his “yep” (line 21) is recognitional (see above)). It claims recognition 
of the term “first rib” (line 21)187. The patient’s nod cluster at lines 25a and 27a begins 
 
187 “The first rib” is a well-known anatomical landmark for clinicians, and, because of its important 
anatomical relationships, carries much more categorical meaning than any of the other eleven ribs. The 
surgeon uses the term “first rib” on five occasions during this consultation, so it is not surprising that the 
patient displays recognition of it. 
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after “been” (line 25), a recognitional position for a TCU possible completion at 
“damaged” (line 25). The full TCU is, “it's (0.3) that part of the vein that's been 
damaged by thee (0.7) the extra force and (.) y’know thee (.) frequency of y’r (.) y’r 
action in that area” (lines 24-29). The recognitional sequential position and multiplex 
nature of these nod clusters make them upgraded claims of epistemic access. Rather 
than merely “doing acknowledgement” to claim, “I'm following, please continue”, they 
claim, “I know this already and you don't need to repeat it.”. These nod clusters may be 
the embodied equivalent of what Stivers (2004) describes as “multiple sayings”.188 
Such multiple sayings occur in recognitional position and disalign with the speaker 
continuing their current course of action. I have argued that this patient’s recognitional 
nods do the same sort of thing.  
While patient gaze withdrawal is not a pronounced feature of these CMGs, it does 




188 I am grateful to Stuart Ekberg for alerting me to this potential equivalence. 
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8.6.3.4 IS-SP02-01, As I’ve described to you: Gaze during CMGs 
Gaze key 
grey highlight mutual gaze (between patient and surgeon) 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon is not looking at recipient while 
recipient is looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon 
nor patient are looking at each other 




The patient blinks at lines 21 and 26, causing brief withdrawal of his gaze (blue 
highlight). In each case, the blink is simultaneous with part of his corresponding nod 
cluster and with his vocal response token. The first blink (line 21) is 408 ms long and 
the second (line 26) is 530 ms. Thus, strictly speaking, only the second blink qualifies 
as a “long” blink in terms of Hömke, Holler, and Levinson’s (2017) 410 ms cut-off for 
differentiating “short” and “long” blinks. These authors have mooted that, because long 
blinks mostly occur at positions where it is relevant to display epistemic access, and are 
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usually accompanied by nods or continuers, they are displays of understanding. 
Notwithstanding the above definition, I suspect that both these blinks are doing this sort 
of epistemic work.  
Of note, however, the patient does not retain his gaze away (to display disengagement) 
after his recognitional nod clusters. (Compare patient SS-SP09-01’s gaze withdrawal 
during his epistemic upgrade CMGs earlier in this chapter). Nor does patient IS-SP02-
01 withdraw his gaze at completion of the surgeon’s explanation of causation. By thus 
retaining his gaze at the surgeon, the patient treats the latter’s attempts to justify his 
opinion as insufficient, obligating the surgeon to continue. The latter’s next move (not 
shown) is to expand the term “damaged” by telling the patient that the vein has become 
so “scarred” on the inside that it has formed a clot (IS-SP02-01, ARCH lines 68-70) 
(See Appendix F at 1.45 minutes). 
8.6.4 IS-SP02-01, Summary of the disaligning CMGs 
The multimodal elements of patient IS-SP02-01's CMGs are presented in tabular form 
below. 
Table 8.3 Summary of IS-SP02-01 CMGs 1 and 2 
Patient talk Patient head movements Patient gaze withdrawal 
CMG 1   
1st recognitional 
“(yep)” (line 20 
2nd “yep” (line 
22) 
Fast-cycle nod cluster beginning in 
recognitional position (line 19a) 
Fast-cycle nod cluster beginning in 
recognitional position (line 21a) 
Longish blink (408 ms) causing 
brief gaze withdrawal (line 21). 
Thereafter patient returns gaze 
towards surgeon. 
CMG 2   
Progressional 
“mm hm” (line 
27) 
Fast-cycle nod cluster beginning in 
recognitional position (lines 25a and 
26a) 
Long blink (520 ms) causing brief 
gaze removal (line 26). Thereafter 
he returns gaze towards surgeon 
 
This interaction involves a different participation framework from that pertaining in the 
PAR tellings of IS-SP01-01 (Chapter 7) and SS-SP09-01 (Sections 8.2-8.5, this 
chapter). Because both the latter are volunteered tellings, it is the surgeons, rather than 
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the patients, who “set the agenda”. By contrast, because IS-SP02-01 involves an 
elicited telling, it is the patient who sets the agenda.  
The action of the patient's question (line 5) is to challenge the medical specialist's 
(reported) opinion, and to pursue the patient’s (implicit) goal189 to resume upper-body 
weight training with medical approval. However, the surgeon's response to this 
question not only agrees with the other specialist's opinion, but also characterises the 
opinion as “[just] common sense”. In so doing, he disaffiliates strongly with the 
patient’s stance (as displayed by the latter’s extreme case formulation), treats the 
latter’s request for a second opinion as unwarranted, and disaligns with his goal.  
The absence of patient acknowledgement of the surgeon’s “common sense” TCU is a 
form of passive resistance rather than a failure of understanding. Evidence that this is 
the case comes from the patient’s epistemic upgrades (in the form of recognitional nods 
and blinks) in relation to the surgeon’s subsequent attempt to justify his opinion via an 
explanation of vein anatomy and the mechanism of injury. By retaining his gaze at the 
surgeon (after a blink that arguably “does understanding”) at the possible completion of 
the surgeon’s explanation, the patient treats the explanation as insufficient justification 
of the surgeon’s expressed opinion.  
The surgeon’s preface of his justification is epistemically significant. The phrase, “as 
i’ve described to you”, tells the patient that the surgeon is aware that the information he 
is about to provide has been provided before. This display of awareness (of committing 
the epistemic transgression of telling someone something they already know) means his 
re-description (of axillary vein anatomy) is intentional (and “for cause”) rather than due 
to forgetfulness. This recycling of his anatomical description treats the interactional 
trouble relating to his “common sense” utterance as a failure of intersubjectivity (that 
 
189 Although evidence for the latter goal is weak during this episode, it does accrue during the 
consultation. It takes the form of further challenging questions by the patient throughout the consultation 
with subsequent withholding of agreement to the surgeon’s responses. 
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the patient did not understand the anatomy first time round) rather than as a failure of 
agreement. 
Correlatively, from the patient’s perspective, the phrase, “as i’ve described to you”, 
flags the surgeon’s upcoming description as a recycling of information. To avoid the 
appearance of not having understood first time round, the patient must display 
recognition rather than just “following along”. He is thus obligated to upgrade his 
epistemic stance displays and does so by providing recognitionally-timed, multiplex 
nods in relation to the factual, anatomical information that he has heard before. 
However, when the surgeon moves from factual information to a claim that the 
patient’s weight-lifting repetitions have caused the problem, the patient withholds 
acknowledgement, thereby resisting this claim. It would be one thing to resist the 
surgeon’s claim from a position of anatomical ignorance, but quite another to do so 
from a position of knowledge. When the patient fails to respond to the surgeon’s claim, 
the latter’s next move (not shown) is to continue the activity of justification with an  
expansion of the term “damaged” (line 25).  
In summary, multimodal analysis of this brief excerpt has demonstrated that a) this 
patient’s request for a second opinion acts as a challenge, b) that these participants treat 
management of epistemic status (who knows what) as important, c) that the patient’s 
recognitional nods claim “known already”, d) that the patient’s lack of 
acknowledgement in relation to the surgeon’s claim about mechanism of injury 
suggests suggests disaffiliation rather than lack of understanding, e) that the patient’s 
gaze continuation orients to the sequence initiated by his question as still open and, by 
inference, to the surgeon’s justification activity as incomplete, and f) that there is a 
difference between this elicited telling and the volunteered surgeon tellings described 
earlier in terms of whose project is being addressed. This difference is procedurally 
consequential for how the interactional sequence plays out.  
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8.7 Chapter summary 
In this chapter, I have described and analysed several CMGs by two patients, one of 
whom is the recipient of a volunteered telling, and one of whom is the recipient of an 
elicited telling. The different participation frameworks for the two interactions 
permitted me to interpret the patients’ CMGs differently. The volunteered nature of the 
cardiac surgeon’s telling means that it is the surgeon’s interactional project (of 
providing risk-information) that is paramount. The patient contributes to this project by 
providing evidence that the epistemic gradient has been flattened. I described three 
instances where the patient combines multimodal resources to create CMGs that act as 
epistemic upgrades and allow the surgeon to progress the telling. In one instance, the 
patient’s CMG displays lack of understanding of a trouble-source term but coincides 
with the surgeon’s explanation of that term. 
The elicited nature of the vascular surgeon’s telling means it is the patient’s 
interactional project (of challenging the medical specialist’s opinion) that is paramount. 
Consequently, the surgeon must justify his opinion to the patient’s (displayed) 
satisfaction. I argue that multimodal analysis of this patient’s CMGs shows how lack of 
agreement can be distinguished from lack of understanding. 
8.8 Integrated discussion of Chapters 7 and 8 
In this chapter, I have furthered the project, which I began in Chapter 7, of illustrating 
how patients layer multimodal resources to create CMGs that do epistemic work. While 
the CMGs from these two chapters have too many variables to allow me to form 
collections, they do have some commonalities, as I now show. 
8.8.1 “I’m following” versus “I really get it” 
“I’m following” responses comprise minimal vocal acknowledgements or nods in the 
unmarked transition space. “I really get it” responses, on the other hand, not only 
combine multiple multimodal resources, but they also occur in positions where such 
upgraded displays are sequentially implicated. These include: 
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 a) the “crux” of an information unit, where the cumulative import of the surgeon’s 
prior talk becomes apparent to the patient (for instance, CMG1 from Excerpt 7.4.3.1 
Long-term outcomes);  
b) positions where the information is (inferably) significant to the patient (for instance 
CMG1 from Excerpt 8.3.1.1 Stroke); 
c) positions where the surgeon has made a repair-like move to promote patient 
understanding (for instance, CMG2 and CMG3 from Excerpt 7.4.3.1. Long-term 
outcomes, CMG2 from Excerpt 8.4.1.2. Car repair, CMG4 from Excerpt 8.5.1.1. 
Neurocognitive dysfunction, and both CMGs from Excerpt 8.6.3.1. As I’ve described to 
you); and 
d) following a response pursuit by the surgeon (for instance, CMG3 from Excerpt 
7.4.3.1. Long-term outcomes). 
On the one hand, it is the layering of complex multimodal resources, rather than any 
specific assemblage of resources, that creates CMGs that do epistemic work. On the 
other hand, the CMGs described in Chapters 7 and 8 do exhibit some in-common 
resources. One of the most important of these resources is gaze.  
8.8.2 Gaze withdrawal 
Patient gaze withdrawal prior to TCU completion and prior to surgeon gaze withdrawal 
displays “I’ve heard enough” (to “know how to go on”). For instance, gaze withdrawal 
is a crucial aspect of patient IS-SP01-01's multimodally mediated response (CMG1) to 
the surgeon's initial formulation of the bad news crux in Excerpt 7.4.4.1. Long-term 
outcomes. Her gaze withdrawal is significant on two counts. Firstly, it “does 
disengagement” from this warning sequence. Secondly, her gaze withdrawal is marked 
relative to all other instances of acknowledgment (at TCU completions) where she 
continues to gaze at the surgeon and only withdraws her gaze after he does. 
Disengagement plus nodding allows the surgeon to infer that she “has got it”. This type 
of gaze withdrawal is a feature of the following CMGs: 
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a) CMGs 1 and 3 from Excerpts 7.4.4.1.- 7.4.4.3. Long-term outcomes  
b) CMG 1 from Excerpt 8.3.1.3. Stroke  
c) CMG2 from excerpt 8.4.1.4. Car repair 
d) CMG4 from excerpt 8.5.1.3. Neurocognitive dysfunction 
In each of these instances, except for CMG3190 from Long-term outcomes, gaze 
withdrawal is accompanied by a multiplex head nod that “does” affiliation.  
In addition to the presence or absence of accompanying nods, the timing of patient gaze 
withdrawal is crucial when analysing intersubjectivity. At most of the TCU endings in 
the volunteered PAR tellings that I have analysed, it is the surgeon (speaker) who 
withdraws their gaze first, usually after the patient has begun to nod. This accords with 
previous research (see Bavelas et al., 2002). Patient-first gaze withdrawal in the CMGs 
listed above (apart from CMG3 from Long-term outcomes) makes them marked cases. 
The above “gaze withdrawal plus nod” combinations contrast with patient IS-SP02-
01’s CMGs, in both of which he combines gaze continuation with recognitionally-
timed, multiplex nods. His nods display epistemic antecedence (“you’re not telling me 
anything I don’t already know”). Stivers (2008) has observed that sometimes recipients 
can overdo (vocal) displays of affiliation in the mid-telling position (of storytellings). 
The very depth of their agreement suggests that the narrative does not need to continue 
and disaligns with the current telling project. I argue that the recognitional timing and 
multiplex nature of IS-SP02-01’s CMG nods create just such a display of disalignment. 
However, unlike patient SS-SP09-01, whose recognitional nods also display epistemic 
antecedence, but who withdraws his gaze to show he has heard enough, patient IS-
SP02-01 continues to gaze at the surgeon during and after his nods. His gaze 
continuation indicates that the surgeon must do more work to justify his opinion. 
 
190 IS-SP01-01 CMG3 does not contain a nod. However, a) it is a recycling of the patient’s first CMG in 
which she did nod, and b) her gaze withdrawal is accompanied by a smile, that arguably does affiliation. 
The lack of nod in CMG3 is compatible with the idea that elements get deleted in recyclings. 
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8.8.3 Timing and character of patient nods.  
In contrast to “following along” displays, where nods begin within, or just before, the 
transition space, the nods that characterise epistemic upgrade CMGs begin well before 
TCU completion in several cases analysed. (Exceptions are CMGs 1 and 3 from 
Excerpts 7.4.4.1. and 7.4.4.3. Long-term outcomes). As Lerner (1996) has shown, the 
structure of compound TCUs, such as “if-then” constructions, facilitates recipient 
recognition. This phenomenon is evidenced by the recognitional timing of the patient’s 
head gestures in CMG4 from 8.5.1.2. Neurocognitive dysfunction (lines 13a and 15a). 
Other data examples where recognitional timing of nods displays epistemic 
antecedence include:  
CMG2 from Excerpt 7.4.4.1. Long-term outcomes;  
CMG1 from Excerpt 8.3.1.2. Stroke; 
CMG2 from Excerpt 8.4.1.3. Car repair; and  
CMGs 1 and 2 from Excerpt 8.6.3.3. As I’ve described to you.  
8.8.4 Head rotation 
Streeck (1993) has suggested that some gestures are used to draw attention to other 
embodied signals. Head rotation to emphasise gaze withdrawal (and, consequently, 
disengagement) may be an example of this type of phenomenon. Head rotation (away 
from the surgeon) occurs in: 
CMGs 1 and 3 from excerpt 7.4.4.1. Long-term outcomes; 
CMG1 from 8.3.1.2 Stroke; 
CMG2 from 8.4.1.3. Car repair; and 
CMG4 from 8.5.1.2. Neurocognitive dysfunction. 
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8.8.5 Sequential position 
In some sequential environments, such as when the vascular surgeon flags his 
upcoming anatomical description as something that he has already told the patient 
(Excerpt 8.6.3.3. As I’ve described to you), the patient must upgrade his response in 
order to avoid the appearance of either not having been listening or not having 
understood on the previous occasion. Indeed, my hunch is that in response to surgeons’ 
repair-like actions, some patients upgrade their claims of understanding, using 
combinations of the multimodal resources described in this chapter. (While I have some 
examples of this phenomenon, I have not undertaken a systematic analysis of the data). 
Such sequentially fitted responses would be consistent with participants’ shared 
responsibility for maintaining intersubjectivity. To put it another way, the production of 
the most minimal possible acknowledgement in response to a repair operation may be 
insufficient to convey that the epistemic gradient has been sufficiently flattened. 
However, it would need to be determined if the absence of epistemic upgrades after 
repair operations were procedurally consequential. For instance, is the absence of a 
patient response upgrade after a surgeon repair associated with further disruption to 
progressivity, such as another repair attempt or a response pursuit? Such questions can 
only be answered by further research.  
8.8.6 Distinguishing between failure of intersubjectivity and failure of agreement. 
The analysis of absence does not usually allow the analyst to distinguish between 
failure of agreement and failure of intersubjectivity. Withholding nods is a case in 
point. However, fine-grained sequential analysis of multimodal elements can 
sometimes yield clues that facilitate such a distinction. In Excerpt 8.6.3.4. As I’ve 
described to you, the patient’s behaviour in the vicinity of the surgeon’s anatomical re-
description is just such a case. By claiming epistemic antecedence (via a multiplex 
recognitional nod) in relation to factual anatomical information, the patient displays “I 
know this” rather than just “I’m following”. This epistemic upgrade allows both the 
surgeon and the analyst to infer that his lack of nod in relation to the surgeon’s 
subsequent expression of stance is a failure of agreement rather than of understanding. 
In the absence of his prior epistemic upgrade in relation to the anatomical “facts”, the 
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argument for treating his subsequent lack of nod as a failure of agreement would be less 
persuasive. Thus, sequentiality is a crucial determinant of multimodal action formation 
and action ascription, just as it is for talk.  
8.8.7 Temporality 
The timing of modal signals in relation to surgeons’ talk, particularly in relation to 
surgeons’ TCU completions, is an important resource for intersubjectivity management. 
As noted above, recognitionally timed nods in this data set appear to have different 
epistemic affordances from on-time nods (that begin just prior to or during the 
transition space), which, in turn, have different epistemic affordances from late (or 
absent) nods. Further multimodal research of extended tellings in both mundane and 
institutional settings will be required to bolster (or refute) this claim. 
Overall, my analysis in Chapters 7 and 8 shows that patients laminate and time their 
multimodal resources to create CMGs. With one exception, these CMGs represent 
epistemic upgrades by comparison with the patients’ more common minimal 
acknowledgements at TCU endings. By claiming “I’ve really got it” rather than “I’m 
just following along”, these CMGs show that patients are not just passive recipients of 
surgeons’ tellings but are autonomous actors who exercise their responsibility for 
intersubjectivity management. 
In the final chapter, I draw together the findings of the four analytic chapters and 
discuss how they contribute to our knowledge of participants’ management of 




9 Discussion and conclusions 
9.1 Introduction 
In this final chapter, I discuss the significance of my thesis findings. Section 9.2 
summarises the key findings from each chapter. In Section 9.3, I discuss the 
interactional and epistemic affordances of participant gaze during surgeon’ extended 
tellings. Section 9.4 reviews the types of work done by surgeons’ recycling of their own 
talk (namely chunking information, prompting further patient talk, repairing 
interactional trouble, and scaffolding new information). In Section 9.5, I make a case 
for a multimodally mediated turn-taking system (analogous to Sacks et al.’s (1974) 
talk-based turn-taking system) that operates during the surgeons’ extended tellings in 
my dataset. Section 9.6 reviews this project’s contribution to epistemics in interaction, 
with special reference to patients’ CMGs, recognitional nods, and scalar displays of 
intersubjectivity. Section 9.7 examines the relationship between intersubjectivity and 
progressivity during these PAR tellings. Section 9.8 describes the strengths and 
limitations of this thesis, while Section 9.9 presents the methodological, theoretical, and 
practical implications of the thesis, as well as possibilities for further research.  
9.2 Summary of thesis chapters 
In Chapter 1, I explained my motivation, objectives, and goals for investigating 
intersubjectivity during surgeons’ extended tellings. My interest stemmed from the 
practical problems I encountered as a clinician when providing decision-related 
information to patients, while trying to uphold bioethical and legal principles. I 
explained why I use terms such as “telling” or “providing information” rather than 
“informing”, at least in the pre-analytic context. 
Chapter 2 outlined the challenges faced by surgeons when providing decision-related 
information to patients. These challenges include a) upholding bioethical principles, b) 
adhering to legal requirements, c) managing epistemic asymmetries (especially in 
relation to low health literacy and “the curse of expertise”), d) establishing and 
maintaining social relations with patients, and e) achieving the institutional goal of a 
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mutually agreeable plan for next steps, within the circumscribed time frame of a 
surgical consultation.  
Chapter 3 explored the foundations and principles of ethnomethodological conversation 
analysis. Issues of special importance to this thesis include a) the enchronic approach to 
interaction, b) TCU completion as an understanding position, c) the tension between 
intersubjectivity and progressivity, d) conversational repair as the bulwark of 
intersubjectivity, e) the EMCA approach to epistemics, and f) research on interactional 
aspects of storytellings, including co-operation in setting-up and maintaining the altered 
participation framework of a storytelling, and re-establishing turn-by-turn conversation 
at telling conclusion. 
The EMCA approach to multimodality was the subject of Chapter 4. Multimodal 
analysis is justified on two counts in my study. Firstly, patients say so little during 
surgeons’ tellings that the analyst cannot rely on the next turn proof procedure (as 
characterised in terms of talk alone) as a tool for investigating intersubjectivity. 
Secondly, a study of intersubjectivity during face-to-face (as opposed to telephone) 
interaction that ignores multimodality would lack epistemological validity.  
After explaining key concepts for multimodal analysis, which include simultaneity, 
sequentiality, and temporality, I described my use of multimodal terms. In relation to 
the talk modality, I examined research relating to the constructs of TCU and TRP, 
which are important to my analysis and argument, but which are not yet fully specified.  
There followed a review of literature on specific modal resources, namely gaze, head 
nods, and other embodiments. I discussed some of the challenges of multimodal 
analysis, which include a) re-conceiving the talk-based view of sequentiality to include 
other modes, b) incorporating the simultaneity of multiple modal signals into analysis, 
c) deciding what is analytically relevant and what is not, and d) presenting multimodal 
data in a way that is accessible to others. In light of the above, I explained and justified 
my own method of multimodal transcription. In the second part of the chapter, I 
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introduced the surgeon data and explained my selection. I noted that, despite some 
shortcomings, this archival data was fit for purpose.  
Chapter 5 was a scene setting analytic chapter in which I, first of all, demonstrated 
(some of) these surgeons’ orientation to the PAR information framework of (patient) 
Problem, (surgical) Process, (treatment) Alternatives, and Risks. Next, I presented 
examples of prefacing sequences that set up the participation framework for these 
extended tellings. I noted that these surgeons’ prefacing moves frequently display an 
obligation-oriented stance towards information provision. I showed how some surgeons 
recycle talk from these prefaces (or from positions earlier in the telling) to display their 
orientation to closing a current information unit and noted that formulations do similar 
work. In some instances, patients orient to these recyclings or formulations as 
opportunities for initiating repair or requesting further information. Thus, recyclings 
and formulations arguably foster intersubjectivity. Finally, I provided examples of 
surgeon behaviours that, by further reducing patients’ floor-taking opportunities, 
potentially inhibit intersubjectivity.  
In Chapter 6, I used disruption of progressivity as an analytic key to investigate the 
relevance of ZR’s relevance rule to surgeons’ extended tellings. I found that, providing 
there is mutual gaze, these surgeons require on-time patient acknowledgements at TCU 
completion in order to progress a telling. If patient responses are delayed or absent 
under such circumstances, these surgeons generally undertake either a repair-like move 
(such as an expansion), or a reassurance, or an understanding check, or a (gaze-
mediated) response pursuit. Unlike ZR, I elected not to try to quantify my findings. 
This decision related to the fundamental difficulty in distinguishing surgeon expansions 
that are likely to be part of their tellings anyway (because of the educational nature of 
the data) from expansions that appear to be elicited by the absence of on-time patient 
responses. Instead, I analysed several data excerpts at a granular level, paying attention 
to participants’ gaze direction and to the timing of patients’ nods and vocal responses. 
The chapter concluded with an analysis of a misunderstanding that occurs during an 
(elicited) extended telling by the volvulus surgeon. Application of the modified 
relevance rule allowed detection of interactional trouble well before the patient’s repair 
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initiation occurred. Overall, my findings support ZR’s relevance rule, providing it is 
modified to include the mutual gaze condition.  
A single case analysis in Chapter 7 compared recipients’ limited displays of 
intersubjectivity in the “early-phase complications” part of the thyroid surgeon’s risk-
telling with the patient’s “dawning of a new understanding” in the “long-term 
outcomes” part of the telling. The patient upgraded her claims of understanding via 
three CMGs, the analysis of which relied on the sequential, simultaneous, and temporal 
relationships between diverse modal elements. In addition, this case analysis 
emphasised the response implicativeness of gaze. 
In Chapter 8, I provided several further examples of patient CMGs, which, with one 
exception, act as strong claims of epistemic access. Detailed multimodal analysis of the 
patient’s sequential and simultaneous signals in each of these CMGs allowed me to 
unpack some of the factors that differentiate strong claims of understanding from 
claims of “just following along”. I noted that, on several occasions, these CMGs occur 
after (or during) a surgeon’s repair-like move.  
Furthermore, I observed that gaze is an important resource in these CMGs. For 
instance, the patient in the cardiac consultation uses gaze withdrawal to convey  
affiliative disengagement as part of his epistemic upgrade.  By contrast, the patient in 
the vascular consultation, having upgraded his epistemic stance with recognitional 
multiplex nods, uses continued gaze to convey that the surgeon needs to say more to 
justify his anti weight-lifting stance, thereby disaffiliating with that stance. 
In the sections that follow, I discuss overarching themes from the analytic chapters, 
beginning with the work done by gaze. 
9.3 Gaze: Interactional and epistemic affordances 
This thesis contributes new insights to an extensive body of research on the 
interactional and epistemic affordances of gaze. I have shown that, in surgeons’ 
extended tellings in my data, these affordances depend upon a participant’s 
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interactional status, that is whether they are the speaker (teller) or recipient. In this data, 
surgeons’ gaze at TCU completion makes patient acknowledgement relevant. 
Furthermore, surgeon gaze continuation after TCU completion arguably creates a floor-
taking opportunity. In some sequential contexts, these patients use gaze withdrawal 
prior to the surgeon’s gaze withdrawal and/or prior to TCU completion as part of 
CMGs that create strong claims of understanding.  
9.3.1 Gaze and mutual monitoring 
Mutual gaze in the vicinity of TCU completions permits mutual monitoring during 
surgeons’ extended tellings. My findings show that these telling recipients almost 
always look at surgeons when surgeons are looking at them. This accords with 
Goodwin’s Rule 2 (1980, p. 287), that a recipient should be looking at a speaker while 
the speaker is looking at them. However, surgeons do not look at patients all the time 
and usually withdraw their gaze at the start of new TCUs. Consequently, mutual gaze 
occurs during the so-called “gaze window” (Bavelas et al., 2002), when surgeons are 
looking at recipients. Of crucial importance to my analysis of intersubjectivity 
management in the surgeon data, mutual gaze is overwhelmingly present in the vicinity 
of TCU completions, thus permitting mutual monitoring. Consequently, as discussed 
below, lack of surgeon gaze at TCU completion is significant in terms of 
intersubjectivity management.  
9.3.2 The importance of mutual gaze for intersubjectivity 
On the one hand, mutual gaze allows a surgeon to monitor a patient for on-time 
displays of understanding. On receipt of such a display, the surgeon can progress their 
telling to the next thing. Alternatively, in the absence of such a display, the surgeon can 
disrupt the telling to perform an intersubjectivity-restoring move. 
On the other hand, mutual gaze allows the patient to be aware a) that a response is due 
(as argued in Chapter 6), and b) that any embodied signal they produce (such as a nod) 
will be visible to the surgeon. Without mutual gaze, a patient’s embodied signals would 
be interactionally redundant. At the beginning of this project and prior to embarking on 
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multimodal analysis of intersubjectivity, I had hypothesised that patient nods that occur 
in the absence of surgeon gaze would be stronger indications of (cognitive) 
understanding than those that occur during surgeon gaze. However, in the thyroid 
consultation, where there are two potential recipients of the surgeon’s telling, there is 
an almost universal191 absence of patient nods when the surgeon is looking at the 
daughter and a complete absence of nods by the daughter when the surgeon is looking 
at the patient (see also Section 9.3.6). This finding is further evidence that recipient 
nods are, first and foremost, interactional displays, rather than direct representations of 
a recipient’s cognitive state (see Section 4.3.5).  
9.3.3 Mutual gaze is a crucial component of response relevance and accountability. 
A common (if not universal) finding in the surgeon data is that, provided that surgeon 
and patient (or other recipient) are in mutual gaze at TCU completion, on-time patient 
acknowledgment is followed by a surgeon move that progresses the telling192. (See 
Excerpts 6.4.1.1. Abnormalities of rhythm, 6.4.1.3. Just a little cut, 6.4.1.4. Wound 
infections, and 6.4.1.5. IQ type tests). 
 Correlatively, and again contingent on mutual gaze at TCU completion, delayed or 
absent patient acknowledgement is usually associated with telling disruption. (See 
Excerpts 6.5.1.1., The muscles of your larynx (reformulation), 6.5.1.2. Motility problem 
(increment plus expansion), 6.5.1.3. Bowels working (understanding checks and 
intersubjectivity restoration marker), 6.5.1.4. Little pain pump (expansion), 8.4.1.2. Car 
repair (analogy), and 8.6.2.1. and 8.6.2.2. Common sense advice (expansion). 
Like ZR, I found that, in the absence of mutual gaze193 at TCU completion, 
acknowledgements appear to be optional, rather than accountably relevant. For the 20 
minutes’ worth of data examined for multimodal analysis, recipient vocal 
 
191 In the 20 minutes worth of data that I subjected to multimodal analysis, I found only one instance of a 
patient nod that begins after the surgeon has withdrawn their gaze. 
192 I have already noted that it is not always possible to distinguish explanations (and other repair-like 
moves, such as reformulations) that might have occurred anyway, from those that are elicited by the 
absence of an on-time response. 
193 Because these patients overwhelmingly look at surgeons while surgeons are looking at them, the 
absence of mutual gaze is almost always because the surgeon has looked away. 
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acknowledgements are uncommon in the absence of mutual gaze, and recipient nods 
are almost non-existent. Overall, my findings support a “modified relevance rule” in 
respect of the surgeon data, where “modified” incorporates the mutual gaze condition 
(see Section 9.5). 
9.3.4 Lack of surgeon gaze at TCU completion suggests progressivity is prioritised 
Correlatively, I have argued that by not looking at the patient in the vicinity of a TCU 
completion, a surgeon indicates that a display of understanding is not required for 
telling progression. In relation to Excerpt 6.6.2.1. Further deterioration, I argued that 
the cardiac surgeon, who is already in the process of scaffolding an explanation, 
maintains gaze away from the patient for several TCUs while providing “background” 
information. I suggested that his lack of gaze treats intersubjectivity displays in relation 
to these TCUs as immaterial to the progressivity of the telling. My position is that, by 
not looking at the patient at TCU completion, the surgeon “does disclosure” rather than 
“does informing”. Disclosure does not require acknowledgement, whereas informing 
(as I use the term) is a cooperative interactional activity that depends on the enchronic 
production of turns by tellers and recipients. The rarity of such disclosure instances in 
this dataset is evidence that these surgeons are concerned, not only with progressivity, 
but also with intersubjectivity. 
9.3.5 Continued gaze post-TCU completion is a mild response pursuit 
The case study in Chapter 7 provides several examples where the surgeon continues to 
gaze at the patient during the micro silences that follow his TCU completions. In some 
of these instances, on-time patient acknowledgment has not been forthcoming, and the 
surgeon uses gaze to pursue acknowledgment, usually successfully. In other instances, 
the patient has already provided a minimal response and the surgeon’s continued gaze 
arguably provides an opportunity for a full turn-at-talk. Because patient IS-SP01-01 
never takes up these opportunities, there is no empirical evidence in this case study of 
the procedural consequentiality of the surgeon’s continued gaze. Nonetheless, I suggest 
that continued gaze at TCU completion is response implicative, in keeping with 
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Rossano’s (Rossano, 2012) research on gaze in mundane interaction between peers (see 
also Rossano, 2013; Stivers & Rossano, 2010a).  
9.3.6 Gaze is used for recipient selection 
The presence of three participants in the thyroid consultation in Chapter 7 permitted me 
to analyse the dual recipient-selecting and response-mobilising actions of gaze. As 
noted above, only the gazed-at recipient provides acknowledgement (see Excerpts 
7.3.2.4. Bleeding inside the neck, 7.3.3.2 and 7.3.3.3. Altered voice, 7.3.4.3. 
Parathyroid injury, and 7.4.4.2. Long-term outcomes). This finding is evidence that 
gaze can be used, not only for response mobilisation (Rossano, 2012), but also for 
“next-actor”194 (as opposed to “next-speaker”) selection (see Goodwin, 1981; Vranjes 
et al., 2018). 
9.3.7 Patient-first gaze withdrawal is for cause. 
In keeping with prior research showing that it is normative for speakers to look away 
first (Bavelas et al., 2002), these patients overwhelmingly retain their gaze at surgeons 
while surgeons are looking at them during these extended tellings. Thus, patient gaze 
withdrawal prior to the surgeon’s (or prior to TCU completion) is the exception and is 
for cause. In Chapter 7, I showed that on only two occasions in the whole PAR telling, 
does the patient in the thyroid consultation look away first. In each instance, her gaze 
withdrawal prior to the surgeon’s is part of a CMG that claims (new) understanding. As 
such, patient-first gaze withdrawal (while nodding) claims, “I’ve got it”.  
Indeed, with one exception, patient-first gaze withdrawal is a feature of all the CMGs 
(described in Chapters 7 and 8) that do epistemic upgrade work. I conclude that, in 
these sequential positions, patient-first gaze withdrawal (while nodding) does affiliative 
disengagement and is interpretable as “I understand (the cumulative significance of) the 
prior talk and don’t need to hear any more”.  
 
194 By using the term “actor”, I highlight the idea that speech is not the only modality that participants 
use for turns. 
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Concurring with ZR’s findings, the other sequential position where patients in the 
surgeon data withdraw their gaze prior to the surgeon’s doing so is when they are about 
to take the floor for a full turn-at-talk (as illustrated in Excerpt 6.7.1.1. A 
misunderstanding, parts A) and B), and parts F) and G).  
9.3.8 Gaze withdrawal and other modal elements that do understanding 
Further evidence that patient-first gaze withdrawal in relation to TCU completion does 
“I really get it” (as opposed to “I’m just following along”) comes in the form of 
accompanying multimodal elements, such as patients’ head nods and vocal 
contributions, that occur either simultaneously with, or close to, such gaze withdrawal. 
Additionally, in some instances, patient-first gaze withdrawal occurs in recognitional 
position in relation to TCU completion and claims epistemic antecedence, or “known 
before”. (See the analysis of CMGs in Sections 8.3 Stroke and 8.4 Car repair, and of 
CMG4 in Section 8.5 Neurocognitive dysfunction. See also Excerpt 6.7.1.1. A 
misunderstanding, part G)).  
9.3.9 The epistemic and interactional affordances of recognitional patient nods 
combined with gaze continuation in an elicited telling 
In contrast to CMGs where gaze withdrawal while nodding does affiliative 
disengagement, Excerpt 8.6.3.4. As I’ve described to you illustrates a CMG that, 
although it is an upgraded claim of epistemic access, does disaffiliating work. This 
patient provides a multiplex nod in recognitional position, creating an upgraded claim 
of epistemic access, but by retaining his gaze at the surgeon, orients to continuation of 
the latter’s justification work.  
This “deviant” case does not refute the idea that gaze withdrawal can be used to claim 
understanding. Rather, it supports the ongoing engagement action of gaze continuation 
and the disengagement action of gaze withdrawal. (Kendon (1967) was the first to 
describe gaze withdrawal while nodding as displaying agreement and gaze continuation 
while nodding as displaying continued attention.) My suggestion is that recognitional 
nodding creates a pre-emptive claim of epistemic independence in relation to what the 
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surgeon is about to say. As such, it does confirmation rather than mere agreement (see 
Clift & Raymond, 2018). Furthermore, by displaying ongoing engagement, the 
patient’s continued gaze at the surgeon treats the latter’s justifying work as insufficient. 
(This is a different state of affairs from that of the other CMGs (described above) that 
do epistemic upgrade work, in which the patient’s gaze withdrawal treats the surgeon’s 
talk as sufficient.) The vascular surgeon’s next move following the patient’s CMG, 
which is to continue his stance-justifying work, is compatible with this analysis. 
9.3.10 A contribution to knowledge about action formation and ascription 
My gaze-related findings are in keeping with previous research that shows the 
importance of mutual monitoring for the cooperative production of talk-in-interaction 
(C. Goodwin, 1979; C. Goodwin, 1981; C. Goodwin, 2000, 2013; M. H. Goodwin, 
1980) and, more recently, on its importance at TCU completion for creating response 
relevance during students’ problem presentations to counsellors (ZR). Indeed, my 
findings suggest gaze is more important than intonation in creating response relevance 
at positions of grammatical completion during these surgeons’ extended tellings.  
Furthermore, my findings reinforce the idea of mutual gaze as the “communication 
gate” (Wagner et al., 2014) in face-to-face interaction. The gate must be open to allow 
other (non-talk) modal signals to form up actions and to enable co-participants to 
ascribe actions to these signals. That is, mutual gaze is a necessary (but not a sufficient) 
condition for action formation and action ascription in relation to non-vocal signals 
during these extended tellings. 
9.4 Surgeons’ recycling of prior talk 
9.4.1  Surgeons’ recycling of their own talk creates unit ends 
My analysis suggests that, during these tellings, surgeons’ repeats of linguistic elements 
create unit ends (Schegloff, 2011). On the one hand, these surgeons often use pre-
announcements to make patients aware of upcoming extended tellings or to reinforce 
the ongoing nature of a telling that is in progress. On the other hand, they sometimes 
recycle earlier talk to create pre-closing moves (either for the current information unit 
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or for the telling as a whole). These bookending moves break up information into 
chunks, as recommended by advocates of shared decision-making (Elwyn et al., 2012) 
and health literacy experts (Allenbaugh et al., 2019; Rubin, 2012). Such chunking is 
claimed to reduce the “oral literacy demand” on patients (Roter, 2011) by reducing 
cognitive load (Baker et al., 2011), to improve listenability (Rubin, 2012), and to 
encourage participation (Roter, 2011) (see Sections 2.4.2 and 9.4.5). For this dataset, I 
argue that surgeons’ repetition of prior talk during extended tellings, either via 
formulations or via repeats as unit ends, is what allows recipients to recognise when 
information units (or “chunks”) are complete. Furthermore, recognition that 
information units have ended affords patients opportunities for floor-taking turns. Thus, 
for the data examined, speaker repetition or recycling during PAR tellings appears to be 
a mechanism for a) doing chunking (which, according to health literacy theorists, 
reduces patients’ cognitive load), and b) promoting interactivity (in terms of full turns-
at-talk by patients). 
9.4.2 Repeats as unit ends create response implicativeness 
I have provided several examples where patients do follow surgeons’ “repeats as unit 
ends” and gist formulations with full turns-at-talk that provides evidence of their 
understanding. The actions performed by these patient turns are: 
a) candidate understandings (for example, Excerpts 5.5.1.1. They’ve left behind and 
6.7.1.1. A misunderstanding (lines 29-30)); 
b) requests for information (for example, Excerpt 5.5.2.6. We can’t totally abolish the 
risk); 
c) displays of stance (Excerpt 5.5.1.2. A big job); and  
d) repair initiations (Excerpt 5.5.2.3. I jus’ have to warn you and Excerpt 6.7.1.1. A 
misunderstanding (lines 29-30)). 
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However, the success of surgeons’ prompts as elicitors of either a) full turns-at-talk by 
patients that demonstrate their (mis)understanding or b) strong claims of understanding 
via CMGs, requires patient cooperation. That is, patients must be both willing and able 
to provide external evidence of understanding. Consequently, some surgeon moves that 
appear to be prompts (based on my observation of the response-eliciting actions of 
similar moves during other interactions in the surgeon data) do not succeed in achieving 
demonstrations (or strong claims) of understanding. Some patients respond to such 
prompts with only minimal acknowledgements (for example, Excerpt 5.3.6.2. A small 
remnant). A case in which there are (almost) no patient responses at TCU completions 
(Excerpt 5.5.3.3. A deviant case), creates a picture of virtually absent intersubjectivity. 
By its very egregiousness, this deviant case provides evidence in favour both of the 
sequential implicativeness of recyclings, and of the modified relevance rule (see 
Section 9.5) in relation to surgeons’ PAR tellings.   
On the one hand, I have observed that, in the course of surgeons’ PAR tellings, these 
participants orient to information unit ends as implicative of  “more than a continuer”. 
While this finding is based on a small number of cases, it is compatible with Jefferson’s 
(1981) research showing that, during mundane conversation, speakers pursue further 
responses from recipients who produce “inadequate” responses at tellable points. On 
the other hand, I have presented two cases where patients do not orient to the 
hypothesised sequential implicativeness of unit ends. Thus, further research into 
surgeon-patient information provision (or other types of institutional information 
provision) will be required to establish whether patient recipients normatively treat 
repeats-as-unit-ends as positions for floor-taking turns and/or upgraded stance displays. 
However, if validated by further research, this finding about the sequential 
implicativeness of unit ends during institutional “informings” could have potentially 
useful practical applications for patient “activation” (Hibbard et al., 2004) (see below) 




9.4.3 The importance of activation for learning 
Both educationalists and health literacy advocates stress the importance of activation 
for learning (for example Chi et al., 2001; Paasche‐Orlow et al., 2006; Wilson & 
Peterson, 2006). Chi et al. (2001) describe an active learner as one who “constructs an 
understanding by interpreting the new, to-be-learned material in the context of prior 
knowledge.” (Chi et al., 2001, p. 477) (my emphasis). In a student tutoring context, 
external evidence of learner construction included question asking, summarising, and 
answering questions (Chi et al., 2001). While construction does not guarantee 
knowledge acquisition, it does correlate with learning, especially so-called “deep 
learning” (Chi et al., 2001). In the clinical realm, a 2013 review of studies that 
quantified patient activation (using a questionnaire that measured scalar responses to 
standardised questions) concluded that increased patient activation contributed to better 
health outcomes and better (reported) care experiences (Hibbard & Greene, 2013). 
Furthermore, it is reasonable to assume that patient activation would contribute to the 
success of interactive educative processes that are known to improve the quality of 
informed consent for patients with low health literacy (Sudore et al., 2006; Wee et al., 
2009). 
9.4.4 Some similarities and differences between student tutoring and patient 
information provision 
In some respects, surgical consultations resemble face-to-face tutoring sessions. For 
instance, both are expert-lay interactions where one participant, the expert, is [K+] and 
the other participant, the layperson, is [K-] in respect of certain factual knowledge or 
concepts. The goal of both types of interaction is for the [K-] participant to become 
[K+] relative to their epistemic status at the beginning of the interaction. 
Chi et al. (2001) posit that the efficacy of tutoring lies in the opportunities it creates for 
dialogue. Furthermore, tutoring that involves tutor prompts (to students), especially 
“deep scaffolding” prompts (p. 501), is associated with better learning outcomes. These 
authors reason that by encouraging students to talk, tutors are better placed to 
apprehend students’ (mis)understandings and tailor their scaffolding steps accordingly. 
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Their theory accords with the EMCA concept of the next turn proof procedure as a 
crucial aspect of intersubjectivity management. However, in Chi’s study, tutor prompts 
comprised direct questions, many of which were “known answer” questions. Although 
direct requests to display knowledge and known-answer questions (of [K-] laypersons 
by [K+] experts) are common in classrooms (Gardner & Mushin, 2013), they are rare in 
clinical contexts. I base this claim on both clinical experience and the complete absence 
of either requests to display knowledge or known-answer questions in the data 
examined (see Section 3.6.5).  
Despite some similarities, the institutional relationship between teacher and student 
differs from that between surgeon and patient in socially significant ways. When the 
institutional agenda is overtly educational, the activity of testing knowledge is both 
expected and unremarkable. When the main institutional agenda is treatment-related 
decision making, the educational aspect is secondary and serves the primary agenda. In 
the latter context, direct requests to patients to display understanding or knowledge 
bring epistemic asymmetries to the interactional surface. This has the potential to create 
socio-relational difficulties because of the link between epistemic status and social 
identity (Heritage, 2013c). From a health literacy perspective, a patient might be 
embarrassed to have to admit to inadequate knowledge or understanding (see Parikh et 
al., 1996; Wee et al., 2009). Furthermore, a recent study of interactions between 
oncology patients and clinicians from several medical specialties has shown that such 
requests can create other interactional difficulties for patients, who must negotiate 
between the competing norms of appearing competent while not usurping medical 
expertise (Dew et al., 2019). To mitigate the above socio-relational difficulties, 
surgeons (and other experts) need to find indirect ways to prompt patients’ floor taking 
turns that (arguably) promote activation. 
In the context of student tutoring, Chi et al have noted that, while students’ learning 
correlated with active construction, it did not correlate with tutor prompts alone if these 
prompts did not elicit external evidence of active construction, such as question asking 
or reflective turns. Admittedly, surgeons’ recycled talk prompts are very indirect 
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compared with the explicit tutor prompts195 described in the Chi study, which were 
more akin to the “teach-back” prompts endorsed by advocates of Universal Precautions 
in the context of clinical consultations (Section 2.4.2). However, as argued above (and 
in Section 2.4.2), such direct prompts have the potential to create socio-relational 
difficulties in clinical contexts.  
Not only is lack of floor taking by patients likely to reduce activation, it also potentially 
creates interactional difficulties for surgeons. That is, if, in response to a surgeon’s 
prompt, a patient fails to initiate a repair (or to demonstrate their understanding in some 
other way) the surgeon cannot then tailor any subsequent expansion to an actual trouble 
source. Instead, the surgeon must guess what a (potential) trouble source is likely to be 
and may get it wrong.  
Nonetheless, even if surgeon’s recyclings and gist formulations do not result in patient 
floor taking, they have utility from the perspective of dividing information into more 
easily digestible chunks. 
In summary, based on my data findings, I hypothesise that surgeons’ recycling turns 
and gist formulations, not only divide information into recognisable chunks, but also  
promote patient’s questions or reflective responses. These full turns-at-talk enhance 
intersubjectivity and may encourage patient activation. Based on Chi’s evidence from 
human tutoring, such activation is likely to promote patient access and recall.  
9.4.5 Who bears responsibility for managing intersubjectivity? 
The EMCA approach is that all participants in interaction share the responsibility for 
intersubjectivity. By contrast, the approach of some health literacy advocates and 
bioethicists is that clinicians are responsible for enabling patient understanding (see 
Jordens, 2013; Palumbo, 2016). The EMCA approach could be taken to suggest that, 
providing patients are provided with interactional opportunities for floor-taking (and 
have the cognitive ability to formulate a repair initiation), they share responsibility for 
 
195 Tutor prompts included questions such as, “Can you explain this in your own words?” (Chi et al. 
(2001, p. 481). 
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managing intersubjectivity during surgeons’ information provision. However, while 
this argument seems valid for mundane interactions, it is more difficult to sustain in the 
case of institutional interactions (such as surgical consultations), where epistemic 
asymmetry is significant. Indeed, the interactional evidence presented is consistent with 
surgeons taking the lion’s share of responsibility for intersubjectivity management. 
Moreover, as argued above, embarrassment may inhibit some patients from initiating 
repair or asking questions (see for example, Makoul and Clayman, 2006; Wee, 2009). 
Clinicians need to be aware of this possibility and may have to provide stronger 
prompts to encourage patient floor-taking and activation. Nonetheless, clinicians cannot 
force patients to take full turns-at-talk (see also Jenkins, Parry & Pino, 2021). 
9.4.6 Recycling as a repair operation 
Despite a limited number of data examples, I have argued (Chapter 6) that, providing 
there is mutual gaze, these participants predominantly orient to surgeons’ immediately 
post-positioned reformulations as (self)-repairs. My argument for the repair action of 
reformulations is predicated on Schegloff’s (2013) portrayal of repair. On this view, 
repair is not always a correction of a mistake, but is sometimes a recipient-oriented 
improvement in turn design, predicated on intersubjectivity. 
In the surgeon data, I have observed instances where patients respond to such surgeon 
repairs with “something more than a continuer” that is executed multimodally. 
Examples of this phenomenon occur in Excerpts 6.5.1.1. The muscles of your larynx, 
6.6.1.1. What’s called a leak, 7.4.4.3. Long-term outcomes (CMG3), 8.4.1.2. - 8.4.1.4. 
Car repair, 8.5.1.1. -8.5.1.3. Neurocognitive dysfunction (CMG4), and 8.6.3.3. - 
8.6.3.4. As I’ve described to you. 
In another data example, the patient in the volvulus consultation fails to provide a 
response upgrade to a post-positioned reformulation (Excerpt 6.5.1.2 Motility problem). 
However, in this case, the post-positioned reformulation occurs during a period of 
ongoing interactional trouble. Moreover, the surgeon’s subsequent move after his 
reformulation is an increment. This increment orients to something more than a delayed 
and minimal vocal acknowledgement and nod as being due. Thus, rather than 
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undermining my argument that, following an immediate reformulation by a surgeon, 
something more than a continuer is due, this “deviant” case actually supports it.  
Further support for this argument comes from recent work by Gudmundsen and 
Svennevig (2020), who show that, during vocabulary-oriented repair sequences 
between second language learners (of Norwegian), new understanding is regularly 
marked with a multimodal gestalt that upgrades a claim of epistemic access. While 
based on a small number of data examples, my data analysis suggests that patients 
employ a similar practice of multimodal epistemic upgrades following surgeons post-
positioned reformulations and other repairs during extended tellings. However, further 
multimodal research into recipients’ responses to speakers’ post-positioned repairs will 
be required to establish whether such a practice is normative in expert-lay informing 
contexts. If found to be the case, this finding would be an important addition to our 
understanding of repair and, more specifically, the role of multimodal contributions to 
intersubjectivity restoration in repair sequences. 
9.4.7 Recycling and scaffolding  
Currently, I have only one example of a surgeon’s recycling that (arguably) acts as a 
scaffold196. In my analysis of Excerpt 6.6.1.1. What’s called a leak, I argued that the 
surgeon uses an immediately post-positioned reformulation to scaffold important new 
information about the complication of bowel leak. Incidentally, the patient’s 
recognitionally-timed response to this reformulation provides corroborating evidence 
that recipients treat post-positioned reformulations as repairs, after which something 
more than a continuer is due (as argued above). 
9.4.8 Recycling orients to intersubjectivity 
What all the above recycling moves (for chunking, repairing, and scaffolding) have in 
common is an orientation to redressing the balance between intersubjectivity and 
progressivity. This balance is otherwise skewed in favour of progressivity by the 
 
196 For my use of the term “scaffold(ing)”, see the Glossary or Section 5.3.2. 
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structure of the extended telling, which limits patients’ floor-taking opportunities197. 
Based on the available analytic evidence, I argue that surgeons’ repetition and recycling 
moves encourage dialogue (in the sense of full turns-at-talk by patients) during 
surgeons’ extended tellings (providing the condition of mutual gaze is met). At unit 
ends, such moves act as prompts that encourage but do not demand patient floor uptake. 
While “something more than a continuer” appears to be required for repair ratification 
after a post-positioned reformulation, that “something more” can be as little as a nod or 
a vocal response token in addition to another minimal acknowledgement (as I argue in 
Excerpt 6.5.1.1. The muscles of your larynx). A requirement for a response upgrade 
after a recycling move, although putative at this stage, would be evidence for 
participants’ mutual responsibility for managing intersubjectivity.  
Overall, my research suggests that surgeons’ recycling of their talk during these 
extended tellings is likely to enhance patient understanding of decision-related 
information via several mechanisms. Firstly, recycling reinforces and chunks prior 
information, arguably reducing patients’ cognitive load. Secondly, by providing 
patients with opportunities for repair initiation or question asking, recycling may a) 
allow surgeons to tailor repairs of misunderstandings to specific trouble sources, and b) 
encourage patient activation which, in turn, can promote understanding and recall. 
Thirdly, immediate post-positioned reformulations by surgeons act as repairs which, if 
they successfully address an actual trouble source, will restore intersubjectivity. Lastly, 
an immediate reformulation may enhance intersubjectivity by acting as a scaffold step 
in the provision of new information.  
These early findings could provide a springboard for future research that furthers our 
understanding of participants’ multimodal management of intersubjectivity and of 
interactional repair. 
 
197 Arguably, the combination of the extended telling participation framework and the provision of 




9.5 Some evidence for a systematics of turn-taking during surgeons’ extended tellings 
My research suggests that, during surgeons’ extended tellings, participants in this 
dataset orient to a TCU-based “systematics” of turn-taking, similar to that described by 
Sacks et al. (1974). A key aspect of my argument is that while surgeons’ turns are 
primarily talk-based, patients’ turns are usually accomplished multimodally and may 
not involve talk at all. Furthermore, in keeping with prior research (ZR), these patients’ 
multimodal moves are not randomly peppered throughout surgeons’ tellings. Rather, 
their relationship with and orientation to the possible completion of individual surgeon 
TCUs has important consequences for intersubjectivity in interaction. 
9.5.1 Rights to the floor 
During dialogic talk-in-interaction, participants have equal rights to the floor. By 
contrast, during an extended PAR telling, as during a storytelling, rights to the floor are 
asymmetrical. A primary speaker holds the floor for full turns-at-talk during an 
extended telling, while a recipient of such a telling withholds full turns. In the case of 
the tellings analysed for this study, participants orient to the surgeon as primary speaker 
by virtue of a) the institutional project of decision-related information provision, b) the 
[K+] epistemic status conferred by the role of surgeon, and c) the surgeon’s signposting 
of the telling by interactional stratagems such as prefacing sequences or other linguistic 
moves. Notwithstanding these primary speaker and recipient roles, the establishment 
and maintenance of the telling requires cooperation between (or among) participants.  
Although patients withhold full turns-at-talk (prioritising progressivity), these 
participants orient to the provision of acknowledging turns in relation to every surgeon 
TCU completion, providing there is mutual gaze (thus, addressing intersubjectivity). 
Such turns can be either vocal (such as minimal response tokens) or embodied (such as 
head nods) or some combination of modal responses.   
9.5.2 A justification for using the term “turn” 
I justify my use of  “turn” rather than, say, “backchannel”, on three counts. Firstly, a 
patient’s on-time acknowledgement performs an action during an extended telling. That 
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action is to claim that repair is unnecessary and, syllogistically, that understanding is 
currently sufficient for practical purposes. Such an action allows the surgeon to 
progress the telling to the next thing. Correlatively, the absence of such a patient action 
is interpretable (by surgeon and analyst) as either a) that the patient has insufficient 
understanding for practical purposes, or b) that some other kind of interactional trouble 
is present. My data shows that these surgeons’ usually treat lack of on-time responses 
by patients as displaying a problem with understanding. This orientation by surgeons is 
evidenced by their subsequent repairs (such as reformulations) or other progressivity-
disrupting moves that are designed to restore intersubjectivity. Furthermore, such an 
orientation is in keeping with the EMCA idea that participants share responsibility for 
maintaining and managing intersubjectivity during interaction.  
Secondly, the timing of these patient moves, at least in the case of vocal 
acknowledgements, is similar to that of next speaker turns during dialogic interaction. 
That is, these vocal acknowledgements occur in the transition (or acknowledgment) 
relevance place that begins just prior to surgeon TCU completion (Jefferson, 1986). 
Thus, from the available evidence, these patients’ vocal acknowledgments are 
compatible with a TCU-based systematics of turn-taking. However, nods are also part 
of communicative grammar (Keevallik, 2018; Schegloff, 1982, 1996b) and can 
constitute part or all of accountably relevant turns. Despite a greater variance in relative 
onset time (compared with the onset time for vocal acknowledgements), patient nods do 
appear to orient to TCU completions. In most of the cases examined, patient standalone 
nods begin just prior to (surgeon) TCU (possible) completions. Furthermore, and in 
accordance with prior research, nods that accompany vocal acknowledgements usually 
begin just prior to these vocal responses (Wagner, 2014). By contrast, some patient 
nods in this dataset begin significantly earlier in relation to the projectable completion 
of the (surgeon’s) emergent TCU. I discuss the different work done by these 
recognitionally-timed nods compared with those that occur close to TCU possible 
completion in Section 9.6.1. 
Thirdly, and perhaps most importantly, the absence of on-time patient 
acknowledgements is procedurally consequential in my data. That is, these surgeons 
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treat patient acknowledging turns as accountably relevant (compare ZR). Furthermore, 
the action of these acknowledgements is time sensitive. Just as speakers orient to micro 
silences before recipient second pair parts in adjacency pair sequences as conveying 
interactional trouble, so too do surgeons orient to micro silences prior to patients’ 
acknowledgements during these PAR tellings. Surgeons’ subsequent progressivity-
disrupting moves, in the form of expansions, reformulations, reassurances, 
understanding checks, and response pursuits, display such an orientation and are 
evidence of the next turn proof procedure in action.  
9.5.3 A modified version of Zama and Robinson’s relevance rule 
My strong hunch is that the following modified version of ZR’s relevance rule applies 
to the surgeon data, “During surgeons’ extended tellings, providing surgeon and 
addressed recipient are in mutual gaze, patients or other addressed recipients, are 
accountable for producing an on-time acknowledging response at or before each and 
every TCU ending”. I use the term “hunch” rather than “conclusion” because of a) the 
difficulty in specifying the term “TCU”, which is essentially a participant category (as 
discussed in Section 4.3.2), b) the educational nature of the surgeon data, which means 
it can be difficult to distinguish surgeons’ post-positioned expansions that would have 
occurred anyway from expansions that relate to the absence of on-time patient 
acknowledgements, and c) my consequent inability to quantify data groups as ZR have 
done. 
Notwithstanding these caveats, this thesis endorses and builds on prior research by ZR 
to argue that, for the data examined, participants in surgeons’ extended tellings orient to 
a systematics of turn-taking, whereby recipients are accountable for producing on-time 
responses at TCU completion, providing there is mutual gaze. 
9.6 A contribution to epistemics in interaction 
9.6.1 Recognitional nods and epistemic antecedence 
This thesis contributes to what is now a large body of work on epistemics in interaction. 
One of its key findings is that some patients in the surgeon data use the recognitional 
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timing (relative to TCU possible completion) and multiplex character of their nods to 
upgrade their claims of epistemic access and to claim epistemic antecedence. This 
observation is analogous to the recent findings of Vatanen (2018) in relation to the 
epistemic properties of overlapping talk, and the original work of Jefferson (1983), who 
first showed that “early-onset” overlapping talk claims “known before”. Early-onset 
talk exploits projectability, occurs in overlap, and, while affiliative in nature, usually 
displays a stance upgrade relative to the first speaker (Vatanen, 2018). As Heritage and 
Raymond (2005) explain (in relation to dialogic talk-in-interaction), because someone 
always must go first in a conversational sequence, that speaker has epistemic primacy 
simply by virtue of being first to speak. A second speaker, perforce, must upgrade their 
response to assert epistemic independence and avoid “just going along with” the first 
speaker. As noted above, displaying epistemic independence is an important aspect of 
social identity work (Heritage, 2013c; Heritage & Raymond, 2005).  
9.6.2 The “second speaker” problem is magnified in extended tellings 
For patient recipients of surgeons’ extended tellings, the difficulty of asserting 
epistemic independence is even greater than that for second speakers in (full) turn-by-
turn interaction. Constrained by the participation framework of the extended telling, 
patient recipients cannot easily exploit the knowledge-demonstrating capabilities of full 
turns-at-talk (except in the context of surgeons’ repeats as unit ends, as argued in 
Section 9.4). Instead, however, they can exploit the timing of their nods (and other 
modal signals) to claim, “known already”. I argue, based on examples such as Excerpts 
8.3.1.2. Stroke, 8.4.1.3. Car repair, and 8.6.3.3. As I’ve described to you, that 
recognitional (early-onset) nods claim epistemic antecedence, while avoiding incursion 
into the surgeon’s emerging talk. Like overlapping talk that upgrades stance, these nods 
arguably do social identity work in addition to managing intersubjectivity. That is, they 
portray the patient participant as having understood the cumulative import of previous 
talk or, alternatively, as having prior access to what is being talked about. As such, 
these early nod-mediated upgrades portray the patient as a competent and 
knowledgeable person.  
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9.6.3 The pragmatic affordances of patient nods  
Different nods have different pragmatic affordances during interaction. I have shown 
that specification of the action of a patient nod in this dataset depends on a) its 
sequential position (what comes before and what comes after the nod), b) its character 
or configuration, and c) the co-occurrence and relative timing of other modal signals.  
Sequentiality, at all levels of granularity, is an important determinant of the action 
formation and ascription of nods, as I show in relation to patient SS-SP09-01’s nods in 
8.3.1.2. Stroke and 8.4.1.3. Car repair. In both Stroke and Car repair, these nods are 
components of CMGs that are strong displays of understanding. At increasing levels of 
granularity, these nods occur a) during a surgeon’s volunteered telling about decision-
relevant issues, b) during the interactional activity of risk-telling, c) in response to crux 
information in Stroke, and in response to a repair-like move by the surgeon in Car 
repair, and d) markedly early in relation to current TCU (possible) completion (thus 
displaying anticipation of what the surgeon is about to say). 
In both Stroke and Car repair, the configuration of the patient’s nods is marked. That 
is, both are multiplex nods as opposed to his more frequent single nods that do 
“following along”. Furthermore, in both instances, the patient’s recognitional nods are 
accompanied by other multimodal signals. In Stroke, the nods co-occur with patient-
first gaze removal, lateral head rotation, a vocal repeat and two agreement tokens, and a 
backward lean. These elements combine to create a CMG that does affiliative 
disengagement (Goodwin, 1981). As such, the CMG displays “I’ve got it, and I don’t 
need to hear any more.” It thus claims that the epistemic gradient has been flattened in 
respect of the current topic and the telling can progress to something new. In Car 
repair, his recognitional nods are accompanied by patient-first gaze withdrawal and a 
choral completion. The latter linguistic device acts as a demonstration of understanding, 
predicated on projectability (Lerner, 2002; Robinson, 2014). Like his CMG in Stroke, 
the cardiac patient’s CMG in Car repair does affiliative disengagement and claims the 
epistemic gradient has been flattened (in respect of the current topic), allowing the 
surgeon to progress the telling to the next thing.  
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By contrast, I have argued that the patient’s recognitionally-timed nods in Excerpt 
8.6.3.3. As I’ve described to you, during the vascular surgeon’s elicited telling, do 
different work, based on sequentiality, configuration, and co-occurring modal signals. 
At increasing levels of granularity, these nods occur a) during a follow-up consultation, 
in which the patient asks several questions (not shown) that appear designed to 
challenge the surgeon’s conservative management, b) during this surgeon’s elicited 
telling in response to one of these challenging questions, c) during a repair operation, 
which takes the form of an explicitly sign-posted re-description of axillary anatomy by 
the surgeon198, and d) markedly early in relation to the surgeon’s emergent TCU (thus 
displaying epistemic antecedence). The patient’s recognitional nods arguably do social 
identity work to portray himself as a competent person who understood the surgeon’s 
anatomical description on its first iteration and does not require it to be repeated.  
Furthermore, by not withdrawing his gaze the patient shows he is not ready to 
disengage from the sequence. (Compare the patient’s gaze withdrawal in relation to the 
cardiac surgeon’s information provision in Stroke and Car repair above). Thus, the 
patient’s continued gaze a) treats the vascular surgeon’s anatomical re-description as 
insufficient justification for his previously articulated stance, and b) orients to the 
surgeon continuing his justification work. I argue that the patient’s combination of 
recognitional nods and continued gaze is both structurally disaligning (with the 
surgeon’s anatomical re-description) and affiliatively disaligning (with the surgeon’s 
stance justification). Had the patient removed his gaze to coincide with his nods, the 
CMG would do affiliative disengagement (similarly to the patient’s CMGs in Stroke 
and Car repair). As such, it would treat the surgeon’s anatomical re-description as a 
sufficient account for his stance and would allow the surgeon to close the sequence 




198 By thus drawing attention to the repair, the surgeon has made available the inference that he is treating 
the patient’s failure to display agreement (with the surgeon’s expressed stance) as a failure of 
understanding rather than as a failure of commitment. 
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In summary, my analysis shows that establishing the work of individual nods (or other 
modal signals) depends on a) their sequential context at all levels of granularity, b) their 
configuration and timing, and c) the co-occurrence or absence of other modal elements. 
This research, therefore, supports Mondada’s (2018) argument that multimodal analysis 
depends on sequentiality, simultaneity and temporality.  
9.6.4 A gestalt allows action ascription for an individual signal 
The obverse of the above argument is that the presence of concurrent (or nearly 
concurrent) modal elements can help specify the action of an individual modal signal in 
nuanced ways. As noted above (for Stroke and Car repair), a recognitional nod 
combined with gaze withdrawal can do affiliative disengagement and, in the context of 
information provision, claim “known already”. However, a recognitional nod combined 
with gaze continuation as in As I’ve described to you can create a (disaligning and 
disaffiliative) continuer action while simultaneously claiming “known already”.  
9.6.5 A scalar view of displays of understanding 
The findings of this thesis support the idea that understanding is displayed as a 
continuum (Robinson, 2014). The extended tellings in the surgeon data have provided 
examples of patients’ multimodally-mediated intersubjective displays that range from 
“I don’t understand”, through “I’m following, please continue”, to “I really get it, and 
now I know how to go on”.  
For the data examined, instances of positive evidence of lack of recognition (or 
understanding) by patients are rare. Correspondingly, I have described only one such 
instance. In Excerpt 8.5.1.4. Neurocognitive dysfunction, the patient leans forward 
simultaneously with the beginning of the cardiac surgeon’s explanation of a technical 
term. Based on its sequential position and in accordance with previous work by Seo and 
Koshik (2010) (as described in Section 4.3.6), I interpret this forward lean as displaying 
increased attention and, consequently, indicating lack of recognition of the technical 
term. 
Sherlock Holmes, in “The adventure of Silver Blaze”, based his deductions on “the 
curious incident of the dog in the night-time”, which related to an absence of barking 
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by a dog. Like the famous detective, I have been concerned (as, arguably, have the 
surgeons in my data) as much with what patients fail to do as with what they actually 
do. As argued in Chapter 6, evidence that surgeons treat patients’ absent or delayed 
acknowledgements (at TCU completions) as lack of recognition (or other interactional 
trouble) comes from their next moves, all of which disrupt progressivity. Thus, because 
they tilt the balance away from progressivity, surgeons’ expansions, reformulations, 
understanding checks, response pursuits, and reassurances are examples of the next turn 
proof procedure in action. The corollary to the above is that when these surgeons 
progress their tellings with new information, they treat patients’ on-time minimal 
acknowledgments as being compatible with “I’m following, please continue”.  
However, in order to display that they “really get it”, some of these patients layer 
multimodal elements to create CMGs. In the data examined, epistemic upgrade CMGs 
are composed of different permutations of a) gaze withdrawal (before the surgeon 
and/or before TCU completion), b) multiplex nods and head rotation, c) vocal elements 
(such as CofS tokens, partial repeats, upgraded agreements, and choral completions), d) 
facial expressions (such as smiles), and e) changes in body disposition (such as 
backward lean). In most of the CMGs described, recognitional timing (of the onset) of 
individual modal elements in relation to an emergent TCU is an important factor in 
creating epistemic upgrades.  
In summary, patients’ can upgrade or downgrade their claims of understanding by 
recruiting multimodal elements and exploiting the epistemic affordances of timing of 
elements in relation to surgeons’ emergent TCUs. My analyses show the importance of 
the gestalt factor for action formation and ascription. That is, rather than any individual 
modal element having primacy in creating meaning, it is the combining of several 
elements, the modulation of those elements (including their timing), and their 
sequential positioning in relation to the unfolding interactional context, that create 
recognisable meaning. Finally, patients’ demonstrations of understanding are rare 
during surgeons’ extended tellings in my data and their occurrence appears to be 
limited to the sequential positions described in Section 9.4.2. 
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9.7 The tension between intersubjectivity and progressivity 
In any interaction, there is a tension between progressivity and intersubjectivity. In the 
case of surgeons’ information provision to patients, certain interactional factors favour 
progressivity, while others favour intersubjectivity. Three factors particularly favour 
progressivity. Firstly, the structure of an extended telling inhibits patients from taking 
full turns-at-talk. Consequently, patient-initiated repairs are few and far between during 
surgeons’ tellings in this data. This is in spite of multiple instances where there is no 
demonstrable evidence of patient understanding in the here-and-now. Secondly, some 
surgeons use linguistic devices such as rush-throughs and latches to obliterate the 
“normal” transition space, where a patient might start up a turn. (Some surgeons’ fast 
speech rate is likely to have a similar effect). Thirdly, these surgeons’ frequent intra-
turn and post-positioned self-repairs have the potential to pre-empt patient-initiated 
repairs (Clark & Hudak, 2011). While any repair disrupts progressivity (and promotes 
intersubjectivity), such speaker-initiated self-repair interrupts progressivity less than 
other-initiated self repair. However, speaker-initiated repair is less equipped to deal 
with a specific trouble source than is other-initiated repair that identifies a trouble 
source. 
My argument in this thesis hinges on disruption of progressivity as key to the analysis 
of intersubjectivity. Moves that disrupt progressivity include surgeons’ recycling of 
their own talk, which may occur immediately or later in the telling. Furthermore, 
several patients orient to surgeons’ recyclings of earlier talk as opportunities for floor-
taking. Thus, these surgeons recycling moves prioritise intersubjectivity. Other moves 
that disrupt progressivity, and therefore prioritise intersubjectivity, include 
understanding checks and gaze-mediated response pursuits.  
9.7.1 Ethnographic insights into the prioritisation of progressivity 
In my data, some surgeons attempt to control the progressivity of PAR tellings by 
providing opportunities for patient floor-taking turns in some sequential positions, 
while taking measures to inhibit such turns in others. As a former clinician with 
experience of providing decision-relevant information to patients, I can speculate on the 
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reasons for this behaviour. As noted in Section 2.2.2, medico-legal and ethical precepts 
obligate New Zealand surgeons to provide information that “a reasonable consumer” 
might want to know. Furthermore, they must do so within the constraints of a time-
limited consultation. Derailments to progressivity might result in some information 
being omitted, either because the time for delivery of new information is reduced by 
repair sequences (see Section 3.4.3), or because of disruption to a surgeon’s “flow”. 
Not only patients, but also clinicians, are exposed to increased cognitive load during 
information provision (see Section 2.5.1). Derailment of the telling by a repair sequence 
might cause the surgeon to forget something they deem important (from a medicolegal 
perspective). By controlling patients’ repair and question-asking opportunities so that 
they occur at unit ends, surgeons can arguably mitigate the likelihood of such 
derailment. 
9.7.2 CMGs disrupt progressivity minimally 
Finally, I have shown that patients can upgrade their displays of understanding by way 
of recognitional nods and CMGs, while minimising disruption to telling progressivity. 
From the perspective of intersubjectivity management, the next best thing to a 
demonstration of understanding (which requires a full turn-at talk) is a strong claim of 
understanding that can be enacted without the need for a full turn. Compared with, for 
example, candidate understandings, in which patients demonstrate their understanding 
through talk, strong claims of understanding via CMGs disrupt telling progressivity 
minimally, if at all. In conclusion, my findings provide evidence that, in spite of saying 
so little during surgeons’ extended tellings, some patients do a lot of interactional work 






9.8 Thesis limitations and strengths 
Limitations of this thesis include: 
a) The use of archival data 
As explained in Section 4.5.4, the iterative nature of this project has meant that by the 
time it became apparent that I would need to undertake detailed multimodal analysis to 
do justice to the investigation of intersubjectivity, there was insufficient time left in 
which both to collect new video data and to analyse it at the degree of granularity 
required. In conjunction with my supervisors, I decided to forgo the acquisition of new 
data. Instead, I elected to prioritise detailed multimodal analysis of the existing data, 
thus laying a more solid foundation on which to build future work.  
The most significant, but unavoidable, limitation of the particular data accessed is that 
only one camera was used for recording. As noted in Section 4.5.4, the single camera 
meant I was unable to be certain of participant gaze-direction at any given moment. I 
therefore had to assess participants’ apparent gaze-direction based on their eye and 
head movements. On the positive side, the single camera prevented the disjointedness 
that can result from filming participants with multiple cameras. However, for future 
research involving gaze analysis, I would use multiple cameras.  
Another data-related limitation is the inferiority of the video-recording technology used 
ten (to fifteen) years ago (when the data was collected) compared to modern 
technology, especially in relation to the degree of resolution. Subsequent “rendering” of 
the videos (to create and anonymise clips) has compounded that problem. The upshot is 
that, while the archival videos have been adequate for my own analysis and for in-
person data sessions, I have been unable to create high quality, anonymised video stills 
that would enhance the reader’s access to the data. The acquisition of new data using 
up-to-date recording technology would obviate this problem for future projects. 
The final limitation of the surgeon data is the presence of three or more participants in 
several of the consultations in the original dataset of 20. This situation often resulted in 
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at least one participant either having their back to the camera or being seated off screen, 
making gaze analysis impossible. While the presence of multiple participants was not 
an issue for the talk-only analysis in Chapter 5, it did limit the pool of consultations 
suitable for multimodal analysis. Against this, the presence of two recipients for the 
thyroid surgeon’s risk-telling (Chapter 7) has afforded important insights that support 
previous work on the response implicativeness and recipient-selecting properties of 
gaze during multi-party interaction (see Vranjes et al., 2018). 
b) A limited number of examples of several phenomena 
On the one hand, my original intention, which was to undertake a holistic investigation 
of surgical consultations to look for evidence of (shared) understanding or of 
misunderstanding, was quite broad. While in keeping with an EMCA epistemology of 
unmotivated looking, this broad approach has resulted in “hunches” about multiple 
phenomena rather than robust evidence about a more limited number of phenomena. On 
the other hand, this exploratory work into potentially interesting phenomena, which are 
not yet fully specified, has revealed pathways for future research (see Section 9.9.3). 
In contrast to these hunches, my findings in relation to the applicability of Zama and 
Robinson’s relevance rule to surgeons’ extended tellings do provide substantive 
evidence in support of this rule, providing there is mutual gaze. Nonetheless, I must 
qualify this support with a note of caution. Because TCUs and TRPs (or ARPs) are 
primarily participant categories (Schegloff, 1996b), these terms still remain 
underspecified (from an analytic perspective) despite considerable linguistic research. 
The upshot is that identification of TCU completion relies, to a greater or lesser extent, 
on the analyst’s intuitive knowledge as a member of a discourse community. Levinson 






c) A disadvantage of using colour shading for annotating gaze 
On the one hand, my multimodal presentation method is designed to enhance the 
reader’s appreciation of the simultaneity and timing of modal signals, aspects that are 
crucial to my analysis of intersubjectivity. On the other hand, my use of colour shading 
to annotate participants’ gaze direction means that people living with colour blindness 
will have limited access to these aspects.  
Strengths of this thesis include: 
a) an enchronic approach to the investigation of intersubjectivity that attempts to 
address both the patients’ and the surgeons’ perspectives;  
b) a methodological approach that combines my ethnographic knowledge as a (former) 
clinician with empirical observations and fine-grained multimodal analysis of situated 
interactions; and 
c) its wide-ranging theoretical, methodological, and (potential) clinical contributions. 
These contributions, along with opportunities for further research, are discussed in the 
next section. 
9.9 Methodological, theoretical, and clinical practice contributions, and opportunities 
for further research 
9.9.1 Methodological contributions 
The methodological contributions of this thesis include: 
a) a novel multimodal transcription method  
My transcription method captures the simultaneity of talk, gaze, patient nods, and other 
gestures. Furthermore, by illustrating multimodal elements layer by layer, my data 
presentation method scaffolds the reader’s understanding of the complex and nuanced 
interplay among modal elements.  
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b) ethnographic knowledge 
My ethnographic knowledge of surgery, surgical decision-making processes, technical 
terms, and institutional procedures has allowed me to answer many “Why that now?” 
questions in relation to surgeons’ behaviour. I have also been able to recognise 
technical terms that the original data transcribers found indecipherable. The 
combination of deep contextual knowledge and granular EMCA analysis has allowed 
me to develop insights that might have been unavailable otherwise. 
9.9.2 Theoretical contributions 
The theoretical contributions of this thesis to EMCA and communication scholarship 
include: 
a) insights into the interactional and epistemic affordances of participant gaze during 
surgeons’ extended tellings 
My findings support prior work on the role of gaze i) in mutual monitoring, ii) in 
response relevance and pursuit, and iii) in recipient selection. Furthermore, I have 
argued that surgeon gaze direction at TCU completion distinguishes disclosure, which 
is a minimally intersubjective activity, from informing, which is a strongly 
intersubjective activity. Perhaps the most significant gaze-related finding of this thesis 
is that gaze withdrawal (prior to the surgeon and/or prior to TCU completion) is an 
important element of patient CMGs that upgrade their claims of epistemic access 
during surgeons’ volunteered tellings.  
b) a case for the sequential implicativeness of surgeons’ repeats as unit ends 
Several surgeons and patients in this dataset orient to the requirement for something 
more than a continuer in response when surgeons, via linguistic repeats, display 
intention to close an information-unit. However, because of the limited number of data 
examples, further research is required to show if repeats as unit ends do, in fact, 
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normatively encourage recipient participation during expert-lay extended tellings for 
information provision.  
c) insights into the tension between intersubjectivity and progressivity  
At least three factors favour progressivity (and limit intersubjectivity) during surgeons’ 
extended tellings. These are i) the altered participation framework of extended tellings, 
as set up by prefacing sequences and reinforced by secondary prefaces, ii) linguistic 
elements such as fast speech cadence, rush-throughs, and latches, and iii) surgeons’ 
frequent transition-space repairs that are (arguably) designed to pre-empt patient-
initiated repairs. These three progressivity-enhancing factors are compatible with an 
apparent institutional goal (described in Chapter 2), of providing the patient with the 
PAR information they need to know (from the surgeon’s perspective) to achieve a 
mutually agreeable plan for next steps, and doing so within a circumscribed time frame. 
On the other hand, a preference for intersubjectivity is evidenced by these surgeons’ 
apparent orientation to a modified version of Zama and Robinson’s (2016) relevance 
rule. That is, “providing there is mutual gaze at TCU completions, (patient) recipients 
are accountable for providing an acknowledgement prior to, or within the transition 
space, following each and every TCU”. In the absence of such acknowledgments, 
surgeons’ post-positioned repairs, understanding checks, and response pursuits disrupt 
progressivity in order to promote intersubjectivity. While my findings support and build 
on ZR’s relevance rule (with the caveats mentioned in Section 9.5), further research is 
required, both in other institutional and in everyday interactions, to determine if and 
how this rule is applicable in other settings. 
d) an argument for an enchronically based, multimodally mediated turn-taking system 
during surgeons’ extended tellings  
Based on my findings in Chapter 6, I suggest that, despite the altered participation 
framework of extended tellings, a turn-taking system, analogous to the adjacency pair 
turn-taking system, exists nonetheless during surgeons’ extended tellings in this dataset. 
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Such an enchronically-based turn-taking system requires that patient nods and minimal 
vocal acknowledgements be treated as turns. (An enchronically-based turn taking 
system is an interlocking system of participant moves where each move is both an 
appropriate response to the immediately prior move and an effective elicitor of the 
subsequent move.)  
e) insights into how the sequential, simultaneous, and temporal features of patients’ 
multimodal responses create complex multimodal gestalts that are strong claims of 
understanding 
Rather than disrupt progressivity by demonstrating their understanding via full turns-at-
talk, patients can combine modal resources into CMGs that act as strong claims of 
understanding. Such claims are less disruptive to telling progression than 
demonstrations of understanding. Recognitional nods are a common component of 
these CMGs and are analogous to early overlap vocal responses in dialogic 
conversation. The CMG examples studied occur in response to i) a telling crux, ii) 
information that appears to be of particular significance to a patient, and iii) surgeons’ 
repair operations.  
f) the sequential organisation of surgeons’ tellings 
My research confirms that the information content categories of surgeons’ extended 
tellings for delivery of decision-relevant information are similar to those of the so-
called PAR information framework (Braddock et al., 1999), the elements of which are 
promulgated in HDC Code 1996. Furthermore, I have argued that the sequential 
structure of a PAR extended telling is designed to scaffold risk-information and, as a 
consequence, enhance patient understanding of surgical risks. 
9.9.3 Practical contributions and opportunities for further research 
The limited number of examples provided means that further research into expert-lay 
extended tellings for decision-related information provision will be required. Such 
research will help ascertain if a) recipients do, in fact, orient to speaker linguistic 
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repeats as either opportunities for full turns-at-talk or, alternatively, as requiring 
multimodally-mediated stance upgrades, and b) if it is normative for recipients to 
provide multimodal epistemic upgrades to ratify speaker repairs. If such research were 
to support my findings, these findings, along with established research on extended 
tellings could be used to inform surgeons’ communicative practices.  
For instance, surgeons (and other clinicians) attending EMCA-based teaching on 
communication could be shown how both the extended telling structure and the use of 
latches and rush-throughs inhibit patients’ opportunities for full turns-at-talk. Such 
teaching would allow them to reflect on, and if appropriate, alter their communicative 
practices.  
Furthermore, if it could be established that creating unit ends through linguistic repeats 
enhances patient activation (as argued in Section 9.4.), this practice could be taught to 
surgeons or, indeed, to any experts involved in providing information to laypersons. 
Arguably, such indirect encouragement to ask questions is less socially threatening to 
patients than the “teach-back” method advocated by health literacy scholars. (See 
Section 2.4.2). 
EMCA-based health communication researchers could analyse video-recorded health 
consultations through the lens of the modified relevance rule to gauge patients’ 
emergent and scalar displays of understanding. Such displays could be classified along 
a spectrum from “I don’t get it” through “I’m following” to “I really get it!” Patients’ 
actual understanding (of particular facts or concepts) could be measured in a post-
consultation test. The analyst could then compare the patient’s actual understanding, as 
measured by the test, with their displays of understanding. While such a study would 
require a complex design, it could significantly enhance our understanding of 
“understanding”. Furthermore, if such a study did show a correlation between patients’ 
interactional displays and their actual understanding, researchers could potentially use 




In the hurly burly of interaction, it is unlikely that surgeons (or other experts engaged in 
providing information to laypersons) will be able to discern phenomena such as patient 
recognitional nods and CMGs that claim epistemic independence, at least not at the 
level of conscious awareness. Thus, monitoring of these phenomena in a clinical 
setting, as predictors that information has been processed and understood, is unlikely to 
be useful in real time. However, EMCA-based health communication experts may find 
the analysis of recognitional nods and CMGs to be useful in the study of patient 
understanding during information provision. That is, researchers could video record 
consultations, and analyse both the timing of nods and other responsive signals to 
gauge how well patients understand information as it emerges during an extended 
telling. This analysis could be reported back to practitioners who are interested in 
finding ways to improve their communicative practice. 
Finally, communicating this research to those involved in creating policy around 
informed decision-making, such as bioethicists, lawyers, and health literacy advocates, 
might enhance their understanding of the interactional complexities involved and of the 
epistemic difficulties faced by both surgeons and patients in relation to decision-related 
information provision. 
9.9.4 Concluding remarks 
Before I began this thesis project, my conception of surgeons’ information provision to 
patients was best described by the word “lecture”. The idea of a pre-scripted lecture 
was reinforced by my initial observations of the surgeon data, which revealed the 
sparseness of patients’ vocal contributions during surgeons’ information provision. 
Now, at the conclusion of my thesis, my chosen metaphor for these decision-related 
informings is the “yellow brick road” from the Beatles’ movie “Yellow Submarine”. 
The memorable image of the Beatles walking along a cartoon road that appears brick 
by yellow brick in front of them (as invoked by Heritage & Clayman, 2011, p. 21) 
captures the enchronic nature of these tellings. Just as the yellow brick road is not pre-
laid, but emerges in relation to participants’ prior steps, so too surgeons’ extended 
tellings in this dataset are not fully pre-determined lectures. Rather, while almost 
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certainly organised around a pre-planned syllabus, these informings are emergent and 
contingent interactions. The development of surgeons’ tellings, syllable by syllable, 
word by word, action by action, and activity by activity, depends not only on what the 
surgeon says and how they say it, but also on what the patient does in response and 
when they do it in relation to TCU completion. 
Thus, the most significant contribution of this thesis, from the perspective of a former 
clinician and sometime provider of information to patients, is that all participants of 
surgical consultations, not just surgeons, affect the trajectory of the telling and 
contribute to intersubjectivity management through the precision timing of their 
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Appendix A: Transcription notation for talk and other 
vocalisations  
The Jeffersonian-style transcription system (see Jefferson, 2004), used for annotations 
of talk in this thesis, is based on that of White (2011, pp ix-xi). 
Sequencing 
[  A single left square bracket signifies overlap onset. 
]  A single right square bracket signifies overlap offset. 
= Equal signs signify latching of one TCU to another without a normal 
beat of silence between. A pair of equal signs is also used to show 
through-produced talk by a speaker, when that talk is overlapped by 
other-speaker talk. 
< A “less-than” sign before a word denotes a “left push” or jump start to 
immediately following talk (Hepburn & Bolden, 2013, p. 64). 
Intervals 
(0.0)  Numbers in parentheses denote silence, measured in tenths of a second. 
(.)  A dot within parentheses denotes a silence of less than 0.2 seconds. 
Prosodic elements 
word Underscoring denotes some form of prosodic stress. The longer the 
underscore, the greater the stress. 
:: Colons denote a sound stretch. The greater the number of colons, the 
more the sound is stretched. 
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- A dash denotes a cut-off sound. 
w-w-word Repetition of a sound connected by hyphens denotes stuttering. 
* An asterisk denotes a creaky voice. 
. A full stop denotes falling terminal intonation. 
, A comma denotes either continuer (slightly rising) intonation or flat 
intonation. 
? A question mark denotes high-rising (terminal) intonation. 
¿ A Spanish question mark denotes rising intonation that is greater than a 
comma but less than a question mark. 
x:x An underlined colon within a syllable denotes intonation that rises then 
falls. 
xx: An underlined second letter within a syllable, followed by a colon, 
denotes intonation that falls then rises. 
↑ An up-arrow denotes a marked upward shift in pitch. 
↓ A down-arrow denotes a marked downward shift in pitch. 
WORD Upper case denotes markedly loud talk. 
•word A bullet before an utterance denotes staccato speech. 
°word° Degree signs before and after an utterance denote quiet speech relative 
to the surrounding talk. Two degree signs denote very quiet talk. 
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<word> A “less-than” and a “greater-than” sign bracketing an utterance denote 
that it is slowed down relative to surrounding talk. 
>word< A “greater-than” and a “less-than” sign bracketing an utterance denote 
that it is speeded up relative to surrounding talk. 
.hhh A row of “h’s” prefixed by a period denote an in-breath. 
hhh A row of “h’s” without a period prefix denote an out-breath. 
w(h)ord An interpolated ‘h’ denotes breathiness within an utterance, signifying 





(     ) Empty parentheses denote inaudible or unintelligible talk.  
(word) Parentheses around an utterance indicate transcriber doubt. 




Appendix B: Multimodal transcription system 
For most multimodal analyses, I take a layered approach to presentation - that is, talk, 
then nods, then gaze, then “other” gestures (where applicable). The transcript below 
amalgamates these layers. As with talk-based analysis, a speaker utterance or a silence 
is portrayed in normal font. Several features of my multimodal transcription system are 
based on Mondada’s (2016) transcription system. 
9.9.4.1 IS-SP01-01, When I say rare 
 
a) Nods and head gestures. 
A simultaneous nod by a patient or other recipient (named at the start of the line) is 
portrayed in italicised blue font on the ‘a’ line that corresponds numerically to the talk-
line above. 
[  Nod onset 
] Nod offset 
Onset and offset of nods are annotated by square brackets (also italicised). Thus, in the 
excerpt above, the patient’s daughter’s nod (line 92a) occupies the middle part of the 
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0.9 second silence at line 92. Where applicable, recipients’ other gestures are portrayed 
in italicised green font ‘b’ lines (body disposition) and italicised red font ‘c’ lines 
(facial expression). Where relevant, “MHG” stands for “marked head gesture”. 
[ Facial expression onset (with the provision that, because facial expressions are 
evanescent, onset and offset are difficult to determine). 
] Facial expression offset 
[ Other gesture onset 




b) Gaze  
Coloured highlighting of speaker talk (and simultaneous recipient nods or gestures) 
illustrates different participant gaze configurations as per the “Gaze key” below). In the 
excerpt above, absence of highlight represents the situation where the surgeon is not 
looking at either the patient or her daughter (lines 88-89), grey highlight represents 
mutual gaze between the patient and the surgeon (line 87), and yellow highlight 
represents mutual gaze between the daughter and the surgeon (lines 90-92).  
Gaze Key 
grey highlight mutual gaze 
no highlight  either 1) surgeon not looking at recipient but recipient 
looking at surgeon, or 2) neither surgeon nor patient looking 
at each other 
blue highlight surgeon looking at patient but patient not looking at surgeon 
green highlight patient withdraws gaze from non-gazing surgeon 
yellow highlight surgeon or patient looking at patient’s partner 
 






Appendix C: Glossary 
Term  My usage 
Affiliation/affiliative alignment The display of concordance with the 
affective or evaluative stance of the 
speaker (Stivers et al., 2011). 
Alignment Alignment refers to cooperation in 
interaction. It can relate to a) the structure 
of the interaction (for example, 
cooperation with an extended telling), b) 
the presumptions that underpin an action 
or activity, and c) the design and 
preference characteristics of a prior turn 
(Stivers et al., 2011). 
Articulator The part of the body involved in creating a 
“signal” (see below) (Holler & Levinson, 
2019). 
Cesura A break in speaker talk that arguably 
creates response relevance (Barth-
Weingarten, 2013). 
Claim of understanding  A claim is one type of display of 
understanding. Unlike a demonstration of 
understanding, a claim does not provide 
evidence of having done analysis on prior 
talk, nor does it show how a participant 
understands something. It only claims that 
they understand (Koole, 2010). A claim 
can be accomplished multimodally and 
does not require a floor-taking turn to 
accomplish. 
Cognitive load A term from cognitive psychology relating 
to the finite amount of information that the 
working memory (see below) can process 
at one time. The greater the cognitive load, 
the greater the amount of working memory 
used. At high levels of cognitive load, the 
capacity of the working memory may be 
exceeded, and new information is not 




Term  My usage 
Continuer A recipient move (vocal or embodied) that 
orients to the speaker continuing with their 
talk (Schegloff, 1982).  
Complex multimodal gestalt 
(CMG) 
Several multimodal signals packaged 
together to form an emergent action that is 
a) appropriate to and contingent on the 
sequential context, and b) recognisable to 
an interlocutor as creating meaning 
(Mondada, 2014, 2016). 
Deictic gesture  A gesture that involves pointing to 
something (McNeill, 1992). 
Demonstration of understanding A demonstration of understanding 
provides evidence of having done analysis 
of the prior talk and shows how a 
participant understands something. In the 
context of an extended telling, it requires a 
full turn-at-talk to accomplish (compare 
“Claim of understanding”) (Sacks, 1995c, 
Vol. II , p. 253).  . 
Disaffiliation/affiliative 
disalignment 
The opposite of “Affiliation/affiliative 
alignment” (see above) (Stivers et al., 
2011). 
Disalignment The opposite of “Alignment” (see above) 
(Stivers et al., 2011). 
Display of understanding  Displays of understanding encompass both 
claims and demonstrations (Koole, 2010). 
(See “Claim of understanding” and 
“Demonstration of understanding” above.) 
Enchrony An enchronically-based turn taking system 
is an interlocking system of participant 
moves, where each move is both an 
appropriate response to the immediately 
prior move and an effective elicitor of the 
subsequent move (Enfield, 2011, 2014). 
Epistemic antecedence The idea of having been told something 
and displaying recognition of its repetition 
or reformulation. 
Epistemic independence The idea of having already known or 
experienced something before being told it 
in the here-and-now (Stivers, 2011). 
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Term  My usage 
Ethnomethodology The study of members’ common-sense 
methods and practices for creating 
meaning and social order during everyday 
activities (Heritage, 1984b; Maynard, 
2013). 
Iconic gesture A gesture that relates to semantic meaning 
(McNeill, 1992). 
Intersubjectivity Participants’ orientation to shared 
understanding through joint attention, and 
the enchronic (see above) production of 
interlocking moves. Each move is fitted to 
the eliciting action of the prior move and 
is in turn, elicitive of an appropriate next 
move. Schegloff (1992) characterises 
intersubjectivity as follows, 
“Rather, particular aspects of particular 
bits of conduct that compose the warp and 
weft of ordinary social life provide 
occasions and resources for understanding, 
which can also issue in problematic 
understandings” (p. 1299).  
Marked Something that goes against expectations 
or usual practice. Heritage (2015) explains 
the distinction between unmarked and 
marked next turns — the former are type-
conforming and are “congruent with the 
understandings, expectations and 
projections that were established in the 
previous turn.” (p. 89). 
Metaphoric gesture A metaphoric gesture represents an image 
of an abstract concept. For example, 
pointing to one’s temple to signify 
“knowledge” (McNeill, 1992). 
Modality Either the perceptual sense involved in 
interpreting an interlocutor’s move or the 
particular resource category a participant 
uses to create meaning (Holler & 
Levinson, 2019; Mondada, 2016a).  
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Term  My usage 
Multiplex nod I use the term “multiplex” to distinguish a 
marked nod or nod cluster from a simple 
nod, the latter comprising one down-up (or 
up-down) trajectory, of “average” 
(unmarked) amplitude. 
Participation framework The term “participation framework” has 
two meanings. The first indexes the 
interactional status of a participant (for 
example primary speaker, recipient, or 
bystander) (Goffman, 1981, as cited in 
Bolden 2003, p. 209).The second indexes 
the way in which interactional participants 
orient to each other (for instance, how they 
engage and disengage from sequences or 
orient to the suspension of the turn-taking 
system during extended tellings). This 
conception originated with Goodwin 
(1981). 
Pivot construction A pivot construction occurs when two 
TCUs are combined together via an 
overlapping component and are through- 
produced. The overlapping component 
completes the first TCU and starts the 
second TCU (Clayman & Raymond, 
2015). 
Prospective indexical An utterance that both provides a sense of 
and aids recognition of something that is 
projected to appear later in the interaction 
(Goodwin, 1996). 
Pro-term A term (such as “these” or “this”) that 
indexes prior talk (Heritage & Watson, 
1979). 
Post-positioned “Post-positioned” refers to a TCU. I use it 
to describe a self-repair that begins in the 
acknowledgement relevance place and that 
is equivalent to a transition space repair in 
“turn-by turn” interaction (Schegloff, 
1996b). Because speaker transition (in 
terms of floor-taking) is not relevant in the 
mid-telling position of surgeons’ 
volunteered extended tellings in my data, 
it seems inappropriate to describe such 
repairs as “transition space repairs”.  
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Term  My usage 
Referral recognition sequence A sequence during which participants of a 
surgical (or other referral-based) 
consultation confirm mutual understanding 
of the reasons for the patient’s referral (as 
proposed in a letter from a primary care 
doctor or another specialist) (White, 
2011).  
Scaffolding (knowledge)  A sequential and interactive activity in 
which an expert iteratively provides a 
learner with new knowledge that 
progressively builds on the learner’s 
existing knowledge and acts as a stepping-
stone towards an intended knowledge 
outcome (Koole & Elbers, 2014; Wood et 
al., 1976).  
Sequentiality The relative positioning of interactional 
elements in relation to each other 
(Schegloff, 2007). 
Signal  A signal is “a behavior that, 
pretheoretically, makes a meaning 
difference without itself necessarily 
having a full intended meaning” (Holler & 
Levinson, 2019). 
Unmarked  Something that conforms to usual or 
expected practice (Heritage, 2015).  (See 
“Marked” above.) 
Working memory The concept of “working memory” comes 
from cognitive psychology. It is the idea 
that we are only able to manage a finite 
amount of information at a time. 
Extraneous information or distractions can 
overload the working memory and cause 
some information to be lost (Wilson & 





Appendix D: List of abbreviations 
Abbreviation Stands for: 
ARP Acknowledgement relevance place 
CMG Complex multimodal gestalt 
CofS Change-of-state 
EMCA Ethnomethodological conversation analysis 
HP Home position 
MHG Marked head gesture 
PAR Problem, Process, Alternatives, and Risk 
TCU Turn construction unit 
TRP Transition relevance place 
ZR Zama and Robinson’s 2016 paper, “A 
relevance rule organizing responsive 






Appendix E: Consultation IS-SP01-01 
In consultation IS-SP01-01, the patient, who is accompanied by her adult daughter, has 
been referred to the surgeon by an endocrinologist for surgical management of her 
overactive thyroid gland. Also present is a medical student, who spends much of the 
consultation off-screen. 
Following a referral recognition sequence, the surgeon asks the patient questions about 
her symptoms and medications. During the history-taking, he discovers that the anti-
thyroid drug the patient has been taking has caused eye problems. Because of these eye 
problems, which would also be likely to occur with radioactive iodine (the other 
treatment option), the referring endocrinologist reportedly now considers surgery to be 
the best option. Following a physical examination, the patient, her daughter, and the 
surgeon resume their seats around the surgeon’s desk and the surgeon introduces the 
PAR telling below.  
IS- SP01-01, ARCH lines 195-263, Video 5.12- 9.28 
(The first few lines of this transcript are from the audio file 
because the video audio is switched off. The video clip begins at 
5.12.) 
         SRG:    a::lright,=just ask that lady to 
                 come in< aga::in ((to medical student)), 
                 (0.2)  
                 w- we’ll just talk about (0.7) about surgery  
                 a:lright,=because that’s really why you’re  
                 here, are:n’t you.((to patient)) 
        ?PAT:    °(mm hm.)° 
                 (4)((researcher comes in to adjust the video))  
  5.12   SRG:    so-∙we'll just have a talk about surgery¿  
                 (0.2)((patient nods)) 
                 for thyrotoxicosis¿ 
  5.16   PAT:    °°mm hm¿°° 
14 seconds of talk removed   
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  5.30   SRG:    .t (0.6) and (.) um=it seems .t (0.6) doctor  
                 goodyear's very experien[ced ] in (.)  
         PAT:                            [°mm°] 
         SRG:    looking after patients with (eh)  
                 thyroid problems. and she feels  
                 that (.) surgery's probably the  
                 best option.       
                 (.) 
         PAT:    mm hm,  
  5.42   SRG:    u::m  (1.0) so when=we:: (.)operate  
                 for the- (0.4) the thyrotoxicosis, we  
                 remove most: of the thyroid gla::nd¿ 
                 (0.6) 
         SRG:    but aim >just to leave a< small  
                 remnant¿ a small amount on each  
                 si:: de.  
                 (0.7) 
                 .hh so that you still produce some  
                 thyroid hormone yourself, (.)  
                 afterwards. .t (.) oka::y? 
         PAT:    °↑mm,° 
         SRG:    .h *u:::m* (0.4) but most of the  
                 gland is remo:ved. 
                 (0.7) 
  6.06           so (1.7) ↑an- ↑an- nothing 
                 (0.3) in surgery (0.4) is without the  
                 possibility of having problems.  
                 (1.0)  
                 so we need to talk about those- those 
  6.18           sort of things. (1.0) 
                 u:m: (1.2) .hhhhhh in thee a eh- (.) 
                 in the early phase you kno:w 
                 immediately after (0.2) the opera:tion, 
                 (0.3) very occasionally there's  
                 a risk o:f blee:ding¿ (.) inside the neck, 
                 which can affect yo:ur (0.2) your 
                 breathing¿  
                 (1.2) 
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                 at that stage you'll be  
                 under close observation, (0.4) but 
                 sometimes that's something we need 
                 to deal with fairly urgently. 
                 (0.3) 
                 >but that's not< very common,=but 
                 that's a possibility. 
                 (1.8) 
  6.46           u:m: (1.2) .t .hh there are (0.2) 
                 two important ne:rves (.) in the neck, 
                 which are very close to the thyroid  
                 gla:nd, >one on each si::de, (0.5) which 
                 supply  th- (0.6) thee (.) um (0.2) 
                 the muscles of your larynx:. 
                 (0.7)  
                 the larynx is the (1.1) is the 
                 structure which produces your VOice.   
         PAT:    mm: hm 
                 (0.7) 
         SRG:    a:nd- (0.6) if one of those nerves  
                 is damaged, (0.2) it can cause (0.5) the  
                 voice to A:lTER¿ 
                 (0.4)   
                 and it tends to become rather  
                 hoarse. or husky.     
                 (1.2) 
                 so that is a- (.) a- (.) a RA:re 
                 complication of thyroid surgery.  
                 (0.8)  
                 when i say rare, (1.1) 
                 ↑↑PRO↑↑bably it happens somewhere 
                 betwee:n (0.3) .hhhhhh (u:m) >one in 
                 a hundred and one in two 
                 hundred< cases.  
                 (0.9) 
                 we make- we  
                 take every care to avoid that.  
                 (0.5)  
         PAT:    °mm.° 
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         SRG:    =>(so) i have- i still< have to 
                 mention that to you befo:rehand. 
                 (1.4) 
  7.39           .t .hhhh um ↑sometimes there can be (0.6) 
                 th- there are four other little gla:nds  
                 near the thyroid, which *a- are* Very 
                 ha:rd to disti:nguish:,  
  7.49           (1.3) 
11 seconds of talk removed 
 8.00           and eh (.) sometimes (1.9) 
                they can be removed,=or (0.5) 
                or the blood supply to them can be 
                interfered with during a thyroid  
                opera:tion.  
                (1.0) 
                so: >it's SOMething↑  
                that we're aware of< that can 
                happen;>and< and we- there are 
                contingency measures which are (0.7) 
                are u:sed (.)>to deal with that problem.< 
                (0.8) 
 8.22   SRG:    .hhh[hhhhh   ] ↑Now in the=  
        PAT:        [°mm hm°,] 
        SRG:    =long te:rm¿ (1.0) ↓u:m (.)i guess  
                there are three things that can↓  
                ha:ppen:,  
                (0.9) 
                th- the surgery can completely 
                cure the thyrotoxico:sis? 
                (1.0) 
                and and then (0.7) if- if it 
                works pe:rfectly:, (1.2) um (1.0) you're 
                you're still producing some thyroid 
                ho:rmone¿     
                (1.7) 
                u::m (1.2) however the- e 
  8.48   SRG:   y'know not unco:mmonly, (0.5) the 
                thyroid is not able to produ:ce enough 
                thyroid hormone,  
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                0.7) 
                 and you'd have to take thyroid 
                 ta:blets after the surgery. 
                 (0.5) 
         PAT:    mm hm, 
         SRG:    that also happens after the radioactive  
                 i:odine.  
                 (1.4) 
  9.04   SRG:    .t (0.3) and the other  
                 possibility i:s that (0.2) even though most 
                 of the thyroid is remo:ved that what's 
                 left can still be (0.5) °um° (0.4)  
                 over active.     
                 (1.0) 
         SRG:    so there [is     ]    
         PAT:             [(°oh.°)] 
         SRG:    the possibility:, (0.7)             
         DAU:    °o:h. (  )°   
         SRG:    that you could still have an [ov ]eractive  
         PAT:                                 [mm.]  
         SRG:    thyroid,=[ev  ]en though:  there's very 
        ?PAT:             [(  )] 
         SRG:    little of it left.     
                 (1.5)  
  9.21   PAT:    ↑m:m.       
                 (1.0) 
         SRG:    .hhhhhhh (0.2)↑These things are all unli:kely¿ 
                 (.) 
                 but- (er) (0.5) i just need t- ↓need to 
                 [men      ]tion them. 
  9.28   PAT:    [(°°mm.°°)] 
 
Two prefacing sequences occur between 5.12 and 5.16. Between 5.16 and 5.30, the 
surgeon explains that surgery is used less frequently as a treatment for thyrotoxicosis 
nowadays. Next, he justifies surgery as a treatment option, based on the 
endocrinologist’s recommendation (5.30 - 5.42). Process-information follows (5.42 – 
6.06). Next comes a re-prefacing move (6.06- 6.18) that introduces the risk information 
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part of the telling. Complications that can arise in the immediate aftermath of surgery 
are explained between 6.18 and 8.22. Next, the surgeon describes possible long-term 
outcomes in relation to the patient’s thyroid function. This is followed by a move to 
close the PAR telling (9.23). The need for further investigations, and for a further 
consultation following these investigations, is explained. The patient asks how long the 
surgery will take and her daughter asks how long the patient will spend in hospital. The 
latter also requests an information sheet. The patient is asked to make a return 




Appendix F: Consultation IS-SP02-01 
Consultation IS-SP02-01 is a follow-up consultation between a vascular surgeon and a 
young man with the condition of axillary vein thrombosis (AVT). AVT involves 
blockage of a large vein in the armpit that drains blood from the arm towards the heart. 
The blocked vein a) causes the arm to swell, b) leads to the formation of superficial 
blood vessels that bypass the blockage, and c) can trigger the serious (sometimes fatal) 
condition of pulmonary embolus. Conservative management of AVT combines  
anticoagulant therapy to reduce the risk of further thrombosis and/or pulmonary 
embolus, and elevation of the limb to reduce swelling. Alternatively, AVT can be 
treated with high-risk surgery. This patient (who has been receiving conservative 
treatment) has recently suffered a pulmonary embolus despite anticoagulant therapy. 
Other relevant information is that the patient does upper body weight training. 
However, he has recently been advised (by another specialist) to cease this training.  
The consultation opens with the surgeon asking the patient how he has been. The 
patient replies, “not too bad” and describes his current symptoms (minor tingling and 
one episode of arm swelling). A brief review of his warfarin therapy ensues, and the 
surgeon asks about the patient’s recent hospitalisation for pulmonary embolus. In 
particular, he asks the patient what the medical specialist, under whom he was 
admitted, had to say. After initially denying that the medical specialist had a lot to 
offer, the patient changes tack.   
 IS-SP02-01, ARCH lines 53-87, Video 1.07-5.45 
 1.07   PAT:     one thing that he did say (0.8) 
                 was that (0.2) >i should< (.) 
                 never do upper body weights again 
 1.12            >in my< li:fe, 
        SRG:     m:m. 
                (0.3) 
        SRG:     mm, 
                (0.3) 
 1.14   PAT:     >is that< something you agr:ee with? 
                 (0.6) 
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 1.15   SRG:     U::M:: (0.4) .t (.) WEll it- it- (1.0) 
                 i mean that that- that would just be: 
                 (0.6) common sense:;(.) advi::ce.>i  
                 mean< (0.5) we think that it's thee: 
                 (0.6) thee- the weights; an' the  
                 upper body deve:lopment. that's  
                 <cau:sed this problem.> 
 1.28  PAT:     mhm, 
                 (0.4) 
 1.29   SRG:     *u:m:* (.) as i've (.) described to  
                  you thee (0.4) you know 
                 th- the ve::in that goes  
                 between your  first rib [and yer]= 
 1.31   PAT:                             [  yep  ] 
        SRG:     collarbo:ne, 
                (0.5) 
                 it's (0.4) • That •pa::rt of the vein  
                 that's been damaged::.=by thee- (0.7) 
                 [the extra] fo:rce;>'an (.) >y'know = 
        PAT:     [   mhm_  ] 
        SRG:     =thee-< (.) frequency of ye- (0.2) 
 1.44            yer action in that a:rea. 
                 (0.5) 
 1.45            and (0.4) >it's it's< Likely  
                 that the vein has: (0.2) been- 
                 become sca::rred on the insi:de. 
                 (0.6) 
                 and that's ('fectively) become  
                 so scarred that it's eve:ntually  
 1.55            formed  a clot. 
                 (1.4) 
 1.56            ↑looking at your investiga:tions  
                  there's no sign that y're- (.) more 
                  prone to fo:rm bloood clots  
                  >in terms of°< (0.2) 
                  >y'know what's in your<  
                  bloo:d °or anything like that.° 
                  (0.4) 
 2.02            >so=That's-< (0.3) that's the one  
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                  thing that we can identify that  
                  cau:ses this pro:blem. 
                  (0.3) 
 2.09             .hh (0.2) the weights. the bo-  
                  the body building. 
                  (0.4) 
                  °°('nd) er°° .) has caused it:. 
                  (0.2) 
 2.13              esse:ntiall[y,] 
        PAT:                  [mm]hm. 
                 (0.5) 
 2.14   SRG:     a:::nd: s:: (.) >y'know so< common  
                 sense would tell you not  
 2.21            to do: (0.3) not to do it any mo:re. 
                 (0.2) 
                 (°°so_°°) (.) a:nd (.) >y'know to  
                 (eh)< sort of Deve:lop (0.6) some  
                 other (0.4) a:rea:, (.) of interest. 
 2.25            (0.4) 
 2.27   PAT:     .t (.) ye:a[h=i mean (tha)]  
        SRG:                [(       (that)])= 
                 =sort've thi:ng; 
                 (.) 
 2.30            y'know. u:m (.) .hh (0.4) *er uh* (0.9) 
                 BAsically you've got a tendency. 
                 (0.9) 
                 *u:::m::*  t- (0.2) to have that  
                 pro:blem. it may >happen on the other<  
 2.38            side.>for exa:mple¿ 
                 (0.5) 
                 if the vein on the right side clea::rs, 
                 (0.5) aga:in, it may well happen  
 2.43            aga:in.=on [  that   ] si:de. 
        PAT:                [(>yeah_<)] 
                 (0.2) 
        SRG:     >an' you don't want< that:. (.) so: (0.2) so 
                 (0.6) 
 2.47   PAT:     so >would it be< (.) prone to  
                 >happen anywhere< e:lse?>like in my  
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                 le:gs, [or a]nything=  
        SRG:            [ no.] 
 2.51   PAT:     =(like [(that?)] 
        SRG:            [ no.   ]  
                  (0.6) 
                  No. th- this (.) particular condi:tion is:  
                 is (0.4) *u::m* (0.2) usually confi:ned to  
 2.58            this area; of the body.  
                 (0.2) 
         PAT:     yup.= 
 2.59    SRG:     =*u::m* (0.4) and it's just a- a sort of:  
                 (0.6) *u:h* it's rela:ted to: (0.3) u:m  
                 (0.3) the ana:tomy; (0.3) of that particular  
                 (0.3) channel. that the vein and the  
 3.09            artery various nerves go through.  
                 (0.6) 
 3.10            u::m and: (1.0) as i said when i- (.) saw  
                 you before it's (0.4) u:m >y'know it-<  
                 (.) it's WEll recognised. (0.3) u:m (0.3) 
                 'ticurally in young people who are physical. 
                 (.) um body building, (0.4) kayakers, swimmers; 
                 (0.4) all those sorts of pe:ople. they-  
                 they're the ones that we usually see  
                 with this problem.  
                 (0.2)  
        PAT:     (yeah). 
                 (0.4)  
 3.31   SRG:     and MOstly (0.6) uh if you leave it alo:ne, 
                 it just (.) settles down by it[se  ]lf, 
        PAT:                                   [m:m.] 
        SRG:     an' yer a:rm <returns to (.) norma:lity>. 
                 (0.7) 
                 an' we keep you on warfarin; (.)  
                 ('n) the i:dea of the warfarin is to  
                 stop you (0.2) forming clots.<or (.) clots  
                 travelling to yer lu:ng. 
                 (0.8) 
                 u:m that's the- (.) that's the ide:a,=of  
                 the warfarin. obviously it wasn't succe:ssful  
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                 (in you/in the end).  
                 (0.6) 
                  because you did get a clot,=in your (.) 
                 (eh) (.) yer lung;  
        PAT:     .t .hh 
 3.54   SRG:     but- (0.3) [bu-] 
        PAT:                [CO ]uld >>that've been<< caused  
                 to j'st- (0.8) >y'know it's< (0.3) a bit  
                 like there's (.) more (0.5) anti-coa:gulant.>so  
                 a bit was able to break off and pass  
 4.01            ↑through or:? 
 4.01   SRG:     .t it's har- hard to know. >i [mean that]-<  
        PAT:                                   [(right) 
        SRG:     Wha- what the warfarin does it <stops new  
                 clots fo:rming.> (0.5) it doesn't disso::lve  
                 the clot that's already formed;>that's  
                 (the::re/the eh) y-y-yer body has  
 4.16            mechanisms to dissolve that itse:lf. (0.8) but  
                 the warfarin makes: (.) makes <the new  
                 fresh clot> (0.6) much less likely to  
                 form.>it's that fresh clot that has a tendency to  
                 break o:ff:; (0.2) and travel; (0.4) into  
                 yer lung. so th- the warfarin counteracts  
                 that process. the Clot that you've got in  
 4.32            there y- y- yer own body will so[rt o]ut; 
                                                 [m:m,] 
                 that will either (0.4) *u::m* .t (0.3)  
                 will either dissolve it itse:lf and (0.4) 
                 the big vein passing  
                 through this area will cle:ar (0.7) uh-  
                 or you will just form other channels arou:nd 
                 (0.2) the point of blockage where the clot is,>and  
                 (.) and yuh- yer a:rm will be->y'know cos you're<  
                 young and fit your arm will °just return 
                 to normal eve:ntually;° 
 4.52   PAT:     that was >one of the questio[ns ]=  
        SRG:                                 [mm,] 
        PAT:     =i had.>i mean i've< (0.2) been on this  
                 warfarin for (0.2) six seven weeks n[ow:;] 
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        SRG:                                         [yea ]h. 
                 (.) 
        SRG:     yeah. 
                 (.) 
        PAT:     and (1.1) the arm is (0.3) y'know (0.3) 
                 pretty uniform, 
        SRG:     mm. m[m.] 
        PAT:          [um] so i've kept this bandage on,  
 5.05            (.) s'yeah one is like how much longer  
 5.05            do i need do keep this,>>[and the ot]her= 
        SRG:                              [   yeah.  ] 
        PAT:     one<< is that- (0.4) the >VEIns< th- 
                 [the]y're still noticeably (0.4) 
        SRG:     [mhm] m:m. 
                 (0.9) 
        PAT:     the:re [(compared to the] others. 
 5.12   SRG:            [ ye:ah  sure.   ] 
                 yeah; (.) .hh that's (0.2) PRObably  
                 because the (0.2) the vei:n is- is: (.) 
                 •still •blocked. .t (0.3) by the blood  
                 clot. (0.4) it may nev- >sometimes it 
                 (.) it (.) it doesn't clear completely. 
                 (0.5) and you develop other veins;=that  
                 [go ] rou:nd the blockage.>an they just=  
        PAT:     [mm.] 
        SRG:     return all th- the blood back to yer- 
 5.29            yer hea:rt,=from yer a:rm. (0.3) .hh a::nd:  
                 (0.9) a- as i- i said in most people  
                 (.) thee (0.2) vein thee- (0.7) but the  
                 detour veins become so well (.) devE:loped  
                 tha- that they just- (0.3) y'know-  
                 they're uh m[ore than ad]equate to (0.4)= 
        PAT:                 [(         )] 
 5.40   SRG:     =do what they need to do¿ (0.3) .hhh 
                 (0.2) *u:::m::* (.) ↑let's have a look. 




 The patient reports that the specialist has told him never to do upper body weights 
again in his life, before asking the surgeon if he agrees with that opinion (1.07-1.15). 
The surgeon’s response is a “well”-prefaced non-type conforming expression of stance, 
followed by a justification of that stance (1.15-1.25). Next, the surgeon expands his 
justification with a flagged re-description of axillary vein anatomy and a description of 
the likely mechanism of injury to the patient’s axillary vein from his body building 
(1.29-1.55). The patient does not commit to this explanation beyond displaying ongoing 
attention to the surgeon’s account. The surgeon mentions that the patient’s blood tests 
do not reveal any clotting abnormality that would account for the AVT, and, perforce, 
the “bodybuilding” has caused it (1.56-2.13). Therefore, “common sense” indicates the 
patient should stop that activity. He recommends that the patient “develop some other 
area of interest”, noting that, otherwise, a thrombosis might occur in his other arm 
(2.14-2.25). The patient attempts to take the floor at 2.27 but the surgeon continues 
with a justification of his recommendation. He warns the patient that he has a 
“tendency”, and the same thing might happen on the other side or recur on the same 
side (2.30-2.43). 
Rather than accept this warning wholeheartedly, thereby permitting sequence (and 
topic) closure, the patient asks the surgeon if the same thing might happen in his leg 
(2.47-2.51). The surgeon responds with a type-conforming “no”, followed by an 
account that includes a summary of the pathophysiological process of AVT production 
in relation to the anatomy of the axillary vein (2.59 -3.09). He expands his explanation 
by reprising a list of categories of people who are prone to suffer from AVT (3.10-
3.29). The surgeon’s next move is to recommend a continuation of conservative 
management, predicting that the problem is likely to disappear by itself (3.31-3.38). He 
justifies the continued use of warfarin despite the fact that the patient has suffered a 
pulmonary embolus, the condition that warfarin is supposed to prevent (3.39-3.53). 
This justification includes an explanation of how warfarin works.  
Following the surgeon’s acknowledgement that warfarin failed to prevent a pulmonary 
embolus in the patient’s case, the patient, rather than accepting the surgeon’s 
recommendation to continue conservative management, poses another question. He 
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asks if the warfarin could have actually caused the pulmonary embolus (by allowing “ a 
bit to break off and pass through”) (3.55-4.01). The surgeon’s non-type conforming 
response to a Y/N question is a hedged, “It’s hard to know”. This is followed by 
another, more expansive, explanation of warfarin’s mechanism of action and a 
repetition of his reassurance that the condition will settle down by itself (4.01-4.51).  
Rather than close the sequence by accepting the surgeon’s explanation, the patient 
initiates another sequence with a pre-announcement of his intention to ask more 
questions (4.52). The first of these questions, which is prefaced by an account of his 
reduced symptoms, relates to how long he must keep wearing his support bandage 
(4.54-5.05). The latched pre-expansion for his second question (which never actually 
gets asked) takes the form of a complaint about the continuing presence of noticeable 
veins in his arm (5.04-5.12). The surgeon responds to this pre-expansion with an 
upgraded acknowledgment and an account of why these veins are still prominent (5.12-
5.40) (He does not answer the question about the support bandage.) The surgeon’s next 
move is to initiate a physical examination, inferably to examine these superficial veins. 
(The remainder of the transcript has not been included but the following is a synopsis of 
the remainder of the consultation). 
Following the physical examination, the surgeon suggests a further ultrasound scan, 
following which he will review the patient. He attempts to initiate closure of the 
consultation by repeating both his recommendation that the patient stops doing 
weightlifting, and his warning about the potential consequences of continuing to do so. 
However, he acknowledges that the patient’s previous fractured clavicle (noted during 
the physical exam) may have contributed to the AVT. 
The patient, however, asks what he can do, instead of weightlifting, to maintain muscle. 
The surgeon suggests that anything is acceptable in moderation. The patient asks if the 
surgeon thinks it is the weights, the frequency of repetitions, or his muscle bulk that has 
caused the problem. The surgeon’s assertion, that it is the muscle bulk, is accompanied 
by yet another, even longer, repeat of his explanation of the anatomy and the 
mechanism of injury. The patient reprises his (unanswered) question about whether he 
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must continue to wear a support bandage. The surgeon responds with an account of 
what the bandage is designed to do (therapeutically) but says that the patient need not 
continue to use it if he does not feel it is helping. He should, however, stay on warfarin 
for another six months. 
Following some discussion about arrangements for the ultrasound scan, the surgeon 
asks the patient if he has any questions. The patient initially demurs. Next, however, he 
asks the surgeon if he has “had any more thoughts on whether the first rib had to come 
out”. The surgeon responds with an account of his rationale for recommending 
conservative management over surgery. He explains that before surgery can occur, 
existing clot must be dissolved with what he describes as “a sort of drain (you know) 
cleaner basically”. He notes that there are enthusiasts for the surgical treatment but 
relates that large clinical trials have not shown any significant long-term difference 
between conservative and surgical management groups. He goes on to reveal that his 
opinion has been influenced by the case of a young man in his care, who suffered a 
stroke as a complication of the clot dissolution process that must occur prior to surgery. 
Following a reiteration of his opinion that surgery is unnecessary, although a future 
possibility if and when the clot dissolves itself, the surgeon makes a further move to 
close the consultation. 
However, the patient relates that his mother, who works at another hospital, has been 
told by another surgeon that, “the rib’s gotta come out”. He follows this report with an 
acknowledgement that, as the surgeon says, there are differences of opinion. The 
surgeon responds by also acknowledging differences of opinion and the influence of 
prior experience, before effectively dismissing the other surgeon’s recommendation as 
“just personal opinion” for which “there’s no good scientific evidence”. He offers to 
refer the patient for a second opinion. However, the patient declines and the surgeon’s 




Appendix G: Consultation IS-SP03-02 
In consultation IS-SP03-02, a young man has been referred to a colo-rectal surgeon for 
the management of his volvulus (recurrent twisting of the large bowel). This first 
encounter between these participants opens with a referral recognition sequence. This 
sequence is followed by establishing the patient’s description and perspective of his 
problem and general information-gathering about the patient’s health history. The 
surgeon then asks the patient if the referring surgeon has explained what the condition 
of volvulus entails. When the patient’s response reveals his lack of understanding, the 
surgeon attempts, unsuccessfully, to explain the pathological process to him. Following 
this unsuccessful explanation, the surgeon introduces the subject of post-operative 
constipation. 
IS-SP03-02, ARCH lines 183-436, Video 5.38-13.03 
 5.38   SRG:     Now (0.4) in- in- some people 
                 (0.6)>’ticly in people (that)< (.) 
                 (y’know l- l- like yourself >who've 
                 had it from< an early age=it the- 
                 (0.3) (i- th-) (0.2) they have a a- 
                 motility problem with the bowel.  
                 (.) 
                 generally, 
                 (.) 
                 >>°'n oth' words°<< (0.2) Althou:gh 
                 (1.3) it's the sigmoid colon  
                 which is the >commonest place for 
                 this to happen=the whole bowel< may 
                 be a >little bit< sluggish. 
                 (0.5) 
        PAT:     ye[ p.     ] 
        SRG:       [y'know.  ] 
                 (0.7)  
        SRG:     *u::h: (.) a:nd* (0.5) what we- (0.2) 
                 what we generally (.) >>(i mean/and)<< 
                 if it looks like it's just the sigmoid 
                 >>colon 'ts causing the problem=(y'know) 
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                 in-<< in a young person like yourself=we  
                 would just deal with that bit that's 
 6.06           twi:sting. 
17 seconds of talk removed 
 6.23    SRG:    and i'll (s-straight-) take out that (0.2) that  
                 extra le[ngth that's twi:sti]ng,= 
         PAT:            [yeah sure.         ] 
         SRG:    =(0.2) ↑Join it up↓, (0.5) *uh* and  
                 just ma:ybe: j's look at how your bowels 
 6.31             >>(g'nna) work. 
71 seconds of talk removed 
 7.42   SRG:     *a:lright. okay. (0.6) so* (0.3) HCH (.) 
                 so esse:ntially what's invo:lved (0.9)  
                 (°an°) if i jus’ sort've (2.1) 
                 wh- with when you've got this 
                 condition (   with) vo:lvulus th-  
                 the bowel’s very (.) floppy and easily  
                 accessible;>so we can do this through a  
                 fairly small ho:le. okay, 
        PAT:     awh yeah, s[ure. ] 
 7.57   SRG:                [a'righ]t. 
15 seconds of talk removed 
 8.12   SRG:     i think probably on balance we c'd just- we'll 
                 just do a little conventional (0.4) 
                 just a little cut down >here on [the< le]ft 
                 hand si::de. 
        PAT:     yeah. 
        SRG:     uh::m (1.2) .t (0.4) i- it does remo:ve e- so  
                 y- y'know we're gonna take out a 
                 (    be) a lo:ng length of bowel.>that  
 8.27            we're going to take out.=an’ then               
5 seconds of talk removed 
 8.32   SRG:     alright.=so .hh it's it's a fAIrly straight     
                 forward opera:tion¿  
                 (0.3)  
                 l- Li:ke (0.5) like every operation there  
                 are sort've risks::.  
                 (0.3)  
                 er which one >has to take in,=so the<  
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                 expected outcome is that you'd 
                 be in hospital for ab-=ma:ybe abo:ut er:  
                 (0.5) >i w’d think about< (0.6) four or  
                 five da:y:s:. 
                 (0.3) 
 8.46   PAT:     yep.=                                           
        SRG:     =uh: you'd be ke- (0.2) you could go  
                 ho:me >basically on a< normal diet with  
                 your bowels working.  
                 (0.2)  
                 °okay,°  
 8.49            °*alright.*° (0.5) Wi:th (0.2) with any::       
                 (0.2) bowel surgery when we're >sort of<  
                 joining two ends of the bowel together  
                 there's (0.3) (th-) the most important  
                 risk of things that c'n- could  
                 (0.2) po↑tentially go wrong is >that the<  
                 two ends don't he:al.  
 9.00            (0.3)                                                                                                        
                 °okay,°  
                 °alright.° (0.4) Now that would happen in  
                 may:be: (0.5) something >in the order of<  
                 one percent of people.  
                 (0.3)  
                 >undergoing this surg-=so >>f'rthe<< one in a 
                 hun[dred<] 
         PAT:       [yep, ] 
                 (0.5) 
         SRG:    the bow:el wouldn't hea:l::, (0.4) absolutely  
                 pe:rfectly¿=and (you'd/you get) what's  
                 called a leak. so there'd be some bowel  
                 contents w’d come outsi:de.  
                 (0.2)  
                 .hhh an' that's obviously 
 9.14            a serious complica:tion:, an' (.) you w’d (.)           
                 need >t'go back to the< operating the:atre,  
                 an’ have it all cleaned out, 
                 (0.3)  
        PAT:     >°sure°<= 
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        SRG:     =*uh:* ↑probably need a temporary ba::g; 
                 >>'n=have<< to go to the< intensive ca:re  
                 unit.  
                 (0.2) 
                 so (0.4) >i jus’ have to< wa:::rn  
                 you about >that.=that's< the Mo::st  
                 important complication.=(that sort've  
                 c'n) (.) i- in this situation it (0.3) 
                 it's (0.3) (m-) un↓common to:: (0.2) yeh. 
                 (0.3) 
        PAT:     d'you fi:nd that like (0.3) like  
 9.34            A::fter i've left hospital.=                    
        SRG:     =N[o:: ]:. >that would be in<= 
        PAT:       [(no)] 
        SRG:     =[whi:le you’e in hospital,] 
        PAT:     =[(it would be in hospital.)]= 
        SRG:     =[generally speaking.=yeah.]= 
        PAT:      [(°that's alright.°       ]  
        SRG:     =°yeah. °but uh° (0.6)  
                 UM (.) the OTher thing (th't) 
                 occa::sionally (th't) can happen >°with  
                 this sort of° surgery=you c’n< get wound  
                 infe:ctions::; (.) because you're aw- 
                 [opening the] bow:el.    
        PAT:     [yup.  ]  
 9.44   SRG:     u::m (0.3) Very occay-=>↑not someb'dy in        
                 your age:.=b’t (.) (y'know) just  
                 occa:sh-=you might get< blood clots in the  
                 legs;>(but) that's< m- mai:nly with  
                 °people with cancer,=at an° >older  
                 age group.>↑But< (0.4) we can Take  
                 precAUtions to- to: (0.5) reduce  
                 thuh RIsk of all these complications,=  
                 we ca:n't totally:, 
                 (0.3) 
        PAT:     ye:p.= 
        SRG:     =a[ BOL   ]ish= 
        PAT:       [°sure.°] 
        SRG:     =the risk.=>okay so< .hh (0.2) b’t  
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                 but=*uh (0.3) you know thee: (.)  
                 >th'as i said< th’ exPE:cted outcome's th’t  
                 (0.3) >you know you'd=uh< (0.6) >↑somewhere  
                 round about< five days you'd be able 
                 to go ho:me.<  
                 (0.4)  
10.07            your bowels sh’d be working::, (.)              
                 a lot easier.                                   
                 an’ it'll preve:nt the recurrence of the:se  
                 (0.8) twi:sting. 
                 (.) 
        PAT:     yeah (that what-) (0.2) someone told me  
                 like *uh:m::* (0.3) doctor  
                 samson told me (0.3) >it was like 
10.16            a< ↑month off:, is tha:t, 
        SRG:     .h ye:ah=in ↑te:rms of: (0.3) >(y'know/now)  
                 the< reCO:very: uh:m (1.0) I:s very  
                 variable.=↓from patient to patient. 
                 (0.2) 
                 ok[a:y¿]>so- (0.3) .hh °it:: 
        PAT:       [yep.] 
        SRG:     *eh-*°=E:Verybody >after an  
                 anaesthetic has what we call 
                 post operative< fati:gue syndrome,> where 
                 you feel just< ti::red.=y'know_=it's  
                 not just (0.3).hh not >just the wound 
                 healing.=just< (.) ge:nerally in  
                 yourse:lf.=the energy levels (ar-) (.) 
                 are dow:n.>and they ↑Do↑ take a while 
                 (f'that) (0.2)+ (tuh-) (0.2) pull back u:p. 
                 (0.7) 
        SRG:     *uh:::m* 
        PAT:     b’t is that basically it¿=°is it=tha:t's° 
        SRG:     .hh >↑ye::ah.=that's< (.) that's basically 
                 >it=i mean it's< uh:m: (0.2) >yih know a<  
10.43             mon:th_ (0.4) some people  
109 seconds of talk removed 
12.32   SRG:     the OTher complications would be-  
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                 be pretty uncommon. 
                 (0.3)  
        SRG:     apa:rt from wound infe:ct[ion. ] 
        PAT:                              [so=IN]= 
                 =in the FIve days it's jus'  
                 sort've getti:ng:, 
                 (0.2) 
12.38   SRG:     ↑Yeah.=so a:fter=what you'd ha:ve  
                 during *(thee-)* .hh (0.3) ↑Pro:bably  
                 >with an operation like that< we'd j'st  
                 put some local anaesthetic: (0.2)  
                 long acting >local anaesthetic  
                 around< the wou:nd,    
        PAT:     ↑a:wh okay; 
        SRG:     an’ then give you a little pain pump. 
                 (.) 
                 like a morphine pump you c’d you use 
                 yourse:lf¿=↓you wouldn't 
                 need an epidural or anything 
                 like< that. 
        PAT:     °↑awh sw[eet.]° 
        SRG:             [a:n’ ]=  
                 =then you j’st you j’st (0.2)  
                 y'know you’d >j'st sorta< regulate  
                 your own pain. (.) contro:l.=with    
                 th a t uh (.) little pain pump. 
                 and then (0.6) *uh:[::m ] 
        PAT:                        [this]=   
                 =is during the op. 
        SRG:     THat was a:fter the operat[ion.]  
        PAT:                               [>aw ]=  
        PAT:     =a:f[ter,] 
        SRG:         [A:ft]er,=you nee:d >a general  
                 anaesthetic.=(ob-) jus j’st for<  
13.03            us to remove the bowel.=an’ then 
 
The surgeon’s warning about constipation (as long-term complication of volvulus) 
begins at 5.38. (Of note, this warning relates to the natural history of the patient’s 
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disease. As such, it is problem-information that appears to contribute to the rationale for 
his favoured surgical approach). The physical examination comes next (between 6.31 
and 7.43 minutes), after which the surgeon resumes the PAR telling at 7.43 minutes 
with (surgical) process-information. At 8.32 minutes he changes the activity to risk-
information provision. The activity of “making arrangements” occurs during the gap 
between 10.43 and 12.32 minutes. Following this, the surgeon issues an “any 
questions”-type invitation, which the patient initially declines.  
However, between 12.32 and 12.38, the surgeon recaps the risk information, following 
which the patient does ask a question about the immediate post-operative recovery 
period. During the surgeon’s subsequent elicited telling, a misunderstanding occurs but 
is resolved by 12.51 minutes. Thereafter, the participants cooperate to close the 




Appendix H: Consultation SS-SP09-01 
In consultation SS-SP09-01, a patient in his late fifties with severe mitral valve disease has 
been admitted to hospital for surgery the following day. He has been referred by a 
cardiologist from a geographically distant hospital, where he has been worked up for surgery. 
The consultation opens with a self-introduction by the surgeon and a referral recognition 
sequence that establishes mutual understanding of why the patient is here. The surgeon’s next 
move is to establish a warrant for his upcoming PAR telling. 
SS-SP09-01, ARCH lines 21-356, Video 0.35-13.26   
0.35   SRG:    a::nd um tha:t wasn’t very long ago,=so 
                 (0.5) we’ve got you: (0.2) no:w into the  
                 posi:tion (0.5) where we need to discuss (.) 
                 surgery.=i [underst]and (.) the mitral valve= 
         PAT:               [yeah.  ]      
         PAT:    =yeah.= 
         SRG:    =is lea:king¿ [.hh an ]d so t- >our aim and=  
         PAT:                  [°yeah.°]  
         SRG:    =object< tomorrow is to try and repai:r 
                 that valve or repla:ce the valve. 
  0.48   PAT:    mh:m,       
Approximately 7 minutes 20 seconds of talk removed 
  8.11   SRG:    the body's natural response 
                 is to form clo:t; (0.6) um 
                 if if this >was just sitting in 
                 your blood<stream the- the body would 
                 form clot in that, 
                 (.) 
         PAT:    yeah, 
         SRG:    and: that can block the valve, 
                 all those clots can fly off an' 
                 c- cause a stro:ke.= 
         PAT:    =a stroke ye:ah.  
         SRG:    s[:o      ] (1.0) clot= 
         PAT:     [°ye:ah.°] 
         SRG:    =formation; (0.7) um bleeding 
                 stroke, are a:ll unknowns:.  
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                 (0.2) 
                 o:r gue[ss(es).] 
         PAT:            [yeah   ] (.) °yeah° 
  8.30   SRG:    .t .h in terms of e- (0.2) um ↑Those 
                 risks are↑ l- are le:ss: (.) with 
                 a mitral valve repair¿ .t 
         PAT:    °mm [hm°     ] 
         SRG:        [>they’re] not ze:ro¿< but  
                  >they’re less with a mitral valve repair, 
                  >which is< wh:y we would aim  
                  to (0.7) ↑do a repair if we ca:n, 
  8.42   SRG:    .h and e:ven if we bought 
                 you (0.5) five or ten years, (1.0) e- er 
                 without needing a re↑placement, that 
                 would be an advantage ↑to you. [.hh]=  
         PAT:                                   [yeah] 
  8.50   SRG:    >and that is to say<=there is a- >one of the  
                 risks< of the re:pair is (0.5) that there can be  
                 further deterioration >(of/in) the valve.=the  
                 valve (is/has)< (0.2 has stretched open¿ we will 
                 re:pair that, (.h)u::m (0.5) i- er a chordae may  
                 have ruptured=we could be< repairing that, but the  
                 same ∙thing could happen >at a later stage.=so< i-  
                 (.)[a re  ]pair=  
         PAT:       [(○mhm○)] 
         SRG:    =doesn’t ∙mean the problem is solved for↑Ever. 
                 (0.3)  
  9.10   PAT:    yeah. 
         SRG:    it’s a bit like >your ca:r,=you can have< 
                 one repair 'n you might need r- another 
                 repair on [(the same thing)]= 
         PAT:              [same thing        ]  
         SRG:    =ye[ah.] 
         PAT:       [ye ]ah. 
                (.) 
  9.18   SRG:   U::M (1.1) and occasionally that (.) is quite early. 
40 seconds of talk removed 
  9.59   SRG:    and that’s a big risk= i mean (.) nobody 
                 would expose themselves to that risk  
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                (0.2) eh- eh- i- if there’s much of a  
                 ↑cho:ice. but what we’re weighing it up is  
                 saying well what would happen to you if we  
                do nothing. 
         PAT:    yeah. 
         SRG:    and your risks of dy:ing over the next year if  
                 we do nothing are substantially more than that. 
 10.14   PAT:    more than that, yeah. 
31 seconds of talk removed 
 10.45   SRG:    going along with stroke is 
                 something we call  
                 neuro↑cog↑nitive dysfunction,  
                 (0.4) >probably the best  
                 way of explaining that< is  
                 to say if i subjected you to a  
                 >whole lot of s'tve< i q type tests  
                 >at the mo:ment,=we’d come up with a 
                 particular< sco:re; .h ↑(and) if we 
                 did that↑ again next wee:k, 
         PAT:    m[hm,  ] 
         SRG:     [(the)] score would- (0.2) •would∙ 
                 likely to be low[er. ]  
         PAT:                    [it’s]= 
                 =like a- [(     )] 
         SRG:             [but if ] we did it (0.2) um ∙in six 
                 weeks ti:me,↓°you’d probably come back to: to 
                 where you are°↓ no::w,                        
         PAT:    (sure.) ye:ah.(0.5) yea[h,] 
 11.07   SRG:                           [a ]n::d 
26 seconds of talk removed 
 11.33   SRG:    U:m>the most< (0.5) common complication  
                 are abnormalities of rhy:thm, especially with  
                 the mitral va:lve,>it's no[t   ]uncommon  
         PAT:                              [mhm,] 
         SRG:    for our patients to need medication to  
                 contro:l that¿ 
         PAT:    ye:ah, 
         SRG:    and usually we are- (.) •able to stop that, 
                 (.) °°at about six weeks after the operation.°° 
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         PAT:    yeah.  
         SRG:    very occasionally people need to cont↑inue  
                 on that, (0.2) and occasionally °people  
                 even need pacemakers°=>°°if if if  
                 there< are°° (.) [On  ]going=  
                 =problem[s.] 
         PAT:            [y ]ep. 
         SRG:    um the next sort’ve big thing that’s gonna  
                 happen is we might need to take you back to  
 12.00           theatre for bleeding. 
51 seconds of talk removed 
 12.52   SRG:    Other bad things:, small risk of a 
                 heart attack. >○(   ) less than one 
                 in a hu:ndred¿○< kidney problems,=about 
                 one in two: hundred. (0.2).hh we have to 
                 divide the bre:ast bone¿=if the 
                 breast bone doesn’t-=w- we wi:re it 
                 toge:ther¿ .hh and- i- but i- if  
                 that's::: doesn’t (0.4) 
                 a lot of coughing,=or you’ve got very 
                 thin bones or something, (.) .hh the wires can 
                 cut through,'n (0.3) this can separate,  
                 (0.2) 
         PAT:    [yeah.] 
         SRG:    [a::nd]∙it’s ∙aga:in (0.3) ↑probably one or two 
                 percent; (0.3) of pat[ients]=  
         PAT:                         [yeah,] 
         SRG:     =need to come back.  
                 (0.4)  
         SRG:     (↑o[n/one)] 
13.16    PAT:        [so    ]they could possibly  
                  actually he:al, but (.) separate to one ano:ther.  
                  [(                )] 
         SRG:     [e- n:o,=if they’re] separate and there’s 
                  movement you do:n’t he:al,  
                  (.) 
         PAT:     yeah. 
         SRG:     so:: by holding it *mhmh* firmly together, (0.4) 
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                  we promo:te healing, 
 13.26   PAT:    *yeah*. 
The first part of the PAR telling ( up to 0.48) summarises the patient’s problem and the 
aim of surgery. Over the next seven minutes (not shown), the surgeon talks about 
aspects of the surgical process including a) a description of artificial heart valves and b) 
the function of the heart-lung machine that supports the patient’s circulation during 
surgery. He warns about some of the potential complications of artificial heart valves, 
including infection and blockage. At 8.11, he explains why warfarin therapy is needed 
to prevent complications such as heart valve blockage and stroke. At 8.30, he explains 
that the complications he has just described occur less often with heart valve repair, his 
favoured approach, than with valve replacement surgery.  
However, at 8.50, he embarks on an explanation of why a valve repair is likely to be 
only a temporary solution and that, if the patient’s symptoms reappear, further surgery 
will be required. Over the next 40 seconds, he talks about the possibility of immediate 
or early failure of the valve repair (not shown). 
At 9.59, the surgeon compares the risk of dying, both with and without surgery. The 
latter has a significantly higher mortality. In the ensuing 27 seconds (not shown) the 
surgeon relates the unanimous opinion of multidisciplinary team members at a meeting 
during which the patient’s suitability for surgery was discussed. They recommended 
surgery rather than conservative management.  
Next, the surgeon recycles talk about “stroke”, enabling him to segue into the topic of 
neurocognitive dysfunction at 10.41. He explains this concept in terms of a difference 
in the patient’s hypothetical performance in preoperative and postoperative IQ tests. He 
points out that, because the patient is (relatively) young, were neurocognitive 
dysfunction to occur, it would likely be a temporary rather than a permanent problem. 
At 11.33, the surgeon changes the risk topic to talk about heart rhythm disturbances 
after mitral valve surgery and the possible treatments for those. The next risk he talks 
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about is postoperative bleeding, explaining why it occurs and why significant bleeding 
would necessitate a return to the operating theatre (not shown). 
At 12.51, he lists and quantifies the likelihood of several other complications in a 
perfunctory manner. By contrast, he describes the problem of postoperative sternal non-
union in detail. Following the surgeon’s quantification of this complication (pragmatic 
repeat), the patient initiates a repair via a candidate understanding of what non-union 
involves. 
The remainder of the risk-telling activity (not shown) involves sundry items such as 
allergic reactions and potential complications of perioperative blood transfusion. The 
surgeon closes the PAR telling by asking the patient if there is anything that he is 
worried about. The patient asks a (very perspicacious) question about teamwork in the 
operating theatre, and the surgeon responds with a long and detailed account of team 
members’ qualifications and experience. 
There follows a brief history-taking and an assurance by the surgeon that surgery is the 
right decision. The surgeon performs a brief physical exam and, once the consent form 
is signed, the consultation closes. 
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